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Abstract 

In 1975 thirteen structures were excavated at the 1875-83 

N.W.M.P. post of Fort Walsh, including the northwest bastion, 

the semi-subterranean powder magazine, two stables, the 

saddlery, shoe-maker's shop, three privies, the guardhouse, 

quartermaster's store and rooms added to the NCO quarters 

and the orderly room. Extensive tests of the palisades 

indicate that the area of the fort was increased in 1880 by 

some 30,000 square feet by re-erection of the exterior 

stockade wall some distance from the buildings. In addition, 

comparison of structures dating prior to and subsequent to 

1880 indicates an increase in the sophistication of building 

techniques. 

A large sample of artifacts from the excavations will 

allow quantitative analysis of artifact distributional trends, 

and the identification of the spacing and nature of activities 

within and between buildings through the period of occupation 

of Fort Walsh. It may also be possible to investigate some 

of the behavioral implications of status ranking and social 

stratification within the North West Mounted Police through 

analysis of artifact distributional tendencies. 



Preface 

The third season of archaeological investigations at the 

1875-83 North West Mounted Police post of Fort Walsh, situated 

in the Cypress Hills of southwestern Saskatchewan, was 

conducted by the Research Division of the National Historic 

Parks and Sites Branch, Parks Canada between June 1, 19 75 

and September 15, 1975. A reduced crew remained on site 

until October 31 completing laboratory processing and 

preliminary analysis of artifact material, and backfilling 

excavations. The project was directed by James V. Sciscenti, 

staff archaeologist with the Branch, assisted by Jeffrey 

S. Murray, assistant archaeologist, and Anita Campbell, field 

assistant with the project until March 31, 1976. Excavation 

season personnel included four field assistants: Linda 

Southwood, Francois J. Kense, Kevin Lunn and Alison Wylie; 

a laboratory supervisor, Susan Murdock; a photographer, Bruce 

Fleming, and a local labour crew of 10 to 15 persons from 

the Maple Creek area. Surveying, mapping and extant recording 

were carried out by M.D. Olynyk of the Extant Recording Section, 

Restoration Services Division, Engineering and Architecture 

Branch, Prairie Region, Parks Canada. 

All artifact material was cleaned, labelled where 

applicable, mended and sorted into morphological, functional, 

and stylistic categories on site. Verification and cross

checking of artifact identifications were conducted on site 

by Olive Jones and Peter Priess, respectively, heads of glass 

and metal research with the Material Culture Research Unit, 

Research Division, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, 

x 
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Ottawa, during the middle of September 19 75; ceramic materials, 

were cross-checked later in Ottawa by D.M. Griffiths and 

L. Sussman. 

Subsequent to verification, each artifact was identified, 

described and sketched along with measurements on an individual 

card which provided original provenience data, with the 

exception of nails, unrestorable glass fragments, and metal 

scrap. With these latter categories, a number of morphological 

attributes, particular to each class, were used to define 

subtypes and the frequency of occurrence of each subtype was 

recorded on provenience tables. For instance, nails were 

hierarchically segregated by manufacturing technique (cut, 

wrought, wire), head type (square, rectangular, etc.) and 

shank length, and recorded by variety and provenience on 

charts. 

Further analyses were conducted with artifacts which were 

too fragmentary or too undifferentiated to determine functions, 

in an attempt to determine whether such material grouped with 

identified artifact categories in terms of cross-section 

profile or dimensions and/or distribution. Scattergrams were 

employed to assess the degree of relationship between thickness, 

width and length, and histograms were set up to determine 

whether size groups were present in the undifferentiated or 

fragmentary materials. Scattergrams indicated the lack of a 

linear relationship between different attributes of size 

(length, width, thickness, weight, etc.) and hence no 

objective measure could be obtained as to original size of 

fragmentary artifacts such as metal bars, rods or plates. 

In consequence, matching with complete objects could not be 

completed and function of unidentified material could not be 

determined. Such materials are hence classified only by 

morphological attributes. 
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Subsequent analyses consisted of the preparation of 

interbuilding tabulations to facilitate quantitative comparison 

of differential location of artifact types across the site. 

Formal quantitative manipulation of these data was not under

taken, and is planned for the final site syntheses. The 

distributional tabulations were inspected visually in an 

attempt to determine activities in the degree of coincidence 

between historically ascribed functions for buildings and the 

nature of activities derived from artifact analysis. In some 

cases, the nature of activities performed in a structure 

rests solely on analysis, since historical information is 

lacking. Only in the case of the northwest bastion was 

statistical manipulation of artifact data undertaken in an 

attempt to resolve direct conflicts between different docu

mentary sources. 

The descriptive report on the 1975 excavations is based 

on manuscripts prepared and revised in the field by each 

archaeological supervisor. While there have been a number 

of revisions and rewriting by Murray and Sciscenti, 

the report of the 19 75 investigations is the joint product 

of all authors. 

Particular assistance and a pleasant field working 

environment are credited to Jim Smith, interim acting 

superintendent at Fort Walsh, N.H.P., in 1975, and his wife 

Marge. Soil sample analyses were conducted at no cost, by 

Rene Barendreght and his assistant Anne Fraser, Queen's 

University Field Project, Agricultural Research Station, 

Manyberries, Alberta. Two of the Fort Walsh National Historic 

Park maintenance staff, Dwight Demchenko and Terry Smith, 

provided invaluable assistance in the identification of saddlery 

and harness parts, tools, farrier ' s and blacksmith's equipment 

and the morphology and construction of wagons. 
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Introduction 

The 1975 archaeological project at Fort Walsh continued the 

general programme of investigation established during 1973 

and 1974 (Sciscenti et al. 1976). During the winter of 

fiscal year 19 74/75, the Prairie Region Office, Parks Canada 

set up a Fort Walsh planning committee which developed some 

of the long range interpretive and restoration directions 

to be pursued. Several decisions served to clarify the 

archaeological and historical requirements, and the scheduling 

of research and restoration activities. A decision was 

reached to focus restoration on the last phase of .the North 

West Mounted Police occupation of Fort Walsh, the period 

from 1880-1883, with initial phases of occupation and 

subsequent history of the site to be covered by interpretive 

monographs and displays within the visitor reception centre. 

In addition, strong emphasis was placed on the derivation of 

information, from both archaeological remains and analysis of 

documentary sources, on the social characteristics of Fort 

Walsh personnel and the nature of life at a frontier fort. 

In consequence, the 1975 archaeological project was 

directed toward investigation of settlement growth and change 

between 1875 and 1883, with a primary emphasis on identifi

cation of structures and areas occupied and utilized subsequent 

to 1880. In addition, since the historical documents 

indicate changes in the function of buildings through time, 

considerable effort was made to collect artifact samples from 

different stratigraphie contexts, and in fine scale provenience 

units in order to delineate artifact associations and define 
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Figure 1. Air photo of Fort Walsh, looking south, showing the 19 75 archaeological 
excavations. The extant structures in the photograph were constructed as part of 
the R.C.M.P. remount station in the early 1940s (Photo by B. White). 



Figure 2. Master grid plan of the 1975 excavations, 
(Drawing by K. Walton and A. Pacey) 
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activity areas. In order to determine some of the parameters 

of daily life at the fort, samples of dietary residue were 

collected, including flotation samples and faunal materials, 

and are currently under analysis by Steve Cumbaa, Zoological 

Identification Centre, National Museums of Canada. An 

attempt is being made to determine if major dietary differences 

existed between commissioned and enlisted grades in the North 

West Mounted Police. 

The following sections of this monograph provide a 

descriptive report on the 19 75 season with primary emphasis 

on structural information derived during excavation. Artifact 

data are contained in Appendix A. Intrabuilding distributional 

information is not included since quantitative analysis will 

not be undertaken until completion of excavations at Fort 

Walsh. Figure 1 depicts a view of the present-day Fort Walsh; 

plans of the 1975 excavations are presented in Figure 2. 
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1880 Northwest Bastion 

Historical Background 

Historical source data on the northwest bastion at Fort Walsh 

are conflicting in terms of the date of construction, location 

of the structure in relation to other buildings and in 

construction details. 

Turner, basing his conclusions on an interview with 

G. S. Cotter, an ex-staff sergeant of the N.W.M.P., states 

that the bastion was constructed in 1875 as an unroofed 

structure from horizontally laid logs, with a platform and 

parapet, at the northwest corner of the fort (Turner 1950: 

213; McCullough 1976: 291, re "Old Fort Walsh" by.J. P. Turner 

in research file on Fort Walsh atLiaison Branch, R.C.M.P. 

Headquarters, Ottawa). However, no bastion is shown at this 

location in the 1876 and 1878 sketches by Delaney and Rickett 

or in an 1878 photograph (Canadian Illustrated News 1876; 

Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-1059-1; P.A.C., C-19073; 

R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 266). Hence, it appears unlikely 

that a bastion was constructed at the northwest corner of the 

fort until May 1879 when the basic layout of the post was 

remodelled (McCullough 1976: 158). Cotter's description must 

therefore refer to another structure elsewhere, possibly the 

square 1875 southeast bastion. 

A Manitoba Daily Free Press article, dated May 21, 1880, 

and a contemporary photograph confirm the northwest bastion 

as an upright log structure, 16 feet high (Morgan 1970: 88; 

Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-2446-16). However, the photo

graph which shows the bastion without a roof is at variance 

with the newspaper article which states both the southeast 
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and northwest bastions were "covered". The photographic data 

are also in conflict with an 1881 diary notation that oats 

were stored in both bastions (McCullough 1976); presumably 

the oats, which probably had been shipped from Fort Benton 

at considerable cost, would not have been stored in an 

unroofed structure where exposure to the weather would cause 

spoilage. It is likely that the photo was taken either 

prior to installation of the roof and hence prior to May 21, 

1880, or during the dismantling of the fort in 1883. This 

latter possibility is discounted on the basis that other 

structures in the photograph do not exhibit signs of dis

mantling. 

Excavation Technique 

Archaeological investigations appeared to offer a means of 

resolving problems of historical data conflict. 

Based on historical information, previously summarized, 

it was expected that evidence of the bastion would consist 

of a circular structure with upright log butts set in a 

footing trench excavated approximately two to three feet into 

the sterile subsoil. Since excavation of the southeast 

bastion had revealed two doorways characterized by a single 

row of posts in contrast to the normal double row of the 

wall, and since the two bastions could be assumed to have 

had the same function, it was expected that evidence for two 

or more doors would be found facing strategic areas along 

Battle Creek and Spring Creek to the west and north. In 

addition, the collection of flotation samples was planned 

inside and outside of the structure to determine if a 

differential distribution of grain occurred. This would 

allow an assessment of the historical notation that grain 

had been stored in the bastion (Turner 1950: 607). Prior to 
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excavation, there were no surficial indications of the bastion. 

The location of the structure, which was projected from 

angles of the west and north palisades, was immediately north 

of a modern corral and northwest of a modern wood pile. As 

a result of these activities, it was expected that there would 

be at least minor damage to the historic features. 

Initially a 0.8 meter wide test trench was excavated 

north/south to the east of the intersection of the two 

palisades. Subsequent to delineation of the bastion footing 

trench, a 7.3 m diameter area was laid out for excavation; 

this diameter was utilized on the basis of size of the 

southeast bastion. 

A grid was established using the north/south grid line 

from Fort Walsh datum A. The area within the bastion was 

divided into fourteen two meter square suboperations with 

baulks left between them to maintain vertical profile control. 

Turf from the entire area was removed as one unit since the 

modern zone is disturbed from use as a corral. 

An east/west test trench was excavated to bisect the 

bastion in order to define the footing trench and possible 

internal features. The profile in this test trench showed 

that a yellow clay and mixed clay overlay the 1880 ground 

surface and the footing trench. This stratigraphie deposit 

was removed as a single unit within each suboperation. 

Subsequent to removal of the turf and clay strata the 

bastion footing trench appeared as an intrusion below the 

1880 ground surface. The fill of the footing trench was 

excavated as a separate unit within each suboperation since 

building materials within the footing trench are probably 

directly related to the bastion wall or deposited during 

initial construction stages. Elsewhere, artifacts and 

features within the bastion may be post-construction. The 

footing trench was excavated to sterile and the wall posts 
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were left in situ. 

Excavations were conducted outside the bastion in an 

attempt to define possible doorways or pathways. These 

areas were designated as a separate provenience so that 

artifacts and features inside and outside the bastion could 

be distinguished. In addition, adjacent sections of the 

north and west palisades were exposed to determine the 

details of juncture with the bastion (see Figure 3). 

Stratigraphy 

The northwest bastion was situated on a surface which sloped 

from east to west, dropping 0.43 m in a distance of 7.3 m. 

The centre of the bastion was 2.5m northwest of a modern 

corral, approximately 27 m northwest and 12 m west of Fort 

Walsh datum A. The ground surface, at the time of excavation, 

was covered with a 0.0 3-0.10 m thick turf cover. *A number 

of small disturbances intruded into underlying strata from 

this surface; three post holes, oriented along the alignment 

of the east fence of the modern corral, were spaced at 

intervals of 4 m across the bastion. These post holes are 

sunk into sterile deposits underlying the 1880 occupation 

surface. Elsewhere, disturbances were minimal and did not 

truncate bastion deposits. 

Tests conducted into sterile deposits, to determine the 

nature and extent of levelling by the N.W.M.P., show a 

complex series of alternating, homogeneous, discrete strata 

consisting of silty loam. The source of these deposits was 

not clear in this locality and elsewhere on the site; while 

the silts may be derived from upslope wash, the levelness 

of gradient possibly indicated derivation from either over-

bank deposition or from cut-and-fill action of Battle or 

Spring Creeks. 

8 
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Figure 3. The 1880 northwest bastion and northwest palisade corner after excavations 
were completed, facing northeast. Fill in the bastion footing trench has 
been removed to expose the wall posts. The 1880 N.C.O. privy and powder 
magazine excavations are also shown in the centre right and extreme right 
of the photograph (Photo by B. Fleming). 
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The lowest deposit, reached at a depth of 0.58 m below 

surface, consisted of a yellow (10YR 7/8) sandy loam with a 

minimum thickness of 0.5 m. While the lateral extent of the 

stratum is not known, the deposit is essentially level in 

gradient. Overlying this was a black silty loam, 0.04 m 

thick, with a colour value of 7.5YR 2/0. The thin black 

silty loam may represent a stabilized horizon with turf 

formation, or alternately, leaching from an overlying zone. 

On top of the layer was another yellow (10YR 7/8) sandy 

loam approximately 0.14 m thick, which was also level in 

gradient. A second deposit of black silty loam (7.5YR 2/0) 

was on top of this stratum, and varied in thickness from 

0.16 to 0.20 m. The final pre-N.W.M.P. occupation deposit 

consisted of yellow (10YR 7/8) sandy loam approximately 0.05 m 

thick. The deposit may represent slope washed material. 

Directly above the sterile stratum was a 0.02 m thick 

layer of grey to black (10YR 4/1) clay loam incorporating 

patches of burnt organic matter. This unit was heterogeneous 

in texture and sloped from east to west. The deposit pre

dates construction of the bastion since it was truncated by 

footing trenches. 

There were no indications of levelling or altering of 

the pre-1880 surfaces. As indicated, the initial step in 

construction of the bastion consisted of the excavation of 

a footing trench for the seating of upright posts. The 

trench varied in depth and was excavated into sterile between 

0.82 and 1.2 7 m, with the greatest depth on the south and 

east sides of the bastion, to create a level surface for 

erection of posts cut to a standard size. There was a 

distinct slope of up to 0.2 7 m from the south/southeast of 

the bastion to the northwest and west. This has been 

compensated for during initial construction of the bastion 

by raising the grade in low areas through the spreading of 
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a 0.12 to 0.2 7 m thick heterogeneous layer of sterile soil. 

It is probable that the deposit was derived from backdirt 

during the excavation of the footing trench. The top of 

this deposit and the adjacent sterile contact show some 

slight compaction, indicating use as a walking surface. 

The post 1880 stratum consisted of a discontinuous, 

yellow (10YR 6/4) clay/chinking which varied in thickness 

from 0.02 to 0.14 m. The deposit overlapped the butts of 

posts and the footing trench. While analysis of a sample 

from this deposit indicated a greater clay content and a 

lower sand content than did analysis of a single piece of 

burned chinking, the amount of silt was the same in both 

samples and the proportion of sand exceeded the value of 

silt and clay. The stratum within the bastion was somewhat 

heterogeneous and contained some whitewash, thus increasing 

the percentage of clay in the layer. Based on the similarity 

in profile of chinking and this stratum, it is likely that 

the discontinuous yellow deposit was in fact the remains of 

chinking between the upright log walls, deposited during the 

dismantling process in 1883. Thus, all artifacts within 

and below the stratum are essentially in a sealed context, 

dating to the occupation of the N.W.M.P. 

Results of Excavation 

As anticipated, the northwest bastion was a circular structure, 

7.1 m in diameter, with walls constructed from upright, pre-

stripped coniferous logs, set in a double row against the 

outer wall of a footing trench. The outer row of wall posts 

on the average were larger in diameter than the inner posts, 

which were set either between or behind the outer posts. 

Upright posts did not occur in the south arc of the bastion 

but this discrepancy was probably a result of dismantling 
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activity in 1883. 

The bastion footing trench averaged 0.6 m in width and 

was sunk 0.82 m to 1.27 m below 1880 ground surface. Fill 

within the trench consisted of mixed black and yellow loam 

from the trench excavation. In contrast to the southeast 

bastion, the walls of the footing trench were vertical and 

the floor was level throughout, suggesting that the wall 

logs were precut to a specific length prior to their place

ment in the trench (Olynyk 19 75, personal communication). 

Turner (1950: 213-214) documents precut 40 foot logs 

were generally used in the construction of Fort Walsh. If 

logs of this length were cut in half and given the depth of 

the bastion footing trench, the structural walls would 

measure 15-17 feet above the ground surface, the height 

recorded for the bastion in a contemporary newspaper account 

(Morgan 1970: 88) . 

The 1880 photograph of Fort Walsh shows the north and 

west palisades to be connected by large corner posts to the 

northwest bastion. This is verified by the archaeological 

data. Large corner posts, ca. 0.3 m in diameter, are 

situated in the footing trench. The palisade footing 

trenches are connected to the bastion footing trench. The 

west palisade footing trench has vertical walls and is sunk 

0.5 m below the 1879-80 ground surface. 

As indicated earlier, there are conflicting historical 

data on whether the northwest bastion was roofed. Shingle 

fragments to the west and northwest of the structure would 

initially appear to suggest the presence of a roof. In an 

effort to clarify this question, comparison was undertaken 

with other structures. Analyses of nail profiles, based on 

a computation of a Robinson-Brainard coefficient of similar

ity, had shown a positive relationship between buildings 

with a large quantity of 1 inch and lh inch nails and the 
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occurrence of shingle fragments or buildings known to have 

shingled roofs (Sciscenti et. al. 1976: 183-194). It was 

therefore expected that if the northwest bastion was roofed 

in a manner similar to the southeast bastion, there would be 

a close relationship between the nail profiles from the 

two structures. 

Nail profile comparison shows that in both bastions 

there are three size modes: one at 1% inch, a second at 

3 1/8 inch, and a third at 5 inch. In both bastions, the 

1*5 inch nail size accounts for 61-65 percent of the total 

machine cut, square head nail sample. The Robinson-

Brainard coefficient of similarity between the two bastions 

is 0.87. As expected, there is a considerably lower co

efficient between the bastions and other structures. The 

next order of relationship was with the 1877 barracks, the 

guardhouse and the quartermaster's stores, all of which 

historic photographs document as having shingled roofs. 

On the basis of high positive coefficients of similarity 

and the minimal presence of shingle fragments adjacent to the 

southeast and northwest bastions, it is concluded that the 

Manitoba Daily Free Press article, which states that both 

bastions were covered, is correct (Morgan 19 70: 88). Hence, 

the photograph (Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-2446-16) which 

shows an unroofed bastion in the northwest corner of Fort 

Walsh, is incorrectly dated to 1881 and must have been taken 

prior to the Manitoba Daily Free Press dateline of May 21, 

1880. In sum, the northwest bastion was roofed with shingles, 

probably in a manner similar to the southeast bastion. 

Size modes at 3 1/8 inch and 5 inch nails may be from truss, 

rafter or superstructure supports or bond beams. 

Historical and archaeological information do not 

indicate the construction of a ground level floor in the 

bastion. Backdirt from the bastion footing trench has been 
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used to level the grade in the north-northwest portion of 

the building site. Instrument readings on top of this 

deposit showed only a 0.Q5 m variation from the remainder 

of the ground surface within the structure. 

The analysis of soil samples collected from the bastion 

floor provided no indication of an anomalous quantity of 

organic material as would be expected if the structure .had 

been used for oat storage (Anne Fraser, personal comm.). 

However, since the grain residue left by the N.W.M.P. after 

dismantlement of the fort would have been exposed 

to the weather, the material probably completely decomposed 

within a short period. The validity of the historic notation 

on the use of the bastion as a granary therefore can not be 

archaeologically assessed. 

There is no archaeological evidence at ground level to 

suggest the construction of a support system or braces for 

an upper firing platform. Therefore, it can be concluded 

that, if an upper floor was added to the bastion, the feature 

would necessarily have limited weight capacity and could 

only be used for the firing of small arms. However, a 

frequency distribution of square headed nail sizes indicates 

that, in comparison to other structures excavated, the bastion 

had a considerably lower number of size categories which were 

generally used in floor construction. Since nails were not 

collected by fort personnel when dismantling the buildings in 

1883, the theory of a small arms platform is not sustained 

by the archaeological evidence. Furthermore, a small arms 

platform would not have been functional since construction 

of a roof would have prevented its use for firing over the 

walls. 

The two seven pound artillery guns which were reportedly 

placed in each bastion during an emergency in 1881 (Turner 

1950: 607) must have been set up at ground level, requiring 
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functional doorways or gunports. Three possible doorways 

were located during excavation of the northwest bastion. 

One feature appeared as a single row of posts in a 0.9 m 

break in the double log wall on the northeast side of the 

bastion. The three large posts in this gap were uniformly 

cut off below the level of adjacent post butts. A similar 

feature occurred on the west side of the bastion, about 

0.3 m north of 0 datum. This gap also contained a single 

row of large posts and was 0.9 m wide. Additional evidence 

of a doorway was found outside the "gap". Packed, grey clay, 

possibly a walking surface, was exposed along the wall as 

well as an accumulation of split logs, broken planking or 

shingles and \h inch square nails. The split logs may have 

constituted a door held together by planking and nails or 

they may be the remains of a short "porch" over the doorway. 

A third doorway was located on the north side of the bastion 

where a single row of large posts occurred, interrupting 

the double row pattern on either side. The posts, as in the 

other two doors, were of large diameter. The gap in the wall 

was, however, only approximately 0.75 m wide. A lens of 

charred wood and soil, and possibly a burnt door sill fragment, 

was exposed to the west of the feature. 

The in situ basal log remains in the gunports clearly 

indicate that the posts were set in place before the door 

opening was cut into the wall. Before this operation could 

have been completed, however, the upper sections of the logs 

must have been secured in order to prevent the walls from 

collapsing. Since the historic data indicate the bastions 

were used as granaries and, as such, were designed to be 

covered, support for the superstructure was probably provided 

by a capping system tied into the bracing for the roof. 

Therefore, the 1880 photograph which illustrates the bastion 

as an unroofed structure was also taken before the gunports 

were cut into the base of the wall (Glenbow-Alberta Institute 

NA-2446-16). 
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Architectural Summary 

Northwest Bastion (Operation 32) 

Location 

The northwest bastion was located in the extreme northwest 

corner of the 1880 palisade. 

Date 
Constructed in 1879 or early 1880. 

Shape and Dimension 

The bastion was circular in shape with an exterior diameter 

of 7.1 m. 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. The foundation footing for the structural walls 

consisted of a U-shaped trench measuring 0.6 m wide and 

0.82 to 1.2 7 m deep. 

Material. The structural walls are historically documented 

as consisting of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. In situ 

evidence indicates the diameter of the wall logs averaged 

two sizes, 0.19 m and 0.12 m. Two corner posts, located at 

the juncture of the bastion to the 1880 north and west 

palisade walls, were 0.3 m in diameter. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically into the 

foundation footing trench and the trench was then packed 

with clay backdirt from the footing trench. The bastion 

was constructed with two rows of posts, an outer row 

comprised of the larger diameter posts and an inner row 
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built from smaller posts. The inner row logs were staggered 

to fit into the spaces between the posts of the outer ring. 

Finish. Both the interior and exterior surfaces of the 

bastion were whitewashed with white clay. 

Structural Features 

Gunports 

Location. Three gunports were evident archaeologically; 

one was located in the east side of the bastion, a second in 

the north and the third in the west side of the bastion. 

Orientation. The east gunport was oriented 39*30' west of 

true north, the north gunport 55*00' east of true north, and 

the west gunport 38*30' west of true north. 

Material. In situ evidence consisted of a single row of 

three or four large diameter logs set in the bastion wall 

trench. 

Construction. The logs for the gunports were placed vertically 

in the footing trench as a single row and in alignment with 

the outer row of wall logs. After the roof was constructed 

and the tops of the wall logs firmly secured, an opening for 

the gunport was then cut into the single row of posts by 

removing a section of the logs between ground level to a 

height several feet above. The north and west gunports 

measured from 0.8 m to 1.05 m in width and the east gunport 

approximately 0.95 m in width. A horizontal timber or lintel 

was set above each opening to support the overhanging section 

of the wall. The sections of the logs which were removed 

from the opening were probably attached to a frame and 

replaced as the door. 

Entrance 

Location. The main entrance to the bastion was at the 

junction of the bastion wall with the north and west palisades. 
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Construction. The entrance feature was evident by a 2.6 m 

space between the junctions of the bastion wall to the 

north and west palisade walls. The space was framed by two 

0.3 m diameter posts which were set in the palisade footing 

trenches at the ends of the palisade wall lines. 
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1877 Saddlery and Shoemaker's Shop 

Historical Background 

Excavations on the north side of the Fort Walsh compound 

uncovered the remains of a two room log structure built 

adjacent to the west side of the non-commissioned officers' 

quarters. 

A comparison of the Delaney (Canadian Illustrated News 

1876) and Millar (Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-52-4) sketches 

suggests that construction of the building was completed in 

late 1877 or early 1878. This date is also consistent with 

other historical data which record 1877 as a period of major 

building activity. The construction was apparently initiated 

in an effort to improve and expand existing facilities in 

order to meet the increase in personnel resulting from the 

transfer of force headquarters to the fort. 

Although the documents are limited in the data presented 

on building construction and architectural detail, the material 

allows the formation of low level research considerations for 

archaeological testing. Historical data show the building to 

be a saddle-notched, horizontal log structure with a low-

pitched mud roof, constructed against the west wall of the 

18 75 N.C.O. quarters. The structure appears to measure two 

thirds the size of the quarters, which is documented as 54 

feet in length (McLeod 1969: 19). The rooms are entered 

by doors in the south wall and each room also appears to 

have one window placed on either side of the door and in the 

middle of the back wall (Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-24 46-1; 

Canada, R.N.W.M.P. 1973, Report 1879: 30). A sill of 

whipsawn lumber within the central area of the southern 
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foundation log with a possible stoop or gravel path should 

confirm the data on an entrance location while the recovery 

of in situ pane glass clusters should indicate possible 

window locations. The presence or absence of clay in 

depositional contexts above the structure flooring and basal 

wall logs should also provide inferential evidence on methods 

used in roof construction. 

Documentary references on the occupational and functional 

history of the building are contradictory. The eastern room 

of the structure is identified as an armoury and residential 

quarters while the functions of the western room are listed 

as a saddlery, shoemaker's shop, a residential quarters 

(possibly for non-commissioned officers) and a married 

officers' quarters (McCullough 1976: 252-292). Since the 

recovery of in situ artifact material appeared to offer a 

means for determining structure utilization, research 

considerations were therefore formulated to include an 

interpretation of building function. An excavation strategy 

was designed to include artifact distributional analyses 

through methods of fine scale provenience control. 

Location and Stratigraphy 

The structure was situated along the 1875 north palisade, 

immediately adjacent to the west wall of the non-commissioned 

officers' quarters. The fort armoury, also constructed in 

1877, was located to the west of the building site and the 

well; the quartermaster's stores and the guardhouse were 

situated to the south. 

The surface topography of the building site was level 

and initially showed no visible surface indications to locate 

the building foundations or structure walls. The site 

followed the general gradient of the fort compound with a 
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slope of two degrees to the southwest, toward the Battle 

Creek floodplain. Since the building was originally oriented 

to intersect the natural surface slope, problems were 

anticipated in the initial levelling and construction of the 

building foundations. Archaeological investigations, there

fore, included tests below basal structural components to 

determine methods used in building construction which would 

compensate for the surface gradient. 

As indicated in Figure 4, the stratigraphie profile of 

the building site consisted of a turf (layer 1) averaging 

0.05-0.0 7 m in thickness. Underlying the turf was an 

occupation layer (number 2) of dark greyish brown clay, 

probably derived from collapsed roofing material. In the 

west room, the deposit extended to the top of sterile, a 

maximum depth of 0.18 m. In the east room, the strata rested 

on the in situ floorboards with an additional 0.02-0.0 3 m 

of the material also deposited between the floor level and 

sterile substratum. Thin patches of white clay separated 

the contact surface from the lower roofing deposit. Since 

the clay had originally been applied as whitewashing to the 

interior structure walls, the stratigraphie data suggested 

utilization of the room prior to the deposition of the lower 

roofing stratum and construction of the wooden floor. 

Contact with the sterile sub-stratum was demarcated by 

a dark brown sandy organic layer (number 12) measuring 

0.0 3-0.05 m in thickness, which was interpreted as the 

original 1875 A horizon. Beneath this stratum two zones of 

yellowish brown silts had been deposited by slope wash action. 

Profile trenches excavated to the north of the building 

foundations indicated that the silts measured at least to 

the maximum depth of the profile, over 0.5 m in depth. 

The stratigraphie profile of the east room was disturbed 

by the excavation of an irrigation trench. The depression 
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Figure 4. Stratigraphie profile, south face, of the 1877 Saddlery and 
Shoemaker's Shop (Profile section A-A, Appendix B, Figures 6, 7). 
(Drawing by K. Walton) 
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feature cut through the roofing deposit at 6 m and 1.8 m 

from the northwest and southwest interior room corners, and 

in the southern half of the room, eradicated a 0.8 m path 

through the flooring and south wall. The irrigation ditch 

was filled with a brown organic material, tentatively 

identified as manure (layer 13-8), and has been dated to the 

ranching period of the early twentieth century. 

Other disturbances within the area of the structure 

occurred during the 1967 reconstruction of the N.C.O. 

quarters by the R.C.M.P. In an attempt to level the surface 

gradient for construction, fill was deposited on the down 

slope surfaces to raise the southern structure foundations. 

The levelling activity spread fill onto the area of the 

1877 structure for a distance of 4.5 m from the reconstructed 

N.C.O. foundations. The fill matrix consisted of greyish 

brown clay (layer 9) and tapered in thickness from the up-

slope surface to a maximum of 0.12 m. In profile, the 

stratum rested on the pre-1967 sod surface (layer 10) and 

extended over the irrigation ditch. 

Approximately 1 m north of the building site, two privy 

pits also truncated the occupation level and cut into the 

substrata. One pit measured 0.9 m by 1.3 m and was filled 

with a brown sandy silt. The second privy was still 

functional and exact dimensions of the pit could not be 

recorded. However, the area of possible disturbance 

measured 1.9 m by 1.6 m. 

A third disturbance was recorded west of the structure 

and consisted of a 40 m wide footing trench to the R.C.M.P. 

garage foundation. Matrix of the trench consisted of sandy 

clays (layers 6 and 7). 
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Excavation Procedure 

Archaeological research on the two room structure was 

initiated for the purpose of the collection of data on 

building location, structural dimensions, construction 

techniques and architectural detail. In addition, investi

gations were to include the interpretation of the functional 

history and interior spacing of activities through a 

distributional analysis of in situ artifact material. 

A review of the historical documents suggested the 

possibility of a number of varied and functionally distinct 

occupations for both rooms of the structure. Since it was 

assumed that the building interior probably would not have 

been completely cleared of refuse or discarded material 

during structural dismantling and fort abandonment, the 

distributional analysis of artifacts by functional class 

appeared to offer a means of interpreting building function. 

It was also recognized, however, that with each change in 

the functional utilization of the structure a complete room 

cleaning would likely have occurred and the recovery of in 

situ artifacts would primarily reflect building activities 

at the time of abandonment rather than throughout the entire 

occupational period. 

In order to expedite an artifact distributional analysis, 

it was necessary to define the overall structural layout and 

interior spatial divisions. Excavation procedures therefore 

consisted of the removal of sod and turf from the area between 

the R.C.M.P. garage and reconstructed N.C.O. quarters. The 

1880 contact surface was subsequently exposed. The delinea

tion of the exterior structural walls and an interior dividing 

wall was apparent by a rectangular outline of whitewash spill 

enclosing an area of 6 m by 15 m. 

Prior to further investigation, each room was designated 

as a separate operation. Since no other interior structural 
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divisions were observed, the west room was arbitrarily 

divided into four sub-operations and the east room into six 

sub-operations. Horizontal provenience control was main

tained by the separate sub-operations and separate lot 

numbers were assigned to major stratigraphie divisions. 

Diagnostic artifacts were assigned cluster numbers and the 

provenience mapped from base grid lines. 

Excavation of the occupational layer consisted of the 

removal of the collapsed roofing deposit to the floor level 

which was delineated in the west room by contact with 

floor joists and in the east room by the in situ floorboards. 

Material below the floor level was designated as a separate 

lot. Two 0.5m wide baulks, oriented north-south and east-

west, were retained across the area of excavation to provide 

a record of the stratigraphie profile. Profile trenches 

were also excavated through the structural foundations, and 

observations were recorded on the methods used in basal 

construction and the extent of alteration to the building 

site. 

Results of Excavation 

Archaeological information from the two room log structure 

generally does not contradict historical documentation but 

provides additional, detailed information on building 

architecture and construction. For the most part, archaeo

logical data are limited to basal structural components; 

however, inferential statements can also be made on 

construction techniques and design of the superstructure. 

The saddlery and shoemaker's shop were rectangular in 

shape, and of horizontal saddle-notched log construction 

with an interior horizontally laid log wall dividing the 

structure into two equal sections (see Figures 5 and 6). 
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Figure 9. View of the stratigraphy in the 1880 enlisted 
men's latrine. North face of the profile illustrated 
in Figure 7 (Photo by J. Murray). 
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Although the eastern wall was unexcavated since ,it was located 

under the extant N.C.O. building, it is assumed that the 

building was simply butted to the original N.C.O. barracks 

with the two buildings sharing a common wall. A similar 

method of construction was used in the structural complex 

along the south side of the fort compound and, in view of 

the symmetrical arrangment of the post, was probably dupli

cated here (Sciscenti et. al. 1976: 78-79). 

The recovery of the collapsed roofing material from 

depositional contexts above the structural floor confirms 

that roof construction probably consisted of vertically 

placed poles plastered with a mud or clay. White clay 

deposits aligned parallel to the basal foundations suggested 

that the exterior and interior structural wall surfaces 

were whitewashed. 

Entrances to both rooms of the building were centrally 

located in the foundation log of the south wall. In the 

east room whitewash spill which extended 2.25 m from the door 

sill suggested the possible construction of an associated 

porch. Pane glass clusters supported documentary references 

to windows located in the north wall of the structure, and 

suggest an additional window location in the west wall of 

the west room. 

The interior structural layout was relatively simple 

with no interior walls or major spatial divisions in evidence. 

In general, preconstruction preparation of the building site 

seems not to have been undertaken. The structural foundations 

consisted of the basal wall log set into a shallow trench 

averaging 0.0 3-0.05 m in depth. Since the trench followed 

the surface gradient the feature was not excavated to 

compensate for the ground slope. 

Investigations below the flooring indicated that floor 

joists were set on the sterile contact surface. In some 
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instances wood shims or clay packing was forced under 

certain joist sections. Since the practice was not 

restricted to down slope areas, the technique was probably 

an attempt to level each joist section in relation to other 

floor joists rather than to offset the surface slope. Minor 

changes in the floor elevation, therefore, approximate 

changes in the natural surface slope. - In the east room, a 

level floor surface is indicated by a difference of 0.02-0.04 m 

in the east-west joist elevation, which approximates a 

0.04-0.06 m difference in the sterile gradient. In the 

western room, change in east-west floor elevation amounted 

to 0.18 m while change in the sterile contact level amounted 

to 0.2 m over the same distance. 

Artifact Data 

Historical data, previously summarized, suggested the 

possibility of a number of varied functions for the two room 

structure built to the west of the non-commissioned officers' 

quarters. In order to define functions, a distributional 

analysis of artifact classes was undertaken. At this stage, 

the analysis provides only preliminary interpretations, 

since statistical manipulation of the data other than a 

comparison of percentage frequencies has not been initiated. 

Table 1 presents a comparison of selected functional 

artifact classes for each building excavated during the 

1975 field season. The distribution of artifact frequencies 

is expressed as percentages of the total site inventory and 

suggests several different utilizations of each room through

out the N.W.M.P. occupational period. 

For the western room of the building, the table 

indicates a predominance of leather working tools, harness 

buckles and harness accessories and would appear to support 



TABLE 1. Dist r ibut ion of major a r t i f a c t c lasses a t Fort Walsh 
by s t ruc tu r e . Counts record percentages of t o t a l 
s i t e inventory. 

Artifact Functional 
Class 

Cartridges 
Fire Arm Accessories 
Beads 
Coins 
Buttons 
Clay Pipes 
Recreation Supplies 
Stationery Supplies 
Jewellery 
Toiletries 
Household Supplies 
Kitchenware 
Tableware 

Ceramic (restored) 
Metal 
Cutlery 

Horse Grooming Equipment 
Horse shoes 
Riding Tack 
Harness Buckles 

Brass 
Iron 

Harness Accessories 
Tools 

Leather Working 
General Maintenance 
Blacksmith 

Clothing 
Uniform pieces 
Shoe pieces 

Op.7N30 
1880 
Stables 

3.4 
4.2 

2.4 
3.1 

28.6 
14.3 

1.6 
4.3 

3.1 

2.8 

Op.7N31 
1880 
Powder 
Magazine 

28.7 
16.7 
70.7 

4.1 
39.4 
28.6 
2.3 
8.3 

21.1 
48.5 
10.0 

70.5 
20.0 
59.5 
32.1 
19.0 

26.2 
21.7 

28.1 
19.1 

21.7 
46.2 

Op.7N3 3 
1880 
N.C.O. 
Pri.Pal. 

0.3 

10.6 

1.9 
12.5 
7.1 
6.8 

5.3 
3.0 

11.8 
50.0 
5.4 • 
3.6 
0.9 

27.7 

4.3 

2.1 

8.7 
1.9 

Op.7N34 
1877 
Saddlery 

28.0 
12.5 
0.1 

62.5 
58.9 
21.3 
14.3 
45.5 
66.6 
47.4 
27.3 
30.0 

10.0 
5.4 
3.6 

16.7 

90.0 
55.7 
58.7 

45.0 
9.4 
19.1 

47.8 
3.8 

Op.7N35 
1875 
North 
Stables 

0.6 

0.5 
0.8 

2.3 

11.8 

14.3 
12.4 

8.2 
2.1 

18.8 
2.1 

4.3 
0.9 

Op.7N37 
1877 
Q-master 
Stores 

5.2 
4.2 

1.6 
3.9 

13.6 
16.6 
10.5 

5.-4 

0.9 

12.. 7 

4.3 
0.9 

Op.7N 3 8 
1877 
Guard
house 

0.6 

0.8 

3.0 

3.2 

9.4 

Op.7N41 
1880 
Com. 
Privy 

2.4 

5.4 

14.3 

3.0 

17.6 

2.7 

1.9 

Op.7N4 3 
1877 
Shoe
makers 

26.0 
66.7 
18.6 
33.3 
25.6 
15.0 
28.6 
29.5 
8.3 

15.8 
6.1 

10.0 
13.5 
7.1 
2.9 

50.0 

6.7 
3.3 

55.0 

34.0 

8.7 
40.4 

Op.7N45 
1875 
N.C.O. 
Privy 

0.3 

6.1 
30.0 

3.5 
35.2 

2.1 

18.8 
8.5 

0.9 

t\J 
U3 

STRUCTURE 
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the documentation which suggests utilization of the unit as 

a saddlery. In the eastern room, the recovery of quantities 

of scrap leather, leather working tools and leather shoe 

parts from the occupational stratum below in situ structure 

flooring indicates leather working and specifically, 

shoemaking activities, while quantities of gun parts and 

accessories from disposal contexts above the floor suggest 

activities associated with an armoury or gunsmith. In this 

connection, in situ artifact material tends to concur with 

the stratigraphie data which showed whitewash spill from the 

interior wall surfaces beneath the structure floor and 

suggests utilization of the room prior to construction of 

the wooden floor. Change in functional utilization of the 

room appears to have also accompanied the renovation. 

A number of artifacts of personal use have also been 

recovered from both rooms, including toiletries, jewellery, 

buttons, coins and recreation supplies. Since these 

functional classes suggest residential rather than 

industrial activities, functional .utilization would appear 

to have also included use of the structure for living 

accommodation. 

Preliminary distribution analyses have also identified 

minor activity areas within each room. In the saddlery a 

concentration of harness buckles and leather working tools 

along the east wall indicates utilization of the area for 

storage and leather working. A similar working area was 

also recognized in the northern section of the eastern room 

by a concentration of worked leather scraps and shoe leather 

pieces. However, artifact material provides no data to 

identify the nature of interior furnishings or their spatial 

arrangement. 
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Architectural Summary 

Saddlery and Shoemaker's Shop 

For the purpose of this section, architectural details and 

construction techniques are considered for the saddlery and 

shoemaker's shop as a single structural unit. In instances 

where details differ for the individual rooms, the summary 

is presented under separate room headings. 

Location 

In terms of the original fort setting, the structure was 

located along the 1875 north palisade, adjacent to the west 

wall of the N.C.O. quarters and immediately east of the 

armoury. The building was divided into two parts: the 

saddlery in the west (excavated as operation 34) and the 

shoemaker's shop in the east (excavated at operation 43). 

In terms of the present fort setting the structure was 

located west of the reconstructed N.C.O. quarters and east 

of the R.C.M.P. garage. 

Date 
Constructed in 1877. 

Orientation 

The length of the structure is oriented roughly parallel to 

the north palisades. The length of the structure is oriented 

51* northeast of north; the width is oriented 38* northwest 

of north. 
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The structure is rectangular. Full building dimensions can 

not be calculated since the east wall lies 0.5 - 0.75 m 

under the reconstructed N.C.O. quarters (this calculation 

assumes a central position of the entrance to the shoe

maker's shop). Exterior dimensions are: 

west wall 6.36 m 

north wall 15.16 m as excavated 

south wall 16.60 m as excavated. 

Interior dimensions are: 

Saddlery west wall 5.90 m 

east wall 5.90 m 

north wall 7.90 m 

south wall 7.70 m 

Shoemaker's shop west wall 5.82 m 

north wall 6.76 m as excavated 

south wall 7.20 m as excavated 

Foundations 
Material. Material used in the construction of the building 

foundations consists mainly of the basal wall log. 

Construction. The basal wall log was set in a shallow trench. 

Average depth of the trench below the 1875 contact surface 

was: Saddlery north wall 0.05 m 

south wall 0.02 m 

west wall 0.01 m 

east wall 0.03 m 

Shoemaker's shop north wall 0.05 m (approx.) 

south wall 0.05 m (approx.) 

Discussion. No compensation was made in the footing trench 

depth to offset the natural surface slope. Archaeological 

evidence of the basal log consisted of a charred, U-shaped 
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feature packed with chinking and white clay. 

Exterior Walls 
Material. No archaeological evidence of the exterior 

structural walls was recovered as the superstructure had 

been removed during fort abandonment. The walls are 

historically documented as consisting of skinned, unshaped 

spruce logs. 

Construction. The logs were laid horizontally with saddle-

notched corners and chinked with a mixture of clay and sand. 

There was no archaeological evidence to suggest that the 

corners had been spiked or pinned. The logs were simply 

butted together to form a log of the required wall length. 

Finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay. 

Interior Walls 
Material. No archaeological evidence was recovered. The 

interior wall is historically documented as consisting of 

skinned, unshaped spruce logs. 

Location. The interior wall divides the structure (east-west) 

into approximately two equal sections. 

Construction. The logs were laid horizontally and joined 

with saddle-notched corners to the north and south exterior 

walls. The wall was chinked with a mixture of clay and sand. 

Finish. Both surfaces of the wall (east and west) were 

whitewashed with white clay. 
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Structural Features 

Doors 

Saddlery, Operation 34 

Location. Archaeological data have located a door in the 

south wall of the structure at 3.55 m from the interior 

southeast corner and 3.4 m from the interior southwest 

corner. 

Material. No archaeological evidence was recovered 

Construction. Data from other structures at Fort Walsh 

would suggest that a sill was probably placed in the basal 

log and the frame constructed of whipsawn lumber. 

Discussion. Archaeological evidence of the feature consisted 

of a break in the whitewash spill and a corresponding break 

in the matrix colour of the log feature. 

No evidence was recovered to suggest the construction 

of an enclosed stoop associated with the door feature. 

Shoemaker's Shop, Operation 4 3 

Location. Archaeological data located a door in the south 

wall of the structure at 3.5 m from the interior southwest 

corner. 

Material. In situ construction material consisted of a door 

sill measuring 1.02 m (E-W) by 28 m (N-S). 

Construction. The doorway was constructed with a 1.09 m 

(E-W) break in the basal wall log into which the door sill 

was set. The door frame was probably constructed of whip-

sawn lumber. 

Discussion. Two and one half inch nails recorded in situ in 

both ends and the middle of the sill suggest that a second 

board (perhaps a framing piece) was attached across the top 

of the sill. 
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Windows 

Saddlery, Operation 34 

Location. Historical documentation located a window on each 

side of the door in the south wall, and in the middle of the 

north wall. Pane glass clusters, located in the north wall 

at 4.5 m east of the northwest corner, support documentation 

of a window at this location. The location of a second pane 

glass cluster at 4.0 m south of the northwest corner 

suggested an additional undocumented window in the middle 

of the west wall. 

Shoemaker's Shop, Operation 4 3 

Location. Historical documentation located a window on each 

side of the door in the south wall and in the middle of the 

north wall. Pane glass clusters support documentation of 

a window in two of these locations. The clusters were 

located in the north wall at 6 m east of the northwest 

corner, and in the south wall at 2 m east of the southwest 

corner. 

Roofing 

Material and Construction. Roof construction is historically 

documented as consisting of split poles attached to a central 

ridge pole and covered with clay. Boards were later nailed 

to cross pieces sunk into the clay and were fitted to overlap 

in a board-and-batten style. 

Discussion. Excavation of the clay roofing deposit uncovered 

no evidence of the roofing support structure. The entire 

roof was therefore salvaged during structural dismantling, 

and only the clay packing was allowed to fall to the floor. 

The homogeneity of the deposit, identified archaeologically, 

would suggest no major renovations or patching to the roof 

during building occupation. 
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Flooring 

Saddlery, Operation 34 

Material. Joists: lengths varied from 2.04 m to 4.30 m in 

the south half of the room, and from 1.9 m to 3.15 m in the 

north half of the room. Thickness of the joists averaged 

0.01-0.02 m and widths measured 0.08 m. 

Nails: Three-inch nails were used to attach floorboards to 

the joists. 

Construction. The floor joists were aligned across the 

width of the room (i.e. north-south). The joists were laid 

in two sections with the central ends overlapping approxi

mately 0.2-0.4 m. Wood pieces (shims) were fitted under 

some joist sections to level the tops of the joists in 

relation to each other. Distances between the joists varied 

from 0.75 m to 1.40.m. No archaeological evidence of floor

boards was recovered. 

Discussion. Floor nails were recovered in situ but the 

floorboards had been removed when the building was dismantled. 

It is probable that the boards had been secured to the joists 

by nails driven in on an angle through the side of the board. 

In this way, nail heads would not show on the floor surface 

and floorboards could be lifted without removing the nails 

from the joists. 

Shoemaker's Shop, Operation 43 

Material. Joists: lengths were generally of two sizes, 

averaging 2 m and 3.2 m. All joists measured approximately 

0.15 m wide and 0.05-0.1 m thick. 

Floorboards: averaged approximately 0.02-0.04 m in thickness 

and 0.15-0.2 m wide. 

Construction. The joists which consisted of unfinished, 

split logs were set directly on the sterile substrata. In 

the northern section of the room, the joists were aligned 
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north-south in 2 m lengths and spaced 0.6-0.8 m apart with 

the floorboards laid at right angles. In the southern 

section of the structure, the joists were oriented east-west 

and had been laid in two sections, each measuring approxi

mately 3.2 m long, with the central ends overlapping 

approximately 0.1m. The joists were spaced 1.0-1.2 m 

apart with the floorboards laid at right angles. A base 

board was placed over the floorboards along the southern 

wall of the structure. 

Discussion. The floor construction in this room was rather 

unsystematic. The differences in floor orientation may be 

related to structural renovations. 
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1877 Quartermaster's Stores 

Historical Background 

Documentary reference to the quartermaster's stores consists 

of a number of photographs (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 914, 266, 

517, 7480; Glenbow Alberta Institute NA-2446-1), a few 

perspective sketches (Glenbow Alberta Institute NA-52-4) and 

a few secondary sources, notably Turner (1950) and McLeod 

(1969). Although the quality of data from these sources is 

extremely limited and incomplete, some information can be 

collected for a summary statement on building construction and 

architecture. Such statements allow a number of inferences 

for archaeological investigation and provide material from 

which an excavation strategy can be framed. 

The construction of the quartermaster's stores is dated 

to 1877. In a list of improvements made to the fort in that 

year, reference is made to the construction of a storage 

building (Canada, R.N.W.M.P. 1973, Report 1877:23). Further 

documentation indicates that construction was not initiated 

before July 1876 (Canadian Illustrated News 1876) but was 

completed by the summer of 1878 (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 914). 

Historical documents locate the quartermaster's stores 

within the central fort compound. The structure was oriented 

with the longitudinal axis north-south and the overall 

building dimensions were described as a good size (McCullough 

1976: 288-289). 

In general, construction details were essentially similar 

to other fort buildings. The exterior walls were built from 

horizontally laid, saddle-notched logs with whipsawn lumber 

used in the floors, doors and windows. Entrance to the 

building was by a centrally placed door in the west wall. The 

structure had at least one window, located between the door 
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and the northwest corner (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 7480). 

Unlike other fort buildings, however, the roof of the 

quartermaster's stores was made with a steep "A" frame, 

planked and shingled. The gable of the north and south 

walls shows a wide verge and was enclosed with vertical 

planking (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 914, 266). 

On the basis of building dimensions an argument can be 

made for the requirement of additional support to secure the 

midsections of the west and east walls. The available docu

mentation shows that the building was divided into three 

sections by two sets of tiebeams (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 7480). 

The northern tiebeam (and presumably the southern tiebeam 

followed the same pattern) consisted of three saddle-notched 

logs which span (east-west) the width of the upper super

structure. With the upper wall logs and foundation log 

firmly secured, a heavy plank was nailed to the exterior of 

the wall to hold the remaining logs of the superstructure in 

place. 

The obvious additional expenditures and planning expended 

on the quartermaster's stores was apparently justified on the 

grounds that the improved construction techniques would save 

considerable loss to the stores by helping to keep the 

building interior dry (Canada, R.N.W.M.P. 1973, Report 1878: 

2 3). Since spring runoff occasionally can be a problem at 

Fort Walsh, archaeological expectations were formulated to 

anticipate further modifications in construction techniques, 

particularly at basal levels. Some modifications which were 

felt possible included: the addition of drainage trenching 

around the base of the building; a raised flooring, or 

possibly clay packing against the basal logs. 
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Location and Stratigraphy 

The quartermaster's stores was located within the central 

fort compound immediately west of the guardhouse and east of 

the fort well. The oat-stores building, constructed in 1875, 

was situated to the northwest and the barracks/mess hall, also 

dated 1875, to the southwest. 

In general, the building site for the quartermaster's 

stores follows the contours of the fort compound. The site 

is relatively flat but with a slight slope to the southwest, 

towards the Battle Creek flood plain. The only major 

interruption in the surrounding surface topography was the 

circular depression of the original fort well, located 8.2 m 

west of the guardhouse. The depression measures approximately 

5.0 m in diameter and a maximum of 0.45 m in depth. 

Investigations to the substrata below the building 

foundations indicate that the pre-construction surface was 

similar to the present fort topography. In profile, the 

substrata is characterized by two zones of gravel free silts 

washed from the hills to the northeast. The upper zone 

consists of black silts averaging 6-10 cm in thickness and 

has been identified as the original 1875 "A" horizon. The 

matrix of the lower zone consists of light brown silts and 

measured 2 0 cm in thickness, the maximum depth of the soil 

profile. With minor exceptions both strata are relatively 

undisturbed and showed no evidence of an attempt by the N.W.M.P. 

to landscape the site prior to building construction. 

The cultural deposit to the quartermaster's stores lies 

directly below the sod level. The matrix is predominantly 

dark brown silts and measures to a maximum depth of 10 cm. 

In comparison to other fort buildings the depth of the 

cultural deposit is quite shallow and lacks a heavy clay 

matrix. This feature to some extent was expected since 

adobe/mud was not used in the roof construction. 
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An east-west profile trench 1.5 m from the northeast 

corner of the structure exposed a hearth feature. Measured 

at a depth of 30 cm below surface the hearth consisted of 

small charcoal fragments with associated fire-cracked rock. 

No cultural material was recovered from the feature and no 

further investigations were undertaken. 

Excavation Technique 

In addition to the collection of archaeological data on 

structure location, dimensions, construction and architectural 

detail, the research plan for excavation of the quartermaster's 

stores was designed to accommodate a number of low level 

expectations derived from the historical data. As previously 

stated, one such inference included modifications to basal 

construction techniques and design in order to compensate for 

problems in drainage. Other archaeological expectations were 

also framed from the identification of structure function. 

The utilization of the quartermaster's building exclusive

ly for storage facilities infers the interaction of two 

activities with corresponding archaeological implications -

the activity of holding goods in quantity, and disposal 

activities associated with distribution. 

As a storage centre some form of interior spatial 

organization would be expected. Such facilities could include 

shelving or bins with perhaps a restricted access area for 

more valuable items. In theory, a distributional analysis of 

artifact clusters should identify the location and nature 

of such storage areas. 

As a disposal centre for fort supplies high variability 

between artifact functional categories may also be expected 

with the artifact inventory, quantitatively, reflecting the 

inventory of all functional structure types at the fort, 
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namely residences, shops, stables and the mess/kitchen. 

However, the nature of storage disposal and distribution 

activities during the occupational history of the fort and 

the nature of activities associated with structure dismantl

ing were thought to possibly preclude these expectations. 

In the course of daily business it is more likely that only 

broken artifacts will be discarded since most whole objects 

will be unused and therefore included in the distribution 

process to other areas of the fort for consumption and 

disposal. 

In summary, archaeological expectations were formulated 

to anticipate, in comparison to other fort structures, a 

high number of broken artifact classes and a correspondingly 

low number of whole objects. An artifact distribution 

profile of functional categories should show a closer 

similarity to a profile for the entire site rather than to 

one structure or functional structure group. 

Prior to archaeological investigations no surficial 

indications of building foundations were evident. The 

approximate position of the quartermaster's stores was 

suggested by the 1879 well depression, located 10 m west of 

the reconstructed guardhouse. The east wall of the building, 

two main floor joists and the floor level were identified in 

a test trench profile which extended from the well excavation 

(operation 39) to the guardhouse foundation. 

Since the research design was to include artifact dis

tributional analyses in association with structural features, 

provenience control was to be oriented to building dimensions 

and interior spatial divisions. In order to define structure 

dimensions the exterior building walls were exposed by tracing 

the projected wall alignment, as recorded in the test trench 

profile, to the four building corners. No interior structural 

divisions were observed and the operation was arbitrarily 
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divided into four equal quadrants for further excavation. 

Horizontal provenience control was maintained by the four 

separate quadrants. Specific artifact distributions were 

assigned cluster numbers and the provenience measured from the 

base grid lines. Occupational features and artifacts dating 

to the N.W.M.P. period were separated from pre-occupational 

and post-occupational remains by assigning separate lots to 

stratigraphie levels. As part of the final excavation 

sequence, profile trenches were excavated into the substrata 

at each building corner and basal construction techniques 

observed (see Figure 7). 

Results of Excavation 

As a result of fort abandonment and dismantling in 1883 

structural data recovered from archaeological investigations 

to the quartermaster's stores primarily provide information 

on the basal components, structure location and building 

dimensions, foundations and floor construction. Post-

occupational utilization of the fort by the R.C.M.P. in the 

1940s eradicated a portion of the building site. Pothunting 

within the N.W.M.P. fort well truncated the midsection of 

the west wall and floor joists (see Test Excavations). 

Partially in consequence of consumption and disposal 

patterns in effect during the N.W.M.P. occupation and partially 

because of the shallow depth of the 1880 cultural deposit, 

artifacts recovered during archaeological investigations 

were often fragmentary and randomly scattered. Thus, distri

butional analysis provided no data on the nature or spacing 

of activities, features or furnishings within the building. 

Quantitative analyses which compare differential location 

of artifact functional types across the site have not been 

undertaken but are planned for final site syntheses. 
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Figure 7. The 1877 quartermaster's stores after excavation to contact with 
the 1880 ground surface. The basal building wall logs and three 
floor joists are delineated. Disturbance to archaeological features 
from the R.C.M.P. excavation of the well is evident in centre left 
of photograph (Photo by B. White). 
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Consequently, statements on interbuilding artifact 

distributions and a comparison of the functional relation

ship of the quartermaster's stores to other structures 

excavated at Fort Walsh cannot be made at this time. 

The quartermaster's stores was a rectangular shaped 

structure, of horizontal saddle-notched log construction, 

measuring 6.45 m (east-west) by 13.57 m (north-south) and 

oriented 38" west of true north. Deposits of white clay 

along the exterior and interior building walls indicate 

that the structure was whitewashed. There are no indications 

of an attempt to offset the natural surface slope in the 

construction of the wall foundations. Construction techniques 

merely consisted of placing the first log course on the 

ground surface. 

Archaeological investigations to the interior of the 

structure uncovered three major joists or sleepers oriented 

parallel to the length of the building (north-south). Two 

of the sleepers, which averaged 12.3 m in length and measured 

a maximum distance of 12.45 cm from the east and west walls, 

were set into a footing trench excavated 10-15 cm into the 

substrata. The trench was U-shaped in profile, measuring 

a maximum of 30 cm in diameter, and was packed with clay. 

The third sleeper, measuring 11.4 2 m in length, was centrally 

placed (east-west) and rested on the contact surface. 

The archaeological data suggest that the floor boards 

were not directly nailed to the sleepers since the spacing 

between the sleepers, which averaged 2.30 m, would not have 

provided proper support. In addition, the sleepers were 

25-40 cm shorter than the length of the building interior; 

if the floor boards were directly supported by the sleepers 

then the floor could not have measured the full dimensions 

of the room. It seems probable that the sleepers supported 

a set of joists which would have spanned the room east-west 
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and which could be more closely spaced together for the 

attachment of the floor boards. This arrangement would 

have raised the floor a number of centimeters above the 

ground level and would have helped to maintain a dry interior 

during the spring runoff. Further modifications to the 

basal construction design, which would possibly compensate 

drainage problems, were not observed. 

Other architectural features recovered during archaeo

logical investigations included a possible building entrance 

along the south wall. The feature, which measured 3.74 m 

from the southwest corner and 1.5 8 m from the southeast 

corner, appeared as a widening in the wall foundation log 

and suggested the location of a door sill. Photographic 

reference (Glenbow Alberta Institute NA-2446-16), dated as 

late as 1880, gives no indication of a doorway in this corner. 

It is still possible, however, that a door was added after 

that date. Because of disturbances from pothunting in the 

well no archaeological data was recovered to support docu

mentary references to a door in the central west wall or to 

suggest window locations. 

Architectural Summary 

Quartermaster's Stores (Operation 37) 

Location 
1880: the quartermaster's stores was located within the 

central fort compound, east of the guardhouse and west of 

the fort well. 

19 75: the quartermaster's stores was located 1.3m west of 

the R.C.M.P. reconstructed guardhouse and 14.0 m southwest 

of the reconstructed NCO quarters. 
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Date 
Constructed in 1877. 

Orientation 
The length of the structure is oriented northwest by south

east, approximately parallel to the 1875 east and west 

palisades. 

Length of the structure is north 38* west. 

Width of the structure is north 52* east. 

Shave and Dimensions 
The structure was rectangular in shape. Full exterior 

building dimensions are presented below: 

north wall - 6.44 m 

south wall - 6.46 m 

east wall - 13.57 m 

west wall - 13.5 8 m 

Foundations 
Material. The building foundation consisted of the basal 

wall log. 

Construction. The basal wall log was set directly on the 

ground surface. 

Discussion. Archaeological evidence of the basal wall log 

consisted of a U-shaped depression packed with grey clay. 

Maximum width of the feature measures 30 cm. 
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Exterior Walls 

Material. No archaeological evidence of the exterior 

structural walls was recovered since the superstructure had 

been removed during fort abandonment. The walls are 

historically documented as consisting of skinned, unshaped 

spruce logs. 

Construction. The walls were laid horizontally with saddle-

notched corners and chinked with a mixture of white clay 

and sand. There is no archaeological evidence to suggest 

the corners had been spiked or pinned. 

Finishing. The walls were finished with a white clay 

whitewash. 

Discussion. Historical documentation indicates the walls of 

the superstructure were secured in the midsections by two 

sets of tiebeams. Each tiebeam consisted of three saddle-

notched logs which spanned the upper width of the structure 

(east-west). A vertical plank was nailed to the exterior 

of the wall for additional support. 

Interior Walls 

There is no historical or archaeological evidence to suggest 

interior structural divisions within the quartermaster's 

stores. 

Structural Features 

Doors 

Reference is made in the historical documentation to a door 

in the middle of the west wall. There is no archaeological 

evidence to support the documentation since this portion of 

the wall was destroyed by recent re-digging of the well. A 

possible door feature was, however, located in the south wall, 

although it has not been historically documented. 
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Location. A possible door sill was located in the south 

wall, 3.74 m from the exterior southwest corner and 1.58 m 

from the exterior southeast corner. 

Material. Not archaeologically recovered. 

Construction. The feature was interpreted as a possible sill 

measuring approximately 1.14 m long by 0.4 m wide and placed 

within the basal foundation log. 

Windows 

Location. Historically documented in the northern one-third 

section of the west wall. 

Discussion. There is no archaeological evidence for window 

locations. Owing to the structure's location to the guard

house, it is unlikely that windows were located in the east 

wall. 

Roofing 

Material. Historically documented as consisting of planks 

and shingles. 

Construction. The two sets of tiebeams may have supported 

trusses to the roof. A distributional analysis of nail types 

recovered during archaeological excavations supports 

historical documentation to the use of shingles in roof 

construction. 

Flooring 

Material. Archaeological evidence consisted of two sleepers 

averaging 12.44 m in length by 0.3 m wide and one sleeper 

11.42 m in length by 0.2 m wide. 

Construction. Basal components of the flooring consisted 

of three rows of sleepers set the length of the structure. 

The two outside sleepers (along the east and west walls) were 

placed in a footing trench excavated 10-15 cm into the 

substrata. The central sleeper rested on the ground surface. 

Joists were probably set east-west across the sleepers and 

floorboards oriented north-south across the joists. 
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Discussion. There is no archaeological evidence of the joists 

or floorboards. Archaeological data for the sleepers consisted 

of a U-shaped footing trench, averaging 30 cm wide, packed 

with clay. In the north end of the structure the footing 

trench was cut 10 cm deeper into the substrata than the wall 

trench and may represent an attempt to compensate differences 

in the ground slope in order to level the flooring. 
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187 7 Guardhouse 

Historical Background 

The historical documents on the guardhouse at Fort Walsh do 

not precisely date the year the building was constructed. 

However, a relative building date of late 1877 or early 1878 

can be inferred from the structure's presence in photographs 

dated 1878, but its absence in the 1875-76 sketches by Nevitt 

and Delaney (Glenbow-Alberta Institute, Photo No. 13,044; 

Canadian Illustrated News 1876). This was also the period 

during which the force headquarters were moved to the fort. 

The N.W.M.P. were the major judicial body for the Northwest 

Territories and confinement facilities would have been 

required for detaining suspects and convicted criminals. 

The photograph locates the building in the centre of the 

fort compound, immediately east of the quartermaster's stores 

and facing the east palisade gate. The guardhouse appears as 

a square shaped building, with walls constructed of from 14 

to 16 horizontally laid logs which were whitewashed with clay 

and saddle-notched at the corners (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 

2768). A door was cut into the middle of the east wall, and 

windows were located at each side of the door (P.A.C. C-19075C). 

A guard box was apparently later placed in front of the south 

window (Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-2446-16). The guardhouse 

roof was an A-frame construction with the central ridge pole 

aligned east/west. The roof surface was finished with shingles 

and gables were enclosed with vertical board planking that was 

probably fitted in a board and batten style. 

The building interior was divided into two sections, 

approximately equal in size, by a horizontal north/south log 
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wall. The west section was apparently the prisoners' 

confinement area and was further divided into three cells. 

A tie-beam was laid, north/south, across the cell area of the 

structure at the level of the eaves (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 

2768). A board ceiling may have been constructed along the 

underside of the tie-beam in order to enclose the upper part 

of each cell. 

Excavation Technique 

Archaeological excavations in the central area of the fort 

compound had delineated the foundations of the quartermaster's 

stores and suggested the N.W.M.P. guardhouse would lie under 

the foundations of the extant R.C.M.P. structure. Subsequent 

to the eastward extension of a test trench from the quarter

master's stores to the foundations of the R.C.M.P. building, 

the west wall of the guardhouse was located and the excava

tions confirmed that a major portion of the original 

structure could not be excavated. Further investigations 

therefore concentrated on outlining the building perimeter 

and validating historical data on architectural features. 

The structural dimensions were delineated by following 

the orientation of the west foundation wall as recorded in the 

test trench profile. The sod and turf overlying the building 

site were removed as a single lot and the gravel stratum 

associated with the construction of the extant building was 

exposed. Further excavations which were designated a second 

lot included the removal of the gravel layer and the under

lying pre-1940 sod horizon to uncover the structural 

foundations and building floor. As the final part of the 

investigations, profile trenches were excavated below the 

1875 contact surface to record basal construction techniques. 
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Results of Excavation 

The archaeological investigations confirmed the guardhouse 

as a 6.5 m square shaped building, constructed from horizon

tally laid logs, saddle-notched at the corners and coated with 

a white clay whitewash. The structure interior was divided 

into two equal size rooms, a cell area and a guardroom, by a 

horizontally laid log wall which was saddle-notched into the 

north and south building walls. 

Tests into the substrata underlying the building site 

indicated modifications to the basal foundations in an attempt 

to secure the cell area against the possibility of a prisoner's 

escape. The modifications consisted of a subterranean barrier 

which was laid out under the north, south and west walls of 

the cell section of the guardhouse. The feature included a 

row of half meter stakes fitted into a 0.3 m wide U-shaped 

trench which was excavated to 0.48 m below the 1875 ground 

surface. Situated as such under the exterior walls, the stakes 

would form an effective barrier against a prisoner attempting 

escape by tunnelling under the building foundations. 

Architectural Summary 

Guardhouse (Operation 38) 

Location 

The guardhouse was located in the central area of the fort 

compound, adjacent to the east side of the quartermaster's 

stores and opposite the eastern entrance of the fort. 

Date 

Probably constructed in 1877. 
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Orientation 

The east wall of the structure was oriented north 36" west 

and the south wall north 12 8" west. 

Shape and Dimensions 

The structure was approximately square in shape. Full 

exterior building dimensions are: north wall 6.80 m long 

south wall 6.75 m 

east wall 6.50 m 

west wall 6.50 m 

Foundations 

Material. The building foundations consisted mainly of the 

basal wall log. 

Construction. The basal wall log was set level with the 

ground surface. 

Discussion. In situ evidence of the basal wall log averaged 

0.0 7 m below the substrata contact surface. Since most of 

the structural walls were constructed over the loose fill of 

the underlying subterranean security wall, it is felt that 

the depth of the basal log was due to soil compaction from 

the weight of the structure. 

Exterior Walls 

Material. Historically documented as consisting of unshaped, 

skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The logs were laid horizontally with saddle-

notched corners and chinked with a mixture of clay and sand. 

There was no archaeological evidence to indicate that the 

corners had been spiked or pinned. 
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In the western or cell section of the structure, a 

double security wall consisting of subterranean vertical 

stakes underlaid the horizontal logs. The stakes were 

placed in a footing trench which measured a maximum of 

0.3 m in width and a maximum of 0.48 m in depth. The trench 

had been backfilled and the horizontal basal logs placed 

approximately over the line of the post wall. 

Finish. The interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay. 

Interior Walts 

Material. Constructed with unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The interior wall was horizontally laid and 

saddle-notched into the north and south exterior walls. 

Location. The interior horizontal wall divided the guard

house into approximately two equal sections (east/west). The 

wall was located 2.96 m from the northwest corner and 3.60 m 

from the northeast corner. 

Finish. The wall was finished with a white clay whitewash. 

Structural Features 

Doors 

Location. Historical documentation has located a door in 

the middle of the east wall of the structure. However, no 

archaeological evidence was uncovered to support this data. 

Windows 

Location. Historical documents locate a window on the north 

and south sides of the door in the east wall. However, there 

was no archaeological evidence to support this data. 

Roofing 

Construction. Historically documented as consisting of an 
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A-frame type of construction. The surface was finished with 

shingles and the gables enclosed with vertical board planking. 

However, because of recent reconstruction activities by the 

R.C.M.P., archaeological excavation of the guardhouse was 

incomplete and no concrete archaeological data were uncovered 

to support the documentation. 

Flooring 

Material. Archaeological evidence consisted of floorboards 

approximately 0.16 m wide, and floor joists. 

Construction. Despite recent reconstruction of the guard

house by the R.C.M.P. and limited archaeological excavation, 

it would appear that joists were oriented north/south and 

the floorboards laid east/west across the tops of the joists. 
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1880 Powder Magazine 

Historical Background 

The ground surface immediately northwest of the modern limits 

of Fort Walsh showed a shallow depression approximately 10 m 

in diameter suggesting the presence of a building feature 

which was tentatively identified as the powder magazine. 

There is limited documentary data of a building in this area. 

A rectangular building south of the northwest bastion in an 

1881 sketch by Malcolm Millar may be a representation of the 

powder magazine (Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-52-4). Ex-staff 

sergeant G.S. Cotter, stationed at Fort Walsh from 1879 to 

1881, states that an excavation in the northwest corner of 

the fort marks "an underground magazine, with a sloping 

entrance and a substantial roof several feet above the ground, 

square and two sided" (McCullough 19 76: 2 82-292, re "Old Fort 

Walsh" by J.P. Turner in research file on Fort Walsh at 

Liaison Branch, R.C.M.P. H.Q. Ottawa). The accompanying 

sketch shows the building as rectangular with the long axis 

oriented parallel to the west palisade. A narrow ramp entry 

is connected to the structure on the east side. The powder 

magazine is shown some distance from both the west and north 

palisades and southeast of the circular northwest bastion 

constructed in 1879/80. An article in the Manitoba Daily 

Free Press of 18 80 confirms the location of the magazine 

"close to the western bastion" (Morgan 1970: 89). Since the 

magazine is outside the confines of the 1875-80 fort, it was 

probably built during the major renovations undertaken around 

1879/80. While there are no historical references to the 

specific utilization of the structure, and the contents 

stored there, presumably it was used to store ordnance, 

including powder and shot for the seven pound field guns. 
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Excavation Technique 

The investigation of the depression was directed towards 

confirmation of the presence of the structure and determina

tion of the location, limits, structural features and 

function. 

A test trench oriented north-south and a second inter

secting test trench, extending at right angles to it, were 

excavated across the centre of the depression. The profiles 

in these test units provided vertical control for excavation 

of stratigraphie layers in the remainder. North-south and 

east-west 50 cm wide baulks to the north and west of the 

trenches were left with an additional 1.2 m square baulk at 

the intersection of the test trenches. Except for initial 

trenches each stratigraphie layer was removed separately. 

The modern turf and topsoil were removed as one lot (7N31A1) 

since this was a contemporaneous overburden unit. Each 

quadrant and test trench was assigned a suboperation letter 

and each stratigraphie level was removed as a separate lot. 

Soil samples were analyzed from eleven of the seventeen 

fill levels. Information was obtained on the texture, colour 

and inclusions in order to determine the age and source of 

each layer (see Table 2 ) . 

Excavation of the entry to the magazine presented a 

number of problems, some of them unresolved. Since it was 

expected that the feature would consist of either steps, an 

inclined ramp, or both, investigation was initiated by 

excavation of a narrow trench along the centre of the feature, 

perpendicular to the magazine. The limits of the entry were 

defined by following out layers and strata contacts which 

extended from the powder magazine into the entry, leaving 

in situ any anomalies, features or artifact concentrations. 

While the limits of the entry were defined by structural 

elements, including walls of vertical posts set against 



TABLE 2. Master So i l Sample/Layer C o r r e l a t i o n of the Powder Magazine 

kO 

Soil 
Sample/ 
Layer 

1/2 

2/5 

3/7 

4/10 

5/11 

6/12 

7/13 

8/15 

11/16 

10/17 

12/18 

Relative 
Date 

mode rn 

modern 
R.C.M.P. 
fill 

modern 

post 1883 

post 1883 

post 1883 

post 1883? 

1883 

1880 

1883 

~~ 

Colour 

greyish brown 
10YR5/2 

dark greyish brown 
10YR4/2 to dark 
yellowish brown 
10YR3/1 

black to very dark 
grey 10YR3/2 

very dark greyish 
brown 10YR3/2 (moist) 
to dark brown 7.5YR4/4 

very dark greyish 
brown 10YR3/2 to 
light brownish grey 
10YR6/2 (dry) 

black 

very dark greyish 
brown 10YR3/2 to 
light brownish 
grey 10YR6/2 (dry) 

reddish brown 
5YR4/4 to black 
charcoal 

yellowish 
brown (moist) 
10YR 5/4 

very dark greyish 
brown 10YR3/2 to 
dark greyish brown 
(moist) 10YR4/4 

dark greyish brown 
10YR4/2 

Texture 

62.5% sand 
15.0% silt 
21.5% clay 

70.25% sand 
15.00% silt 
14.75% clay 

62.75% sand 
12.25% silt 
16.00% clay 

67.50% sand 
13.75% silt 
18.75% clay 

62.5% sand 
33.5% silt 
3.6% clay 

47.50% sand 
21.25% silt 
31.25% clay 

Inclusions 

charcoal lenses, 
roots 

rounded pebbles ; 
some organic 
material; fine silt 
& clay; charcoal; 
much CaCO, 

wood fragments; 
roots; high % 
seed pods 

10% quartz sand; 
angular grains 
large size range 
manure fragments; 
small pieces 
charcoal 

wood fragments 

root hairs ; 
manure? fragments; 
tiny fragments of 
clear resin-like 
mater ia1 

chinking frags; 
whitewash frags; 
charcoal frags. 

charcoal; mainly 
quartz-angular 
granules 

glysolic iron 
mottling; CaCO 

Name 

clayish 
sand 

sandy 
clay loam 

sandy 
loam 

manure 

sandy 
loam 

sandy 
loam 

sandy 
loam 

wood 
chips 

clayish 
sand 

loamy 
sand 

clay 
loam 

PH 

6.6 

6.6 

6.1 

6.0 

6.0 

6.4 

Percent 
Organic 
Matter 

5.13 

7.94 

100.00 

14.19 

12.62 

4.96 

(6.65) 
7 

Comments 

Turf & topsoil. Bowl 
shaped old ground 
surface present (1945?). 
Disturbed at south end. 

Till material. Probably 
modern hauled in by truck. 
Ovoid shape lens marks 
entrance. Bowl shaped 
depression centre 
becoming a thin layer 
below top soil. 

Probably from an Ah 
horizon. Bowl shaped. 
Pinches out. 

Horizontally laminated. 
Finer texture at top 
& mixed. Organic layer. 

Probably from former 
A horizon. 

Charcoal lines over 
interior of building. 

Associated with a refuse 
concentration. Below: 
artifacts NE corner, 
in : larger, above : 
artifacts east side 

Fill behind wall. 

Sterile soil at floor 
of building. Possibly 
original B horizon. 
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undisturbed sterile strata, internal floor features were not 

found and it cannot be determined whether steps or a ramp 

were used to descend into the magazine. Structural material 

from these features was apparently removed during the 1883 

dismantling of the building. 

Stratigraphy 

The powder magazine, constructed in late 1879 or early 1880, 

is located in the northwest corner of the fort, 2.61 m from 

the west palisade, 4.61 m from the north palisade and 3.0 m 

north of the north extant stables. 

The magazine is constructed within a 4.6 m by 8.2 m 

undercut-sided pit, which is excavated 2.49 to 2.74 m into 

the sterile silt and gravel layers of the second terrace of 

Battle Creek. Information from the sterile contact east and 

west of the magazine indicates that the terrace has a one 

degree dip down towards Battle Creek in this area. Sterile 

soil occurs at depths of 0.08 m, 0.09 m, 0.14 m and 0.60 m 

below surface on the west, east, north and south sides of 

the magazine. A dark, greyish-brown sterile clay-loam soil 

has been levelled to form a flat floor for the building at a 

depth of 2.49 m to 2.74 m below the present ground surface. 

Glysolic iron mottling in the sterile clay-loam indicates this 

is an undisturbed level. Deposits on top of sterile soil 

adjacent to the magazine pit follow the contours of the 

terrace and where undisturbed show a single soil/sod develop

ment. This suggests that the gradient of the preconstruction 

surface was similar to the present ground surface levels. 

During the dismantling of the powder magazine in circa 

1882-8 3, all structural material was removed except for the 

bottom five courses of the walls, floor joists (and one floor 

board section), some collapsed wall or roof beams and soil 
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packed between the log walls and the sides of the pit. The 

lowest course of logs and the floor joists are placed in 

shallow trenches cut into the pit floor. Since the yellowish-

brown, clay-sand used for packing between the building and 

pit walls has a soil texture and colour very similar to the 

soil of the pit walls, backfill from original excavation of 

the pit was probably the source of the packing material. 

The building is offset to the southwest in the pit, resulting 

in a thicker packing deposit behind the north and east walls 

(field drawings 75-18-D2, 3). 

Seventeen stratigraphie layers have been deposited to 

fill the pit, with twelve of these layers covering almost all 

of the area of the magazine (Figure 8). The layers consist 

of clay-sand-silt soils which are internally homogeneous 

with clear contacts between layers. This suggests quick 

deposition and/or constant climatic conditions for a period 

of time (Barendreght 19 75, verbal communication). The levels 

may be grouped into three age and/or material units. 

The lowest fill layer (17), à very dark greyish-brown 

loamy-sand 0.70 m thick, is enclosed by the remaining building 

walls. The soil slopes southeast toward the entrance and may 

represent collapsed wall packing material and fill material 

from the nearby fort area (circa 1882-83) . Crossmends of a 

stoneware vessel between this layer (7N31C8) and the floor 

of the saddlery shop (7N34) indicate that this deposit dates 

to circa 1882 or 188 3 and is derived from cleanup activity 

at the fort. 

The overlying yellow brown clayish sand (layer 16) 

appears to be primarily packing material which extends over 

the inward leaning wall beams into the interior area of the 

building. The layer is thickest (40 m) near the walls and 

slopes towards the southeast. The texture of the soil is 

similar in sand content to the layer below but has a higher 

proportion of clay. The level also contains relatively more 



Figure 8. Stratigraphie profile, east face, of the 1880 powder magazine 
(Profile Section B-B, Appendix B, figure 4.) 
(Drawing by D. Kappler and K. Walton) 
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artifacts. Displaced structural members (wood beams) occur 

in this level and may represent collapsed or discarded wall 

or roof beams. 

A concentration of artifacts occurred in the northeast 

corner, outside the structure but inside the building pit, 

in a soil matrix with a large amount of whitewash. The 

artifacts included N.W.M.P. buttons, gun cartridges, Dundee 

marmalade jar fragments and vitrified white earthenware. 

The material is consistent with the early 1880s. The 

concentration of the deposit suggests a single dump of 

material. 

Overlying the structure and building pit fill is a layer 

of wood chips (layer 15) 0.07 to 0.10 m thick. The chips have 

been removed by planing or adzing of logs. The deposit 

extends to the limits of the pit, thinning outside of the 

building wall limits. Where it occurs on the pit walls, it 

consists of thin bark-like chips. Incorporated in the layer 

are iron wheels, pane glass, bottle fragments, lamp chimney 

fragments and cut bone which suggests refuse material. 

A distinct refuse layer (number 14) is concentrated 

along the east side of the depression overlaying the wood 

layer. The matrix is composed primarily of whitewash and 

contains artifacts possibly deposited during abandonment of 

the fort in 188 3. Since a considerable amount of debris 

and fill occurs below this deposit, it would appear that the 

magazine was dismantled some time prior to abandonment of 

the fort. Hence, the magazine had a very short period of 

use. Artifacts include a large number of cans, bottles, gun 

cartridges, stoneware ink bottles (one from Stephenson 

Aldersgate, London) and cut bone. 

A very dark greyish-brown sandy-loam (layer 13), overlying 

the wood layer and refuse concentration, contains wagon parts, 

many cans, sheet metal, window glass, gun cartridges and pipe 
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fragments. The artifacts are very similar to those found in 

the lower levels, suggesting this level was deposited after 

the fort was abandoned. The resin-like inclusions and humus 

probably were introduced before the soil was deposited in 

the depression. The level is 0.28 m to 0.4 8 m thick. The 

soil may have served as a sealing layer for the roof. 

A lens of charcoal and burned wood (layer 12) which 

thickens from 0.04 m to 0.30 m towards the south overlays 

the sandy-loam throughout the structure except in the south

west corner of the structure. Overlaying the charcoal is a 

second layer of very dark greyish-brown sand-loam (layer 11). 

The layer blends into the lower sandy loam at the crest of 

the pit. The texture of layer 11 and 13 is nearly identical 

suggesting the same source for both. The soil is "probably1 

from an A horizon (a humus stained soil originally from a 

developed soil sequence below a humus layer). The presence 

of quartz sand suggests a different primary source than that 

of the lower sandy-loam. The soil may have washed into the 

depression, however. No gradation of grain size is visible. 

Organic material fragments from the overlaying layer (possibly 

manure or sawdust) are present. The layer contains a range 

of artifact types which do not suggest any particular activity 

and are relatively few in number. 

An organic layer (number 10), which pinches out inside 

the edge of the pit, is on top of the clay-loam of the under

lying layer. The material is composed of layers of firmly 

united material consisting of laminae-thin plates or scales. 

The upper portion of the layer becomes finer in texture 

blending with a clay-sand soil. Based on comparisons to 

modern samples, the material appears to be manure. This may 

have been deposited from the nearby N.W.M.P. stables or 

from the later Wood-Anderson ranch. Few artifacts occur in 

the deposit. A restricted stratum of grey sandy-loam, 

approximately 10 cm thick, is deposited on top of the manure 
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on the southwest side of the powder magazine against the 

west wall of the structure. The layer (number 9) rises to 

the south and extends outside of the powder magazine towards 

the 1875 north stables (7N35). Hence, the deposit clearly 

post-dates dismantling of the powder magazine and may represent 

wash material. Although lithologically distinct from layer 8, 

discussed below, both are directly on top of layer 10, are 

similar in thickness and have the same slope angle. The two 

strata may have been deposited at the same time. Unfortunately, 

the two layers do not meet or overlap because of an intrusion. 

Overlaying and intruding into the organic layer (number 

10) is a concentration of partially articulated cattle bone 

(a minimum number of three individuals). The concentration, 

located in the south central area of the pit in a shallow 

depression, is part of a 0.18 m thick dark grey clay-sand 

deposit (layer 8), which occurs on the west and northwest side 

of the powder magazine 1.2 m above the floor. The bone shows 

no signs of butchering, suggesting that the animals were not 

used for food but that the bones were collected after the 

flesh had partially decomposed and deposited as refuse. Very 

few artifacts occur in the deposit or the organic layer 

below, and are of an indeterminate date except for modern 

barbed wire. It would appear probable that the deposit is 

subsequent to 19 00. 

Fill layers above layer 8 have a relatively level 

gradient suggesting that they were deposited deliberately as 

fill to level the depression area. A grey sandy-loam (layer 

7), 0.4 m thick, overlays the organic layer and bone concen

tration. The layer pinches out on the sterile terrace 

deposits and appears to be A horizon material (humus-upper 

soil layer) possibly stripped from nearby. The soil does 

not appear to have developed in situ. No sod development is 

visible. This may be the result of quick burial or the 
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absorbing qualities of the underlying organic layer may have 

prevented sufficient moisture from remaining in the soil for 

plant growth. The artifact collection of this layer does 

not represent any special activity but appears to date to 

the 1900s. The material may have been deposited as a result 

of early twentieth century ranching activities. 

On top of the grey sandy-loam is a deposit of dark 

yellow-brown sandy-clay-loam (layer 5). The deposit extends 

beyond the depression to the south and to the north and west 

palisade walls. In this area inclusions of whitewash and 

chinking occur, possibly washed from the palisade. The 

layer is 0.4 m to 0.6 m on the northeast, north and southwest 

sides of the magazine, thinning to 0.1 m elsewhere. The 

layer pinches out to the south beyond the pit edge. The soil 

matrix consists of very fine silt and clay and contains a 

high quantity of CaCO^. The presence of CaCO- suggests a 

source outside the Cypress Hills and is possibly from a 

commercial burrow pit towards Maple Creek (Barendreght 1975, 

verbal communication). The material was probably dumped by 

the R.C.M.P. in order to level the powder magazine depression. 

The layer dates to post-1945 and contains few artifacts. 

Above layer 5 are two strata of greyish-brown sandy-loam 

which are restricted in horizontal extent to the west-

southwest side of the powder magazine. Since layer 4 is of 

lesser extent than layer 3, both strata are in direct contact 

with layer 5. Layer 4 consists of a wedge-shaped unit which 

overlaps the southwest corner of the magazine, extending into 

the structure for a distance of 3 m along the west wall. 

The deposit appears to be disturbed and several discrete 

lenses of charcoal, rocks and loam occur adjacent to the 

southwest corner. These disturbances may be from test 

excavations by the R.C.M.P. in the 1940s (McCullogh 1976: 

233). The stratum has a maximum thickness of 0.5 m. 
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Layer 3 varies in thickness from 0.08 m to 0.22 m and 

extends from the southwest corner of the magazine for a 

distance of 5 m along the west wall, pinching out between 

layers 2 and 5. The unit is approximately 1.5 m wide, east 

to west. Since layers 2, 3 and 4 are lithologically similar, 

and post-date 1942, all appear to be fill deposited in an 

attempt to level the gradient of the powder magazine area. 

As indicated, some disturbances are attributable to Sgt. 

Fleming's attempt to locate historic structures at the fort. 

Layer 2 consists of modern greyish brown sandy-loam 

and topsoil underlaying turf (layer 1). The ground surface 

has a depression offset to the northwest from the centre of 

the powder magazine. The surface is grassy, thinning in the 

centre of the depression where a thin layer of wood chips 

from modern wood cutting operations occurred. The soil has 

been disturbed in the south and east as shown by intrusive 

charcoal and soil lenses. A bowl-shaped buried sod with a 

maximum thickness of 0.2 m was located in the centre of the 

depression and clearly indicates digging by the R.C.M.P. 

Since a humus stain has begun to develop in the underlying 

sandy-clay-loam, this disturbance probably occurred some 

fifteen to twenty years ago. 

Only layers 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12 and 13 occur within 

the entrance to the powder magazine. Since layers 4, 6, 8, 

9 and 14 are restricted strata within the main chamber of the 

magazine, their absence in the entry is not unexpected. 

Layers 11 and 13 are lithologically similar. The initial 

depositing of material, exemplified by layer 13, may have been 

by the N.W.M.P. during cleanup operations subsequent to 

dismantlement of the walls. After the burning, represented 

by layer 12, further slope wash occurred into both the entry 

and the main structure. 

The base of the entry, which extends 6.14 m to the east, 
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is 0.34 m higher than the elevation of the floor of the 

magazine for 1.94 m of the total distance. The base of the 

entrance then rises abruptly to an elevation 1.2 7 m higher 

than that of the main floor. As a result of elevation 

differences, strata below layer 15 do not occur in the entry, 

even in the section with the same floor level. This latter 

section below the level of layer 15 is filled with an 

unstratified deposit of clay-loam, similar in texture to 

in situ berm material behind the walls. A number of sections 

of logs and planks are incorporated in this deposit at 

varying depths. The logs are oriented northwest-southeast 

across the width of the entry and hence may be the remains 

of discarded roof timbers. If so, this suggests roofing of 

the entry from north to south, possibly by a shed roof. A 

number of artifacts including long pieces of tin occur in the 

deposit as well. 

The source of the unstratified clay-loam is not clear. 

Originally it was thought that the deposit might have been 

deliberately deposited as a base for support of steps or a 

ramp. Since remains of a north-south joist underlie the 

layer, this possibility is ruled out. Alternately, the clay-

loam may be derived either from collapsed roof packing 

material or from a berm behind the side walls of the entry. 

No remains of walls were found in the 1.34 m long section of 

the entrance and consequently the specific purpose and source 

of the deposit cannot be determined. 

In sum, the strata within the powder magazine consist 

of a complex, but relatively clear, series of deposits 

accumulated subsequent to utilization of the powder magazine. 

The five lower strata appear to represent building material 

and/or deposits dated close to the N.W.M.P. occupation 

period (1880-83). The three intermediate levels are unclear 

as to their function or date. They may be associated with 
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the N.W.M.P. but are probably the result of 1900 to 1940 

ranching activities. The upper seven strata appear modern 

and deliberately deposited to fill the depression. This is 

in contrast to the insloping lower levels which tend to dip 

towards the centre of the pit or to the south-southeast. 

Results of Excavation 

Excavation of the 1880 powder magazine disclosed a number of 

features which supplement and confirm historical documentation. 

The magazine is constructed in a 4.6 m by 8.2 m pit excavated 

2.53 to 2.70 m below surface. The building is rectangular, 

measuring 6.75 m by 4.0 m with the long axis extending N/S 

(Figure 9) . The structure is offset to the west side of the 

pit and has an entry extending east from the east wall at the 

south corner. There are a number of differences in the 

construction of the magazine and the entry. 

The walls of the main structure were constructed of 

horizontal logs, probably whitewashed, saddle-notched at the 

corners. The space between the building walls and pit sides 

was refilled with the excavated dirt. The reinforced nature 

of the walls is consonant with use of the building as a 

powder-magazine. The base wall log and joists were set into 

shallow footing trenches. The joists are oriented east-west 

and are spaced at intervals of 0.78 to 1.0 m, with the floor 

boards toe-nailed and aligned north-south. If the lower fill 

levels were part of the roof construction, the roof may have 

been of beams and boards sealed with shingles. No internal 

structural features were uncovered. 

The entrance consists of a slightly irregular rectangular 

pit 6.4 m long, east to west, 2.38 m wide in the 1.94 m long 

section adjacent to the main structure, and 1.6 8 m wide in 

the remaining 4.2 m section to the east. This floor of the 
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Figure 9. Plan view of the 18 80 powder magazine, southeast quadrant. 
The entrance ramp is profiled in the upper centre right of 
photo (Photo by B. White). 
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latter section of the entry is 0.9 3 m higher than the former 

and gradually rises eastward to an elevation 2.1 m higher than 

that of the other section. The base of the entry pit, 

adjacent to the east wall of the entrance, is 2.44 m above 

the floor of the main structure of the powder magazine and 

0.2 m below the 1880 ground level. 

The eastern section of the entry is framed with small 

vertical posts circa 0.12 m in diameter set into sterile 

subsoil 0.3 to 0.4 m. The small size of the poles and shallow 

depth would appear to indicate that the walls are not load 

bearing, or that the roof in this section was not built with 

substantial or large sized materials. Possibly a 'lean to* 

is indicated, or a pitched roof with the eaves resting on 

the ground. 

A floor, with the boards oriented east-west, was 

apparently constructed in part of the eastern section. A 

0.06 m square and 1.6 8 m long joist oriented across the width 

of the entrance was set into a shallow trench in sterile 

soil, 1.22 m from the east side. At a distance of 3.05 m 

from the east side, three horizontally laid poles varying in 

diameter from 0.05 m to 0.12 m have been erected, one on top 

of the other. The top log of this "wall" is level with the 

top of the previously noted joist, and probably supported 

one end of the plank flooring. From the floor joist to the 

east wall, the sterile contact gradient rises at a 45* angle 

and there is no evidence of flooring. Since the top of the 

joist is 0.9 m below the 1880 surface, it is likely that 

steps were constructed between the joist and the east wall. 

No structural material of steps was recovered however. 

In the 1.94 m long section of the entrance to the west, 

evidence of wall is not conclusive and there are no post 

molds to indicate vertical post construction. Hence, it is 

concluded that this section of the entry was framed with 
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horizontally laid logs, possibly set inside the sterile pit 

sides. This is suggested by the presence of a 0.5 m thick 

deposit of clay-loam, directly on top of sterile subsoil. 

The deposit, as noted previously, is similar to packing 

material behind the walls of the main structure. 

Because of the difference in elevation between the 

upper and lower sections of the entry, steps or a ramp would 

have been necessary. No architectural evidence remains and 

hence it cannot be determined which method of entry was used. 

No evidence for the nature and direction of roofing was 

recovered during excavation with the possible exception of a 

number of fragmentary planks in the upper strata of the 

entrance. The planks are oriented north-south and extend 

from one side of the entry to the other. However, since the 

plank material occurs with other kinds of non-architectural 

trash, it may represent debris from a source other than the 

powder magazine. 

The layer of wood chips (layer 15) which occurs directly 

on top of the sterile contact in the eastern section of the 

entrance and seals other lower strata in the magazine, may be 

debris associated with dismantling of the roof. The chips 

are possibly the remains of shingles torn off during this 

process and subsequently thrown into the pit during cleanup 

activity. If so, this would indicate use of shingles to 

achieve a watertight roof on the powder magazine. 

Because the long axis of the magazine is from north to 

south, it is assumed that the ridge pole was oriented in this 

direction with the roof pitched from east to west for the 

main structure. In consequence, the north and south walls 

would have projected above ground for some distance, possibly 

more than a meter to allow for attachment of the entry 

superstructure. Although there are no archaeological data, 

it is probable that the entrance was attached as a "dormer" 
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at the southeast corner of the magazine, and pitched north 

to south. Since the floored section of the entrance is 0.93 m 

below the 1880 ground surface, the ridgepole would have had 

to be at least 1 m above ground to provide clearance for 

walking. The section of the entrance east of the floored area 

may not have been roofed but instead have had a sloping "trap" 

door. This conclusion is consonant with the fact that the 

east wall of the entrance consists of half logs set vertically 

in the ground. No evidence of a sill, such as would have been 

necessary with a vertical door, was found. 

Because of the semi-subterranean nature of the powder 

magazine, water seepage and runoff would have been a problem. 

This may partially account for the use of clay-loam packing 

between the pit sides and the log walls. In addition, the 

remains of shallow trenches occur on the east, north and west 

sides of the structure. The trenches are excavated into 

sterile subsoil from the 1880 ground surface and hence are 

clearly associated with use of the powder magazine. Although 

the trench system was not defined' in its entirety, it appears 

to direct surface water away from the magazine in a west-

northwesterly direction, and out through the west palisade 

immediately south of the junction of the northwest bastion 

and the west palisade. The trench system is shallow, circa 

0.2 m deep, and varies from 0.3 m to 0.5 m wide and is set 

back from the magazine at distances varying from 1.5 m to 1.8 m. 

In sum, the 1880 powder magazine is a substantial 

structure, exhibiting complex construction techniques. The 

structure would appear to have been elaborate and conforming 

more to the needs of a military establishment than an isolated 

frontier post. Since the powder magazine was constructed 

during the general face lifting of the 1880 fort, it is likely 

that the style and complexity are partially an attempt to 

eliminate the "make shift" appearance of the post, after the 
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establishment of the N.W.M.P. headquarters at Fort Walsh. 

None of the artifacts or layers appears to have been 

directly associated with use of the powder magazine. The 

artifacts from each layer consistently appear to represent 

random refuse. Only the semi-subterranean nature of the 

building, the coincidence of documentary and archaeological 

location and description confirm utilization as a powder 

magazine. No other structure within the confines of the fort 

fits either the historical, locational or descriptive data 

and archaeological evidence for the powder magazine. The 

proposed location of a magazine adjacent to the 18 80 north 

palisade, recently suggested by McCullough (19 76: 301-4) has 

been found to be in error. The structure against the north 

palisade, noted by McCullough in an 1881 photograph, is instead 

demonstrably a privy. Because of the angle of photography, the 

powder magazine (7N31), reported here, does not appear. 

Architectural Summary 

1880 Powder Magazine (Operation 31) 

Location 
The powder magazine was located near the northwest corner of 

the 1880 palisade enclosure. 

Bate 
Constructed in 1880. 

Orientation 

The longitudinal axis of the building was oriented parallel 

to the west palisade. The south wall of the structure was 

oriented 54'30' east of true north. The west wall was 

oriented 40"30* west of true north. 
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Shape and Dimensions 
The powder magazine was a rectangular shaped structure. 

Interior building dimensions measured along the 

north wall 3.92 m 

south wall 4.30 m 

east wall 6.76 m 

west wall 6.68 m 

Pre-oonstruotion Ground Preparation 

Method of Preparation: Prior to building construction a pit, 

measuring 8.2m north-south by 4.6 m east-west, was excavated 

2.49 m to 2.74 m below the ground surface. The dimensions of 

the pit measured slightly larger than the structural 

dimensions of the powder magazine. The sides of the pit were 

excavated with only a slight slope and the floor was 

relatively level. 

Exterior Walls 
Material: In situ archaeological evidence indicates that the 

exterior walls of the powder magazine superstructure were 

constructed from skinned, unshaped logs. 

Construction ; The walls of the powder magazine were constructed 

within the confines of the pit. Along the west and south 

sides, the building walls were set flush against the pit face 

while along the north and east sides the building walls were 

placed from 0.35 to 0.80 m within the pit interior. With the 

completion of the building construction, the space between the 

building walls and the pit was filled with a clayish sand. 

The wall logs were laid horizontally with saddle-notched 

corners. In the southeast corner of the building the over

lapping section of the east wall log was set into a 0.4 m wide 
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space which was cut into the pit face. There was no archaeo

logical evidence to suggest that the building corners had 

been spiked or pinned and the subterranean sections of the 

structural walls were neither chinked nor whitewashed. There 

were data to suggest, however, that the building walls above 

ground level were probably whitewashed. 

Structural Features 

Flooring 

Material: In situ construction material consisted of nine 

joists measuring 4 m in length and from 0.08 m to 0.2 m in 

width. 

Construction: The joists were laid in shallow trenches 

excavated in the levelled surface of the pit floor. The 

joists were oriented east-west and spaced from 0.78 m to 

1 m apart. The floorboards were probably toe-nailed at 

right angles to the joists. 

Roofing 

Material : No archaeological or historical evidence is 

available on roof constructional material for the powder 

magazine. 

Construction : Historical data suggests that the roof of the 

powder magazine was centrally peaked and constructed with 

the eaves above ground surface. 

Discussion: Historical data on Fort Walsh records loss to 

materials left in storage through damage from wetness. As 

a result, storage buildings were generally covered with a 

shingled roof rather than a mud and board roof (e.g. the 

quartermaster's stores, oat-stores, bastions) in order to 

minimize roof leakage and keep the interior and supplies dry. 

Because of the nature of the materials which would have been 

stored in the powder magazine, there would have been a 
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special need to protect the supplies from wetness. It can 

therefore be inferred that the roof of the powder magazine 

was probably also shingled. 

A thin strata of wood chips was found within the powder 

magazine. Since the strata was deposited during building 

dismantlement it is possible that the wood chips are 

decomposed remains of shingles. The shingles were probably 

removed from the roof of the structure and thrown into the 

pit as part of the dismantlement process to level the ground 

surface. 

Windows 

There is no archaeological or historical evidence to suggest 

that the powder magazine was constructed with windows. Given 

the unique construction of the building and the nature of 

the equipment and supplies which were stored in the structure, 

it seems unlikely that windows would have been included as 

part of the architectural features of the powder magazine. 

Drainage Pitches 

Location : Three drainage ditches were uncovered to the exterior 

of the powder magazine walls. One ditch was oriented north-

south, approximately 1 m west of the structure. The second 

ditch joined the first at right angles, 1.95 m from the 

northwest corner of the magazine, and extended east parallel 

to the north wall of the building. The third ditch was located 

parallel to the east building wall. 

Construction: The ditches measured from 0.4 m to 0.2 m wide 

and were excavated to a maximum depth of 0.2 m below the 1880 

ground surface. The ditches were filled with a white clay 

which probably washed in once the ditch had fallen into disuse 

after fort abandonment. 

Discussion: Although the complete outline of the ditches was 

not uncovered the ditches appeared to drain from up slope areas. 

Since the powder magazine was a subterranean building the 
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ditches were probably constructed to drain surface runoff 

in order to help keep the building interior dry. 

Entrance 

Location 

The entrance to the powder magazine extends eastward from 

the southeast corner of the building. 

Shape and Dimensions 
Because of the jog in the south wall of the entrance, the 

structure appears slightly irregular in shape. The north 

wall of the entrance was constructed relatively straight, 

extending 6.3m from the east wall of the main building. 

From the eastern end to 3.4 m from the main structure, the 

entrance measured 1.5 m in width. At this point the south 

wall jogged slightly south and the entrance expanded to 

approximately 1.8 m in width. 

Pre-aonstruction Ground Preparation 
The powder magazine entrance was constructed within an 

irregularly shaped rectangular pit which had been excavated 

in two sections. The western section of the pit measured 

2.3 m in width by 2.9 m in length and was excavated to the 

depth of the floor in the magazine, 3 m below surface. The 

pit was excavated with slightly sloping sides and a level 

floor to a point 1.8m east of the magazine door. At this 

point the south wall of the pit jogged slightly north and the 

floor sloped steeply upward, to 1.9 m below surface, to join 

the eastern section. 

The eastern section of the pit measured 1.65 m in width 

and 3.2 m in length. The walls of this section of the pit 
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were vertical and the floor sloped with an average gradient 

of 1:2.3. 

Wall Construction 
The powder magazine entrance was constructed in two parts. 

In the eastern section the north and south walls were 

constructed from whole logs, 0.1 - 0.15 m in diameter, which 

were placed vertically into a 0.3 - 0.4 m footing trench. 

The logs were set side by side, flush against the face of 

the pit. The east wall of the entrance was constructed in 

a similar fashion but from split logs, set with the bevelled 

surface facing outward. 

In the sections of the entrance immediately adjoining 

the main structure there were no in situ remains to indicate 

the method of wall construction since most of the structural 

components were removed during building dismantlement. 

Archaeological data, however, indicate that the north wall 

in this area was also set flush against the pit face. Although 

the south wall jogged slightly outward, the south building 

wall was still situated approximately 0.4 m from the side of 

the pit. 

Floor Construction 

Archaeological data indicate the floor of the entrance to the 

powder magazine was probably constructed with two sets of 

stairs and a half space. The first set of stairs was located 

between the east wall and the first in situ floor joist, a 

distance of 1.2 m. The base level of this section measured 

approximately 1.1m below the 1880 contact surface. The 

stairs probably led from the ground surface to an intermediate 

landing or half space. 
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The landing was located between the first and second 

in situ floor joists and measured half the distance between 

the ground surface and the floor of the main structure. The 

joist at the east end of the half space measured 1.5 m in 

length by 0.1 m in width and rested on the surface of the 

entrance pit. The joist at the west end was supported 0.4m 

above the' pit floor by two underlying braces. The west joist 

and the braces averaged 1.5 m in length by 0.15 m in width 

and were probably toe-nailed into the wall posts. The 

floorboards of the landing were oriented east-west and were 

not level but dropped approximately 0.3 m in the west end. 

From the second in situ joist the floor of the entrance 

pit dropped steeply to the level of the magazine floor, 

indicating a second series of steps or a ramp was probably 

built in this section. The stairs or ramp led from the half 

space to a second landing which was raised approximately 

0.3 m above the floor of the powder magazine. The second 

landing led from the second set of stairs to the main door 

of the magazine. 

Boors 

The door leading to the magazine entrance was located in the 

east wall. It is suggested that, since the entrance landing 

did not measure more than six feet in height, the entrance 

probably had an exterior trap door. At the western end of the 

entrance a 1.1 m wide door was cut into the east wall of the 

magazine at 0.4 m north of the southeast corner. Along the 

north side of the entrance a post was placed on each side 

(east and west) of the wall. The posts probably held the 

wall logs upright in order that the ends of the log would not 

move. 
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Roof Construction 
Archaeological data suggest that the roof of the entrance to 

the powder magazine was probably centrally peaked and 

shingled. Given the depth of the floor in the central section 

of the entrance, the roof peak probably measured at least 

1 m above the ground surface in order to allow clearance for 

walking. The roof may have been attached to the main building 

with a "dormer style" of construction or, if the walls of the 

main building were sufficiently high, the peak of the entrance 

roof may have fitted under the eaves. The section of the 

entrance east of the landing may not have been roofed if the 

entrance had a trap door. 
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1880 Commissioner's Bath House and Privy 

Historical Background 

Historical documents identify a latrine which was situated 

directly over the 1877 palisade footing trench and located 

approximately equidistant between the commissioner's residence 

and the 1880 enlisted men's barracks (McCullough 19 76: 2 82-

292; Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-52-4). The latrine was 

constructed some time after 1879 since it was not until then 

that the 1877 palisade was dismantled to expand the fort 

enclosure further south (McCullough 1976: 158). 

A contemporary photograph illustrates the latrine as 

a horizontal log building constructed with the walls measuring 

about two thirds the height of the commissioner's residence 

walls. The roof was built in an A-frame style with the 

central peak aligned in an east/west direction (R.C.M.P. 

Museum 53-20-vii). 

Historic data provide no indication of the personnel 

who may have used the structure. However, the proximity of 

the building to the commissioner's residence suggests the 

facility was probably built for his personal use. The only 

other residential buildings with direct access to the latrine 

include the 1880 enlisted men's barracks and the officers' 

quarters. It is unlikely that they were using the structure 

since the historic data locate separate privy facilities 

for both these ranks in other areas of the fort compound 

(McCullough 1976: 282-292). 
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Excavation Procedure 

A profile trench excavated to define the 1877 and 1880 south 

palisades located the foundations of the commissioner's 

privy (Sciscenti et. al. 1976). The basal structural features 

were characterized by a stratum of white clay and charcoal 

which extended several meters east and west of the 1877 

palisade footing trench, and as far south as the 1880 south 

palisade. 

The initial step in the excavation of the commissioner's 

privy entailed the removal of sod and turf from a 7 x 5.5 m 

area which the previous investigations suggested would enclose 

the building site. The 1883 contact surface was subsequently 

exposed and evidence of the privy pit appeared as an organic 

silt matrix, 1.5 m in diameter, situated in the southwest 

corner of the building. With the exception of the pit area, 

major structural divisions were not observed. Further 

investigations within the building interior, exclusive of the 

pit, were therefore designated as a single horizontal unit 

and excavated as a separate lot to- uncover flooring features. 

Fill within the privy pit was excavated stratigraphically 

(as a second sub-operation) to contact with the substrata. 

Since artifacts were recovered from the bottom two layers of 

fill only, lot numbers were assigned only to these levels. 

Artifacts within, the pit were given field catalogue numbers, 

located in plan view and removed separately. Soil samples 

were also collected from each stratum in the pit for the 

analysis of dietary residue. In addition, samples were 

collected from the whole glass and metal containers on the 

assumption that the container residue may possibly have been 

absorbed by the soil on discard of the artifact. Identifi

cation of the residue will therefore provide data on container 

contents and consumption patterns. 
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Stratigraphy 

The surface topography overlying the commissioner's bath 

house/privy exhihited no surficial features to suggest the 

nature or extent of underlying historic activity. Recent 

disturbances to the building site appeared relatively minor, 

being localized around two post holes excavated by the 

R.C.M.P. for the extant fence. In general, the surface 

gradient was level and covered with a 0.0 7-0.0 9 m layer of 

sod. Underlying the sod was a matrix of clayish silt which 

measured a maximum of 0.18 m thick. The material had 

originally been used as a wall covering or chinking and was 

deposited on the structural floor by the N.W.M.P. during 

dismantlement of the superstructure in 1883. In the areas 

outside the building walls the matrix directly contacted 

the substrata which consisted of a layer of organic silt. 

The deposit represents an earlier sod formation and 

demarcated contact with the 1875 ground surface. 

The privy pit truncated the 18 75 sod zone and three 

other layers of substrata silts and clays to a depth of 

1 m. Confined within the pit were seven layers of fill, 

each of which slumped considerably toward the centre of the 

pit. The uppermost stratum consisted of a 0.22 m layer of 

grey silt which overlaid two levels containing a high humus 

matrix, identified as manure. In combination, the two 

humus levels measured a maximum thickness of 0.18 m and 

were probably deposited by the R.C.M.P. in the 1940s in 

order to compensate for earlier pit fill slumpage and to 

level the ground surface for the construction of a horse 

corral. 

Underlying the manure was a level of dark grey silt 

0.21 m thick. The deposition date of this material has not 

been determined since the level was completely devoid of 

artifacts. Below the silt, however, were two restricted 
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lenses of burnt wood and oxidized sand. Since the fire 

probably developed in the privy pit the same time as other 

areas of the building site were burnt, the strata can also 

be dated to the period of the N.W.M.P. abandonment of the 

fort, or shortly thereafter. 

Below the burnt strata was a layer of dark grey loam, 

0.24 m thick. Although the matrix contained no visible 

evidence of fecal matter, the concentration of N.W.M.P. 

artifacts within the stratum suggests deposition of the unit 

must have occurred during the functional life of the pit and/ 

or during cleanup activities associated with the 1883 

dismantlement. The analysis of soil samples confirms an 

organic content no higher than samples collected from other 

areas of the site (Anne Fraser, personal communication). 

However, a considerable quantity of calcium carbonate (or 

quick lime) was collected from one of the metal buckets 

associated with the N.W.M.P. artifact concentration. It 

therefore appears that the chemical was probably thrown 

into the pit during the dismantlement of the structure and 

the fecal material disintegrated to an insignificant level. 

Underlying the entire privy pit was a layer of sandy 

loam and small cobbles. The stratum measured a maximum of 

0.1 m thick and may have been deposited in the bottom of the 

pit to help drain and absorb the wetter human excrement 

above. The use of sand for such purposes was recommended 

as early as 1879 by Dr. Kitson (Canada, R.N.W.M.P. 1973, 

Report 1879: 30). 

Results of Excavation 

The commissioner's privy was a square structure measuring 

approximately 4.75 m by 4.47 m. The walls were constructed 

from horizontally laid logs, saddle-notched at the corners 

and coated with a clay whitewash. The building entrance, 
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which was suggested by a matrix change in the east foundation 

log, 1.9Q-2.60 m south of the northeast building corner, and 

by an associated piece of door hardware, faced the 

commissioner's residence. Window pane glass, recovered from 

the burn zone in the northwest corner of the building site, 

suggested at least one window was located in 

this area. 

The floor of the commissioner's privy was supported by 

five joists, 0.12 m wide, oriented north/south and spaced 

0.6 m apart. A sixth joist was located 0.05-0.1 m inside 

the north wall. One of the floor joists was set directly 

over the 187 7 palisade footing trench and may have been 

required here since the ground surface in this area would 

not have been as solid as elsewhere. Fragments were found of 

an additional log joist, situated parallel to the north edge 

of the privy pit, which was probably used in the construction 

of a seat over the pit (Figure 10). 

In situ floorboards were not recovered during archaeo

logical investigations; however, the nails which were still 

set along the tops of the joists suggest the boards were at 

least 0.05 m thick. Fragments of boards measuring this 

thickness and concentrations of nails found in the burn zone 

may actually represent remnants of the burnt flooring. 

Although the floor and foundation logs of the latrine 

were extensively burnt, there was no evidence of charred 

components from the superstructure as would be expected if 

the building had been destroyed by fire. The artifacts 

recovered from the excavations also showed no indication 

of the intensive heat associated with a burning structure, 

such as melted glass or metal. The burning therefore took 

place after the dismantlement of the latrine and may possibly 

represent an attempt by the N.W.M.P. to clear the area during 

dismantlement or may have been caused by grass fires which 

reportedly ravaged the area in 1892 and 1896. 



Figure 10. The 1880 commissioner's bath house/privy after excavation and 
exposure of the building floor. The unexcavated privy pit is 
located centre right (Photo by B. Fleming). 
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The latrine pit was situated in the southwest quadrant 

of the structure and measured at the floor surface 1.6 m 

east/west by 1.4 m north/south. The walls of the pit sloped 

slightly inward with the basal dimensions of the feature 

measuring 1.2 m east/west by 1.1 m north/south. In comparison 

to other privies at Fort Walsh, the depth of the pit was 

rather shallow, ranging from 0.82 m to 1 m below the floor 

of the structure. The rectangular shape of the pit and the 

location of the feature in relation to the building entrance 

suggest the user probably faced the north building wall when 

seated. 

Three logs which were found in the privy pit probably 

supported the privy seat, and may have collapsed into the pit 

with erosion of the pit walls. These logs were also charred, 

suggesting the logs were level with the floor surface at the 

time of the fire. 

The privy pit accounts for only one third of the total 

floor area of the latrine. It is therefore suggested that, 

with the extra available floor space, other private activities 

may have been included as part of the functional utilization 

of the structure. The recovery of mirror fragments during 

archaeological investigations indicates these activities 

may include personal grooming and bathing or washing. 

Historical data indicate a stove pipe protruding above 

the roof line of the latrine and suggest the building may 

have been provided with heating facilities (Glenbow-Alberta 

Institute NA-52-4). A number of cast iron stove fragments 

were recovered from the excavations and appear to substan

tiate this conclusion. The stove was possibly used to heat 

water for washing. 

The artifact accumulation within the latrine pit is 

located between 0.45 m and 0.8 4 m below the floor of the 

structure and is probably associated with the utilization 
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of the structure as both a privy and bath house (Appendix 

B: 12). The artifacts include a wooden keg, a large number 

of beer and cognac bottles, metal buckets, a pair of shoes 

and other assorted materials. 

The variety of artifacts and their restricted deposition 

suggests that the material was deposited as garbage during 

occupational as well as dismantlement phases of the fort. 

The latter case seems likely for the buckets and shoes, since 

there is no evidence of fecal matter above these artifacts. 

The liquor and cognac bottles were, however, deposited in 

the pit during the period of N.W.M.P. occupation. The 

bottles lie in the pit in such a fashion that they appear 

to have been intentionally thrown against the north wall of 

the privy pit. Given the possible seating arrangement, 

garbage disposed along the north wall of the pit would be 

less easily seen by the casual visitor to the latrine. 

Since the possession and use of intoxicating liquors was 

prohibited in the N.W.M.P. force (Morgan 1970: 206-207), the 

deposition of liquor bottles in the privy pit may possibly 

represent an attempt on the part of the commanding officer 

to hide evidence of liquor consumption. 

Architectural Summary 

1880 Commissioner's Privy (Operation 41) 

Location 
The commissioner's privy overlies the 1878 palisade and is 

situated approximately equidistant between the commissioner's 

residence and the 1880 enlisted men's barracks. 
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Date 
Constructed in 1880. 

Orientation 

The south wall is oriented 46"30' east of north; the east 

wall is oriented 43*30' west of north. 

Shape and Dimension 

The commissioner's privy is rectangular in shape. Wall 

measurements are: north wall 4.2 m in length 

east wall 4.4 m in length 

south wall 4.2 m in length 

west wall 4.4 m in length 

The wall measurements were taken from the centre of one wall 

to the centre of the opposite wall. 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. The foundation for the privy structure consisted 

of the basal wall logs which were laid directly onto the 

ground surface. No preconstruction ground preparation was 

evident. 

Material. The walls are of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The wall logs were laid horizontally and 

joined at the corners by saddle-notching. Historical data 

indicate the walls did not measure as high as the other 

structures, possibly averaging 6-7 feet. 

Finish. The walls were chinked and both interior and exterior 

surfaces were whitewashed with white clay. 
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Structural Features 

Doors 

Location. A door was located in the east wall of the 

structure, 2.Q4 m south of the northeast corner. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. The door feature was indicated by a 0.9 m 

matrix change in the east foundation log feature. 

Windows 

A large quantity of pane glass fragments was recovered from 

the excavations which suggests that windows were included in 

the construction of the commissioner's privy. No clusters 

of pane glass fragments were recorded, however, to indicate 

the number or location of windows. 

Flooring 

Material. In situ remains consisted of five 0.12 m wide 

plank joists and two 0.15 m wide log joists. 

Construction. The joists were aligned north/south and 

spaced at intervals of 0.6 m. One log joist was aligned 

east/west and was located along the edge of the privy pit. 

Floorboards were attached at right angles using 2% inch 

or 3 inch nails. 

Roofing 

Material and Construction. Historical documentation indicates 

the roof was probably an A-frame with the central ridge pole 

aligned east/west. Split poles were attached to the central 

ridge pole. The surface of the roof was probably finished 

with overlapping planks. Adobe or mud insulation was not 

used in construction. 

Privy Pit 

Location. The privy pit was located in the southeast corner 

of the structure, 0.65 m north of the south wall and 0.60 m 

east of the west wall. 
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Shape and Dimension. The pit was roughly rectangular in 

shape, measuring 1.7 m east/west by 1.45 m north/south, and 

was excavated to a depth of 1 m below surface. 
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1875 Northwest Privy 

Historical Background 

There are no documentary references to the construction of 

a privy in the northwest corner of the 1875 fort enclosure. 

However, a contemporary sketch by Delaney shows a small 

structure in this area which appears similar in architecture 

and construction as the privy located (and excavated as 

operation 33) along the 1880 north palisade (Canadian 

Illustrated News, 1876; Glenbow-Alberta Institute, NA-2446-1). 

The Delaney illustration shows the structure butted against 

the west palisade a short distance from the northwest 

stockade corner, and constructed with a shed type roof which 

sloped from the palisade wall. The walls of the structure 

appear to be approximately two thirds the height of the 

palisade. 

A subsequent sketch, drawn around 1878, and published 

by Fitzpatrick, also shows the structure (McCullough, 197 6: 

20). Although another sketch dated the same period, illustrates 

a two storey structure in this vicinity, the latter drawing 

was probably copied from the Fitzpatrick sketch and the 

buildings misinterpreted due to the perspective (Glenbow-

Alberta Institute, NA-1059-1). It can therefore be concluded 

that the privy was functional at least as late as 1878. 

Correspondence from Commissioner Irvine, dated 1881, 

discusses the escape of a prisoner from a work party in 

front of the "prisoner's latrine" (McCullough, 1976: 186). 

The location of the building is not specified. However, 
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it is possible that the prisoner's latrine is the privy 

constructed adjacent to the 1875 northwest palisade corner. 

If so, the structure would have been in use until 1881 or 

later. 

Stratigraphy 

A shallow, rectangular shaped depression in the surface 

topography near the 1875 northwest palisade corner located 

the pit in the northwest privy. The depression, which 

measured approximately 2.5 m north south by 1.2 m east west 

and averaged a maximum of .30 m below surface, was oriented 

parallel to the projected alignment of the west palisade. 

Excavation of the privy pit 

truncated three layers of sterile deposits. The upper zone 

of sterile consisted of a sandy loam and measured to a depth 

of 1.10 m below surface. The second level of sterile 

measured to the base of the privy pit, 1.58 m below surface, 

and included a matrix of sand and, cobble wash. The base of 

the privy pit contacted the surface of the third zone which 

consisted of a clayish silt. 

Confined within the privy pit were a total of seven 

layers of fill which, for the most part, measured the 

complete horizontal dimensions of the pit. The decomposition 

and compaction of the organics in the lower levels caused 

considerable slumpage for the overlying fills which, in 

profile, generally exhibited a U shaped appearance. 

The lowest layer of fill within the pit consisted of a 

dark brown organic identified as decayed fecal matter. The 

top of the stratum measured from .50 m to .90 m below ground 

surface. Restricted within the fecal layer was a lens of wood 

chips measuring a maximum of .45 m thick. The lens matrix 

was completely homogeneous suggesting rapid deposition over 

a short period. Apparently firewood was cut and stacked in 
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the vicinity of the privy and it is possible that the wood 

chips were thrown into the pit during a clean-up operation 

(McCullough, 1976: 276-279). 

A concentration of artifacts, consisting primarily of 

cans, leather fragments, and large cutchered mammal bones, 

overlaid the fecal strata. The material appeared consistent 

with an 1875-80 date and probably represents refuse dumped 

into the pit after the abandonment and dismantlement of the 

structure. Capping the refuse layer was an organic level, 

measuring .02 m thick. The content and source of the organic 

has not been identified but is not thought to contain human 

fecal matter. The stratum almost surfaces near the upper 

perimeter of the east side of the pit suggesting deposition 

of the material as a fill. 

The stratigraphy above the organic material included a 

layer of grey clayish silts, 0.13 m thick, and a layer of 

burnt sand and charcoal. The oxidized sand suggests the 

burning was in situ and possibly represents cleaning 

activities by the N.W.M.P. during the 1883 abandonment of 

the post. All levels above the burn zone were threfore 

deposited after the N.W.M.P. occupation. These include 

three layers of sandy silts of which the upper two contained 

inclusions of white clay and charcoal. Both layers were 

horizontally distributed over most of the building site, 

including the west palisade footing trench and were probably 

deposited by the R.C.M.P. during the 194 0s in an attempt to 

level the surface gradient and pit depression caused by 

earlier privy fill slumpage. 

Excavation Procedure 

Prior to excavation of the structure, sod was stripped from 

the surface within the interior northwest palisade corner. 

The surface stripping exposed the 188 0 contact surface in an 
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area bordered by the west palisade, the 1875 north palisade, 

the 1875 north stables and the blacksmith's shop, and disclosed 

the presence of a rectangular depression enclosed by the 

remains of a vertical log wall. 

Subsequent to sod removal, the butts of the wall posts 

were defined and cleaned. The fill in the interior area of 

the structure was removed to contact with sterile and the 

edges of the privy pit delineated. The privy pit was then 

bisected east-west by an .80 m wide test trench. The two 

remaining sections of fill in the privy pit were removed as 

a separate sub-operation. All excavations were by natural 

levels with separate lot numbers assigned to each major 

strata. 

Results of Excavation 

The 1875 northwest privy was a rectangular shaped structure 

measuring 2.9m east/west by 2.4 m north/south. The building 

was constructed from unshaped logs, .10 m - .12 m in diameter, 

which were set vertically in a footing trench averaging .36 m 

in width and .45 m in depth. The north and south walls of 

the structure abutted the west palisade, with the latter 

forming the back wall of the privy (Figure 11). 

Archaeological data on the design and construction of 

building features was minimal especially in regard to the 

construction of the privy seat and floor. Data, however, 

located a .65 m wide entrance in the mid section of the east 

building wall but provided no indication of the methods used 

in door construction. 

Centrally situated within the confines of the structural 

walls was a rectangular shaped pit measuring .76 m east/west 

by 1.94 m north/south. The privy pit was excavated with 

relatively vertical sides, square corners, and a flat bottom 

to 1.58 m below the 1880 ground surface. 



Figure 11. Plan view of the 1875 northwest privy. The building was constructed 
with vertical log walls which abutted the west palisade (running 
across the bottom of photo). The privy pit, in centre of photo, has 
been excavated to contact with the substratum (Photo by J. Murray). 
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Within the privy pit, two artifacts were recovered from 

depositional contexts which date to the period of building 

dismantlement and crossmend with fragments found in other 

areas of the northwest palisade enclosure. One artifact, 

an opaque white glass butter dish, crossmends with fragments 

recovered from the footing trench of the 1875 north palisade. 

However, because of recent digging in the footing trench by 

the R.C.M.P., the date of deposition of the butter dish could 

not be determined. 

The second artifact, a Dundee Marmalade jar, was found 

within the privy in association with the butter dish. The 

jar crossmends with sherds recovered in layers 7 and 13 of 

the powder magazine. Layer 7 dates to the early twentieth 

century. The stratum is not an in situ development but 

contains material stripped from nearby areas and deposited 

in the magazine in an attempt to level the surface gradient 

(see the stratigraphie description for the powder magazine 

in this report). The marmalade jar sherds from this layer 

therefore originated elsewhere in the fort, possibly the site 

of the original breakage. Layer 13, however, was deposited 

by the N.W.M.P. after dismantlement of the magazine in 1883. 

Assuming all the sherds from the broken marmalade jar were 

collected during the same clean-up operation, then the clay 

fills overlying the fecal matter in the privy pit were also 

deposited in 18 83. Since the privy pit probably was not left 

open long after dismantlement of the superstructure, it can 

be concluded that the stratigraphie data verifies inferences 

on building occupation developed from the historical 

documents and the period of functional utilization of the 

northwest privy was from 1875 to 1883. 
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A r c h i t e c t u r a l Summary 
1875 Northwest Pr ivy ([Operation 45} 

Location 

The northwest privy was located along the west palisade wall, 

3.82 m south of the 1875 north west palisade corner. 

In relation to standing structures of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, the privy is located 3.8 m north of the 

carpenter's/blacksmith's shop. 

Date 
Constructed in 1875. 

Orientation 

The north wall is oriented 50°30' east of true north. 

The east wall is oriented 39°00' west of true north. 

Shape and Dimension 

The privy structure is rectangular in shape. 

The north wall measures 2.4 6 m in length. 

The east wall measures 2.90 m in length. 

The south wall measures 2.36 m in length. 

The west wall measures 2.94 m in length. 

The wall dimensions were measured from the centre of 

one wall to the centre of the opposite wall. 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation; The foundation footing for the structural walls 

consisted of a U shaped trench measuring 0.36 m wide and 

0.45 m deep. 
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Material• The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically into the 

foundation footing trench and the trench then backfilled with 

clay. The south and north walls abutted the west palisade 

wall, the palisade therefore forming the back wall of the 

privy. 

Finish. Both the interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay. 

Structural Features 

Doors 

Location. A door was located in the east wall of the structure, 

1.2 m south of the northeast corner of the privy. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. The door feature was indicated by a 0.7 m space 

in the line of posts in the east wall of the privy. 

Windows 
No archaeological evidence. 

Flooring 

Archaeological investigations did not uncover any evidence 

of floor joists or floorboards. It is possible that the 

building floor consisted only of the ground surface. 

Roofing 

Historical documentation indicates that privies were 

constructed with a shed type roof which sloped from the 

palisade wall. Since clay was not found overlying the 

structural remains, it can be inferred that this material 

was not used in roof construction. The privy roof probably 

only consisted of boards which would have been laid board 

and batten style. 
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Privy Pit 
Location. The pit was located 0.6 m east of the west wall 

and 0.4 m south of the north wall of the structure. 

Shape and Dimension. The privy pit was rectangular in shape, 

measuring 1.9 5 m north/south by 0.7 m east/west and was 

excavated 1.5 8 m below surface. The walls of the pit were 

dug with near-vertical sides. No construction features were 

observed to indicate that the walls of the pit were braced 

with shoring or the sides lined. 
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1880 N.C.O. Privy 

Historical Background 

With the exception of a single photograph, there is no 

historical documentation on the construction of a privy in 

the northwest corner of the palisade enclosure (Glenbow-

Alberta Institute NA-2446-16). Since the structure was 

built adjacent to the north palisade, construction of the 

privy must date to the 1879 remodelling of the fort layout 

or possibly later. 

Stratigraphy 

The removal of a 0.06 to 0.0 8 m layer of sod and topsoil 

from the privy building site exposed, in the areas to the 

exterior of the pit, the 1880 contact surface as a matrix of 

grey silty clay, averaging 0.03 m thick. Excavation of this 

layer delineated the privy wall footing trench, a feature 

consisting of a grey and white clay concentration which 

measured to a maximum of 0.5 m below the ground surface. 

A second concentration of white clay had been deposited on 

the 1880 contact surface and was aligned parallel to the 

interior side of the wall feature, suggesting the wall 

surface was whitewashed. An abrupt break in the whitewash 

spill along the south wall between 1.2 m and 1.9 m east of 

the southeast corner indicated an entrance location. 

Confined within the privy pit were nine discrete layers 

(Fig. 12) which measured the completely horizontal dimensions 

of the feature. The upper levels included a 0.2 m layer of 

compact grey silts (layer 2) and an underlying yellow sandy 
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Figure 12. StratigraDhic profile, east face, of the 1880 N.C.O. Privy. 
(Profile section C-C, Appendix B, figure 17) (Drawn by K. Walton) 
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clay (layer 4) which was confined within an organic stratum 

(layer 3). In profile the strata slumped toward the centre 

of the pit and measured to a maximum depth of 0.8 m below 

surface. The yellow clay is comparable to a matrix found 

along the privy walls. The material was apparently used as 

a packing for the base of the walls and may have been scraped 

from the outlying areas and thrown into the pit by the 

R.C.M.P. in an attempt to level the building site. The 

nature of the organic layer, although unidentified, was 

similar to layer 10 in the powder magazine and was also dated 

to the R.C.M.P. period of occupation (see 1880 Powder Magazine). 

Below the organic layer the stratigraphy consisted of 

a 0.35 m matrix of sandy silt (layer 6) intermixed with 

isolated pockets of white clay. A heavier concentration of 

clay (layer 5) also occurred 0.2 m above the silt and out

lined the perimeter of the pit along the north and south 

sides. Underlying the silt a layer of charcoal and oxidized 

sand (layer 12) suggested an in situ burning. Diagnostic 

artifacts were not recovered from this level; however, it 

probably dates to the burning recorded along the north 

palisade (see 1880 North Palisade Extension), which may have 

been undertaken by the N.W.M.P. or was possibly caused by 

grass fires that swept through the hills shortly after dis

mantlement of the post. A similar charcoal zone which was 

recorded in the commissioner's privy pit has also been dated 

to this period (see 1880 Commissioner's Bath House and Privy). 

Two levels of silts, measuring 0.6 m in thickness, 

underlaid the charcoal. The artifact material from the two 

levels dates the deposition to the N.W.M.P. occupation of 

the site and was probably thrown into the pit to seal the 

lower fecal layers. Separating the silts from the fecal 

matter was a second thin charcoal layer. Since the stratum 

laid directly over the fecal material, it suggested that the 
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pit had possibly been used to burn garbage collected during 

the cleanup and dismantlement of the post in 1883. 

The lowermost matrix in the privy pit consisted of 

partially decomposed fecal matter (layer 11) and measured 

0.8 to 0.9 m in thickness. Across the top of the stratum 

the fecal material was intermixed with lenses of silt (layer 

10) which the N.W.M.P. had probably added on the advice of 

Kitson to help dry the pit and alleviate the smell (R.N.W.M.P. 

1973, Report 1879). 

Excavation Procedure 

Excavation of the 1880 north palisade exposed a pit feature 

in the N.W.M.P. contact surface south of the palisade and 

east of the northwest bastion. In order to further delineate 

the feature, five 2 m by 2 m suboperations were established 

south of the palisade excavations and base grid lines. 

Subsequent to the removal of sod the complete outline of 

the pit and building walls was exposed and the features 

were identified as the privy illustrated in the 1880 photo

graph. 

Prior to further investigations, the privy pit was 

designated as a separate suboperation. Profile trenches 

were excavated through the north, south and east walls of 

the feature to define the relationship of the privy pit to 

the enclosing walls and a depression located one metre to the 

east of the structure. 

Excavation,of the pit feature entailed removal of 

approximately two meters of fill material. In order to 

maintain vertical control, the pit was excavated in three 

stratigraphie units below the 1875 contact level. The 

material from the first zone consisted of relatively modern 

fill, including the yellow clay zone previously noted. The 
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second, intermediate unit, was a mixed zone of silt and 

burn material probably associated with the immediate period 

post-dating the N.W.M.P. dismantlement of the fort. The 

third zone extended to contact with sterile at the base 

of the pit and consisted of artifact material related to 

the N.W.M.P. period of use. A record of the stratigraphy 

was maintained by two perpendicular baulks which cross cut 

the feature close to the western and northern limits. The 

southern wall of the privy pit which was exposed to the 

contact with the substrata defined the shape and dimensions 

of the feature in this area. The enclosing walls of the pit, 

located in the profile trenches, were exposed horizontally 

by a 0.3 to 0.4 m wide trench excavated to 0.15 to 0.2 m 

below the 1875 contact surface. The juncture of the east 

wall and the palisade was tested by profiling the feature 

with a 0.25 by 0.6 m test pit, excavated to the base of 

the palisade trench. 

The lower strata of the east/west baulk collapsed prior 

to final mapping of the stratigraphy; however, the north/ 

south baulk allowed adequate control of the excavations. 

Subsequent to drawing plan and profile maps, all baulks 

were removed by utilizing the same vertical separations and 

the privy pit was completely exposed to contact with the 

substrata. 

Results of Excavation 

The privy pit was a 2.1 m by 2.4 m oval shaped feature, 

excavated with near-vertical sides to 2.1 m into the substrata. 

The pit was centrally enclosed within a 3.6 m by 2.5 m 

building which was located adjacent to the north palisade, 

7.0 m east of the bastion. The privy walls measured about 

two-thirds the height of the palisade and were constructed 
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of whitewashed logs set upright in a 0.5 m deep footing 

trench. A yellow clay was apparently packed around the 

base of the walls to provide extra support. 

A door was located in a 0.7 m space in the centre of 

the south wall and a small cluster of pane glass, exposed 

in the northwest area of the building site, suggested a 

window may have been cut into the west wall. The archaeo

logical excavations uncovered no evidence of floor joists 

or floorboards and it may be possible that the privy floor 

consisted of the ground surface. There is also no evidence 

to suggest methods used to construct the seat over the pit. 

Since it is not reasonable to assume that the pit was left 

open, the seat was, therefore, probably cross braced into 

the walls and when the structure was dismantled, all 

evidence was also removed. 

Opened and flattened square metal cans were removed 

from a shallow pit immediately to the east of the structure, 

Since the can sheets were perforated along all four sides, 

it is possible that the material was used as a wall siding 

or shingling on the privy. 

The recovery of a considerable quantity of artifacts 

in the privy pit suggests utilization of the structure as 

a dump for waste products consumed as part of daily 

activities. The proximity of the structure to the N.C.O. 

quarters and the existence of other latrines documented 

specifically for the use of other ranks suggests the 

structure was probably only utilized by noncommissioned 

officers. The material recovered from the privy pit, 

therefore, will be representative of the products consumed 

by N.C.O. ranks. 

Architectural Summary 

1880 N.C.O. Privy (Operation 33) 
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Location 

The N.C.O. privy was located abutting the 1880 north 

palisade, 7.8 m east of the northwest bastion. 

Date 
Constructed in 1879 or 1880. 

Orientation 

The south wall was oriented 48*30' east of true north; the 

west wall orientation was 40*00' west of true north. 

Shape and Dimension 

The N.C.O. privy structure was rectangular in shape, with 

length measurements of: north wall 3.10 m 

east wall 2.75m 

south wall 3.10 m 

west wall 2.80m 

The wall dimensions were measured from the centre of one 

wall to the centre of the opposite wall. 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. The foundation footing for the east, west and 

south structural walls consisted of a U-shaped trench 

measuring 0.25 jm wide and 0.5 m deep. 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically into the 

foundation footing trench which was backfilled with sandy 

clay fill. The east and west walls of the privy structure 
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abutted the north palisade. The palisade wall therefore 

formed the back wall of the privy. 

Finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay. 

Structural Features 

Door 

Location. A door was located in the south wall of the privy, 

1.2 m west of the southwest corner. 

Material. In situ remains included a door sill, consisting 

of two planks 0.3 m long by 0.1 m wide, which were found in 

association with a 0.7 m space in the whitewash spill. 

Construction. The door sill was constructed from two planks 

laid horizontally, end to end, along the top of the south 

wall foundation footing trench, in a 0.7 m space in the 

wall post line. 

Windows 

A cluster of pane glass was recovered from the northwest 

quarter of the structure which suggested a window was 

probably located in this vicinity. 

Roofing 

Historical documentation indicates that the privy was 

constructed with a shed type roof, which probably sloped from 

the palisade wall. Since clay roofing material was not 

found overlying the building foundations, it can be inferred 

that the roof probably consisted of boards only. 

Discussion. Three opened and flattened square metal cans 

labelled "Myrtle Half Pounds, Tuckett and Sons, Hamilton, 

Ontario" were found in the vicinity of the privy at 0.3 m 

below the present surface. Since the cans had nail perfora

tions along all four edges, it can be conjectured that they 

may have been used as a type of shingling or siding to cover 

the structural roof or walls. 
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Flooring 

Archaeological investigations did not uncover evidence of 

floor joists or floorboards. It is inferred, therefore, 

that the building floor merely consisted of the ground 

surface. 

Privy Pit 

Location. The pit was centrally located within the privy 

walls, 0.6m south of the north palisade and 0.5m east of 

the west wall. 

Shape and Dimension. The privy pit was oval in shape and 

had been dug with vertical sides. It measured 2.1 m east/ 

west by 1.4 m north/south and was excavated to a depth of 

2.25 m below surface. No construction features were observed 

to indicate that the sides of the privy pit were braced or 

lined with shoring. 

Privy Seat 

No in situ archaeological evidence. 
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1880 North Palisade Extension 

Historical Background 

Historical documents on the 1879/80 renovations to Fort Walsh 

indicate the expansion and reconstruction of the northern 

section of the Fort Walsh palisade (McCullough 1976: 291; 

Glenbow-Alberta Institute, NA-2446-16). Although the 

expansion represented a substantial increase in the area of 

the fort enclosure, the historical data does not specifically 

indicate the purpose for the remodelling, the utilization of 

the additional space, or the location and alignments of the 

reconstructed palisade. 

Historical data identify only three buildings which were 

constructed in the area of the palisade expansion (McCullough 

1976: 282-292; Glenbow-Alberta Institute, NA-2446-16). Two of 

the structures, the fort magazine and a small shed-like 

structure built adjacent to the 1880 north palisade wall, were 

located in the west section of the enclosure and the third 

building, an officers' privy, was built in the northeast corner. 

The documents, however, do not indicate the construction of 

other buildings in the intervening section. Ex-staff sergeant 

Cotter suggests that this open space was occasionally used 

for summer camping (McCullough loc. cit.) but, owing to the 

extent of the space, archaeological expectations were 

immediately formulated to anticipate other undocumented 

intermittent activities. Initially it seemed that the 

intervening space also may have been used as a work area for 

the cutting and stockpiling of firewood, the preparation of 

logs for building construction, or the mixing and stockpiling 

of clay for whitewash and roofing material. 
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Excavation Procedure 

Excavation of the north palisade extension was initiated in 

order to locate and identify major activity areas within the 

open area of the north enclosure. In addition, investigations 

were to determine the alignment, construction detail and 

dimensions of the 1880 north stockade. Excavations of the 

three structures which the historical data locate in the 

open area were also undertaken and have been summarized 

separately in previous sections of this report. 

1880 North Palisade (Operation 33) 

A concrete monument marking the northwest corner of the 1880 

fort was erected during the 19 30s and indicated the approximate 

location of the western extent of the north palisade. 

Archaeological excavations proved the monument to lie 0.40 m 

south and 0.50 m west of the intersection of the north palisade 

and the northwest bastion. Although the surface topography 

of the palisade area is now level, the proximity of the marker 

to the northwest corner of the 1880 fort suggests that sur-

ficial evidence of the corner was at one time visible. 

Test excavations during 19 74 delineated the northeast 

palisade corner and the east-west alignment of the stockade 

(Sciscenti et al. 1976). In order to verify the alignment, 

investigations were concentrated on the western extent of the 

palisade. A test trench was, therefore, extended north from 

the powder magazine excavations (op. 7N31) to intersect and 

locate the western end of the north palisade footing trench. 

Orientation of the palisade alignment was verified and a grid 

base line established parallel to the footing trench. 

Excavation control was provided by the base line and six 

2 meter square sub-operations were laid out from 6.8 m to 

18.8 m east of the concrete monument. 
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Each sub-operation was excavated as a separate unit with 

vertical control maintained by assigning lot numbers to each 

major stratigraphie deposit. Owing to the proximity of the 

excavation area to the existing north entrance of the R.C.M.P. 

re-mount station, disturbances to subsurface deposits from 

vehicular traffic were anticipated. The sod and upper silt 

layers were therefore removed as a single lot. Excavation 

of this lot exposed the 1880 contact surface and the palisade 

footing trench. Further excavations of the footing trench 

entailed the removal of an upper strata of burned material. 

Tests below this level to the base of the footing trench were 

separated into a third lot. 

Open Area Between the 1875 and 1880 North Palisades 

The surface topography in the open area between the 1875 

palisade and the 1880 extension exhibited no irregular topo

graphic features or changes in vegetation patterns which might 

characterize the location of structural foundations or delineate 

activity loci. Because intermittent utilization of the area 

was expected an excavation strategy was designed to employ large 

scale excavation techniques in order to remove the surface 

debris from as large an area as possible and expose the 1883 

contact surface.. Investigations below this level were to be 

undertaken with hand tools and activity areas were to be defined 

and delineated through the plotting of artifact clusters. 

Excavations consisted of the removal of turf from a section 

measuring 20 m -east-west by 12 m north-south, located 

immediately north of the NCO quarters. The sod was peeled by 

bulldozer to the contact surface exposing two features of 

archaeological significance which were further excavated by 

trowel. 
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Stratigraphy 

1880 North Palisade 

The stratigraphy of the palisade footing trench was not a 

homogeneous matrix. With the exception of a 5.6 m horizontal 

section between 9.7 m and 15.3 m east of the northeast concrete 

marker, the footing trench appeared in profile as a U-shaped 

burned zone containing interfingered lenses of charcoal and 

burnt sand, measuring to a depth of 0.15 - 0.2 m. Below the 

burn zone the remaining trench profile consisted of 0.6 - 0.7 m 

of mixed grey brown silts and white clay lenses. 

The profile of the 5.6 m section noted above did not 

produce evidence of burning; the matrix of grey-brown silts 

extended from the 1875 contact surface to the base of the 

trench, a maximum depth of 0.8 - 0.9 m. 

The sections of exposed burned zones within the palisade 

trench proably resulted from localized burning of palisade 

debris and flammable material during or after removal of the 

stockade posts in 1883. 

Excavation Results 

1880 North Palisade 

The 1880 north palisade was constructed of skinned logs 

approximately 0.17 m in diameter, placed vertically in a footing 

trench 0.6 m wide and excavated 0.6 - 0.7 m into the sterile 

substrata. There was no evidence of special packing (such as 

large rocks) used in the backfilling operation to provide 

extra stability to the posts. 

A thin layer of white clay which had been deposited on 

the sterile contact surface was observed on both sides of the 

footing trench and indicated the exterior and interior surfaces 

of the palisade were whitewashed. 

There was no evidence of burning or charring of the 
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basal portion of the palisade logs to prevent or retard 

decomposition or rotting. 

Open Area Between the 1875 and 1880 North Palisades 

The artifact material recovered from the archaeological 

investigations within the area of the north enclosure was 

minimal and, in this connection, supports the documentation 

which suggests only occasional utilization of the area occurred. 

Artifact data provide no information to locate and identify 

areas of intermittent activity. The excavation, however, 

located a deposit of white clay adjacent to the north palisade 

at 37 m east of the northwest concrete monument. The feature 

measured 2 m in width, 0.02 - 0.03 m in thickness and was 

deposited on the sterile substrata. Since the clay extended 

over 3 m from the palisade footing trench, it is unlikely that 

the feature is associated with whitewash spill from the 

palisade wall. Instead, the area was probably used for 

stockpiling the material prior to use in building construction. 

It would therefore appear that other intermittent activities 

besides summer camping were probably practiced within the open 

area of the enclosure. However, the exact nature and scope of 

these activities generally cannot be determined from the 

archaeological data. 

Investigation also showed that minor post-occupational 

disturbances had occurred within the open area of the palisade 

enclosure. An irrigation trench, measuring 0.6 - 0.8 m in 

width, was excavated in a north-south alignment through the 

enclosure and had been backfilled with manure. The trench was 

a continuation of the feature which was excavated in the shoe

maker's shop (op. 7N4 3) and has been dated to the ranching 

period of the early twentieth century. 
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Architectural Summary 

1880 North Palisade: Western Extent (Operation 33) 

Location 

The western extent of the 1880 north palisade is located 

15.4 m north of the extant R.C.M.P. garage. 

Date 
Constructed in 1880. 

Orientation 

The palisade wall line is oriented 52*30' east of true north. 

Dimension 

The north palisade measured 92.6 m in length. The measurement 

was recorded from the northeast corner of the stockade to the 

junction of the north palisade with the 1880 northwest bastion. 

Foundation 

The foundation footing for the palisade wall consisted of a 

U-shaped trench measuring 0.65 m wide (average), at the ground 

surface, and 0.6 m - 0.7 m deep. 

Material 

The palisade wall is historically documented as consisting of 

unshaped, skinned, spruce logs. 
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Construction 

After excavation of a foundation footing trench, the palisade 

wall logs were placed vertically into the trench. The trench 

was then backfilled with the excavated material. There was no 

evidence of the use of a special packing to provide extra 

stability to the posts. 

Finish 

Both interior and exterior surfaces of the wall were white

washed with white clay. 

Discussion 

Archaeological excavations of the western extent of the north 

palisade indicated that the palisade posts were removed during 

fort dismantlement. Data on the diameter of the posts, method 

of preparation, and spacing in the footing trench are, there

fore, not available. 
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1880 North Extensions to the N.C.O. Barracks and Orderly Mess 

Historical Background 

Documentation on the construction of separate building 

extensions to the northwest corners of the N.C.O. barracks 

and orderly's mess is nonexistent. The two building sites 

were located in the open area bordering the north side of 

the fort compound. Since this space was not incorporated 

into the area of the fort enclosure until the 1879 dis

mantlement and relocation of the north palisade (McCullough 

1976: 157-158), construction of the extensions must also 

date to this period or possibly later. 

As pointed out in the previous section of this report, 

historical documents provide no indication of the purpose 

of the 1879 palisade expansion. With the exception of minor 

building construction the area appears to have been used 

only for occasional summer camping or minor stockpiling of 

building clay (McCullough 1976: 284-292; see previous 

chapter). 

The proximity of the two building sites to the open 

area suggests that both extensions possibly provided special 

facilities for these intermittent activities, such as the 

storage of tents and camping gear or maintenance and 

construction tools. However, since the extensions were 

constructed with direct access to a larger structure, it 

appears more likely that each would provide extended functions 

for the adjoining buildings. Data confirm the construction 

of similar additions to the 1881 hospital and the 

commissioner's residence (McCullough 19 76: 201; Murray 
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1977; Murray 1978). Since these structures were utilized 

as kitchens, it is therefore felt that the extensions to the 

N.C.O. barracks and orderly mess were possibly used in a 

similar manner. It was not an uncommon practice during this 

period to place the kitchen in a separate room from the main 

building and there is also a precedent for this type of 

building layout at other N.W.M.P. posts (Letourneau 1978). 

The proximity of the one extension to the sergeant's mess 

would also seem to substantiate use of the structure as a 

kitchen. Unfortunately, artifact recovery from archaeologi

cal excavation of the two extensions was minimal and provides 

no supporting data for functional interpretations. 

Stratigraphy 

Prior to the excavation of the N.C.O. and orderly extensions, 

the surface topography of both building sites was relatively 

flat, indicating no irregular features or vegetational 

changes which could locate the building foundations. 

Investigations into the sterile deposits suggest that, 

although minor preconstruction landscaping was initiated, 

the original ground surface was generally similar to the 

present topography. Contact with the sterile substratum was 

demarcated by a layer of clay-like silts which varied from 

0.40 m in thickness, under the orderly extension, to 0.1-

0.15 m in thickness under the N.C.O. extension. The sub

stratum was further characterized by a zone of gravel wash 

and sand which measured a maximum of 0.85 m below surface 

and overlaid a stratum of black silts. 

The sterile deposits were truncated by the excavation 

of the 1875 north palisade footing trench. The trench, 

which averaged 0.2 8 m in width and 0.55 m in depth, was 

located 0.85 m north of the south structural wall and had 
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been backfilled with clay-silts. A second U-shaped trench 

was situated 0.3 m south of the 1875 north palisade. The 

feature measured a maximum of 0.4 m in width and 0.3 m in 

depth and was backfilled with sand and gravel prior to the 

dismantlement of the palisade in 1880. Since the trench 

was located upslope from the N.C.O. barracks, the feature 

possibly drained surface wash from the building foundations. 

The exact layout of the ditch was not determined from the 

archaeology. 

Profile trenches indicate that the upper 0.2 to 0.3 m 

of the sterile substratum, south of the 1875 palisade, was 

removed after the excavation of the palisade footing trench. 

Because of the location of the reconstructed R.C.M.P. 

barracks/museum, it could not be determined if the activity 

was initiated prior to the construction of the N.C.O. 

barracks foundation. Other archaeological tests were not 

excavated along the north wall of the N.C.O. barracks. It 

cannot, therefore, be determined if the levelling activity 

was localized in the northwest corner or along the entire 

length of the N.C.O. barracks. Prior to the construction 

of the N.C.O. extension the palisade posts were removed. 

The trench and truncated section of the substratum were 

backfilled and levelled with a clay-sand fill to the height 

of the ground surface north of the palisade. The south wall 

of the extension was constructed on the levelled surface. 

The ground surface of the orderly extension was also 

levelled to some extent prior to floor construction. Upon 

the completion of backfilling of the 1875 north palisade 

footing trench, fine silt was spread over the trench and 

slumped sections of the ground surface which extended 

approximately 1 m on both sides of the trench. The fill 

measured a maximum thickness of 0.12 m over the centre of 

the palisade and gradually thinned to the outer edges of 

the slump. 
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Recent disturbances to the historic deposits overlying 

the N.C.O. and orderly extensions were also noted. An extant 

fence line which delineates the approximate alignment of the 

1875 north palisade passes along the east-west axis of both 

structures. The excavation of post holes for the fence 

disturbed the historic deposits in an area of 0.3 m around 

each post. 

Disturbances to the orderly extension were, however, 

far more extensive. Gravel from a modern road located 

immediately north of the structure was spread across the 

northern half of the building site and was mixed with the 

historic strata. The excavation of a cement foundation 

for the reconstructed remount station administration office 

considerably disturbed deposits in the southwest corner of 

the building. In addition, the construction of an outside 

tap and connecting flagstone walkway at the northwest corner 

of the building site prevented complete excavation of the 

structure in this area. Minor disturbances to the N.W.M.P. 

occupational stratum also included three 0.2 m wide trenches 

excavated for a subterranean propane line, a lightning ground 

wire and a water line. Intermittent "play digging" in a 

child's sand pile, located directly over the building 

foundations, also mixed, to a minor extent, recent artifact 

material with the historic deposits. 

Excavation Procedure 

The N.C.O. and orderly extensions were initially located 

during investigations which were designed to test for other 

archaeological features. Since the historical documents 

provided no data on the construction of the extensions, 

excavation was later undertaken in order to collect data on 

architectural detail, construction techniques and building 

function. 
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The orderly extension was first exposed during surface 

stripping to locate the officers' privy documented by Cotter 

(McCullough 1976: 284-292). The tests were concentrated in 

a 6 m wide strip along the east palisade between the 1875 

and 1880 north palisades and uncovered the north wall of 

the structure. Further excavation of the orderly extension 

consisted of the removal of sod and the disturbed overburden 

to expose the building features. Because of the extensive 

disturbances to the historic deposits, artifact provenience 

could not be assured and the material was removed as one 

horizontal and vertical lot. North-south and east-west 

baulks were maintained across the area of excavation in 

order to provide a stratigraphie record. 

The initial step in the investigation of the N.C.O. 

extension consisted of reopening the 1974 test trench which 

located the 1875 and 1880 palisade footing trenches and 

exposed the north and south walls of the N.C.O. extension. 

The trench which was excavated north from the northeast 

corner of the N.C.O. barracks measured 15.41 m long by 1.0 m 

wide and was excavated 8 m below surface (Sciscenti et. al. 

1976). Sod was removed from either side of the test trench, 

exposing the 1880 contact surface and locating the north

west and northeast corners of the structure. The N.W.M.P.. 

occupational fill on each side of the test trench and within 

the interior of the structure was excavated, as separate 

units, to the floor level. 

Architectural Summary 

1880 N.C.O. North Extension (Operation 42) 

Location 
The 1880 north extension to the N.C.O. quarters is located 
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approximately 1.8 m north of the northeast corner of the 

N.C.O. barracks. The structure overlies the 1875 north 

palisade footing trench at 25.2 m west of the 1875 north

east corner. 

Date 
Constructed in 1880. 

Orientation 

The north wall of the structure is oriented approximately 

49'30' east of true north. The east wall of the structure 

is oriented approximately 40" west of true north. 

Shape and Dimension 

The N.C.O. extension is roughly rectangular in shape with 

the interior dimensions measuring: north wall 5.20 m 

south wall 4.94 m 

east wall 4.32 m 

west wall 4.30 m 

Foundations 

Material. Material used in the construction of the building 

foundations consisted of the basal wall log. 

Construction. The 1875 north palisade was dismantled and the 

footing trench backfilled. The basal wall logs were laid 

directly on the ground surface. There was no archaeological 

evidence to suggest that the ground surface was further 

prepared prior to building construction. 
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Exterior Walls 

Material. No in situ remains of the exterior structural 

walls were recovered since the superstructure had been 

removed during fort abandonment. The archaeological data 

available, however, suggest that the walls probably 

consisted of skinned, unshaped spruce logs. 

Construction. The logs were laid horizontally with saddle-

notched corners and chinked with a mixture of clay and sand. 

There was no archaeological evidence to suggest that the 

corners were spiked or pinned. 

Finishing. The exterior building walls were chinked and the 

exterior and interior surfaces were whitewashed with white 

clay. 

Interior Walls 

No interior walls were observed. 

Structural Features 

Door 

Location. A door was located in the west wall of the extension, 

0.6 m south of the northwest corner. 

Material. In situ construction material consisted of two 

posts, averaging 0.1 m in diameter. 

Construction. A 1.4 m space was cut into the west wall of 

the structure and the space framed on each side by a post. 

The frame posts rested on the basal wall log which also 

formed the base of the doorsill. Because of the incomplete 

nature of archaeological remains, no other data on door 

construction were recovered. 

Torch 

Location. A porch was located on the exterior of the 

building entrance. 
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Material and Construction. Because of the poor preservation 

of the archaeological remains, data could not be collected 

on the materials or method used in construction. In situ 

evidence indicates, however, that the porch measured to a 

maximum of 1 m in width and extended along the west wall of 

the building until approximately 2 m south from the north

west corner. 

Windows 

A concentration of pane glass was exposed in the exterior 

southeast corner of the structure suggesting a window was 

possibly located in the east wall of the building. 

Roofing 

Because of the proximity of the extension to the N.C.O. 

barracks, the structure was probably built with a shed type 

roof which sloped from the eaves of the N.C.O. barracks. 

Archaeological data indicate that a clay or mud 

plaster was probably not used in construction. Since 

shingle nails were not recovered from the excavations, it 

would appear that the roof surface was possibly finished 

with overlapping planks. 

Flooring 

Material. In situ floor material consisted of joists 

averaging 0.12 m wide by 4.2 m long and floorboards of 

undetermined size. 

Construction. The floor joists were placed in a north-south 

orientation, directly on the prepared ground surface. The 

joists were spaced from 0.5 to 0.8 m apart. Floorboards were 

attached to the tops of the joists at right angles. 

Vestibule 

Location. A vestibule connected the N.C.O. extension to the 

main structure. The east wall of the vestibule connected 

the southeast corner of the extension to the northeast corner 

of the N.C.O. barracks. 
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Material and Construction. Since the vestibule extended 

under the foundations of the reconstructed N.C.O. quarters, 

complete excavation of the feature was not possible. 

Archaeological data indicate, however, that the vestibule 

measured 3.7 m in width. The walls of the structure were 

probably constructed from horizontally laid logs which were 

not tied into the walls of the extension but instead were 

supported in position by posts placed on each side of the 

log end. Although archaeological data are inconclusive, 

the vestibule was probably constructed with a wooden floor. 

The floor joists were possibly oriented north-south and the 

floorboards east-west. 
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Architectural Summary 

1880 Orderly North Extension (Operation 40) 

Location 

The 1880 orderly north extension is located adjacent to the 

exterior northeast corner of the orderly room/officers' mess. 

The structure overlies the 1875 north palisade at 140 m west 

of the 1875 northeast stockade corner. 

Date 
Constructed in 1880. 

Orientation 

The west wall of the structure is oriented 40* west of true 

north. 

Shape and Dimension 

The orderly extension is roughly square in shape with the 

interior dimensions of the north wall measuring 4.0 m 

the east wall measuring 4.2 m 

and the west wall measuring 4.3m. 

(Because of the extensive disturbances to the archaeological 

features, wall dimensions are only approximate). 

Foundations 

Material. Archaeological evidence of the east and west wall 

foundations consisted of planks measuring 0.15 m wide and 

approximately 4.2 to 4.3 m in length. 
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Construction. Prior to building construction the 1875 north 

palisade was dismantled and relocated approximately 13 m 

further north. The palisade footing trench and slumped 

sections of the surrounding ground surface were backfilled 

and levelled with clay-silts. The east and west wall planks 

were then placed directly on the prepared ground surface. 

Although disturbances had eradicated the feature along the 

southern section of the extension, it appeared that the 

east and west planks probably extended to the north wall of 

the main structure. 

Exterior Walls 
Material. No in situ remains of the superstructure were 

uncovered, however, it can be inferred from the archaeological 

evidence that the exterior wall probably consisted of 

skinned, unshaped spruce logs. 

Construction. The exterior walls of the orderly extension 

were constructed from horizontally laid logs. The east and 

west basal logs were laid directly on the foundation planks 

and were tied into the north wall of the main structure so 

that the two buildings shared a common wall. The north wall 

log was probably laid across the east and west basal logs 

and the corners joined by saddle-notching the logs. 

Discussion. The insertion of planks under the east and west 

orderly extension walls raised the basal logs off the ground 

surface and would probably help to retard decomposition of 

the logs. There is no evidence to indicate, however, that 

this method was undertaken in the construction of the 

orderly extension. 

Although it is possible to estimate the location of 

the north wall of the extension from the position of the 

floor joists and whitewash wall spills, there was no 

evidence to suggest planks had been used as a basal 
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construction component. If the north wall basal log was 

set across the east and west wall logs, the underside of the 

north log would have been slightly raised above the ground 

level and there would have been no need to include a plank 

foundation. 

Structural Features 

Door 

Location. Archaeological data suggest two possible door 

locations: 1) in the west wall of the extension, 1.8 m south 

of the northwest corner, and 2) in the north wall of the main 

structure, approximately 0.8 m from the northeast corner. 

Discussion. No in situ door construction materials were 

recovered. Archaeological evidence of the door features 

consisted only of spaces in the basal sections of the 

structural walls. Although building entrances at Fort Walsh 

are sometimes evident by similar in situ remains, the 

extensive disturbances to the building site preclude a 

definite assessment of the location of entrances and their 

nature of construction. It is possible that the spaces in 

the wall features may be the product of differential 

preservation of the wood remains. 

Flooring 

Material. In situ floor construction material consisted of 

six joists measuring 0.1 to 0.18 m in width by 3.9 m in 

length, and a small plank 0.15 m in width by 1.5 m in length. 

Construction. Floor joists were placed directly on the 

prepared ground surface. The joists were oriented north-south 

and were spaced from 0.46 to 0.6 8 m apart. A small plank 

was placed under the midsection of two joists in the west half 

of the building. The plank overlay the palisade footing 

trench and probably helped to further distribute the weight 
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of the building floor and supported the midsection of the 

joists from slumpage caused by the compaction of the trench 

backfill. 

Roofing 

The proximity of the orderly extension to the orderly room 

and officers' mess suggests that the structure was built 

with a shed type roof which probably sloped from the eaves 

of the main structure. Because of the extensive disturbance 

to the historic deposits, it could not be determined if a 

clay or mud plaster had been used in roof construction. 

Shingle nails were not recovered from the excavations; it 

would, therefore, appear that the roof surface was probably 

finished with overlapping planks. 

Windows 

The recovery of pane glass fragments during archaeological 

excavation of the orderly extension suggests windows were 

included in the construction of the building. Data were 

not recovered, however, to indicate the possible locations 

of these features or the method of construction. 
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1880 Stable 

Historical Background 

The initial step in investigation of the 1880 stable at 

Fort Walsh was the compilation and summarization of available 

historical information. Primary source material consisted 

of photographs dated 1878 and 1880, and a brief discussion 

of the layout of Fort Walsh by Turner (Turner 1950: 214; 

R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 914, 266; Glenbow-Alberta Institute 

NA-2446-16). These sources provided a limited amount of 

structural or other information and allowed the formulation 

of a number of archaeological expectations as to prior 

utilization of the building site, architectural detail and 

construction techniques. The expectations formed part of the 

basis for an excavation strategy. 

The 1880 photograph shows the stable as a long, white

washed structure, oriented north/south and situated in the 

southwest corner of the expanded Ï880 fort enclosure. The 

walls appear to be built of posts set in a footing trench, 

a construction method which differed from the horizontally 

laid, saddle-notched technique noted in previously excavated 

structures (see Sciscenti et. al. 1976). A door was located 

approximately in the middle of the east wall and a small 

window is situated in the gable of the south wall. Windows 

may have been cut into the east wall and a hitching rail 

was possibly situated to the south of the door. The wall 

posts appear to measure to a height similar to the palisade, 

approximately 10-12 feet above ground level (Morgan 1970: 

88-89; Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-2446-16). 

The stable roof was slightly pitched with the ridge 

aligned north/south, parallel to the west palisade. Roofing 

material on the southern end probably consisted of planks 
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laid from the centre peak to the eaves. The northern section 

of the roof appeared to have been under construction or 

repair when the photograph was taken (Glenbow-Alberta 

Institute NA-2446-16). 

Since the photograph shows no other buildings in the 

vicinity of the 1880 stable, it was assumed, as part of the 

archaeological expectations, that storage areas for riding 

tack and feed would be contained within the stable structure. 

The 30 m space between the stable and the 1880 barracks to 

the east may have been used as a horse exercising and 

grooming area. 

Historical documentation also provides information on 

the source and location of other activities and features in 

the vicinity of the 1880 stable which would require investi

gation. For example, Turner (1950: 214) indicates that a 

latrine was located a short distance from the 1875 southwest 

palisade corner, a situation which seems to describe the 

location of the 1880 stable. The excavations were therefore 

designed to include an examination of the ground surface 

underlying the stable floor for a possible pit feature. 

The data also indicate that there was a "cesspool", consisting 

of kitchen garbage, in the blind alley behind the men's 

barracks (Canada, R.N.W.M.P. 1973, Report 1879: 29). Since 

the cookhouse and barracks were upslope from the 1880 stable, 

it was considered possible that vegetal residue may have 

settled in the northern area of the stable building site. 

In order to test this possibility, plans were also made for 

the collection of soil samples from depositional contexts 

above the stable floor. 

In addition, the historical data document the construction 

of a smaller stable in the opening between the 1880 structure 

and the "sick" horse stable to the north (McCullough 19 76: 192, 

201). The newer stable was built to accommodate 15-16 horses 
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and was situated abutting the two existing stables with the 

end walls of the latter forming the ends of the new building. 

Excavations along the north wall of the 1880 stable should, 

therefore, delineate the foundations of the 1882 structure. 

Stratigraphy 

The 1880 stable was situated near the edge of the second 

terrace which drops rather steeply to the Battle Creek 

floodplain. Prior to excavation there were no surficial 

features observed in the topography which would locate the 

building foundations. In general, the surface gradient 

sloped approximately four to five degrees toward the south

west. The areas to the east and southeast were also slightly 

depressed and a small depression ran northwest/southeast 

along the eastern half of the structure. 

Several recent activities disturbed the stratigraphy 

overlying the building site. The irrigation system which 

had been dug through the fort compound during the early part 

of the ranching period (1890-1940) was evident from the 

depression described above and from soil discolouration and 

debris associated with canal wash found directly below the 

turf. In addition, the R.C.M.P. excavation of a well 5.0 m 

to the northeast of the stable spread a 0.25 m deposit of 

sand and gravel across an 11.0 by 9.0 m area to the northeast 

of the site and along the northern half of the east wall 

foundations. A water line which connected the well and the 

picnic grounds on Battle Creek also diagonally crossed the 

northern half of the structure but disturbances from this 

feature were minimal since the line had only actually truncated 

the sod zone. 

The stratigraphy of the building site included a turf 

layer which varied in thickness from 0.05 m to 0.07 m. Below 

the turf there was a stratum consisting of greyish brown 
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silts which also contained isolated pockets of white clay, 

oxidized sand, charcoal and wood fragments. The layer was 

very thin or absent along the southern half of the structure 

but gradually increased to a maximum thickness of 0.4 m in 

the upslope areas along the northern perimeter of the 

building. 

A layer of yellowish brown sand was exposed below the 

silts and overlying the floorboards in the northern two-

thirds of the building site. The stratum also included large 

lenses of oxidized sand and charred wood fragments and varied 

in thickness to a maximum of 0.25 m along the north wall. 

Several explanations were formulated to interpret the 

deposition of the sand layer. These include: wash from 

the irrigation system or use of the material as a floor 

covering. However, these theories do not account for the 

coexistence of the sand with burnt structural remains. 

Since the sand was oxidized in areas where the material 

contacted charred wood, the burning recorded throughout the 

stratum was an in situ occurrence and the sand must have 

been deposited when the burning was taking place. Therefore, 

it appears that the sand was possibly dumped to extinguish 

a fire in the stables. 

Although stable fires are a hazard and it can be 

assumed that the N.W.M.P. probably would have taken pre

cautionary measures against such emergencies, the explanation 

is not totally adequate since there is no historical or 

archaeological documentation to suggest large dumps of sand 

were maintained for such purposes, especially in the 

quantity represented on the stable floor. Furthermore, 

there is no historical data on a fire in the stables. 

If the theory is accepted, however, it would appear 

that the building was not repaired or cleaned out after the 

fire was extinguished. This suggests that the fire occurred 

shortly before the police abandoned the post when it was 
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known that the structure was to be dismantled and repair 

work would only be wasted. 

The differential distribution of the stratigraphy 

overlying the stable floor is also not completely understood. 

In the southern 6.0 m of the site the floorboards were almost 

completely decomposed and the sod zone rested directly on 

the subfloor deposits. As a possible explanation, it would 

appear that downslope wash had eroded the silts and sand 

from the site. 

The substrata below the stable floor generally followed 

the surface gradient and sloped considerably toward the south 

and southwest. The substrata consisted of two layers of 

silts which varied in thickness from 0.15 m to 0.30 m and an 

extensive stratum of sand and cobbles measuring to the 

maximum depth of the profile trenches, 1.5 m below the present 

ground surface. 

Subfloor excavations indicate that the stratigraphy had 

been extensively altered in order to level the area prior to 

building construction. In the northern half of the building 

site the upper layers of the substrata had been increasingly 

removed toward the upslope areas to a maximum depth of 0.5 m 

along the northern perimeter of the building. In the lower 

southern half, a layer of clayish loam and cobble fill was 

deposited over the 1875 ground surface which contained sod, 

wood fragments and patches of white building clay. The fill 

layer also gradually increased in thickness to a maximum of 

0.25 m along the south wall. The stable floor therefore was 

built on two different surfaces. In the north half the floor 

was placed on the sand and cobble stratum and in the southern 

end, it had been built on a clay fill. 

Excavation Procedure 

Archaeological investigation of the 1880 stable attempted to 
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accommodate expectations formulated from the historical data 

as well as recover precise information on building dimensions, 

construction and architectural details, interior spatial 

divisions and activity areas. 

Based on historical data and information acquired from 

19 74 archaeological investigations (see Sciscenti et. al. 

1976: 25-43) a 30 m by 13 m area was laid out over the 

building site for excavation as a single operation (7N30). 

Base grid lines divided the area into four quadrants and, 

subsequent to the preparation of a contour map, sod was 

removed from each quadrant to expose the 1880 contact surface. 

Two intersecting 0.5 m wide baulks were left along the base 

lines to provide a record of the stratigraphie profile. 

Since artifact distribution analyses were to be recorded 

in association with structural features, provenience control 

was oriented to building dimension and interior spatial 

divisions. By projecting the wall alignments exposed in the 

19 74 test excavations, the building foundations were 

completely traced and the structural dimensions defined. 

Since major interior building divisions were not evident, 

each quadrant was arbitrarily subdivided for further excavation 

into three provenience units, each measuring 5 m north/south 

and from 4.5 m to 7.0 m east/west. 

Each horizontal unit was excavated stratigraphically 

to contact with the building floor. In order to maintain 

vertical control separate lot numbers were assigned to each 

stratum and provenience on diagnostic artifacts was mapped 

from the basic grid lines. Screening was not employed but 

fill from the N.W.M.P. occupational stratum was trowelled 

and hand sifted. 

During the excavations a door feature was exposed in the 

centre of the east wall. In order to determine if an entry 

ramp or pad had been constructed to the exterior of the 
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feature, units were arbitrarily located along the east wall 

and excavated to contact with substrata. In addition, 

archaeological tests were also conducted along the building 

walls to determine basal construction techniques and below 

a sunken section of the north stable floor to locate the 

enlisted men's latrine (Figure 13). 

Results of Excavation 

The 1880 stable was a rectangular structure, measuring 27.4 m 

by 9.1 m, and oriented north/south along the southwest 1880 

palisade corner. Exterior walls were constructed from 

upright posts set in a footing trench which averaged 0.5 m 

in width and varied in depth from 0.4m along the south wall, 

to 0.6 - 0.8 m along the east and west walls, to over 1.0 m 

along the north wall. The wall posts were generally set 

against the inside of the trench wall which was backfilled 

with a dark greyish brown loam. Along the east wall, gravel 

fill was also used to partially fill the trench, and in the 

northeast area gravel wash removed from the trench excavation 

appeared to have been used as part of the packing material. 

Excess fill was piled up along the outside of the wall to 

prevent water seepage into the structure. 

At the level of the 1883 ground surface the wall posts 

varied in diameter from 0.08 m to 0.27 m and were spaced 

from 0.02 m to 0.11 m apart. There was no observable pattern 

in the distribution of post size, although the posts at the 

building corners and on either side of the east entrance 

were slightly larger in diameter than average. White clay 

was found in scattered patches along the exterior and interior 

of the structure, indicating that the walls were chinked and 

covered with a clay whitewash. 

Entrance to the stable was centrally located in the east 
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Figure 13. The 1880 stable and southwest palisade corner, facing north. 
Most of the structural remains in the south half of the stable 
had deteriorated as a result of erosional processes (Photo by 
B. Fleming). 
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wall, 13.0 m from the northeast corner of the building. 

Evidence of the feature consisted of an 1.85 m space in 

the line of the wall posts and footing trench. A slight 

depression in the 1880 ground surface, possibly resulting 

from traffic through the area, was also evident to the 

exterior of the feature. 

Door hardware was also found associated with the 

entrance, including a padlock, which was located 3.7 m south 

of the feature along the inside of the east wall and a bolt 

and hook. Several nails were recovered from the posts next 

to the feature and suggested that a frame had probably been 

constructed around the opening. 

As expected, concentrations of pane glass were located 

along the south wall, confirming that a window was located in 

this area. Similarly, pane glass clusters along the east 

wall, numbering from 12 to 31 fragments, suggested windows 

were located approximately 7.0 m and 3.5 m north of the east 

entrance and 7.0 m south of the entrance. Possibly, windows 

were located at 3.5 m intervals along the entire wall. 

As noted earlier, the building site sloped considerably 

toward the south, requiring the gradient to be levelled prior 

to building construction. The levelling sequence consisted 

of cutting the sterile deposits in the upslope section of 

the building, the construction of the structural walls and 

the deposition of fill in the downslope or southern areas. 

The source of the fill is not known; however, it is possible 

that some of the material may have been obtained from the 

powder magazine and latrine excavations which were also being 

constructed at this time. 

The levelling did not completely offset the gradient; 

elevation readings along the tops of the floor joists record 

a variation of 0.3 m in the floor height over the length of 

the structure. It is possible that the floor level was 

specifically designed to follow the gradient in order that 
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some of the horse excrement might naturally drain out of 

the building. 

In an attempt to compensate for the slope in the 

construction of the superstructure, the wall footing trench 

was also levelled. Although elevations were not recorded 

along the trench bottom the feature progressively deepened 

toward the upslope areas. Levelling of the footing trench 

suggests the wall logs had been pre-cut to standard lengths 

prior to their placement in the ground. 

The interior of the 1880 stable was spatially divided 

into three major activity areas consisting of: a 2.4 m wide 

aisle aligned along the length of the building; stall areas 

which were situated on each side of the aisle, parallel to the 

east and west walls, and providing accommodation for 

approximately 34-35 horses, and an entrance area which 

passed through the middle of the structure from the door in 

the east wall. Floor construction differed with each 

functional area of the stable. A description of the 

construction methods used is presented in the next section. 

Initial distribution analyses of the artifact material 

recovered from the excavations of the 1880 stable provide a 

basic understanding of the nature and spacing of activities 

within the structure. For example, in terms of the quantity 

of artifacts alone, the limited amount of material found in 

the stable suggests that, in comparison to other buildings 

at Fort Walsh, the stable was probably thoroughly cleaned 

on a regular basis. Preliminary analyses also indicate that 

a number of the artifacts were recovered from along the 

inside of the building walls, suggesting that the equipment 

may have hung on the back wall of each stall. An exception 

to this pattern was found with the curry combs which seemed 

to be concentrated in the vicinity of the entrance, possibly 

indicating that grooming may have been done in this area. 
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In addition, a number of liquor bottles, ceramic table

ware fragments and cut mammal bones were recovered from the 

north end of the stable. Since personnel from the enlisted 

ranks were daily given the responsibility of feeding, 

grooming and caring for the horses, it appears that the 

stable may also have been used as an informal meeting place 

and possibly for illicit drinking, or at least for hiding 

the evidence of such activity. 

The cut mammal bone and tableware fragments would appear 

to be a part of this activity (i.e. eating and drinking), 

rather than the residue of the cookhouse slops which, as 

originally proposed, were thought to have settled in the 

area. This conclusion can not be substantiated by the 

analysis of soil samples collected from depositional contexts 

above the stable floor. Although the analysis indicates a 

lower organic content than would be expected if vegetal 

residue was seeping into the area, the samples also contained 

calcium carbonate which had probably been used as quicklime 

to clean the stable floor, and possibly would have destroyed 

most of the organic material (Anne Fraser, personal comm.). 

Other activities in the vicinity of the 1880 stable 

identified by the archaeological investigations include the 

1875 south stable wall and palisade. The features were 

delineated as upright posts set in a footing trench and 

located 0.8 m north of the stable. The posts had been cut 

at ground level and were covered with a thin deposit of 

clayish loam which had been deposited by the N.W.M.P. 

subsequent to dismantlement in 1879. The junction of the 

south palisade with the southwest corner of the stable was 

not defined but is thought to probably lie under an unexca-

vated section north of the 1880 stable(Appendix B: 14, item 

2) . 

Two vertical log walls were uncovered, extending north 
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from the stable at the northeast corner and 1.0 m east of the 

northwest corner (Appendix B: 14, item 6). The construction 

of both features dates after the 1879 southern expansion of 

the fort enclosure; each cross cuts the 1875 south palisade 

footing trench. Although further investigations are required, 

the walls were probably built as part of the stable erected 

in 1882. 

In addition, a third upright log feature was identified 

abutting the 1875 palisade at 2.8 m east of the southwest 

palisade corner (Appendix B: 14, item 7). The feature extends 

northward from the palisade and since it lies within the 

interior of the 1882 structure it was probably also dis

mantled when the palisade was removed in 1879. The function 

of the wall can not be determined at this time. 

Architectural Summary 

1880 Stable (Operation 30) 

Location 

The stable was located 0.8 m east and 0.9 m north of the 

southwest corner of the 1880 palisade. 

Date 

Constructed in 1879-80. 

Orientation 

The longitudinal axis of the building was aligned parallel 

to the west palisade. The east wall was oriented 38'30' west 

of true north and the north wall was 50'QO1 east of true north. 
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Shape and Dimensions 

The 1880 stable was rectangular in shape. The exterior 

dimensions were: north wall 9.10 m in length 

east wall 27.25 m in length 

south wall 9.10 m in length 

west wall 27.40 m in length 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. The foundation footing for the structural walls 

consisted of a trench measuring 0.5 m wide. In an attempt 

to offset the natural slope, the trench varied in depth from 

a minimum of 0.4 m below surface in the southeast corner to 

a maximum of 1.0 m below surface in the upslope northeast 

corner. 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. The diameter of the logs 

varied from 0.12 m to 0.20 m at the ground surface. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically along 

the inside edge of the foundation footing trench. The trench 

was packed with clayish loam which also contained gravel in 

several sections along the northeast corner. There was no 

pattern in the distribution of post sizes; however, corner 

posts and the posts framing the entrance were usually slightly 

larger in diameter. Spacing between the wall posts varied 

from 0.02 to 0.11 m. Clay was packed against the base of 

the exterior east wall in order to prevent seepage. 

Finish. The walls were chinked and both the exterior and 

interior surfaces whitewashed with white clay. 

Interior Walls 

No interior walls were observed. 
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Structural Features 

Door 

Location. A door was located in the east wall, 12.4 m south 

from the northeast corner of the building. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. The door feature was evident by a 2.33 m 

space in the east wall and footing trench. A frame was 

probably constructed around the opening. 

Windows 

Pane glass clusters confirmed a window location in the south 

wall, equidistant from the east and west walls. Three 

additional windows were also located in the east wall at 

3.5 m, 5.4 m and 21.7 m south of the northeast corner. 

Roofing 

Material and Construction. Historical documents indicate a 

low pitched, A-frame roof. It was probably constructed of 

split poles attached to the central ridge pole and the 

surface finished with overlapping planks. Clay insulation 

was not used in roof construction.' 

Flooring 

Material. In situ floor construction material consisted 

of floorboards 2.85 m long by 0.15 m wide and 0.02 m thick, 

and joists 0.2 m wide by 0.02 m thick and of varying lengths. 

Construction. Since the main axis of the stable followed 

the direction of the natural surface slope, considerable 

levelling of the ground surface was required prior to floor 

construction. The levelling sequence consisted of cutting 

and scraping the sterile deposits in the northern or upslope 

section of the structure, to a maximum of 0.5 m below the 

contact surface. The exterior walls were then constructed, 

followed by further levelling through the deposition of 

clayish loam and gravel in the interior and exterior down-

slope sections of the building site. Maximum thickness of 
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the deposit, along the south wall, measured 0.25 m. 

Floor construction varied according to the functional 

areas of the stable. The floor was divided into three 

sections: a 2.40 m wide aisle, centrally located between 

the east and west walls, and running the length of the 

building; stall areas, measuring 2.85 m in width and located 

on each side of the aisle, along the east and west walls, 

and an entrance area. 

In the stall areas, three rows of joists were used to 

support the floor. The joists were aligned north/south with 

one row located immediately along the interior of the wall 

and overlying the footing trench. In situ nail distribution 

analyses indicate the joist was probably nailed to the base 

of the wall. A second row of joists was situated along the 

interior limit of the stall area, 2.85 m from the wall. 

The third row was located equidistant between the first two 

and supported the central section of the stall floor. 

Floorboards were attached at right angles to the joists, 

using Ah to 6 inch square headed hails. 

The joists in the central aisle were laid east/west, 

measuring 0.45 to 0.5 m short of the full width of the aisle. 

The joists were placed in shallow depressions and spaced at 

1.5 m intervals. Floorboards were nailed at right angles to 

the joists using 5 inch nails. The 0.2 to 0.25 m space 

which separated each side of the aisle from the stalls 

probably served as a gutter. 

The floor of the entrance area was constructed similar 

to the stalls with the joists aligned north/south. The 

entrance floor measured 1.45 m in width and passed through 

the middle of the structure from the door in the east wall to 

the west wall. 

Preliminary nail distribution analyses also indicate 

that larger nail sizes were generally used in the floor 
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construction of the stall areas than in other sections of the 

stable. The analyses suggest that perhaps the stall floor

boards were of heavier quality. 

Stall Divisions 

Material. In situ evidence for stall divisions included 

posts measuring 0.12 m in diameter. 

Construction. The posts were spaced at 1.5 m intervals along 

the length of the structure at a distance of 2.85 m from the 

east and west walls. A 0.2 m square hole was cut in the 

floorboards in order for the stall posts to rest directly 

on a floor joist. A rope, chain or board wall was probably 

constructed between the stall post and the exterior wall to 

section off the stalls. 

Discussion. If stall divisions were consistently 1.5 m in 

width, the stable would have accommodated a maximum of 34 

stalls, excluding the entrance area. 

Gutters 

Location. A 0.2.to 0.25 m space in the structural flooring 

separated each side of the central aisle from the stall areas. 

Construction. The gutter consisted of a shallow trench sunk 

slightly into the levelled ground surface. The trench drained 

from the north end of the building to the downslope south 

end. Because of the poor preservation of the structural 

components in the southern area, the method by which the 

gutter drained to the exterior of the stables and through the 

palisade could not be determined. There was no evidence to 

suggest the gutter depression was finished or lined in order 

to facilitate drainage. With the exception of the entrance 

area, where the gutter appeared to pass under the structure 

flooring, the feature was entirely open. 
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1875 North Stable 

Historical Background 

Historical information on the north stable at Fort Walsh 

is limited to several sketches and photographs which show 

the relationship of the structure to other buildings in the 

fort compound but provide minimal data on building archi

tecture and construction techniques (P.A.C. C-19073; 

Canadian Illustrated News 1876). A sketch by Nevitt dates 

construction of the stable to August 1875 and illustrates 

the structure as a long rectangular shaped building with 

walls of upright logs (Glenbow-Alberta Institute Neg. No. 

13,044). Other contemporary drawings suggest a central 

door and at least two windows were cut into the south wall. 

The roof was apparently built with a low pitch and covered 

with planks (Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-1059-1). 

Location and Stratigraphy 

The north stable was oriented with an east/west alignment 

and situated in the northwest corner of the 1875 fort. The 

palisade was built abutting the northeast and northwest 

corners of the structure so that the back wall of the stable 

also functioned as part of the palisade enclosure. 

Recent activities in the vicinity of the building site 

have extensively disturbed the archaeological remains. Along 

the eastern half of the structure use of the roadway leading 

into the remount station from the north has badly rutted the 

surface topography, intermixing modern deposits with the 

historic stratum. 
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In general, the ground surface in the northwest 

palisade corner was flat with a three degree slope to the 

west. Immediately to the west and north of the building 

site, slight depressions in the topography hinted at sub

surface historic activities and suggested the location of 

the northwest privy pit and powder magazine. However, in 

the area of the stable foundations, topographical or 

vegetational changes were not observed which would possibly 

locate the historic remains. 

In comparison to other structures excavated at Fort 

Walsh, the stratigraphy overlying the north stable was 

very thin, averaging only 0.06 to 0.16 m. With the exception 

of the disturbed area in the roadway, a 0.02 to 0.13 m layer 

of sod and turf convered most of the site. In several areas 

the sod was in direct contact with the structural remains; 

in other areas a thin layer of sandy loam, containing white 

clay whitewash and building chinking, separated the two 

deposits. Powder charcoal and oxidized sand, especially 

along the walls and floor joists, suggested an in situ 

burning of some areas of the structural foundations. 

However, since charred elements of the superstructure were 

not recovered and the artifacts exhibited no indications of 

intense heat associated with a burning building, the fire 

was restricted only to the basal components and probably 

swept through the area after dismantlement of the structure. 

Excavation Procedure 

The north/south test trench which bisected the powder magazine 

excavations was extended south to the extant R.C.M.P. work 

shop/store room in order to provide a profile of the north

west corner of the fort. The trench uncovered the west wall 

of the stable. The area between the test trench and the 
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existing roadway was subsequently divided into quadrants 

for further investigations. 

Sod and topsoil were removed from all quadrants as a 

single unit to expose the 18 83 ground surface. Further 

investigations entailed the excavation of the underlying 

fill to contact with the building foundations. In an 

attempt to define activity areas, separate lot numbers were 

assigned to the fill in each quadrant removed from the 

interior and exterior areas of the building as well as from 

the structural walls. 

Limited investigations initiated in the area of the 

roadway confirmed extensive disturbances to the archaeological 

remains. Therefore, excavations in this area concentrated 

on defining the building walls. The disturbed overburden was 

removed from the wall features as a single lot by shovel 

shaving along the wall alignments projected from the undis

turbed western extent of the building. The operation exposed 

a second upright log wall which extended south from the 

southeast building corner. The feature was also delineated 

to a point 6.5 m south by shovel shaving the disturbed 

overburden. Since time was limited, further investigations 

were not undertaken and full resources were concentrated on 

the excavation of the stable. 

Results of Excavation 

The 1875 stable is a rectangular structure, measuring 18.7 m 

by 8 m, and oriented with the longitudinal axis aligned in an 

east/west direction. The building was situated near the 

northwest corner of the 1875 fort enclosure with the palisade 

abutting the northwest and northeast corners of the stable. 

In this way, the back wall of the structure also served as 

part of the palisade (Figure ]_4) . 
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Figure 14. The 1875 north stable. Excavations have exposed the building floor. 
The stable entrance is delineated by the opening in the south wall, 
centre left of photo. The road in the foreground has disturbed the 
east half of the structure (Photo by B. Fleming). 
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The exterior walls of the stable consisted of skinned, 

unshaped logs averaging 0.10 to 0.20 m in diameter. The 

logs were placed upright in a footing trench which varied 

from 0.15 to 0.40 m in width and approximately 0.3 m in 

depth. Patches of white clay found on the ground surface 

along both sides of the building walls confirm the interior 

and exterior surfaces were whitewashed. 

The entrance to the stable, which was centrally located 

in the south wall, appeared as a 2.10 m space in the footing 

trench and wall post alignment. A shallow depression in the 

1875 ground surface immediately to the exterior of the feature 

was also evident. The depressed surface was probably a result 

of soil compaction and wear from traffic entering and leaving 

the building. 

The interior of the stable was spatially divided into 

three activity areas : a central aisle which ran the length 

of the building; two stall areas, situated on both sides of 

the aisle and aligned parallel to the north and south 

structural walls, and an entrance area. A description of the 

construction methods used in each section is presented in 

the chapter summarizing building architecture. Preliminary 

artifact distribution analyses suggest additional activities 

such as horse grooming and tack storage were also undertaken 

in the stable. However,- because of the limited amount of 

material uncovered, the analyses provide no substantial 

evidence to suggest where these activities were localized. 

Architectural Summary 

1875 North Stable (Operation 35) 
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Location 

The north stable was located near the northwest corner of 

the 1875 fort enclosure. 

Date 
Constructed in 1875. 

Orientation 

The longitudinal axis of the building was aligned parallel 

to the north palisade. The south wall was oriented 54*55' 

east of north and the west wall 37* west of north. 

Shape and Dimensions 

The 1875 north stable was rectangular in shape. The interior 

dimensions measured 7.65 m north/south by 18.35 m east/west; 

exterior dimensions measured 8.0 m north/south by 18.70 m 

east/west. 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. The foundation footing for the structural walls 

consisted of a U-shaped trench, 0.4 m in width and excavated 

to 0.4 m below surface. 

Material. Historical documents identify the wall logs as 

consisting of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. The logs 

varied from 0.1 m to 0.22 m in diameter at the ground 

surface. 

Construction. The footing trench was dug 0.3m into the 

sterile substratum. The wall logs were set vertically into 

the trench and the trench backfilled with clay. 
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Finish. The interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay. 

Interior Walls 

No interior walls were observed. 

Structural Features 

Entrance 

Location. The entrance to the stable was located in the 

south wall of the structure, 8.0 m west of the southeast 

corner. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. Archaeological evidence of the entrance 

consisted of a 2.1 m space in the south wall footing trench. 

A slight depression was delineated immediately to the 

exterior of the door feature. The depression may possibly 

be the result of soil compaction and wear from traffic 

entering and leaving the stables. A plank, aligned north/ 

south, was located 0.6 m from the entrance and may possibly 

represent the remains of a small ramp. 

Windows 

Although pane glass was recovered from excavations of the 

stables, window locations and method of window construction 

cannot be determined. 

Flooring 

Material. In situ floor construction material consisted of 

joists measuring 0.13 m to 0.19 m wide by 0.10 to 0.11 m 

thick, and two sizes of floorboards: stall floorboards 

averaging 0.18 m wide and 0.035 m thick, and aisle floor

boards averaging 0.13 m wide and 0.035 m thick. Poor 

preservation precluded the measurement of the joist lengths. 

Floorboards were not of consistent lengths. 
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Construction. Floor construction varied according to 

functional areas within the stable. The floor was divided 

into three sections: a 1.7 m wide aisle, centrally located 

between the north and south walls, and running the length 

of the building; stall areas, measuring 1.36 m wide and 

located on each side of•the aisle along the north and south 

walls, and an entrance area. 

In the stall areas, three rows of joists were used to 

support the floor. The joists were aligned east/west with 

one row located 0.35 to 0.40 m from the interior side of the 

building wall. A second row was situated along the interior 

limit of the stall area, 2.90 m from the wall. The third 

row of joists was located equidistant between the other two 

rows. Floorboards were attached at right angles to the 

joists and were generally at a slightly higher elevation 

than the floor in the central aisle. 

The joists in the central aisle were set into shallow 

trenches and oriented north/south at intervals of 1.10 m 

to 1.40 m. The joists extended across a central gutter and 

measured the full width of the aisle. Floorboards were 

nailed to the joists at right angles. 

The floor of the entrance area was constructed similarly 

to the stalls with the joists aligned east/west. The 

entrance area measured 1.9 m in width and extended from the 

door in the south wall, through the central aisle, to the 

interior side of the stalls along the north wall of the 

structure. 

Discussion. Profile trenches excavated in the northwest 

corner of the 1875 palisade enclosure exposed an extensive 

depression in the 1875 sterile contact surface. The origins 

and dimensions of the depression are unknown; however, the 

feature dropped approximately 0.7 m below the surrounding 

ground surface and measured several metres within the north-
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west corner of the 1875 north stable. Archaeological evidence 

indicates that the 1875 sterile contact surface probably had 

a short period of occupation by the N.W.M.P., but the 

depression was soon filled. The 1875 north stable was then 

constructed on the levelled ground surface. 

Stall Divisions 

Material. In situ evidence for stall divisions included 

posts measuring 0.1 m to 0.12 m in diameter. 

Construction. The posts were spaced in 1.4 m intervals along 

the length of the structure at a distance of 2.4 m from the 

north and south walls. The stall posts were set directly on 

the ground surface through a 0.2 m square hole cut into the 

floorboards. A rope, chain or board wall was probably 

constructed between the stall posts and the exterior wall in 

order to section off the stalls. Unlike the 1880 stables, 

the spacing of in situ stall division posts suggested a 

stall was located along the north wall, opposite the entrance. 

Discussion. If all stall divisions measured 1.4 m in width, 

the stable would have accommodated a maximum of 25 stalls 

excluding the entrance area. 

Gutters 

Location. The gutter was centrally located, 4.5 m from the 

north wall of the structure and ran east/west along the 

longitudinal axis of the building. 

Construction. The gutter consisted of a 0.35 m to 0.40 m 

wide trench which had been excavated approximately 0.5 m below 

the ground surface. The trench drained downslope from the 

east end of the building to the west end, passed through the 

west wall of the structure, and then turned north to drain 

toward the north palisade. Two posts were situated on each 

side of the gutter and slightly to the exterior of the wall 

alignment. The posts may have held a crosspiece which 

spanned the gutter and supported the intervening section of 
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the stable wall. The opening would allow the free flow of 

gutter material through the stable foundation. 

Roofing 

Material and Construction. Historical documentation 

indicates a low pitched, A-frame roof. It was probably 

constructed from split poles attached to a central ridge 

pole and the roof surface finished with overlapping planks. 

A clay or mud plaster does not appear to have been used in 

construction. 
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Test Excavations 

Introduction 

During the 1975 field season at Fort Walsh, limited test 

excavations were undertaken in two major areas of the post. 

The investigations were initiated in order to clarify 

interpretations from historical documents on building 

locations, settlement growth patterns and changes in the 

post layout. The following presents a descriptive summary 

of these investigations. 

1875 South Palisade and Stable 

Documentary information indicates that the stable, constructed 

at the southwest corner of the fort in 1875, was built with 

vertical log walls and positioned with the back wall incor

porated into the south palisade (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 914). 

Initially, it also appeared that a separate palisade was 

constructed to connect the northeast corner of the building 

with the barracks/mess hall (Canadian Illustrated News 1876). 

By 1880 the stable and palisade had been dismantled in order 

to expand the fort enclosure to the southwest. Because of 

the nature of activities associated with dismantlement, it 

was anticipated that the archaeological remains of the 

stable architecture, other than foundation footings, would 

not be recovered. Investigations were, therefore, limited 

to defining the location and dimensions of the south stable 

as well as delineating the relationship of the building to 

the south and interior palisades. 
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A 1.0 m wide test trench, which had been aligned to 

profile the open area between the extant remount station 

stable and granary, located the east wall foundation and 

confirmed the remnants of other architectural features had 

been completely removed from the site. Subsequent excavations 

also located the northeast and southeast corners of the 

structure and defined the juncture with the south palisade. 

Investigations at the northeast corner of the stable 

also uncovered footing trenches extending to the north and 

east. By shovel shaving along the projected alignments, the 

foundations of an unidentified structure were delineated 

connecting the stable with the northwest and southwest 

corners of the cookhouse. In addition, two other footing 

trenches were also located abutting the northwest end of 

the unidentified building (Appendix B: figure 13). 

Although excavation of the building interiors was not 

undertaken, it could be concluded that the perspective 

presented in the Delaney sketch is in error and that other 

building activities between the stable and barracks/mess 

hall had been undertaken. Further investigations to define 

the nature and extent of these activities will have to be 

conducted at a later date. 

1879 Well 

In an effort to upgrade the quality of the water supply at 

Fort Walsh, a well was dug in the central area of the court 

yard in 1879 (R.N.W.M.P. 1973, Report for 1879; McCullough 

1976: 254-279). During subsequent abandonment of the post, 

the well was probably filled with discarded material; 

however, local informants also note that the R.C.M.P. 

excavated the feature in the early 1940s when the remount 

station was being established (D. Nuttall and D. Demchenko, 
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personal communication). 

A 5.0 m circular depression in the surface topography 

west of the quartermaster's stores coincided in the shape 

and location of the historic feature. Test excavations were 

initiated to verify the location as that of the 1879 well 

and to assess the potential of the archaeological remains. 

The investigation consisted of a 1.0 m wide profile 

trench which was aligned east/west through the centre of the 

depression. Initially, the trench was excavated strati-

graphically, with hand tools, through four discrete levels 

of humus material to a depth of 1.8 m below surface. The 

strata were U-shaped in cross section, slumping considerably 

toward the centre of the pit. Artifact material, although 

quantitatively minimal, dates the deposition of the humus 

to the period of the R.C.M.P. remount station. 

Underlying the humus the stratigraphy consisted of a 

mixture of clay, sand and cobbles. Although pockets or 

lenses of a homogeneous matrix could sometimes be isolated, 

there were no clear contacts to delineate further strati-

graphic layering. The material was removed from the trench 

by backhoe and extended to the maximum reach of the bucket, 

3.5 m below surface. The recovery of modern and historic 

artifacts indicated the layer probably consisted of a 

disturbed historic deposit and confirmed the R.C.M.P. had, 

indeed, dug the 1879 well. 

Prior to final profile mapping the walls of the trench 

completely collapsed, exposing a four-inch cast metal pipe 

projecting from the well opening and outlining a circular 

4.0 m diameter cut in the substrata. Because of the 

disturbed nature of the feature, the original diameter of 

the well could not be determined. Although the recovery of 

log and plank sections suggested the pit had been shored, no 

evidence was obtained to determine the methods used in 

construction. 
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Appendix A. Artifact Distributions from Fort Walsh. 

List of Tables 

Household Goods 

Tableware 

1. Distribution of whole/restorable ceramic tableware. 
2. Distribution of ceramic tableware fragments. 
3. Distribution of tin cups and plates. 
4. Distribution of whole/restorable and fragmentary 

glass tableware. 
5. Distribution of table knives. 
6. Distribution of butcher knives and forks. 
7. Distribution of spoons. 

Receptacles 

Liquor 

8. Distribution of whole/restorable alcoholic beverage 
bottles. 

9. Distribution of identifiable liquor glass fragments. 

Medioine 

10. Distribution of whole/restorable dispensing medicine 
bottles. 

11. Distribution of whole/restorable narrow-mouthed packer 
bottles. 

12. Distribution of whole/restorable proprietory medicine 
bottles. 

13. Distribution of identified medicine bottle fragments. 
14. Distribution of unidentified medicine bottle fragments. 

Food Storage 

15. Distribution of fragmentary and whole/restorable 
ceramic food containers and unidentified storage 
jars. 

16. Distribution of whole/restorable food storage bottles. 
17. Distribution of identifiable food storage glass 

fragments. 

Miscellaneous Containers, Lids and Parts 

18. Distribution of whole/restorable rectangular extract/ 
cosmetic/medicine bottles. 

19. Distribution of whole/restorable miscellaneous glass 
containers. 
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20. Distribution of hole-in-the-top cans. 
21. Distribution of metal slip-on lids. 
22. Distribution of miscellaneous can lids. 
2 3. Distribution of can bases, bottoms and miscellaneous 

parts. 
24. Distribution of metal receptacles. 
25. Distribution of can seals and metal rims. 
26. Distribution of can handles. 
27. Distribution of bottle and jar caps and stoppers. 
28. Distribution of barrel hoops and pail/bucket parts. 
29. Distribution of bottle seals. 

General Household Goods 

30. Distribution of artifacts of household use and 
kitchenware. 

31. Distribution of handles. 
32. Distribution of stove parts. 
33. Distribution of lighting devices. 
34. Distribution of keys and locks. 

Personal Goods 

Clothing and Accessories 

35. Distribution of uniform parts. 
36. Distribution of clothing buckles, hooks & eyes and 

fasteners. 
37. Distribution of clothing and accessories. 
38. Distribution of brass buttons. 
39. Distribution of button types. 
4 0. Distribution of leather shoes and shoe parts. 
41. Distribution of glass and metal beads. 

Toiletries 

42. Distribution of toiletry artifacts. 
43. Distribution of whole and restorable cosmetic bottles. 

Miscellaneous Personal Goods 

44. Distribution of tobacco seals and custom's seals. 
45. Distribution of jewellery. 
46. Distribution of pipes and pipe fragments. 
47. Distribution of coins. 
48. Distribution of miscellaneous personal effects and 

artifacts of medical care. 
49. Distribution of artifacts of recreation. 
50. Distribution of artifacts of stationery supplies. 
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Weapons and Accessories 

51. Distribution of weapons and traps. 

52. Distribution of cartridges. 

Tack and Saddlery 

53. Distribution of horse grooming equipment. 
54. Distribution of brass harness buckles. 
55. Distribution of iron harness buckles. 
56. Distribution of miscellaneous metal harness hardware. 
57. Distribution of horseshoes and oxshoes. 
58. Distribution of horse equipment hardware. 
Leather Working 

59. Distribution of leather-working tools. 
60. Distribution of copper/brass rivets, burrs, and 

grommets. 
61. Distribution of leather strapping/belting and other 

• leather. 
62. Distribution of strip and split leather fragments. 

Wagon Parts and Accessories 

63. Distribution of wagon wheel parts. 
64. Distribution of wagon reinforcements. 

65. Distribution of miscellaneous wagon parts. 

General Maintenance Tools 

66. Distribution of general maintenance tools. 

Blacksmithing Tools 

67. Distribution of blacksmithing tools. 

Miscellaneous Hardware 

6 8. Distribution of door hardware. 
69. Distribution of window glass. 
70. Distribution of rectangular head machine cut nails. 
71. Distribution of machine cut finishing and horseshoe 

nails. 
72. Distribution of machine cut brad and trunk nails. 
73. Distribution of square head machine cut nails. 
74. Distribution of cut tacks, screws and wire nails. 
75. Distribution of miscellaneous machine cut nails, 

tacks and screws. 
76. Distribution of square head bolts. 
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77. Distribution of threaded, convex head bolts. 
78. Distribution of nuts. 
79. Distribution of miscellaneous bolts. 
80. Distribution of headless bolt fragments. 
81. Distribution of iron washers. 
82. Distribution of miscellaneous hardware. 
83. Distribution of miscellaneous bars, rods, plates, 

braces, eyes and caps. 
84. Distribution of spikes, hooks and staples. 
85. Distribution of wire. 
86. Distribution of chains. 
87. Distribution of metal rings. 

Miscellaneous Metal Artifacts and Metal Scrap 

88. Distribution of metal scrap fragments. 
89. Distribution of metal foil and melted metal scrap. 
90. Distribution of metal rods. 
91. Distribution of cast iron bars. 

92. Distribution of metal sheeting and metal strapping. 

Unidentified Metal 

93. Distribution of unidentified metal objects. 

Miscellaneous Non-Metal 

94. Distribution of miscellaneous non-metal artifacts. 
95. Distribution of miscellaneous glass artifacts. 
96. Distribution of glass fragments. 
Twentieth Century Artifacts 

97. Distribution of twentieth century machine parts. 
98. Distribution of miscellaneous twentieth century 

artifacts and fragments. 



TABLE 1. Distribution of whole/restorable ceramic tableware at Fort Walsh, Site 7N, by structure, 
shape and ware type. Counts record the number of sherds per vessel. 

H 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N39 Op.7N41 
1880 1880 1875 1877 1879 1880 
Powder NCO North Q-master Well Com. 

SHAPE AND WARE TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables Stores Privy TOTAL 

PLATE 
V.W.E. plain, A.Meakin,Engl. 10/1 10/1 

plain, moulded wheat 
pattern, unident. 141/1 141/1 
R.Cochrane & Co. 21/2 21/2 
banded, gilt/green, 
Thomas Funival 13/1 13/1 

R.W.E. banded, gilt, unid. 4/1 4/1 

CUP 
V.W.E. plain, moulded wheat 

pattern, vertical 
fluting 33/2 33/2 

R.W.E. plain, vertical fluting 18/2 18/2 

SAUCER 
R.W.E. lithograph, black floral 4/1 4/1 
PORCELAIN banded/painted, 

clover design, gilt 6/1 6/1 

GRAVY BOWL 
R.W.E. plain, J&G Meakin 12/1 12/1 

BOWL 
R.W.E. plain, J&G Meakin 74/1 74/1 

unidentified 2/1 2/1 
PITCHER 
Coarse Earthenware 
Rockingham style glaze 26/1 26/1 

R.W.E. moulded relief, poly
chrome, Majolica, 
lid & body frags. 89/- 1/- 90/-

TOTAL 141/12 2/1 141/1 89/- 1/- 80/2 454/16 



PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well 

WARE TYPE AND SHAPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables Stores house 

PLATE 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 8 21 3 5 

H. Meakin 1 1 
moulded, wheat pattern 7 1 1 

R.W.E. plain, unidentified 8 2 8 
transfer print, blue 
floral 

SAUCER 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 18 1 3 1 

moulded, wheat pattern 1 
J&G Meakin 1 

R.W.E. transf. print, flow blue 
plain, unidentified 8 5 4 
painted, red/green floral 1 
painted, blue/grn. floral 1 
lithog., green floral 1 
transf. print, 1 1 
blue floral 

moulded, shell edge 1 

CUP 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 3 11 2 3 

moulded, wheat pattern 3 1 1 
R.W.E. plain, unidentified 4 1 1 5 6 1 

moulded, turquoise glaze 

BOWL 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 1 
R.W.E. plain, unidentified 1 1 1 22 

UNIDENTIFIED 1 

HOLLOW WARE 
R.W.E. painted, purple/blue 1 

EWER 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 3 

TOTAL 23 85 6 9 10 48 2 1 3 

h-1 
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TABLE 2. Distribution of ceramic tableware fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, shape and 
ware type. Counts record the number of sherds. 



TABLE 2. Distribution of ceramic tableware fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, shape and 
ware type. Counts record the number of sherds. 
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" " PROVENIENCE "" " 
Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 Op.7N49 
1880 1880 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 1875 
Orderly Com. NCO Shoe- of North NCO South Int. 

WARE TYPE AND SHAPE Ext. Privy Ext. makers Stables Privy Stables Pal. TOTAL 

PLATE 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 2 1 2 42 

H. Meakin 2 
moulded, wheat pattern 3 12 

R.W.E. plain, unidentified 1 1 29 49 
transf. print, blue 19 
floral 19 

SAUCER 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 23 

moulded, wheat pattern 1 
J&G Meakin 1 2 

R.W.E. transf. print, flow blue 1 1 
plain, unidentified 2 2 6 1 1 29 
painted, red/grn. floral 1 8 10 
painted, blue/grn.floral 1 
lithog., green floral 1 
trans, print, blue 2 
floral 

moulded, shell edge 1 

CUP 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 4 23 

moulded, wheat pattern 5 
R.W.E. plain, unidentified 4 4 2 1 1 30 

moulded, turq. glaze 3 3 

BOWL 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 1 
R.W.E. plain, unidentified 2 2 2 31 

UNIDENTIFIED 1 

HOLLOW WARE 
R.W.E. painted, purple/blue 1 

EWER 
V.W.E. plain, unidentified 1 4 

TOTAL 13 1 7 7 14 35 20 10 294 



TABLE 3. Distribution of tin cups and plates at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by 
structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

H 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N39 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1877 1879 1877 
Powder NCO Saddlery Well Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. makers TOTAL 

PLATES (TIN) 
Raised Rim 
Enameled, unidentified 1 1 

blue/white 1 1 
green/white 1 1 
grey 1 1 

CUPS 
Cylindrical seamed 1 1 
Single piece; 
Flat sheet metal handle 

grey enamel 1 1 
blue/grey/ 
white enamel 1 1 

Rod handle 
grey enamel 1 1 

Handles only 1 1 2 
tin, rod-shaped 

TOTAL 2 5 1 1 1 10 



TABLE 4. Distribution of whole/restorable and fragmentary glass tableware at Fort 
Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of 
fragments per artifact. 

H 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1877 1877 1875 
Stables Powder Q-master Shoe- NCO, 

TYPE Magazine stores makers Privy TOTAL 

BOWL 
White 1/1 1/1 

TUMBLER 
Colourless 2/1 2/1 6/1 10/3 

VASE 
Pressed base 

colourless 1/1 1/1 

LID 
Pressed 

colourless 

UNIDENTIFIED 
Red 1 9/1 10/1 
Colourless 1 35/1 36/1 
White 1/1 1/1 2/2 

TOTAL 2/1 13/3 37/2 6/1 2/2 60/9 



TABLE 5. Distribution of table knives at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure. 
Counts record the number of artifacts. 

H 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 
1880 1877 1879 1880 1877 
Powder Saddlery Well Orderly Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Ext. makers TOTAL 

TABLE KNIFE 
Complete 
One piece 
Straight-sided 
tapered, flat tang 1 1 

-scales riveted 
and sleeve 1 1 

-tapering wood 
scales 1 1 

rat-tail tang 1 1 2 
Rounded 

flat tang, parallel 
edges 1 1 
rat-tail tang, 
bone handle 1 1 

Two piece 
Straight sided, 
riveted, tapered, 
flat tang 1 1 

Fragment, rat-tail 
tang 1 1 

Fragment with cloth 1 1 

TOTAL 5 2 1 1 1 10 



TABLE 6. Distribution of butcher knives and forks at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by 
structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE " ' " 
Op. 7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1877 1877 
Powder NCO Q-master Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. stores makers TOTAL 

BUTCHER 
Fragment 
Handle; flat tang, tapered 
wood scales, coppered rivet, 
basket weave incised design 1 1 

CLASP KNIFE 
Swell-end jack 
bosterless 2 1 3 
rounded blade 1 1 

Equal-end jack 
single boster, bone 1 1 
scale with shield 

FORKS 
3-tine, hafted, sheet metal 
shank, riveted 
scaled handle 2 2 
scales missing 2 1 3 

TOTAL 6 2 2 1 11 



TABLE 7. Distribution of spoons at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure 
and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

H 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N39 Op.7N41 Op.7N4 3 
1880 1879 1880 1877 
Powder Well Com. Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Privy maker TOTAL 

COMPLETE SPOONS 
Teaspoon; fiddle pattern, upturned 
handle; pointed ovate bowl; eared; 
iron 1 1 
Tablespoon; fiddle pattern, dog-
nose handle; oblong bowl; single 
drop 1 1 

SPOON FRAGMENTS 
Bowls 

Serving spoon, pointed ovate, 
drop join. 1 1 
Tablespoon, single element, 
pointed ovate. 2 2 

Handle 
Serving spoon, fiddle pattern, 
down-turned 1 1 2 
-iron 1 1 
-grey metal; "R. Broadhead 
Co./Sheaffield." 1 1 2 
Cooking spoon; flat, hole in 
handle; grey metal 1 1 
Ladle; straight-sided, hole 
in handle 
-iron 2 1 3 

Fragments, grey metal 1 1 2 

TOTAL 11 1 1 3 16 



TABLE 8. Distribution of whole/restorable alcoholic beverage bottles at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of bottles. 

PROVENIENCE * 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N37 Op.7N39 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1877 1879 1880 1880 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery Q-master Well Com. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. stores Privy Ext. TOTAL 

BEER 
Amber, 22.6 oz. 
D.S.G. Co. 2 4 6 
S.McKee & Co. 2 2 
C MILW ' 8 8 
C & Co. 1 1 
other 2 15 17 

"Champagne" beer 
12 oz. 2 2 

20th C , 12 oz. 2 1 1 1 5 

WINE (CHAMPAGNE) 
Dark Green 
c. 24 oz. 1 1 
c. 12^ oz. 1 1 

Demi-John 1 1 2 

LIQUOR 
Cognac, 25 3/4 oz. 1 2 3 

UNIDENTIFIED 
Black 1 1 2 
Green, 23 oz. 

. . P I 1 
other 8 8 

TOTAL 1 14 1 1 2 1 38 1 59 



TABLE 9. Distribution of identifiable liquor glass fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure. Counts are recorded by number of fragments. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1879 1880 

FRAGMENT SHAPE Stables Powder N.W. Saddlery North Q-master Well Orderly 
AND COLOUR Magazine Bastion Stables stores Ext. 

LIQUOR 
Unidentified 2 
green 
dark green 1 3 
amber 6 6 2 1 
black 2 75 
black-ring finish 

Beer 
blue/green 1 1 
amber 23 32 19 
modern 58 1 7 31 

Wine 
green 8 
dark green 3 2 13 

Demi-John 
blue/green base 

Hard Liquor 
20th C. Hudson Bay 
Company rum 6 3 

TOTAL 33 172 2 2 3 75 29 44 



TABLE 9. Distribution of identifiable liquor glass fragments at Fort Walsh, 
site 7N, by structure. Counts are recorded by number of fragments. 

-J 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 

FRAGMENT SHAPE Com. NCO Shoe- of N. NCO South 
AND COLOUR Privy Ext. makers Stables Privy Stables TOTAL 

LIQUOR 
Unidentified 2 
green 1 1 
dark green 1 5 
amber 2 17 
black 77 
black-ring finish 1 1 

Beer 
blue/green 2 
amber 4 78 
modern 97 

Wine 
green 1 9 
dark green 18 

Demi-john 
blue/green base 3 3 

Hard Liquor 
20th C. Hudson Bay 63 
Company rum 

TOTAL 1 2 2 4 1 3 373 



Table 10. Distribution of whole/restorable dispensing medicine bottles 
at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record 
the number of bottles. 

-J 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op. 7N31 Op. 7N33 Op. 7N34 
1880 1880 1877 
Powder NCO Saddlery 
Magazine Pri.Pal. TOTAL 

CYLINDRICAL 
B/G, round-shouldered, près, lip, 
3-piece mould 
ij ounce 4 4 
1 ounce 7 7 
2 ounce 4 4 8 
3 3/4 ounce 1 1 2 
5 h. ounce 3 1 4 
8 ounce 5 2 7 

Blue/Green 
patent finish 2 2 

Colourless, près, finish 
2-piece mould 

"... RING CHEMISTS/MONTREAL/ 
EVANS" 1 1 

VACCINE 
Pale mauve 1 1 
Blue/Green 1 1 

LONG PHIAL 
B/G, 3% - 3 3/4 ounce 1 2 3 

OVAL 
Colourless 
planged finish, ca. h ounce 1 1 

TOTAL 27 13 1 41 



TABLE 11. Distribution of whole/restorable narrow-mouthed packer bottles 
at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record 
the number of bottles. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op. 7N31 Op. 7N34 
1880 1877 
Powder Saddlery 

TYPE Magazine TOTAL 

80 ounce 
blue/green 2 2 

80 ounce 
blue 2 2 4 

TOTAL 2 4 6 



TABLE 12. Distribution of whole/restorable proprietory medicine bottles at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of bottles. 

00 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op. 7N31 Op. 7N33 Op. 7N34 Op. 7N37 Op. 7N42 Op. 7N45 
1880 1880 1877 1877 1880 1875 
Powder NCO Saddlery Q-master NCO NCO 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. stores Ext. Privy TOTAL 

RECTANGULAR 
Perry Davis Vegetable 
Pain Killer 1 1 2 2 6 
Stantons Pain Relief 1 1 
Ayer's Sarsaparilla 3 3 
Van Ruskirk's Fragrant 
Sozodont 1 1 2 

Citrate of Magnesia 1 1 

CYLINDRICAL 
Kays Coaguline 1 1 

OVAL 
Brown's Jamaica Ginger 5 5 
J.H. Nasmyth & Co./ 
Medical Hall/ Stratford, 
Ontario 1 1 

TOTAL 6 2 3 1 3 5 20 



TABLE 13. Distribution of identified medicine bottle fragments at Fort Walsh, 
site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record number of fragments 
per minimum number of bottles. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N35 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1875 1877 1875 
Stables Powder North Shoe- NCO 

TYPE AND COLOUR Magazine Stables makers Privy TOTAL 

F. BROWN'S JAMAICA 
GINGER 

oval, b/g 38/3 38/3 

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA 
4-panel, b/g 2/1 -3/1 5/2 

PERRY DAVIS PAIN 
KILLER 

3-panel, b/g 1/1 1/1 2/2 

R. GREY, MONTREAL 
4-panel, b/g 13/1 13/1 
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TABLE 14- D i s t r i b u t i o n o f u n i d e n t i f i e d Medic ine b o t t l e fragments a t F o r t Malah, s i t » 7M, by s t r u c t u r a and t y p e . 
Counts r e c o r d number o f f r a e a w n t s . S l a s h e d f i g u r e s r e c o r d nujeber o f fraojaanta o v e r nussber o f o b j e c t s . 

PNOVBNIBMCX 
Op.TNlO 0 p . 7 » j l Op.7M33 Op.7M34 Op.7M35 Op.TII37 0 p . * K 3 l Op.7H39 Op.7N40 Op.7M.4 3 Op. 77444 Op. 71145 Op.TTMl 
HIO 1110 1110 1177 1175 1177 1177 1879 1110 1877 A i e s H. 1S75 1B75 
S t a b l e s Feeder NCO S a d d l e r y North Q-ataatcr Guard- Well Order ly S h o e - o f R. RCO South 

TYPE AMD COLOUR Magasine P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s h o u s s E x t . makers S t a b l e s Pr ivy S t a b l e s TOTAL 

CYLINDRICAL 
Colourless 

patent finieh 1 1 
prescription finish 1 1 

Blue 1 1 
Pale Blue 

patent finish 17 17 
prescription finish 2 2 

Blue/Green 1 123/4 4/2 12/2 5/1 1 1 147 
patent finish J4/1 2 2 33 11 2 1 145 
prescription finish 4 41/2 3 2 1 1 52 
narrow-southed pecker 1 1 

Pale Green 5/1 3 • 
prescription finish 6/1 1 7 

Dark Green 
narrow-Mouthed packer 2 2 

TOTAL 10 2S7 6 20 36 19 3 2 1 314 

OVAL 
C o l o u r l e s a 1 1 2 
Blue 1 1 
B l u e / G r e e n 1 10 1» 5 35 

p a t e n t f i n i s h 2 2 
Mauve 1 1 

Union o v « i 2 / 1 2 

TOTAL 1 13 1 21 5 2 43 

VIAL 
B l u e / G r e e n base 2 2 
Dark Blue baee i 1 

TOTAL 3
 3 

SHAPE UMIDEMTIPIED 4 / 1 4 
Colourless 

patent finieh 2 1 4/2 19 1 1 21 
preecription finiah J L 2 

extract finiah * J 
panel 1 » 

Blue -
flat finish neck 1 1 

Blue/Green 
brandy finish a • 

Mauve 
prescription finieh 

ground bore - • * 
petent finish 3 * 

Dark Green 
petent finish 1 \ 
"R" •TER" "LAW 3 3 

TOTAL 4 10 1 5 1 19 ^ 1 9 2 1 53 

RECTANGULAR, PANELLED 
1-panel, b/g 5 1 • 
3-panel, b/g 2 1 3 
4-panel, b/g 
Convex panel 2 ' 

unidentified panel 1 l 

b/g 5 6 1 « 
colourless 1 7 2 4 12 
colourless, "HURBE, 

MONTREAL" 5 3 I 
green 
ssuv. tint 2 Î 
eauve t int , patent finieh 8 • 

TOTAL 6 22 5 4 1 12 5 1 54 

RECTANGULAR, PLAT-SIDED 
CKAMTERRED CORNERS 3 1 1 5 I I 
Colourlesa Î - 3 

nliu 5 5 1° 

Swcr— Î U * *î 
Hauve 1 ! 

TOTAL 7 1 12 1 5 5 7 1 29 

RICTAHGULAR CONCAVE 

Blue/Green i \ 
Colourless * * * 

TOTAL 1 22 1 1 25 
PRENCH SQUARE 
Colourless 8 • 

http://Op.7M.4
http://3


TABLE 15. Distribution of fragmentary and whole/restorable ceramic food containers and unidentified 
storage jars at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure. Counts record number of fragments per vessel. 

H 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N40 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1880 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Orderly 

FUNCTION AND WARE TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores Ext. 

BEVERAGE BOTTLES 
Stoneware; brown, salt glaze 

Bourne & Son, Denby 10/1 

MARMALADE JAR 
R.W.E.; clear glaze 

Dundee Marmalade 55/5 7/4 
M Alfonso, King of Spain 10/1 

FISH/MEAT PASTE 
R.W.E.; clear glaze 

Ashworth (?) Jar 2/2 
Lid 2/2 

STORAGE JAR 
Stoneware; buff, salt olaze 

Albany slip int. 56/1 162/1 
Stoneware; buff, feldspathic 

glaze, George Skey, 
Tamworth 

Jar 34/1 15/1 
Lid 1/1 

CROCK 
Stoneware; buff salt glaze 12/1 

UNIDENTIFIED STORAGE JAR FRAGMENTS 
Stoneware; brown, salt glaze 4/- 4/- 6/- 2/-
R.W.E.; clear glaze 4/- 9/- 2/-

TOTAL 8/- 113/12 7/4 88/4 10/1 168/1 4/-



TABLE 15. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N49 Op.7M50 
1880 1877 1875 1875 1877 
Cora. Shoe- NCO Int. Cook-

FUNCTION AND WARE TYPE Privy makers Privy Pal. house TOTAL 

BEVERAGE BOTTLES 
Stoneware; brown, salt glaze 

Bourne & Son, Denby 10/1 

MARMALADE JAR 
R.W.E.; clear glaze 

Dundee Marmalade 6/1 6 8/10 
M Alfonso, King of Spain 10/1 

FISH/MEAT PASTE 
R.W.E.; clear glaze 

Ashworth (?) Jar 2/2 
Lid 2/2 

STORAGE JAR 
Stoneware; buff, salt glaze 

Albany slip int. 218/2 
Stoneware; buff, feldspathic 

glaze, George Skey, 
Tamworth 

Jar 49/2 
Lid 1/1 

CROCK 
Stoneware; buff salt glaze 12/1 

UNIDENTIFIED STORAGE JAR FRAGMENTS 
Stoneware; brown, salt glaze 1/- 17/-
R.W.E.; clear glaze 1/- 1/- 2/- 3/- 22/-

TOTAL 1/- 2/- 6/1 2/- 3/- 411/22 



TABLE 16. Distribution of whole/restorable food storage bottles at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of bottles. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N37 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.7N50 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1880 1880 1877 
Stables Powder NCO Q-master Com. NCO Cook-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. stores Privy Ext. house N 

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE 
Lea & Perrins, 5^ - 6 oz. 
J.D.S. 3 1 4 
A.B.C. Co. 1 3 4 
Unidentifiable 2 2 

Other 1 1 

PRESERVES/PICKLES 
Wide mouth Cylindrical, 

colourless 
G & D, c. 26.5 oz. 2 3 5 
M or W c. 18* - 19 oz. 7 2 9 

+ 19 oz. 1 1 
b/g, wide mouth, oval, 

Fruit Growers Trade 
c. 27* oz. 1 1 

SALAD CREAM 1 1 

SEASONING 
E.R. Durkee-Salpicant 1 1 

EXTRACT & FLAVOURING 
E.R. Durkee Flavouring 1 4 5 
Vanilla 1 1 
Lemon Oil 1 2 3 

BEVERAGE 
Marnique Lime Juice 1 1 
Mineral Water - "Cromac Spring 
Aereated Water" 1 1 

OTHER 
cylindrical, green, flat-sided, 
b/g, wide mouth, 1873 patent 1 1 

TOTAL 2 22 4 1 4 7 1 41 



TABLE 17. Distribution of identifiable food storage glass fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of fragments. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1880 1877 1875 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Com. Shoe- NCO 

FRAGMENT SHAPE & COLOUR Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores Privy makers Privy TOTAL 

WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE 
Lea & Perrins 1 1 2 
ABC Co. 38 55 93 
stopper 1 1 

PICKLE JAR 
b/g, flat 2 22 24 

UNIDENTIFIED 
Colourless 
cylindrical 1 5 19 1 26 
extract lip finish 1 1 
wide mouth, 1873 patent 2 8 10 20 
spice, panelled 1 1 
'YOR' 1 1 

Blue/Green 21 25 1 47 
extract lip finish 1 1 
packer, large mouth 1 1 
soft drink, cylindrical 1 1 
wide mouth 1 1 

Green 5 4 9 
cylindrical 30 75 17 122 

Mauve 7 47 54 
Colourless, 20th C. lid 1 1 

screw lip 34 1 35 
screw top 1 1 
fruit jar lid 1 1 

TOTAL 64 149 16 67 55 84 1 6 1 443 



TABLE 18. Distribution of whole/restorable rectangular extract/cosmetic/medicine bottles at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of bottles. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N40 Op.7N42 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1880 1880 
Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Orderly NCO 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables Ext. Ext. TOTAL 

NO PANEL 
Colourless, c. *s'oz. 1 1 

ONE PANEL 
b/g, patent finish 

1 ounce 1 1 
2 ounce 1 1 

TWO PANEL 
Colourless, patent finish 

c. 1 3/4 oz. '309' 3 1 4 
Colourless, flanged finish 

c. 1 3/4 oz. 1 1 
Colourless, round, beaded 
prescription finish 

c. 1 3/4 oz. 2 2 
Colourless, V-shaped, 
beaded finish 

c. 1 3/4 oz. 'STL43' 8 1 9 

THREE PANEL 
b/g, oil finish, c. 2 oz. 
'ST LOUIS/WM PARKER' 1 1 

FOUR PANEL 
Colourless, patent finish 
ball neck, Xh - Xh oz. 

•X' 1 1 2 4 
'WV C 2 1 3 
no I.D. 1 1 

TOTAL 4 1 11 5 1 1 5 28 



TABLE 19. Distribution of whole/restorable miscellaneous glass containers at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N,,by type and structure. Counts record number of containers. 

00 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N43 Op.7N301 
1880 1880 1877 1877 Backdirt 
Powder NCO Saddlery Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. makers TOTAL 

CYLINDRICAL 
Colourless 3 3 
'York' glass company 1 1 
ball neck, threaded mouth, 'M' 1 1 

OVAL 
Blue/Green 1 1 2 

SQUARE 
Colourless, lead glass 1 1 

NECK 
Colourless, patent finish 1 1 
Blue/Green, flat band, V-shaped, 
rim finish 1 1 

STOPPER 
Rectangular finial 1 1 
Circular finial 1 1 

CIRCULAR 
Colourless, pressed daisy design 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 7 3 1 13 



TABLE 20. Distribution of hole-in-the-top cans at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type and size. 
Counts record number of cans. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N3Q Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1877 1877 1880 1877 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery Q-master Guard- NCO Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. stores house Ext. makers TOTAL 

IDENTIFIED 
6Z (2 1/8" x 3«s") 1 1 
SZ Tall (2/16 x 3V") 
#1 (2 11/16 x 4") 5 5 
#211 Cylinder (2 11/16 x 4 7/8") 4 4 
#2 (3 7/16 X 4 9/16") 1 17 1 2 21 
•2% (4 1/16 x 4 11/16") 6 1 7 
#3 (4% X 7") 
#300 ( 3 x 4 7/16") 15 15 
#303 (3/16 x 4 3/8") 29 29 
#5 (5 1/8 x 5 5/8") 3 1 4 
#1 Tall (3 1/16 x 4 11/16") 

UNIDENTIFIED 
3" diam. 3 3/8" ht. 10 1 11 
3" diam. 4 V" ht. 1 1 2 
3" diam. 3 V" ht. 
3" diam. 3 5/8" ht. 1 1 
3V" diam. 2 5/8" ht. 1 1 
3>j" diam. 2 k" ht. 
3 3/4" diam. 4%" ht. 4 4 
4" diam. 4V," ht. 1 1 
4" diam. 5" ht. 1 1 2 
4V" diam. 2 3/8" ht. 4 4 
4V" diam. 4 3/4" ht. 1 1 
7V" diam. 4" ht. 1 1 
3V" diam. 4V" ht. 1 1 
3 3/8" diam. 2 7/8" ht. 1 1 
4%" diam. 4V" ht. 1 1 
(4" x 6V") 2 2 
<2V x 3 1/8") 1 1 
<4V x 5") 1 1 
(3" x 6") 1 1 
unidentified 42 1 1 44 

TOTAL 1 148 3 3 5 2 1 1 2 166 
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TABLE 2 1 . D i s t r i b u t i o n o f n a t a l a l i p - o n l i d » a t F o r t Walsh, a i t a 7N, by s t r u c t u r e , shape and s i s » . 
Counts racord nunber o f l i d s . 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 OP.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1880 1880 1877 Area ¥ . 
S t a b l e s Powder NCO S a d d l e r y North Q - n a s t e r Guard- Con. NCO S h o e - o f N. 

TYPE Magazine P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s house P r i v y E x t . n a x e r s S t a b l e s TOTAL 

CIRCULAR 
1%" dia. 7/8" l i p ht . 1 J 

>l" l i p ht . 1 I 
2 3/8" dia . 1/8" l i p ht . 7 7 

5'/8" l i p h t . 1 1 2 

2k" dia. 3/8" l i p h t . 1 i 
2 5/8" dia . 3/16" l i p ht . 1 \ 

3/8" l i p ht . 3 3 
5/8" l i p ht . 4 1 3 8 
1" l i p h t . 1 1 

2 3/4" dia . 1/8" l i p h t . 3 3 
k" l i p ht . 2 2 

2 7/8" dia . 3/8" l i p ht . 2 2 
k" l i p h t . 1 1 

3" dia . 1/8" l i p ht . 5 3 8 
3/8" l i p h t . 5 2 7 
k" l i p ht . 4 4 

3 1/8" d ia . 1/8" l i p h t . 1 1 
k" l i p ht . 1 1 

3k" dia. 1|" l i p ht . 1 1 
>l" l i p ht . 1 1 2 

5/8" l i p h t . 4 1 5 

7/8" l i p h t . 2 2 

3k" dia . 3/8" l i p ht . 4 1 5 
k" l i p ht . 1 1 
k" l i p ht . 4 2 « 

3 5/8" dia . 1/8" l i p ht . 6 « 
k" l i p h t . 1 1 

6" dia. 3/4" l i p h t . 5 5 

10" dia. 3/4" l i p h t . 1 1 
3 5/8" dia. 5/8" l i p ht . 1 1 
Sise unidentif ied 1 1 1 3 

OVAL 
2k" length; Ik" width; 

3/8" lip ht. 1 1 
7 length; 7/8" width; 

7 lip ht. 1 1 
2 5/16" length; 1 3/8" wdth; 

"l" lip ht. 1 1 

RECTANGULAR 
3 1/8" length; 1 1/16" wdth; 

<l" lip ht. 1 1 
5" length; 3 3/4" width; 

k" lip ht. 5 5 

CIRCULAR 
Baking Powder 

"Royal" 3k" dia. x 1" lip 1 1 
"Princess" 5k" dia. x 
k" lip 1 1 

7 dia. k" lip 1 1 
? dia. 5/8" lip 2 2 

Unidentified Brand 
6k" x k" 1 1 

TOTAL 1 54 4 2 3 32 1 2 1 5 3 108 



TABLE 22. Distribution of miscellaneous can lids at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, 
type and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

H 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1877 
Powder NCO Orderly Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Ext. makers TOTAL 

HOLE-IN-TOP CAN LID 
lid dia. cap dia. ring wdth. lip 

3" 1 1/8" 3/4" 1/8" 1 1 
? 1 3/4" 3/4" ? 1 1 
? 1 3/4" ? ? 1 1 
? 1 V 5/8" ? 1 1 
? 1 V ? ? 1 1 
? 2" ? ? 1 1 

3 h" 1 3/4" 3/4" ? 1 1 
3 y 2 h" 5/8" ? 1 1 
3" 1 3/8" 3/4" ? 1 1 

4 1/8" 2 V 7/8" ? 1 1 
? 2 y ? ? 2 2 
? 2" ? ? 1 1 
? 1 5/8" ? ? 1 1 

3 y 2 5/8" 5/8" ? 1 1 

HOLE-IN-TOP CAN CAP 
can d i a . h o l e d i a . l i p 

2" y ? 1 1 
i y ? ? 1 1 
î y y ? i i 

TWIST-ON LID 
3 y d i a . 5 / 8 " l i p 2 2 
t o b a c c o can 

4" d i a . y l i p 3 3 
Ik" d i a . 3 /8" l i p 1 1 

RECTANGULAR LIDS/BASES 
4%" x 3" 1 1 
y x 2" i i 

CYLINDRICAL CAN LID 
unidentified size with crimped 1 1 
edge, 1 5/8" dia. y ht. 

TOTAL 9 15 2 2 28 



TABLE 23. Distribution of can bases, bottoms and miscellaneous parts at Fort Walsh, 
site 7N, by structure, type and size. Counts record the number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N37 Op.7N40 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1880 1875 
Powder N.W. NCO Q-master Orderly NCO 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. stores Ext. Privy TOTAL 

CIRCULAR CAN BASES 
#2, 3 7/16" dia. 3 3 
#2*5, 4 1/16" dia. 5 5 

6 V dia. 1 1 
Unidentified 

I V dia. 1 1 
2" dia. 2 2 
2*" dia. 1 1 
2 V dia. 2 2 
3" dia. 7 1 8 
3 3/8" dia. 5 5 

TOTAL 25 2 1 28 

HOLE-IN-TOP CAN BASE 

3" dia. 3 3 

TOTAL 3 3 

SLIP-ON-LID 

7" height 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 

CAN SPOUT 
unthreaded: 2.1 cm 1 1 

1.6 cm 1 1 
3.0 cm 1 1 
3.6 cm 1 1 

threaded: 3.5 cm 1 1 
can fragments 1 1 2 

TOTAL 5 1 1 7 



TABLE 24. Distribution of metal receptacles by structure and type, at Fort Walsh, site 7N. 
Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N39 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1879 1880 1877 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery Well Com. Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal, Privy makers TOTAL 

RECTANGULAR 
Soldered 

Sardine 1 22 
4k x 3 x 1" 1 19 1 2 
4 3 /4x3 3/4 x IV 2 2 2 
bottom, modern size? 

Myrtle, Tuckett S Son 3 
6 x 5 x 13 3/4" 3 

Coal Oil 
3 7 / 8 x 3 7/8 x 6 3/4" 
wire handle and spout 1 2 
13 3/4x3 3/4x6k" 1 

Syrup (threaded spout) 
6 x 6 x 6k" 1 
2k X Ik. X 3 1/8" 1 1 
2k x k x ? 1 1 
Ik x 3* x 4k" 1 1 
? x 4 x 6k" 1 

U n i d e n t i f i e d 1 
2k x Ik x 3 7 / 8 " 1 5 
4 x 2k x 4 5 / 8 " 5 2 
4 7 /8 x 2k x Ik " 2 1 
9k x 4 1/8 x 5k" 1 2 
4 7 / 8 x 3 1 / 8 x ? 2 2 
3 3/16 x 2k x 4 9 / 1 6 " 2 1 
4k x 4k x 5k" (handmade) 1 
3 3/4 x 3k x 6 3 /4" 2 

( s p o u t e d ) 2 1 1 
4 x 2 5/8 x 5" (handmade) 1 1 
1 x ? x ? (handmade) 

Lead or Zinc alloy 
8k x 4 x 3k" 1 1 

SQUARE 
Soldered 

Unidentified 
4k x 4k x 6k" 1 1 
8k x 8k" 1 1 
9k x 9k x 13" 4 4 
3 3 / 4 x 3 3/4 x 6k" 2 2 
size unidentified 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 42 6 9 2 2 2 ' 66 



TABLE 25. Distribution of can seals and metal rims at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type 
and size. Counts record the number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 
Powder N.W. Saddlery North NCO Shoe- of N. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables Ext. makers Stables Privy TOTAL 

CAN SEALS 
1 3/8" diameter 2 1 1 4 
1 V diameter 14 1 15 
1 5/8" diameter 5 1 6 
1 3/4" diameter 12 1 1 14 
1 7/8" diameter 6 6 
2 V diameter 19 1 3 1 24 
2 3/8" diameter 3 3 
2 y diameter 7 1 1 9 
2 5/8" diameter 5 5 
2 3/4" diameter 6 1 7 
2" diameter 2 2 

TOTAL 79 3 1 2 2 3 3 2 95 

METAL RIMS 
e x t . d i a m . / i n t . d i a m . 

3 y 3 y 2 2 
3 y 1 3 / 4 " 1 1 
s i / 8 " 2 y 1 1 

d i a m . 6" 2 2 

TOTAL 2 2 1 1 5 



TABLE 26. Distribution of can handles at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure 
and size. Counts record the number of handles. 

tn 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1877 1880 1880 1877 1875 
Stables Powder Saddlery Orderly Com. Shoe- NCO 

SIZE Magazine Ext. Privy makers Privy TOTAL 

WIRE LOOP CAN HANDLE 

length cm / width cm 

2_ ,0 -2 .9 
x 2 . 9 x 2 . 2 5 1 2 3 

3 ^ 0 - 3 . 9 
x 3 . 3 x 3 . 4 2 1 3 

5 . 0 - 5 . 9 
x 5 . 5 x 4 . 1 1 1 

6 ^ 0 - 6 . 9 
x 6 . 6 x 3 . 6 5 5 

7 ^ 0 - 7 . 9 
x 7 . 4 x 3 . 7 1 9 1 1 12 

9 ^ 0 - 9 . 9 
x 9 . 4 5 x 5 . 9 2 2 

1 0 . 0 - 1 1 . 0 
x 1 0 . 0 x 4 . 0 1 1 

TOTAL 1 16 2 1 2 2 3 27 
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TABLE 27. D i s t r i b u t i o n o£ b o t t l s «nd Jar caps and s toppers a t Fort Haish, s i t s 7N, 
by s t r u c t u r e and t y p e . Counts record number of a r t i f a c t s . 

PROVENIENCE 
OP.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1680 1877 1675 1877 1677 1879 1880 1880 1877 1875 1675 
Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- H e l l Orderly Com. Shoe- NCO South 

TYPE Magazine Bas t ion P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s house Ext . Pr ivy makers Privy S t a b l e s TOTAL 

METAL 
CROHN CAP/20TH C. 2 1 3 5 IS 1 28 

Interior liner 1 1 
SCREW-ON CAP 

"H. Halker s Sons Ltd." 1 1 
•H.4A. Gilbey Ltd." 1 1 
Unidentified 

Dia./Avge. ht. 
2-3 cm/1.3 cm 1 1 1 3 
3-4 cm/1.4 c m 3 1 2 1 1 1 9 
4-5 cm/0.8 cm 1 1 

Copper 
1.9 cm/0.55 cm 2 2 4 

SLIP-ON CAP 
"H.T. Rawleigh Co. Ltd." 

(3.3 cm x 0.8 cm) 1 1 
unidentified 

Dia./Avge. ht. 
0-1 cm/0.5 cm 1 1 
1-2 cm/1.8 cm 2 2 
2-3 cm/0.4 cm 1 2 3 
3-4 cm/0.9 cm 1 1 2 
4-5 cm/0.9 cm 1 1 1 3 
5-6 cm/1.5 cm 1 1 
I n t e r i o r l i n e r 1 1 

CORK 
BOTTLE STOPPER 4 1 9 16 1 1 2 14 1 49 

RUBBER 
BOTTLE STOPPER 2 2 

TOTAL 15 3 13 21 2 7 7 1 17 2 23 1 1 113 
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TABLE 28. Distribution of barrel hoops and pail/bucket parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1880 1877 1875 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well Com. Shoe- NCO 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores house Privy makers Privy TOTAL 

BARREL 
Strapping Reinforcement 
Hoop, diam. 24.3-25.5 cm 

wdth. 2.1-2.5 cm 1 1 1 3 
Fragments 
wdth. 0-1 cm 

1-2 cm 1 1 
2-3 cm 1 2 3 
3-4 cm 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 I 1 2 1 1 2 9 

METAL PAILS/BUCKETS 
Complete, ht. 13.5-31 cm 2 1 3 
Lid 2 2 
Handle, diam. 0.3 cm 2 3 1 1 1 8 

0.4 cm 2 1 1 4 
0.5 cm 1 1 
0.6 cm 1 1 
0.7 cm 1 1 1 3 
unidentified 1 1 2 

Bucket handle reinforce
ments 2 5 4 11 

Rim, diam. 37 cm 1 1 
Double ring collar 1 1 
Body fragments 1 1 1 - 3 

TOTAL 2 14 4 5 1 1 1 2 6 2 2 40 



TABLE 29. Distribution of bottle seals at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1880 1877 
Powder NCO Saddlery North Com. Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables Privy makers TOTAL 

BOTTLE SEALS-TIN/LEAD FOIL 
(diam. 2.0-5.4 cm) 
stamped : 
Dot Motif 1 1 
Monogram Motif 1 1 2 

"S DILWORT/.ANUFACTURER'S/ 
OF/.VEDR.." 1 1 

"JAS HENESSEY & CO." 1 1 
"CORRY & CO. BELFAST/ 

ESTABLISHED 1850" 1 1 
"PRE./.CO." 1 1 2 
".CT./OF/PRESERVED/JELLIES" 1 1 

COPPER (diam. 2.2 cm) 1 1 2 

UNIDENTIFIED METAL (diam. 2.2 cm) 1 1 

TOTAL 3 1 4 1 2 1 12 

00 



TABLE 30. Distribution of artifacts of household use and kitchenware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure. Counts record the number of objects. 

kQ 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N38 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 Op.7N50 
1880 1880 1877 1877 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1875 1877 
Powder NCO Saddlery Guard- Orderly Com. NCO Shoe- NCO South Cook-

FUNCTION AND TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. house Ext. Privy Ext. makers Privy Stables house TOTAL 

KITCHENWARE 
Tea kettle/pot, metal 1 1 
Cake pan (40 x 26.5 x 6.5 cm) 1 1 
Frying pan, cast iron fragments 1 1 
Pot, cast iron fragments 1 1 
Butter tin 1 1 
Coffee mill, top and crank piece 1 1 
Seasoning shaker, metal top 1 1 
Weigh scale, pivot beam 1 1 

weight (10/80) 1 1 
Keg handle 1 1 

HOUSEHOLD 
Linoleum fragments/cluster 3 1 4 
Oil cloth fragments/cluster 3 2 1 1 1 8 
Sponge pieces/cluster 2 2 
Boot scraper, cast metal 1 1 
Broom neck, wire coil 1 1 
Basin, brass fragments/cluster 1 1 

tin fragments/cluster 1 2 3 
Wash basin, tin (33 cm diam. x 

6 cm depth) 1 1 
Pot/pail, brass fragments/cluster 3 3 

tin fragments/cluster 2 2 
Curtain hook 1 1 
Clothesline clip 1 1 
Carding comb 1 1 
Scrub brush, drilled & wired 1 1 2 

with wood veneer back 2 2 
Washboard, glass 1 1 

TOTAL 17 1 12 1 2 1 1 2 5 1 1 44 
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TABLE 31. Distribution of handles at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N49 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1880 1877 1875 1875 
Powder N.W. Saddlery North Orderly Shoe- NCO Inter. 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables Ext. makers Privy Palis. TOTAL 

CAST IRON 
Furniture 1 1 1 3 
Fragments 1 2 3 

COPPER 
Crescent-shaped 

16.5 x 0.6 cm 1 1 
Fragment 1 1 

UNIDENTIFIED METAL 
Furniture 1 1 
Cooking pot/ladle 

complete 1 1 
End fragment 1 1 2 1 1 6 

TOTAL 4 1 2 4 1 2 1 1 1 6 
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TABLE 3 2 . D i s t r i b u t i o n o f s t o v e p a r t s a t F o r t W a l s h , s i t e 7K, by s t r u c t u r a and p a r t . 
C o u n t s r e c o r d number o f f r a g m e n t s . S l a s h e d f i g u r e s r e c o r d number o f 
f r a g m e n t s p e r s i n g l e a r t i f a c t . 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.TN43 Op.7N45 Op.7N4S Op.71450 
1880 1880 1880 1 8 8 0 1 8 7 7 1875 1 8 7 7 1 8 7 7 1 8 7 9 1880 1 8 8 0 1 8 7 7 1 8 7 5 1875 1 8 7 7 
S t a b l e s Powder N .H. NCO S a d d l e r y N o r t h Q - m a s t e r G u a r d - W e l l Com. NCO S h o e - NCO S o u t h C O O K -

PART M a g a z i n e B a s t i o n P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s h o u s e P r i v y E x t . makers P r i v y S t a b l e s h o u s e TOTAL 

STOVE PART FRAGMENTS 

B o d y / b o x 1 2 3 9 1 2 5 1 2 3 1 9 3 5 2 67 
Door 1 1 1 3 
Top P l a t e 2 / 1 2 
B o t t o m P l a t e 5 / 1 5 
G r a t e 1 1 / 2 1 1 7 20 
L i d 2 / 1 2 
S t o v e Hardware 3 8 11 
P i p e 2 1 1 1 5 
F l a s h i n g / P i p e C o l l a r 5 / 2 5 
F l a n g e ( c a s t i r o n ) 4 / 2 2 / 1 6 
Damper 1 1 2 
L e g s 1 1 1 1 4 
P o k e r 1 1 
L i d L i f t e r 1 1 

TOTAL 1 44 16 2 1 1 7 1 3 2 2 6 1 12 3 12 2 134 



TABLE 33. Distribution of lighting devices at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record the number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 O p . 7 N 3 1 Op.7N32 Op .7N33 Op.7N34 O p . 7 N 3 5 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 O p . 7 N 4 1 Op.7N42 Op .7N43 Op .7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1880 1880 1880 1877 187S 
S t a b l e s Powder N.W. NCO S a d d l e r y N o r t h Q - m a s t e r G u a r d - W e l l O r d e r l y Com. NCO S h o e - NCO 

FUNCTION AND TYPE M a g a z i n e B a s t i o n P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s h o u s e E x t . P r i v y E x t . m a k e r s P r i v y TOTAL 

LAMP BRACKET 
B r a c k e t 1 1 1 2 5 
B r a c k e t w a l l moun t 1 1 2 

BURNER 
K e r o s e n e O i l , ' f l a t w i c k 

Atwood F i r e s i d e 1 3 1 1 5 
R e i s s B u r n e r 1 1 
H o l m e s , B o o t h f. H a y d e n s 1 1 
U n i d e n t i f i e d 1 1 2 
D e f l e c t o r o n l y 1 1 
Thumb w h e e l o n l y 1 1 1 3 
B a s e p l a t e o n l y 1 . 1 

C o l l i n s B u r n e r , D e f l e c t o r o n l y 1 1 
W h a l e / S p e r m O i l , t u b u l a r w i c k 

" A r g a n d " t y p e b u r n e r 1 4 
5 

LAMP CHIMNEY 
Glass, colourless 4 474 79 300 11 37 108 
White 69 1 2 8 1 264 5 1,294 

69 
LAMP FONT/BASE 

Glass, colourless 68 3 
11 1 83 

LANTERN 
Wire frame for globe 1 
Frame top to globe 1 1 
Primer cap 1 1 

1 
CANDLE 

Wax, tapered 1 
1 



TABLE 34. Distribution of keys and locks at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by 
structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N39 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1879 1880 1877 1875 1875 
Stables Powder N.W. Saddlery North Q-master Well Com. Shoe- NCO South 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables stores Privy makers Privy Stables TOTAL 

KEYS 
Ward Lock Key 

Solid Pin; lgth. 9 cm 2 2 
3.8 cm 1 1 
3.95 cm (flat) 1 1 

Hollow Pin; lgth. 6.3-6.62 cm 1 2 3 
Fragments 1 1 1 1 4 

LOCKS 
Rim Knob Door Locks (complete) 1 1 2 
Plate fragments 8 1 1 2 1 13 
Bolt; Lock Bolt 1 1 2 

dead bolt 2 2 
Latch Bolt 2 2 

Keeper 3 2 3 1 9 
Cam 1 1 
Tumbler 1 1 
Unidentified parts 1 3 4 

PADLOCK 
I.D. Markings: - crown/Improved V.R. 

Patent 1 1 
-M. W. S Co. 1 1 
-cross/Patent Lock 1 1 

Mo I.D. Markings 1 1 2 
Fragments, bow 1 1 

SLIDING BOLT GUIDE 1 1 

HASP 2 1 3 

THUMB LATCH LOCK ! 1 

DOOR BUTTON PLATE 1 1 

TRUNK LOCK SNAP COVER 1 1 

T 0 T A L 1 21 2 9 2 14 1 1 6 2 1 60 



TABLE 35. Distribution of uniform parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N4 3 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Q-master Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables stores makers TOTAL 

UNIFORM PARTS 

Belt Buckle hook, brass, 
serpent/embossed 'MP' 1 1 1 3 

Trim 
Braid/gold plate thread 2 1 1 4 
Embroidery/gold plate 
thread/circle: 3 cm diam. 1 1 

Wire & sequin/gold plate 1 1 

Head Gear 
Biscuit/base plate to 
helmet spike 2 1 3 
Helmet vent cap 2 2 
Brass chain chin strap 1 5 1 1 8 

Pouch (attached to belt) 
Leather 1 1 

TOTAL 5 1 2 11 1 1 2 2 3 



TABLE 36. Distribution of clothing buckles, hooks & eyes and fasteners at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N38 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1880 1877 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Guard- NCO Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables house Ext. makers TOTAL 

BUCKLES 
Webbing Belt 
Av.4.9x2.5 cm 1 2 3 

fragment 1 1 
Decorative Copper 1 1 

Webbing tie-down 
Brass (3.5 x 2.7 cm) 1 1 

Suspender, iron 
Av. 3.2x2.4 cm 1 1 2 
brass (3.7 x 2.5 cm) 1 1 2 

D-shaped, iron 
Av. 2.65 x 2.1 ci 1 1 2 

4.1x3.4 cm 1 1 
Brass (3.0 x 4.5 cm) 1 1 
Rectangular, iron 
2.3x2.1 cm 1 1 
2.8x3.0 cm 1 1 
3.0x2.2 cm 1 1 
5.1x4.4 cm 1 1 

Long Rect. copper 
Av. 5.75 x 1.7 cm 2 2 

TOTAL 1 6 1 9 2 1 20 

HOOKS S EYES/FASTENERS 
Hook & e y e 1 1 2 
brass 1 1 

Hook only 5 1 1 7 
brass 2 1 3 

Eye only 2 1 3 
brass 2 2 

Snap clasp (iron) 1 1 
Snap fastener 2 2 
brass 1 1 

Eyelet 5 5 

TOTAL 2 1 16 1 7 28 



TABLE 37. Distribution of clothing and accessories at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N38 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1880 1877 1875 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Guard- Com. Shoe- NCO 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables house Privy makers Privy TOTAL 

CLOTH FRAGMENTS (by cluster) 
Felt 4 1 5 
Canvas 1 1 2 
Flannel 1 1 
Metallic-copper/yellow 2 2 
Unidentified 1 5 12 4 5 5 4 36 

TOTAL 1 6 13 8 5 8 5 46 

MITTENS 
Leather Thumb 1 1 
Palm section 1 1 
Back section 1 1 

TOTAL 3 3 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Chain 
Boot/brass 2 2 
Unidentified clothing 1 2 3 

Suspender Brace/brass 1 1 
Thread fragments 1 1 2 

TOTAL 2 1 1 2 2 8 



TABLE 38. Distribution of brass buttons at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by 
structure and type. Counts record number of buttons. 

o 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1880 1877 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Com. Shoe-

BUTTON TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables Privy makers TOTAL 

ONE PIECE 
Two-hole 1 1 
cloth-covered 2 2 
trouser; plain 3 4 7 
stamped "Rhetherington" 1 1 

"Improved Patent" 2 2 
Four-hole 

trouser; plain 4 4 8 
"Excelsior" 3 3 
"Best Ring Edge" 9 1 2 12 
"Double Ring Edge" 3 4 7 
"Improved Patent" 3 3 

snake skin design 1 1 
Shank 
plain 2 2 
stamped "Bell" 11 11 

TWO PIECE 
Military N.W.M.P. crown, 3 7 10 

stamped "Smith & Wright", 
Birmingham" 1 1 7 9 

Military N.W.M.P. crown/bison 
stamped "Maynard & Harris, 

London" 1 1 
Military U.S.Army, eagle 2 2 

stamped "Horsemann Bros. 
Phila." 1 1 

TOTAL 1 3 1 47 1 11 19 83 



TABLE 39. Distribution of button types at Fort Wal3h, site 7N, by structure. 
Counts record number of buttons. 

O 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 Op.7N50 
1080 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1880 1880 1880 1877 1877 
Stables Ponder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Orderly Com. NCO Shoe- Cook-

BUTTON TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores house Ext. Privy Ext. «akers house TOTAL 

OPAQUE GLASS/PORCELAIN 
Plain: 2-hole, white 1 1 

4-hole, white 1 5 1 18 1 1 3 1 18 49 
red floral motif 1 1 

Rimmed: 4-hole 
blue/white 1 1 2 
pattern 1 1 
red/white 
flowered 3 1 4 
pattern 1 1 
brown/wh i te 1 5 1 7 
black/white 3 1 4 
purple/white 1 1 
green/white 1 1 

Mould impressed l 1 
4-hole, plain white 5 3 8 

rimmed brown 1 1 
shank; pattern black 1 1 

TOTAL 2 8 3 36 3 1 3 1 26 83 

SHELL 
Plain: 2-hole, white 2 1 2 5 

4-hole, white 5 3 * 1 13 
shank, white 1 1 

Pattern: 2-hole, white 2 2 

TOTAL 8 4 8 1 21 

LEATHER: toggle 1 1 2 

BONE: plain, 4-hole 2 3 10 1 4 20 

RUBBER 

1-piece, trouser 
2-hole, black 1* 1 2 

OPAQUE PLASTIC 
Plain, 4-hole, black 1 1 

2-hole, blue 1 j_ 
yellow 1 i 

Mould impressed, 2-hole, j, 
clear 1 

TOTAL 2 1 1 4 

IRON 
1-piece trouser; 2-hole 1 50 1 2 1 9 73 

4-hole 1 1 45 2 16 65 
2-piece; shank 2 1 1 4 

cloth-covered 8 8 
riveted 3 3 

TOTAL 2 1 108 2 1 1 2 36 153 

COPPER 
1-p iece t r o u s e r 

2 - h o l e , l e a f rim 1 1 
4 - h o l e , "J. STOVEL 

TORONTO", black 1 1 

TOTAL 2 2 

METAL 
U n i d e n t i f i e d 1 1 

WOOD 

1-piece shank, cloth-covered 1 1 



TABLE 40. Distribution of leather shoes and shoe parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

to 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1880 1877 1875 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Com. Shoe- NCO 

TYPE - Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores Privy makers Privy TOTAL 

COMPLETE 
Oxford/wooden heel 

length 29 cm 2 2 
Slip-on/leather heel 

length 2 7.5 cm 2 2 

HEELS 
Leather, complete 2 5 2 11 20 

fragment 2 1 11 14 
Wooden, complete 5 5 

SOLES 
Incomplete fragments 1 17 1 19 38 
Toe piece only 2 1 3 

SOLE/HEEL 
length 19 cm 1 1 

26 cm 1 1 
27 cm 1 1 
29.5 - 30 cm 1 1 
"Canadian Rubber 
Co. of Montreal" 2 2 

Incomplete 3 3 

BODY FRAGMENTS 
Containing eyelets 4 1 5 
Unmarked fragments 4 1 3 

SHOELACE, LEATHER 1 1 

TOTAL 3 48 2 4 1 1 2 42 1 104 



TABLE 41. Distribution of glass and metal beads at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of beads. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1880 1877 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery Com. Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Privy makers TOTAL 

GLASS 
Drawn 
Non-tubular, monochrome (lia) 

IIa4; cr., v.s., clear, scarlet 31 31 
IIa7; cr., v.s., opaque, black 9 9 
IIa41; cr., s., opaque, robin's egg bl. 16 16 
IIa*;cr., v.s., opaque, robin's egg bl. 12 375 387 
lia*; cr., v.s., opaque, white 1 1 
lia*; cr., v.s., opaque, light 

cherry rose 470 36 315 821 
lia*; cr., v.s., clear, teal green 555 555 
lia*; cr., s., opaque, light aqua blue 1,953 1,953 
lia*; cr., v.s., opaque, light aqua bl. 159 159 
lia*; cr., v.s., opaque, lemon yellow 8 165 173 
lia*; cr., v.s., opaque, apple green 18 18 
lia*; cr., v.s., clear, bright navy 13 158 171 
lia*; r., s., opaque, robin's egg bl. 1 1 
lia*; r., v.s., opaque, light aqua bl. 336 336 
lia*; r., s., clear, teal green 1 1 

Non-tubular, polychrome (IVa) 
IVa9; r., v.s., clear, scarlet (ext.), 
opaque, white (int.) 52 52 

IVa; cr., s., clear, bright navy (ext.), 
opaque, white (int.) 54 54 

Wire-wound 
Round wound. Monochrome body, overlaid 

design 
WHIb*; r., opaque, white, body with 1 

cherry rose, opaque, inlaid spiral 
stripe. Diam. 30 mm 1 1 

Mould-pressed 
round, faceted, tapering bore, 8 diamond-
shaped facets around centre, 8 pentagonal-
shaped facets around each end, facets are 
re-polished. Diam. 10 mm 1 ^ 

METAL 
Brass 
Round, diam. 68 mm i , 
Tubular, diam. 100 mm j. ~ j 

TO™- 1 3,382 471 5 1 882 4,742 



TABLE 42. Distribution of toiletry artifacts by structure and type, at Fort Walsh, site 7N. 
Counts record number of artifacts. 

tv> 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N37 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1877 1880 1880 1877 Area W. 
S t a b l e s Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery Q-master Orderly Com. Shoe- of N. 

TYPE AND DESCRIPTION Magazine Bas t ion Privy s t o r e s Ext . Pr ivy makers S t a b l e s TOTAL 

TOOTHBRUSH HANDLE 
Trepanned, wire drawn, cemented 

back, o v a l handle , p o l i s h e d 
bone / i vory 1 1 

Fragment o n l y , p o l i s h e d 
b o n e / i v o r y 2 1 1 4 

SHAVING BRUSH HANDLE 
2 - p i e c e p o l i s h e d bone 1 1 3 1 6 

RAZOR 
Handle, polished bone 1 1 
Blade 1 1 2 

COLOGNE; Florida Water, "Murray 
6 Langman Druggist", oil 

' finish, blue/green 14/1 1 

COSMETIC JAR LID; pressed glass, 
colourless 1 6 1 8 

POMADE JAR LID; R.W.E., poly
chrome 
bear grease 1 1 
clear, unidentified 1 1 

MIRROR 
Hand mirror, circular, 

copper frame 1 1 
Mirror, fragments only 7 1 3 83 3 9 1 107 

COMBS 
Vulcanized rubber 1 1 2 
Plastic, 20th C. 1 1 

TOOTH CAP: grey metal 1 1 

iRUSH; bone handle 1 1 

TOTAL 4 10 1 4 98 3 1 3 13 1 138 



212 

TABLE 43. Distribution of whole and restorable cosmetic 
bottles at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure 
and type. Counts record number of bottles. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N37 Op.7N42 
1880 1880 1877 1880 
Powder NCO Q-master NCO 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. stores Ext. TOTAL 

HAIR OIL 
Burnett's Cocoaine 

3 3/4 ounce 1 1 
7 ounce 1 1 

Huile Philocoma 1 1 

TOOTH POWDER 
"Calder" Dentine 1 1 

COSMETIC JAR 
Colourless, 3-piece 
mould, ground lip, 
1 h ounce 1 1 

COSMETIC JAR LID 
Colourless, pressed 
design 1 1 

TOTAL 3 1 1 1 6 



TABLE 44. Distribution of tobacco seals and custom's seals at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record number of artifacts. 

H 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 
1877 1875 1877 1877 
Saddlery North Q-master Shoe-

TYPE Stables stores makers TOTAL 

TOBACCO SEALS - TIN 
(diam. 1.4 - 1.8 cm) 57 1 4 16 78 

CUSTOM'S SEALS - LEAD 
(diam. 2.0 - 2.2 cm) 

plain 6 2 8 
stamped: 

"CUSTOM/BOND" 4 4 
"US CUSTOM/IN BOND" 1 1 
"US CUSTOM..HH/IN 
BOND USC" 5 5 

TOTAL 11 5 2 18 



TABLE 45. Distribution of jewellery at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by 
structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts. 

H 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1877 1877 1877 1875 
Powder Saddlery Q-master Shoe- NCO 

FUNCTION AND TYPE Magazine stores makers Privy TOTAL 

WATCH FOB; brass chain pieces 1 1 

POCKET WATCH; interior housing 2 2 

CLOCK PARTS 
Case back 1 1 
Wheel 1 1 

WEDDING BAND 
Engraved, bronze 1 1 
Plain, bronzed 1 1 

RING STONE 
Engraved, amethyst 1 1 

JEWELLERY CLASP 

Gilted 1 1 2 

DENTALIUM SHELL 1 1 

BRASS-PLATED TOGGLE 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 8 2 1 1 13 



TABLE 46. Distribution of pipes and pipe fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of fragments. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1877 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables stores house makers 

WHITE PIPE CLAY 
Bowl fragments 

identified T.D. 4 ] 
unidentified plain 2 8 1 1 
dentate rim 1 1 

Stem fragments 
McDougall 1 
Dixon's Montreal 11 2 3 1 
L. Fiole à St. Orne 1 
unidentified plain 21 1 6 16 2 4 

linear 1 
Stem/bowl fragments 

L. Fiole à St. Orne 
Déposé 1 

unidentified plain 3 3 1 

PINK PIPE CLAY (terracotta) 
Bowl fragments 

unidentified plain 2 2 
Stem fragments 

unidentified plain 1 2 
Stem/bowl fragments 

unidentified plain 1 

GREY PIPE CLAY 
Stem/bowl fragments 

unidentified plain 1 

BRIAR 
Amber stem for Briar 1 1 
Whole pipe, copper cap 1 

PLASTIC MOUTH PIECE 
FRAGMENT 5 10 

IVORY THREADED STEM 
PIECE 1 

TOTAL 4 50 1 16 27 1 5 1 1 19 



TABLE 47. Distribution of coins at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of coins. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op. 7N34 Op. 7N40 Op. 7N43 
1877 1880 1877 
Saddlery Orderly Shoe-

TYPE Ext. makers TOTAL 

50 CENT PIECE (silver) 
U.S. 1871 1 1 

25 CENT PIECE (silver) 
Canadian 1874 1 1 
U.S. 1854 1 1 
U.S. 1877 1 1 2 

10 CENT PIECE (silver) 
Canadian 1881 1 2 3 
U.S. 1853 1 1 
U.S. 1875 1 1 
U.S. 1877 5 1 6 
U.S. date unknown 1 1 
Unidentified 1 1 

5 CENT PIECE 
Canadian 1881 (silver) 1 1 
Canadian 1880 (silver) 2 2 
U.S. date unknown 

(copper) 1 2 3 

TOTAL 15 1 8 2 4 



TABLE 48. Distribution of miscellaneous personal effects and artifacts of medical care 
at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1880 1880 1877 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery Orderly Com. Shoe-

FUNCTION AND TYPE Magazine Bastion Privy Ext. Privy makers TOTAL 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Valise frame, metal 1 1 
I.D. tag, aluminum 1 1 

brass 2 2 
Small box lid, die-
stamped, bronze, 
stylized design, 
gilted 1 1 2 
Button-polishing 
guard, brass 1 1 
Safety pin 1 1 
Swagger stick: 
top-copper/brass 1 1 
ring-copper/brass 2 2 
point cap-copper/brass 1 1 

Ornament 
cricket player, die-
stamped, grey metal 1 1 

Humidor lid (interior), 
stoneware, Caneware 1 1 

MEDICAL CARE 
Thermometer 1 1 
Syringe: 
plunger 1 3 4 
hub 1 1 

TOTAL 1 5 1 1 6 2 1 3 20 



TABLE 49. Distribution of artifacts of recreation at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure. Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1877 1880 1880 1877 
Powder NCO Saddlery Orderly Com. Shoe-

ARTIFACT TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Ext. Privy makers TOTAL 

CRIBBAGE BOARD 
fragmentary, wood 1 1 

POKER CHIP 
vulcanized rubber, red 1 1 

white 1 2 3 

NEWSPAPER FRAGMENTS (by cluster) 2 1 1 1 5 

HARMONICA PLATES 1 1 

BRASS HORN PIECES 2 2 

TOTAL 4 1 2 1 1 4 13 



TABLE 50. Distribution of artifacts of stationery supplies at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure. Counts record number of artifacts, or the number of 
fragments per vessel. 

M 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Q-master Shoe- ARTIFACT 

ARTIFACT TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables stores makers TOTAL 

THUMB TACK: brass 5 4 9 

STRAIGHT PEN: penholder, wood 1 1 
quill pen nib 1 1 
metal pen nib 1 1 

PENCIL LEAD 1 1 2 

LETTER OPENER: bone 1 1 

CHALK: yellow (by cluster) 1 4 5 

CHALK OR PIGMENT: red/pink 4 1 1 6 

purple 1 1 

PAPER FASTENER: brass 2 5 5 5 17 

GLUE BOTTLE: colourless 1/1 1 
INK WELLS 

Glass: octagonal, b/g 3/3 3 
square, b/g 1/1 1 
conical, b/g 1/1 1 
unidentified, 
colourless 1/1 1 

Stoneware: brown, salt glaze 8/1 1 

INK BOTTLES 
Stoneware: brown, salt glaze, 

unidentified 2/1 40/1 2 
"Stephens, Alders-

gate" 5/3 29/1 4 
"Bourne, Denby" 36/1 1 

TOTAL 1 10 1 3 20 2 9 12 59 



TABLE 51. Distribution of weapons and traps at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts/fragments. 

O 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N46 
1880 1880 1877 1877 1877 1875 1875 
Stables Powder Saddlery Q-master Shoe- NCO Black-

TYPE Magazine stores makers Privy smith's TOTAL 

FIRE ARMS & ACCESSORIES' 
Firing Pin 

complete 3 3 
fragment 3 3 

Ram rod 
complete 1 1 
fragment 1 1 2 

Cleaning rod 
fragment 1 1 

Percussion cap 1 1 
Shell ejector piece 1 1 
Trigger mechanism 1 1 
Hammer mechanism 1 1 

Percussion 
muzzle loading 2 2 
breach loading 1 1 

Unidentified 2 2 
Powder flask 2 2 

Lid 2 1 3 
C02 cylinder (20th C.) 1 1 

TOTAL 1 4 3 16 24 

METAL TRADE ARROWHEADS 
7 . 7 cm t o 9 . 6 cm 1 1 1 3 

TRAPS 
Game trap 1 1 
Trigger fragment 1 2 2 5 
Drag weight 1 1 

TOTAL 2 2 1 2 2 1 10 
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TABLE 52. Distribution of cartridges at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record the number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N3 3 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N3 7 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N4 0 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.7N4 3 Op.7N4 5 Op.7N4 8 Op.7N49 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1875 1875 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well Orderly Com. NCO Shoe- NCO South Int. 

CARTRIDGE TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables stores house Ext. Privy Ext. makers Privy Stables Palis. TOTAL 

RIFLE 
Centre Fire 

.44 Henry 1 1 

.44/40 Winchester 1 2 4 1 3 il 
h.s. Dominion \ 1 

.45/75 Winchester 1 60 17 5 1 2 1 3 8 1 98 

.45/70 Gov't.{inside primed) 
h.s. Frankford 1 1 2 

.50/70 Gov't. 2 2 

.577 Snider 4 1 5 

.58 Bcrdan Musket 1 4 3 8 
Rim Fire 

.44 Henry Flat 2 1 1 1 1 8 

.56/56 Spencer Carbine 2 2 

RIFLE/PISTOL 
Rim Fire 

.22 Short 2 2 
h.s . US 3 3 

.22 Long 1 \ 
h . s . Dominion 1 1 1 4 

Gevelot t Gaupil lat 1 1 
.22 Super X Winchester 1 1 2 
.32 Long 2 2 

TOTAL 3 67 3 26 2 9 1 3 3 4 27 1 1 1 152 

PISTOL/REVOLVER 
Centre Fire . 

.45 Colt 1 i is « 

.450 revolver, iron head 1 7 12 2 1 13 jo 
h.s. Eley Bros. 

Rim Fire -
.38 Short 1 1 , 
.41 Short 2 * 
.46 Short 1 1 l J 

SHOTGUN 
Centre Fire 

12 gauge _ 
h.s. Winchester 2 * 
Western Field 1 r 
U.M.C. Co. 1 \ 
Eley Bros. 1 2 2 5 

16 gauge 
h.s. Eley Bros. 2 * 

20 gauge 1 x 

SHOT 
Unidentified 7 1 2 10 

SLUG 
Unidentified 5 3 1 31 1 8 *9 

CARTRIDGE FRAGMENT 
Unidentified 1 1 7 1 8 

TOmAL 7 16 2 1 55 6 3 1 48 139 

GRAND TOTAL 10 83 5 1 81 2 15 1 3 3 7 1 75 1 1 1 291 
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TABLE 53. Distribution of horse grooming equipment at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure. 
Counts record the number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N39 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1879 1877 Area W. 1875 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Well Shoe- of N. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables makers Stables Privy TOTAL 

HOOF PICKS 
folding 1 1 
non-folding 3 1 1 5 

CURRY COMBS 
square 4 3 1 8 
round 1 1 1 3 

LINING COMB 1 1 

BRUSHES 
leather back 2 1 1 2 6 
wood back 1 1 

RASP 1 1 

PICKET PIN 
with chain 1 1 
point fragment 1 1 

TOTAL 8 9 1 1 4 1 2 1 1 28 



TABLE 54. Distribution of brass harness buckles at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

M 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N34 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 
1877 1879 1877 
Saddlery Well Shoe-

TYPE makers TOTAL 

RECTANGULAR FRAME (avge. lgth.) 

FRAME ONLY 
2-3 cm 1 1 
3-4 cm 0 
4-5 cm 3 3 
5-6 cm 1 1 
6-7 cm 1 1 

FRAME/ROLLER 
2-3 cm 0 
3-4 cm 1 1 
4-5 cm 1 1 

FRAME/TANG 
4-5 cm 7 7 

F RAME /ROLLE R/T AN G 
1-2 cm 0 
2-3 cm 6 6 
3-4 cm 3 3 
4-5 cm 1 1 
5-6 cm 1 1 

FRAME/CENTRE BAR 
4-5 cm 1 1 

FRAGMENTS 
frame 1 1 
roller 1 1 2 

TOTAL 2 7 1 2 30 



TABLE 55. Distribution of iron harness buckles at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N38 Op.7N42 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1880 1877 
Stables Powder Saddlery North Guard- NCO Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Stables house Ext. makers TOTAL 

RECTANGULAR'FRAME 
(average length) 

FRAME ONLY 
4-5 cm 2 4 6 
5-6 cm 1 1 

FRAME/ROLLER 
2-3 cm 1 1 
3-4 cm 1 1 2 
4-5 cm 1 1 

FRAME/ROLLER/TANG 
1 - 2 cm 4 4 
2 - 3 cm 3 5 1 1 10 
3 - 4 cm 6 2 1 9 
4 - 5 cm 1 2 1 4 
5 - 6 cm 1 1 2 
8 - 9 cm 1 1 

FRAME/TANG 
4 - 5 cm 2 2 
5 - 6 cm 1 1 

D- F RAME 
FRAME ONLY 

3 - 4 cm 1 2 3 
4 - 5 cm 1 1 
5 - 6 cm 1 2 3 
6 - 7 cm 1 1 2 

FRAME/TANG 
2 - 3 cm 3 3 
3 - 4 cm 1 1 

FRAGMENTS 
FRAME 2 1 3 
ROLLER 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 6 34 5 2 1 2 6 1 



TABLE 56. Distribution of miscellaneous metal harness hardware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 
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PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N39 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1879 Area W. 1875 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Well of N. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables Stables Privy TOTAL 

HARNESS PARTS (metal) 
Harness Snaps 

flat spring 
iron 1 1 5 7 
brass 2 2 

snap spring 
iron 2 2 

covered spring 
iron 1 1 2 

Bit parts, unidentified 2 1 3 
double rein bit 1 1 1 3 
bit snap 1 1 

Hame parts 1 1 
face clip 
complete 2 1 3 
fragments 1 3 4 

hame loop guide 1 1 
unidentified parts 1 1 2 

Terret 
brass 1 1 

Cockeye 
iron 1 1 

Rosette 
grey metal 3 3 
brass 2 2 

Neck Yoke Centre 
iron 1 1 

Gag swivel 
brass 2 2 

Horse collar 
fragment 1 1 2 

Unidentified fragments 2 2 

TOTAL 2 9 1 2 27 1 1 1 1 45 



TABLE 57. Distribution of horseshoes and oxshoes at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of shoes. 

ON 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N39 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N46 Op.7N47 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1875 1877 1879 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 Test 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO North Q-master Well Shoe- of N. NCO Black- Unit 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables store3 makers Stables Privy smiths TOTAL 

HORSESHOE 
No calks 4 4 1 1 1 4 15 
Heel calks only 1 1 1 1 1 6 11 
Toe calks only 5 1 1 4 1 12 
Heel and toe calks 7 2 1 2 6 2 20 
Protective toe piece 2 1 3 

OX SHOE 

Heel and toe calks 1 1 3 5 

MULE SHOE 1 1 

STOCK SHOE 1 1 

Unfinished 5 2 1 3 1 12 
Bar 1 1 3 5 

FRAGMENTS 
Horseshoe 3 3 2 9 1 l 19 
Ox shoe 1 1 

TOTAL 15 20 1 1 13 1 1 3 8 37 4 1 105 



TABLE 58. Distribution of horse equipment hardware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

M 

-J 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35. Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1879 1877 Area W. 1875 
Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Guard- Well Shoe- of N. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables house makers Stables Privy TOTAL 

BRIDLE PARTS 
Brow band, grey metal 1 1 
Hackamore ring 1 1 2 

SADDLE PARTS 
Pack saddle 

brace pieces 1 2 3 
back band 1 1 

Riding saddle 
skirt, incised 1 1 2 

plain 1 1 
u n i d e n t i f i e d 1 1 

SADDLE BAG; buck le 1 1 

HOBBLES; w i t h key l o c k 3 1 2 6 

w i t h o u t 3 1 4 

SPURS; w i t h rowel 1 1 1 3 

BRANDING IRON; fragments 2 2 

TIE DOWNS i FASTENERS 

(Harness or Saddle) 1 2 13 3 19 

BACK CINCH RING 1 1 

LEATHER HARNESS PARTS 
Trace 1 1 
Strap; length 19-20 cm 1 1 2 
Rein; plain 1 1 

braided 1 1 
Braiding g j 
Unidentified fragment 3 3 

TOTAL 10 1 7 4 6 2 1 23 3 4 61 



TABLE 59. Distribution of leather-working tools at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record the number of artifacts. 

M 
K> 
00 

PROVENIENCE 
Op. 7N34 Op. 7N43 
1877 1877 
Saddlery Shoe-

TYPE makers TOTAL 

AWL 
Handle 1 1 
Complete 1 3 4 
Fragments 4 6 10 

PUNCH 1 1 

EDGER/TRIMMER 1 1 

UNIDENTIFIED TOOL 1 1 

TOOL HANDLE 1 1 

THIMBLE 1 1 

TOTAL 9 11 20 



TABLE 60. Distribution of copper/brass rivets, burrs and grommets at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure, type and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

to 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1877 1877 Area W. 1875 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery Q-master Shoe- of N. South 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. stores makers Stables Stables TOTAL 

RIVETS 
Head diameter 
0.8-1.0 cm 8 2 10 
1.0-1.2 cm 2 58 1 3 64 
1.2-1.4 cm 1 3 81 7 92 
1.4-1.6 cm 7 1 1 9 
unknown 5 1 6 

Headless fragments 16 13 29 
Clothing rivet 
(0.5 x 0.4-0.6 cm) 2 2 

Rivet Securer/fastener 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 5 178 1 28 1 214 

BURRS 
Hole diameter 

0.25-0.50 cm 99 5 104 
0.50-0.75 cm 37 5 42 
0.75-1.00 cm ° 
1.00-1.25 cm 1 1 
1.25-1.50 cm 2 1 3 

TOTAL 139 11 150 

GROMMETS 

Hole diameter: 0.5-1.83 cm 6 2 8 

STUD 1 1 2 

REINFORCING RIVET 3 1 4 



TABLE 61. Distribution of leather strapping/belting and other leather 
at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts 
record the number of artifacts. 

CO 
O 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N39 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1879 1877 
Powder NCO Saddlery North Well Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables makers TOTAL 

STRAPPING/BELTING 
Plain, width: 

0-0.9 cm 1 1 
1-1.9 cm 5 5 
2-2.9 cm 1 1 

Decorative, tooled width: 
3.7 cm 1 1 
stamped design, width 

8 cm x 4 cm 1 1 
19 cm x 5.8 cm 1 1 

TOTAL 1 3 6 10 

LEATHER PIECES 
Riveted 2 2 
Stitched 1 1 2 
Tacked 1 1 

TOTAL 1 2 2 5 



TABLE 62. Distribution of strip and split leather fragments in grams, at Fort Walsh, 
site 7N, by structure. Counts record number of pieces and weight. 

to 
H 

PROVENIENCE STRIP SPLIT TOTAL 

Grams Approximate No. Grams Approximate No. 
of pieces of pieces Wt./No. 

7N30 1880 Stables 57.0 23 57.0/23 

7N31 1880 Powder Magazine 68.2 20 146.2 66 214.4/86 

7N32 1880 N.W. Bastion 1.8 1 2.6 1 4.4/2 

7N33 1880 NCO Privy Pal. 57.7 4 43.1 15 100.8/19 

7N34 1877 Saddlery 2610.35 3212 4163.35 3148 6773.7/6360 

7N35 1875 N. Stables 3.0 1 3.0/1 

7N37 1877 Q-master stores 50.9 4 23.1 2 74.0/6 

7N38 1877 Guardhouse 17.3 4 17.3/4 

7N40 1880 Orderly Ext. 7.3 1 7.3/1 

7N41 1880 Com. Privy 6.7 1 26.5 4 33.2/5 

7N43 1877 Shoemakers 4269.8 6781 3901.5 5284 8171.3/12065 

7N45 1875 NCO Privy 56.8 3 56.8/3 

TOTAL 7090.05 10028 8423.15 8547 15513.2/18575 



TABLE 63. Distribution of wagon wheel parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

to 
CO 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N50 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1877 Area W. 1875 1877 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Shoe- of N. NCO Cook-

TYPE Hagazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables stores house makers Stables Privy house TOTAL 

WHEEL ASSEMBLY 

Hub 
complete (lgth. 3 3.5 cm) 1 1 
reinforcement band 1 2 3 
fragments 2 1 1 4 
hub nut fragments 1 1 1 3 

Axle 
fragments 7 1 1 9 
U-bolts (dia. 0.7-1.8 cm) 

fragments 3 2 5 1 4 15 
straight bolts (dia. 1.5 cm) 0 
U-brace 1 1 

Rim 
fragments 1 1 2 

Democrat (?) whee l b r a c e 1 1 
Wheel r i v e t ( i r o n ) 2 1 1 1 1 6 
Brake 

brake linkage bar 2 1 3 
retainer fragment 1 1 

TOTAL 1 17 1 1 5 6 1 1 1 4 10 149 



TABLE 6 4 . D i s t r i b u t i o n o f wagon r e i n f o r c e m e n t s a t T o r t W a l s h , s i t s 7H, 
by s t r u c t u r a and t y p a . C o u n t s r s c o r d nujabor o f a r t i f a c t s . 

PKOVBWIEWCE 
OP.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7B34 Op.7W35 Op.7W37 Op.7W3S Op.7W39 Op.77140 OP.7W43 Op.7W44 Op.7H45 Op.7N46 Op.7N49 
1 1 1 0 Kino 1 8 7 7 1 8 7 5 1 8 7 7 1 8 7 7 1 8 7 9 1 8 8 0 1 8 7 7 A r a a W. 1 8 7 5 1 8 7 5 1 8 7 5 
Powdar I f .w . S a d d l a r y Worth Q - a a a t a r G u a r d - W a l l O r d a r l y s h e a - o f W. NCO B l a c k - I n t e r i o r 

TYPE M a g a s i n s B a s t i o n S t a b l e s s t o r e s h o u s e E x t . m a k e r s S t a b l e s P r i v y t r u t h ' s P a l i s a d e TOTAL 

BRACE 1 1 1 3 
Wagon-box 2 1 1 1 5 

0 1 1 2 
T 1 1 
r e a c h hound a r e a r a x l e b a r 1 1 

Desxxsrat 
c u r v e d i r o n r o d w i t h f l a t t e n e d e n d 

d i s e s t a r 0 . 7 - 1 . 5 c e 
l e n g t h 1 1 . 5 - 8 9 c e 2 1 1 1 1 3 9 

U n i d e n t i f i e d f r a g m e n t s 1 1 
B r a c e b o l t 1 1 

STRAPPIWG 
a) i w i d t h 1 . 3 c e ( 1 . 1 - 1 . 5 ) 

x l e n g t h 1 4 . 7 4 c e ( 1 0 . 5 - 1 9 ) 1 1 1 3 

b) ï w i d t h 2 . 4 c e ( 2 . 0 - 2 . 1 ) 
X l e n g t h 2 0 . 5 c e ( 5 . 5 - 3 5 . 5 ) 4 1 4 1 3 1 1 15 

c ) i w i d t h 3 . 4 5 c e ( 3 . 0 - 3 . 9 ) 
x l e n g t h 2 3 . 1 c e ( 5 . 2 - 4 1 ) 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 5 

d) x w i d t h 4 . 2 5 c e ( 4 . 0 - 4 . 5 ) 
x l e n g t h 2 0 . 7 5 c e ( 6 . 5 - 3 5 ) 2 3 1 1 7 

a) x w i d t h 5 . 1 5 c e ( 5 . 0 - 5 . 3 ) 
x l e n g t h 2 9 . 2 5 c e ( 6 . 5 - 5 2 ) 3 1 1 2 7 

f ) X w i d t h 6 c e (6 ) 
x l e n g t h 4 8 c e "(48) 1 1 

g) i w i d t h 7 . 6 c e ( 7 . 6 ) 
x l e n g t h 1 5 . 7 c e ( 1 5 . 7 ) 1 1 

DRILLED METAL PLATES 
R e a c h Bound 2 2 - 2 0 A - 1 c e 1 1 
B o l s t e r P i n 1 6 - 6 . 8 - 0 . 3 c e 1 1 
R e c t a n g u l a r 

4 . 0 - 7 c e X 8 . 5 - 1 6 . 5 c e 3 1 2 6 
C h a e f e r r e d c o r n e r s , 5 - 1 1 c e 1 1 

O v a l 3 - 7 . 8 c e i l 
B o l s t e r / D o u b l e t r e e r e i n f o r c e e e n t 

p l a t e 1 1 

TOTAL 22 5 5 1 1 1 4 3 1 4 3 19 3 2 83 

to 

CO 



TABLE 6 5 . D i s t r i b u t i o n o f m i s c e l l a n e o u s wagon p a r t s a t F o r t W a l s h , s i t e 7N, 
by s t r u c t u r e and t y p e . C o u n t s r e c o r d number of a r t i f a c t s . 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N3 3 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N4 3 Op.7N4 4 Op.7N4 5 Op.7N46 Op.7N9 00 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1B79 1877 A r e a W. 1875 1875 G e n e r a l 
S t a b l e s Powder N.W. NCO S a d d l e r y N o r t h Q - m a s t e r G u a r d - W e l l S h o e - of N. NCO B l a c k - Back 

TYPE M a g a z i n e B a s t i o n P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s h o u s e m a k e r s S t a b l e s P r i v y s m i t h ' s D i r t TOTAL 

HITCHES 1 1 
D - r i n g ; wagon b o x s t a k e s 1 1 2 
Wagon t o n g u e yoke p l a t e 1 1 
S i n g l e t r e e 

h i t c h b r a c k e t - f o r g e d b a n d 1 1 1 3 
hook 1 1 2 
hammer s t r a p 1 1 

SPRING 
L e a f s p r i n g f r a g m e n t s 

2 . 0 - 5 cm x 3 . 4 - 2 4 . cm 2 1 4 1 9 
S p r i n g p l a t e / b r a c k e t 1 1 
S p r i n g w a s h e r 1 1 
L e a f s p r i n g s u s p e n s i o n 1 1 

WAGON TIE-DOWN BRACKETS 
U - b a r 1 4 1 6 
S t r a p ( r e c t a n g u l a r ) 1 1 
T a r p h o o k s 1 1 

EYE BOLT ( D i a m . 1 - 2 cm) 3 2 5 

WASHERS (Diam. 4 - 8 cm) 1 4 5 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Wagon r a i l i n g b a r ( I g t h . 149 cm) 1 1 

BOLT 
Carriage (Diam. 3/8") 1 1 
Strap (Diam. l cm) 1 1 

UNIDENTIFIED FRAGMENTS 3 1 1 5 1 11 

TOTAL 2 13 2 4 1 6 1 2 1 2 1 16 1 1 53 



TABLE 66. Distribution of general maintenance tools at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

to 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N50 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1879 Area W. 1875 1877 
Stables Powder N.W. Saddlery North Guard- Well of N. NCO Cook-

TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables house Stables Privy house TOTAL 

AXE: head, complete 2 1 1 1 5 

PICK: head, complete 1 1 
fragment 1 3 

HANDLE REINFORCEMENT 
Brace: strap 1 1 2 

bar 1 1 2 

PITCH FORK: head 1 1 2 

Head fragment 1 1 
Ferrule 1 1 2 

SHOVEL: blade handle brace 1 1 2 

JACK: folding handle 1 3 

WHEEL BARROW: wheel 1 1 

WEDGE 1 1 

BEARING FRAGMENT 1 1 2 

MACHINE PART: unidentified 2 1 1 3 7 

CROW BAR FRAGMENT 1 1 

PAINT BRUSH: metal bristle 
Sleeve 1 3 

TOTAL 1 9 1 3 6 3 1 1 6 1 32 



TABLE 67. Distribution of blacksmithing tools at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

O-i 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N46 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1875 1875 
Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Shoe- NCO Black-

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores makers Privy smith's TOTAL 

ANVIL TOOL 
Hardy 1 1 

TONGS 
Straight lipped 1 1 
Fragment 1 1 2 

HAMMER HEAD 
Wedge p e i n 1 1 
Fragment 1 1 

FILE 
F l a t : 0 -20 cm 1 1 2 

21-30 cm 1 1 2 
31-50 cm 1 2 3 
fragment 2 5 1 8 

Round: fragment 5 5 
Triangular: whole 2 2 

fragment 1 1 
tapered 2 2 

Miscellaneous 1 1 2 

CHISEL 1 1 

WRENCH 1 1 

SAW 
Hack saw 
blade 2 2 
handle 1 1 
screw 1 1 

Blade fragments 1 1 2 

GRINDING WHEEL 
Stone fragments 1 1 2 
Side brace 1 1 2 
Base piece 1 1 

WHETSTONE 1 1 

TOTAL 9 1 9 1 6 1 6 4 1 4 7 



TABLE 68. Distribution of door hardware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
bv structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

to 
to 
-J 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1880 1877 1875 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Com. Shoe- NCO 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores house Privy makers Privy TOTAL 

HANDLES 
Door knobs 
marbelled brown 2 
white porcelain 1 2 2 

Door knob plate 1 3 
collar 1 5 1 1 
spindle 1 3 7 

Forged iron handle 1 1 1 4 
3 

HINGES 
Butt 3 1 1 1 6 

fragments 1 1 1 3 
Strap 1 1 2 

HOOKS 
Iron 5 1 1 7 
Brass 1 1 
Twisted Stem 1 1 2 
Fragments 1 1 

TOTAL 1 16 2 5 1 11 1 1 3 1 42 



238 

TABLE 69. Distribution of window glass at Fort Walsh, 
site 7N, by colour and structure. Counts 
record the number of fragments. 

PROVENIENCE 

Op.7N30 
1880 Stables 

Op.7N31 
1880 Powder Magazine 

Op.7N32 
1880 N.W. Bastion 

Op.7N33 
1880 NCO Privy Pal. 

Op.7N34 
1877 Saddlery 

Op.7N35 
1875 North Stables 

Op.7N37 
1877 Q-master stores 

Op.7N38 
1877 Guardhouse 

Op.7N39 
1879 Well 

Op.7N40 
1880 Orderly Ext. 

Op.7N41 
1880 Com. Privy 

Op.7N42 
1880 NCO Ext. 

Op.7N43 
1877 Shoemakers 

Op.7N44 
Area West of N. Stables 

Op.7N45 
1875 NCO Privy 

Op.7N46 
1875 Blacksmith's 

Op.7N47 
Test Unit 

Op.7N48 
1875 South Stables 

Op.7N49 
1875 Int. Palisade 

TOTALS 

Blue/green 
tint 

256 

252 

21 

98 

128 

14 

5 

9 

0 

70 

6 

3 

220 

4 

4 

0 

0 

75 

0 

1165 

COLOUR 
Green 
tint 

421 

112 

32 

5 

112 

13 

205 

0 

0 

1 

162 

7 

675 

2 

0 

6 

1 

12 

0 

1766 

Colourless 

74 

95 

0 

2 

28 

28 

26 

0 

7 

0 

4 

1 

133 

7 

2 

2 

3 

13 

4 

429 

TOTAL 

751 

459 

53 

105 

268 

55 

236 

9 

7 

71 

172 

11 

1028 

13 

6 

8 

4 

100 

4 

3360 



OJ 
U3 

TABLE 70. Distribution of rectangular bead machine cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7M30 Op.7N31 Op.TN 33 Cp.7N3 3 Op. 71134 Op.7N35 Op. 7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N4 2 Op.7N4 3 Op.7N44 Op. 7N4S Op. 7N4f» Op. 7N4 8 Op.7N49 Op.7N5Q 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1B75 1877 1877 1879 I860 1880 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 1875 1875 1877 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO . Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well Orderly com. NCO Shoe- of N. NCO Black- South Int. Cook-

NAIL TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri .Pal. Stables stores house Ext. Privy Ext. makers Stables Privy smith's Stables Pal. house TOTAL 

RECTANGULAR HEAD 

4 d . I S " 16 1 1 1 19 
5 d . 1 5 / 8 " 7 1 (I 
6 d . 1 3 / 4 " 1 2 1 5 9 

2 " 8 9 5 20 9 3 1 55 
7 d . 2 1 / 8 " 5 1 4 4 1 1 1 17 
8 d . 2 9 " 1 1 2 1 13 1 18 1 2 40 
9d. 2 5/8" 275 142 3 30 59 139 66 14 12 7 5 51 113 17 6 2 1 942 
1 0 d . 2 3 / 4 " 7 5 8 2 2 0 5 5 7 1 60 
1 2 d . 3" 39 46 2 46 15 23 20 1 1 62 29 30 23 1 1 2 341 

39" 1 15 5 3 7 46 6 7 3 2 5 7 5 3 2 1 1 16 
1 6 d . 3S" 4 2 4 4 8 1 2 25 
3 0 d . 4 9 " 1 1 5 1 9 

5" 6 8 2 1 1 18 

TOTALS 334 221 10 81 97 185 2 3 5 29 31 69 38 107 1B5 27 18 1 7 2 2 1679 



O 

TABLE 7 1 . D i s t r i b u t i o n of machine c u t f i n i s h i n g and h o r s e s h o e n a i l s a t F o r t Walsh, s i t e 7N, 
by s t r u c t u r e and a i r e . Counts r e c o r d t h e number of a r t i f a c t s . 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7H42 Op,7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7H45 Op. 71(46 Op.7H4» 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1875 1877 1070 1880 1880 1880 1877 Area w. 1875 1875 1875 
S t a b l e s Powder N.H. nco S a d d l e r y Nor th Q-mas ter Guard- H a l l O r d e r l y Coat. NCO Shoe- of N. IICO B l a c k - I n t . 

NAIL TYPE Magazine B a s t i o n P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s house E x t . P r i v y E x t . makers S t a b l e s P r i v y s m i t h ' s P a l i s . TOTAL 

FINISHING NAIL 
1" 3 1 1 S 
1 H" 2 2 2 4 2 12 
1 3 /4" 2 1 1 3 7 
2" 36 11 1 18 18 3 1 1 1 1 5 1 97 
2 Hi" 1 22 31 4 13 1 2 1 75 
2 1»" 12 7 1 5 4 7 3 5 1 45 
2 3/4" 3 11 1 11 1 9 3 1 1 1 42 
3" 16 18 5 6 11 11 2 1 1 71 
3 «• 3 7 1 1 10 1 1 24 

TOTAL 73 7B 10 9 85 49 38 1 8 5 4 1 12 3 2 371 

HORSESHOE NAIL 
1 3/8" 4 1 1 C 
1 3/4" 1 1 2 
1 7/8" 6 2 1 » 
2" 3 34 5 2 3 15 1 2 1 67 
2 1/8- 6 2 1 16 
2 k" 17 7 1 4 1 24 1 55 
2 5/16" 7 7 1 1 1 11 
2 3/8" 8 1 9 9 27 

TOTAL 7 79 7 2 18 30 3 6 2 37 1 1 193 



TABLE 72. Distribution of machine cut brad and trunk nails at Fort Walsh, 
site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

to 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N38 Op.7N41 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1877 1880 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery Guard- Com. 

NAIL TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. house Privy TOTAL 

BRAD NAILS 

1 V 3 2 5 

2" 4 4 

2 1/8" 1 1 

2 5/8" 6 1 1 1 9 

2 3/4" 2 2 

2 7/8" 1 1 

3" 6 4 1 11 

3 1/16" 3 3 

TOTAL 19 9 1 1 1 4 1 36 

TRUNK NAILS 
15/16" 15 15 

TOTAL 15 15 



M 

TABLE 7 3 . D i s t r i b u t i o n of s q u a r e h e a d ma c h i n e "cu t n a i l s a t f o r t W a l s h , s i t e 7N . 
C o u n t s r e c o r d t h e t o t a l n u m b e r o f n a i l a by s i z e p e r b u i l d i n g . 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op .7N31 Op.7N32 Op .7N3 3 Op.7N3 4 Op .7H3 5 Op.7!137 Op.7N3B Op.7N39 Op .7N40 O p . 7 N 4 1 Op.7N4 2 Op.7H4 3 Op.7N4 4 Op.7N4 5 Op.7N4 6 Op.7N4 8 Op.7N4 9 Op.7N50 
1880 18BO 1880 188 0 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 18BO 1880 IBBO 1B77 A r e a W. 1875 1875 1875 1875 1877 
S t a b l e s P o w d e r H.W. NCO S a d d l e r y N o r t h Q - m a s t e r G u a r d - W e l l O r d e r l y Com. NCO S h o e - o f H. NCO B l a c k - S o u t h I n t e r . C o o k -

NAIL TYPE M a g a z i n e B a s t i o n P v i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o i c s h o u s e E x t . P r i v y E x t . m a k e r s S t a b l e s P r i v y s m i t h ' s S t a b l e s P a l i s . h o u s e TOTAL 

SQUARE HEAD 
2 d . 1" 2 5 2 6 6 1 10 32 
3 d . 14" 1 3 76 3 4 47 3 14 151 
4 d . I S " 13 58 518 64 93 58 154 64 4 4 20 5 6 7 1 4 1 4 1132 
5 d . 1 5 / 8 ' 1 18 50 5 36 6 30 2 51 1 G 3 3 212 
6 d . 1 7 / 8 " 35 1 49 38 6 1 19 IB 167 

2" 48 53 11 33 4 5 22 62 10 2 2 12 6 44 5 6 2 363 
7 d . 2 I / I " 18 54 4 2 54 15 7 2 3 4 1 42 12 2 1 2 223 
8 d . 2 3 / 8 " 10 25 13 31 8 15 11 8 1 53 10 4 1 190 
M . 2 5 / 8 " 175 236 11 49 2 1 1 112 96 36 12 6 2 285 7 32 8 1 1 1280 

l O d . 2 3 / 4 " 14 14 1 4 11 12 6 2 16 3 73 
1 2 d . 3" 501 200 121 116 153 172 193 62 42 21 85 8 228 15 4 2 1833 

3 k ' 46 87 68 92 61 52 39 26 20 1 17 4 6 1 4 11 1 9 2 2 6 0 3 
1 6 d . 31)' 324 103 21 34 27 67 43 3 1 5 2 2 52 2 10 696 
2 0 d . 4" 206 52 13 5 31 115 12 7 40 5 30 11 1 528 
3 0 d . 4 4 " 10 35 1 1 20 3 10 6 19 5 2 7 127 
4 0 d . 4"j" 48 7 3 3 1 20 4 1 2 2 1 1 93 

5 ' 972 65 117 40 42 111 19 1 1 B 1 23 11 1 1 7 2 1431 
5 0 d . S V 117 14 4 1 10 3 3 4 2 158 
6 0 d . 5H" 10 5 3 1 6 2 1 2 30 

6" 126 7 11 5 2 42 6 2 1 2 2 6 212 
6S" 23 23 
7 - 2 1 1 1 3 26 

TOTAL 2 6 6 1 1 0 7 1 1047 459 857 B72 664 2B3 108 52 190 59 1 0 1 1 62 115 19 36 9 , 8 9583 
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TABLE 74. Distribution of machine cut tacks, screws and wire nails at Fort Walsh, site 7tl, 
by structure, type and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op. 71)30 Op. 7*31 Op. 7*32 Op.7N3 3 Op. 7*34 Op.7N3 5 Op. 70 37 Op. 7N3 0 Op. 7;; 39 Op.7N40 Op. 7H41 Op.7H42 Op. 7i!4 3 Op. 7N44 Op.7N4 5 Op. 7;.'4 6 Op. 7*47 Op.7N48 Op.7N50 
1B80 1880 1830 1880 1877 1875 1877 1B77 1879 1880 1880 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 1375 Test 1375 1877 
5tables Powder tJ.W. NCO Saddlery North Q-nastor Guard- Well Orderly Com. NCO Shoe- of N. NCO Black- Unit South Cook-

NAIL TYPE Mauazinc Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables stores house Ext. Privy Ext. makers Stabler, Privy smith's Stables house TOTAL 

SCREW 
1 " 1 1 
3 / 4 - 1 2 3 
1" 3 1 18 1 5 1 1 10 40 
1 1 / 3 " 1 1 3 5 
1 1 / 7 - 2 1 2 5 
lft" 1 7 15 2 10 3 10 1 49 
I V 2 2 4 
1 5 / 8 " 1 7 2 5 2 9 1 1 9 37 
1 3 / 4 " 3 9 2 1 2 17 
2 " 1 4 1 1 (x) 8 4 1 1 1 7 29 
2 1 / 8 " 1 1 
2 1 " 1 1 1 3 
2 5 / 8 * 1 1 2 
2 3 / 4 " 1 (x) 1 
3 " 1 1 

TACKS 
43 (3/8"l 2 1 4 7 
• 6 (V) 1 ' 4 2 1 S 
18 (9/16") 1 1 
110 (5/8") 19 1 20 
114 (3/4") 19 7 26 
416 (13/16") 4 4 
118 (7/8") 1 1 22 3 8 35 
1" 2 2 
1 3/4" 2 18 20 

LINING TACK 
414 3 3 

TUFTING TACK 
1- 3 ] 
11" 1 1 9 11 

WIRE NAILS 8 107 4 5 33 4 1 11 22 10 31 2 5 1 1 14 3 2 1 5 2 322 

TOTAL 14 136 7 15 18B 55 42 28 12 32 3 9 89 14 4 2 1 7 2 6 6 3 
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TABLE 75. Distribution of miscellaneous machine cut nails, tacks and screws at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure, type and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 
Stables Powder N.W. Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well Orderly Shoe- of N. NCO South 

NAIL TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables stores house Ext. makers Stables Privy Stables TOTALS 

COPPER 
Tacks 5 / 8 - 2 2 

3/4" 1 1 
Shoe tacks 5." 6 6 

5/8" 1 1 
Boot tacks 7/8" 3 3 
Nails 5/8" 3 3 

7/8- 3 3 
11/16- 4 4 
1 " 6 6 

Screws Ik" 1 1 
Ik" 2 2 
2" 1 1 

Copper notched 1 3/4" 2 2 

IRON 
Tacks k" 1 1 

5/8" 12 12 
7/8" 19 19 
1- 11 11 
1 1/8- 30 30 

Staples 1" 1 1 2 
Ik" 6 10 2 3 1 2 3 27 
1 5/8" 1 2 3 
1 3/4" 1 4 2 7 
2 - 1 2 3 
2k" 1 1 

SHOE 1" 1 1 
Circular lind Ik" 1 1 
Clinch nail Ik" 1 1 

TOTALS 7 10 2 108 5 2 5 2 3 e 2 1 1 154 



TABLE 76. Distribution of square head bolts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure, type and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

to 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N39 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1879 Area W. 1875 
Stables Powder Saddlery North Well of N. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Stables Stables Privy TOTAL 

UNTHREADED ROUND SHANK 
3/8" diam. 2 5/6" length 1 1 
9/16" diam. 5 13/16" length 1 1 
5/8" diam. 3%" length 1 1 
5/16" diam. 4 7/8" length 1 1 
fragment 2 1 3 

UNTHREADED SQUARE SHANK 
3/4" diam. fragment length 1 1 

THREADED ROUND SHANK 
5/16" diam. 5 1/16" lgth. 1 1 
V diam. 4 1/8" length 1 1 
9/16" diam. 10 5/16" lgth. 1 1 
7/16" diam. IV length 1 1 
fragment 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 3 5 1 1 1 13 



TABLE 77. Distribution of threaded, convex hard bolts at Fort Walsh, sits 7N, 
by structure and by diameter. Counts record number of artifacts. 

en 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 OP.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N46 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1879 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 
S t a b l e s Powder NCO S a d d l e r y North Q - a a s t e r H e l l O r d e r l y S h o e - o f N. NCO B l a c k -

TYPE Magazine P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s E x t . makers S t a b l e s P r i v y s m i t h ' s TOTAL 

1" DIAMETER 
11 /16" - 1 3 /16" l e n g t h 1 10 11 
2" - 2 3 / 4 " l e n g t h 1 2 3 
3" - 3*" l e n g t h 1 1 2 
4" l e n g t h 1 1 
9 1 /8" l e n g t h 1 1 
fragments 1 3 1 5 

3 /8" DIAMETER 1 1 2 
1 9/16" - 2 1/8" length 2 1 3 
2H" - 2 5/8" length 2 2 
2 15/16" - 3a" length 2 3 5 
3 5/8" - 3 13/16" length 2 1 3 
4 3/16" - 4 9/16" length 1 1 
4 7/8" length 1 1 
6 1/8" length 1 1 
fragments 2 2 1 1 1 7 

a" DIAMETER 
1 9/16" length 1 1 
3%" length 2 2 
8 7/8" length 1 1 
fragments 1 1 

HEAD FRAGMENTS 1 2 1 1 1 6 

TOTAL 2 16 2 20 1 2 1 1 4 3 6 1 5 9 
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TABLE 78. Distribution of nuts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type and size. 
Counts record the number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N46 Op.7N48 Op.7N900 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1880 1877 1875 1875 1875 General 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Orderly Shoe- NCO Black- South Back Dirt 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores Ext. makers Privy smith's Stables TOTAL 

SQUARE 
H o l e d i a m e t e r 

1 / 1 6 " 1 1 
( « " 1 2 4 1 1 9 
3 / 8 " 3 3 1 1 1 1 10 
7 / 1 6 " 1 2 1 4 
If" 2 2 1 5 
u n i d e n t i f i e d 5 1 2 8 

HEXAGONAL 
H o l e d i a m e t e r 

3 / 8 " 1 1 
<i" 1 1 2 
unident i f i ed 1 1 2 

Hexagonal ( s l o t s ) 
11/16" 

HEXAGONAL: HAND-
TIGHTENED 
Hole diameter 
unidentified 1 1 

WING NUT 
Hole diameter 
unidentified 1 1 

TOTAL 2 15 3 9 3 4 1 1 3 1 1 1 44 
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TABLE 79. Distribution of miscellaneous bolts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure, type and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N46 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 
Powder N.w. Saddlery North Q-master Shoe- of N. NCO Black-

TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables stores makers Stables Privy smith's TOTAL 

CONVEX HEAD, UNTHREADED 
a," diam. 3 5/8" length 1 1 
5/16" diam. 4%-" length 1 1 
7/16" diam. 5 7/16" length 1 1 
fragments 1 1 1 3 

MACHINE 
3/16" diam. la" length 4 4 
fragments 2 2 

DIVIDED MACHINE 
fragments 1 1 

COUNTERSUNK 
à" d i a m . 4" l e n g t h 1 2 3 
f r a g m e n t s 1 1 1 3 

HACKSAW BOLT 
3/8" diam. 2 3/4" length 1 1 
fragments 1 1 

COTTERPIN BOLTS 
a" diam. 9 1/8" length 1 1 
fragments 1 1 2 

BOLSTER PIN 
fragments 1 1 

HEXAGONAL HEAD 
9/16" diam. 3/8" length 1 1 

EYE BOLT 1 1 

TOTAL 3 1 10 4 1 1 1 5 1 27 



TABLE 80. Distribution of headless bolt fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure, type and size. Counts record number of artifacts, 

to 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 
1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 Area W. 1875 
Stables Saddlery North Q-master Shoe- of N. NCO 

TYPE Stables stores makers Stables Privy TOTAL 

IRON/STEEL 
Threaded 

h" diam. 1 3 2 6 
6/16" diam. 2 1 1 4 
h" diam. 1 3 5 9 
10/16" diam. 1 2 3 
11/16" diam. 1 1 . 2 

Unthreaded 1 1 
h" diam. 1 1 
6/16" diam. 4 4 
H" diam. 2 2 4 
10/16" diam. 

BRASS 
Threaded 

6/16" diam. 1 1 

TOTAL 2 13 2 1 3 6 8 35 
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TABLE 81. Distribution of iron washers at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N49 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1875 1877 1879 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 
Stables Powder Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well Orderly Shoe- of N. Inter. 

TYPE Magazine Stables stores house Ext. makers Stables Palis. TOTAL 

CIRCULAR 
Hole diameter 

1/16" 1 1 
V 3 4 1 1 9 
6 / 1 6 " 1 18 1 1 1 1 23 
7 / 1 6 " 1 16 2 1 20 
V 1 2 7 10 
9 / 1 6 " 4 2 6 
1 1 / 1 6 " 
I V 1 1 2 
u n i d e n t i f i e d 1 1 1 1 1 5 

Lock washer 
Hole diameter 

6/16" 1 1 2 

HEXAGONAL 
Hole diameter 

V 1 1 

TOTAL 1 8 53 4 3 1 1 2 4 1 1 79 



TABLE 82. Distribution of miscellaneous hardware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

to 
Ln 
H 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N38 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1875 1875 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Guard- Shoe- NCO South 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables house makers Privy Stables TOTAL 

BRACKET 
Iron 1 1 
Copper 2 2 

WIRE 1 1 1 1 1 2 7 
Iron-twisted i 1 
Brass-hoop 1 1 

DRAINAGE PIPE (metal) 
Fragment 1 1 
Bushing 1 1 
Plug 1 1 

SOLDERING LEAD 1 1 

ELECTRIC FUSE 
(20th Century) 1 1 

TUBING 
Tin/aluminum 2 2 
Copper/brass 1 1 1 3 
Unidentified 1 1 2 

BRASS KNOB 1 1 

PLUG 1 1 

FASTENING 1 1 

TILE 
Stoneware,- unglazed 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 5 3 6 2 2 6 3 1 29 



TABLE 83. Distribution of miscellaneous bars, rods, plates, braces, eyes and caps 
at Port Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N46 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1879 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 
Stables Powder N.W. NCO Saddlery North Guard- Well Orderly Shoe- of N. NCO Black-

TYPE Magazine Bastion Pri.Pal. Stables house Ext. makers Stables Privy smith's TOTAL 

BARS-IRON 1 1 3 5 14 
Curved 2 1 1 x 4 10 
U-shaped 2 1 2 5 

RODS 1 1 - 1 3 
Bent 1 1 2 
Flat-ended 4 4 

PLATES 
Undrilled 1 6 7 
Drilled 1 1 1 3 
Rub plate 

BRACES 3 11 
Corner 5 1 1 1 2 2 

EYES 
Iron 1 1 1 L 1 5 
Latch hook 1 1 
Fragment 2 2 

Copper alloy 1 1 

CAPS 2 1 1 i 5 

PLUG 
metal 1 1 

i 



TABLE 64. Distribution of spites, hoots and staples at Port Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure, type and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

M 

to 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 Op.7N900 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 General 
Stables Powder N.w. Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well Shoe- of N. NCO South Bact Dirt 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables stores house maters Stables Privy Stables TOTAL 

SPIKES 
Length: 0-10 cm 1 1 2 

10-20 c m 4 2 2 3 3 2 1 1 7 
20-30 cm 1 5 2 8 
30-40 cm 1 1 2 

Fragments 1 1 1 3 

TOTAL 5 3 2 6 6 4 2 2 1 1 3 2 

HOOKS 
Complete 

f l a t 14-20 cm 1 2 1 1 2 7 
round 8 . 0 - 1 5 . 6 cm 1 3 4 

threaded 1 1 . 5 - 1 6 . 2 cm 1 1 2 
Fragments 1 1 1 3 

TOTAL 2 3 2 1 2 6 16 

STAPLES 
Squared 1 . 2 - 9 cm 1 1 1 3 
Curved 5 . 5 - 7 cm 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 2 1 1 5 



TABLE 95. Distribution of vire St Fort Walsh, Bit* 7H, by structure and typa. 
Counts racord number of artifacts. 

4L. 

pnoviaiiHCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7*131 Op. 71132 Op.7H33 Op.7H34 Op.7W35 Op.7W38 Op.7N39 Op.71140 Op.7W41 Op.7W42 Op.71143 Op.71145 Op.71146 Op.7W49 
1980 1980 . 1980 1880 1877 1875 1877 1879 1880 1880 1880 1977 1875 1875 1975 
Stablaa Povdar N.H. NCO Saddlary North Guard- Hall Ordarly Con. NCO B h o a - MCO Black- Intar . 

TYPE Magasina Baation P r i . P a l . Stablaa bouaa abet. Privy 1 s t . makers Privy smith's P a l i s . TOTAL 

IRON 
Round v i r a 

1 strand 1 1 
1/16" 6 32 7 3 28 4 3 1 3 1 89 
1/9' 7 25 8 6 18 4 2 9 5 1 10 95 
3/16" 3 9 1 1 5 2 2 2 25 
»' 1 2 1 4 

2 strand 
1/16' 4 4 
1/8- 1 3 1 1 10 16 
k" 1 1 

Barbai! vira 
2 strand 2 2 

1/16' 2 1 1 1 5 
1/8' 7 1 3 2 1 14 

BRASS 
Round vira 

1/16' 3 1 10 2 6 22 
1/8' 2 3 1 4 1 2 2 2 17 
k' 4 4 

2 strand 
1/8' 1 1 

COPPER 
Insulatsd 

k' 1 1 
3/16' 1 1 
3/8' 1 1 

Uninsulated 
k' 1 3 4 

TOTAL 21 83 22 13 68 13 7 28 10 3 1 35 1 1 1 307 
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TABLE 86. Distribution of chains at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure 
and size. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1877 Area W. 1875 
Stables Powder N.W. Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Shoe- of N. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables stores house makers Stables Privy TOTAL 

CHAIN 
Unidentified chain fragments 
wire diam. 0.3 cm (9 links) 1 1 

0.6 cm (7 links & ring) 1 1 
0.7 cm (4 links * hook) 1 

(12 links) 1 1 2 
0:8 cm (4, 12, 8 links) 

(24 links) 1 1 2 4 
0.9 cm (3 links) 1 1 

Unidentified chain links 
wire diam. 0-0.5 cm 6 6 

0.5-1.0 cm 1 2 2 2 2 9 
1.0-1.5 cm 1 3 2 2 1 9 
1.5-2.0 cm 3 3 
unknown 2 2 

Hobble chain fragments 
wire diam. 0.6 cm (7 links) 1 1 

0.8 cm (7 links) 1 1 
1.0 cm (7 links) 1 1 

Hobble chain links 
length 7.0-8.0 cm 1 1 

8.0-9.0 cm 1 1 2 
9.0-10.0 cm 1 1 1 3 
10.0-11.0 cm 2 2 
11.0-12.0 cm 1 1 
fragment 1 1 
unidentified 1 1 

TOTAL 1 6 2 6 7 4 2 9 5 1 1 5 3 



TABLE 87. Distribution of metal rings at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

cn 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 
Stables Powder Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Orderly Shoe- of N. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Stables stores house Ext. makers Stables Privy TOTAL 

IRON 
D-ring 

5.5x4.8x0.7 cm 1 1 1 3 
Circular wire 

wire thk./ext. diam. 
0.2 cm/avge. 2.0 cm 1 1 
0.25 cm/avge. 2.8 cm 1 1 2 
0.3 cm/avge.3.4 cm 1 1 1 1 4 
0.4 cm/avge. 4.0 cm 1 1 
0.5 cm/avge. 3.8 cm j 1 
0.7 cm/avge. 4.4 cm 1 1 
0.8 cm/avge. 8.5 cm 1 1 
1. 0 cm/avge. 7.6 cm 2 1 1 4 
1.5 cm/avge. 9.0 cm 1 1 

Circular bar 
wire thk./ext. diam. 
0.1 cm/avge. 1.2 cm 1 1 
0.2 cm/avge. 2.6 cm 1 1 2 
0.3 cm/avge. 2.9 cm 1 1 
0.5 cm/avge. 5.7 cm 1 1 
0.6 cm/avge. 5.0 cm 1 1 
1.0 cm/avge. 10.8 cm 1 1 
1.1 cm/avge. 5.2 cm 1 1 2 
fragments 1 1 

TOTAL 2 5 8 4 2 1 1 3 1 2 29 

BRASS 
D-ring 
wire thk./ext. diam. 
0.2 cm/2.05 cm 1 1 

Circular ring 
wire thk./ext. diam. 
0.3 cm/2.7 cm 2 2 
0.33 cm/1.93 cm 1 1 
0.59 cm/5.05 cm 1 1 

Circular bar 
wire thk./ext. diam. 
0.8 cm/1.3 cm 1 1 

TOTAL 5 1 6 
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TABLE 88. Distribution of metal scrap fragments by weight in g rami at Fort Walsh, site 7N. 
Counts record number of clusters per structure. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7H34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7S39 Op.7N4Q Op.7N41 Op.7N42 OP-7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 0p.7.N« Op.7N50 
1830 1880 1880 1830 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1880 1880 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 18 75 1875 1877 
Stables Powder H.H. NCO Saddlery North Q-naster Ouard- Well Orderly Com. NCO Shoe- of N. NCO South Int. Cook-

HEIGHT IN CRAMS Magazine Bastion rri.Pal. Stables stores house Ext. Privy Ext. makers Stable! Privy Stables Pal. house TOTAL 

0.1-1.0 2 1 1 4 

1-0-10 4 8 1 6 . 6 1 7 1 2 1 3 1 - 1 2 1 4 6 

10-20 3 4 6 5 2 2 1 1 5 1 10 

2 0 - 4 0 4 2 4 4 2 4 1 1 2 1 1 26 

4 0 - 6 0 3 11 1 2 1 2 1 1 l 2 25 

60 - 80 2 1 1 2 1 1 a 

80 - 100 1 1 1 1 4 

100+ 1 35 2 4 6 3 2 3 1 8 4 63 

TOTAL Weight (grams) 587.2 34,899.7 4 89.5 8,594.3 2,202.1 140.7 1,263.49 416.4 892.1 71.3 260.4 120.8 3,092.9 42.0 2,290.4 16.4 88.9 8.9 55,477.49 

TOTAL 17 59 6 23 24 6 20 4 5 1 4 4 20 3 12 2 1 1 212 



TABLE 89. Distribution of metal foil and melted metal scrap at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of clusters. 

M 

CO 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N41 Op.7N43 Op.7N45 
1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1880 1877 1875 
Powder Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Well Com. Shoe- NCO 

TYPE Magazine Stables stores house Privy makers Privy TOTAL 

LEAD SCRAP 
Bottle foil 1 3 1 5 
Packing foil 

0 - 1 0 0 gm 6 2 3 1 12 
1 0 1 - 2 0 0 gm 3 1 1 5 
2 0 1 - 5 0 0 gm 2 2 
5 0 1 - 1 0 0 0 gm 1 1 2 
1 0 0 1 - 2 0 0 0 gm 2 2 
2 0 0 1 - 3 0 0 0 gm 1 1 
3 0 0 1 - 4 0 0 0 gm 
4 0 0 1 - 5 0 0 0 gm 1 1 

M i s c e l l a n e o u s s c r a p 6 1 1 1 1 3 13 

ALUMINUM SCRAP 

F o i l 1 1 

BRASS/COPPER SCRAP 1 10 11 

IRON SLAG 
melted scrap 2 1 1 4 

TOTAL 11 20 1 3 1 2 1 17 3 - 5 9 



TABLE 90. Distribution of metal rods at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and diameter. Counts record number of artifacts. 

fo 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Shoe- of N. NCO South 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores house makers Stables Privy Stables TOTAL 

METAL RODS 
Dlara. 0 - 0 . 9 cm 

l ength 1 . 4 - 2 4 . 5 cm 
x. 8 .9 cm 9 75 1 2 4 1 9 2 

Diam. 1 . 0 - 1 . 9 cm 
l e n g t h 2 . 0 - 5 2 . 5 cm 

x 13 .9 c m l 8 7 6 4 2 1 1 4 34 

Diam. 2.0-2.9 cm 
length 3.5-45.0 cm 
x 13.8 cm 1 2 1 4 

Diam. 3.0-3.9 cm 
length 16.7 cm 
x 16.7 cm 1 1 

TOTAL 1 18 1 82 9 4 4 5 1 5 1 131 



TABLE 91. Distribution of cast Iron bars at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type 
and size. Counts record the number of artifacts. 

O 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N43 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N46 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 1875 
Powder N.W. Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Shoe- o f N. NCO Black- South 

TYPE Magazine Bast ion S t a b l e s s t o r e s house makers S t a b l e s Pr ivy s m i t h ' s S t a b l e s TOTAL 

RECTANGULAR X SECTION 
Width Thickness 

0 . 0 - 1 . 8 c m / 0 . 2 - 1 . 5 cm 10 1 1 1 1 2 2 9 27 
1 . 8 - 2 . 4 c m / 0 . 1 - 2 . 0 c m 5 5 1 3 5 1 20 
2 . 4 - 2 . 9 c m / 0 . 2 - 2 . 0 cm 3 1 1 3 1 9 
2 . 9 - 3 . 7 c m / 0 . 2 - 1 . 3 cm 4 1 4 3 12 
3 . 7 - 4 . 4 c m / 0 . 3 - 0 . 5 cm 2 1 3 
4 . 4 - 5 . 3 c m / 0 . 3 - 1 , 3 cm 2 3 1 1 8 15 
5 . 3 - 6 . 2 c m / 0 . 3 - 2 . 5 cm 1 1 
u n i d e n t i f i e d 1 1 2 

SQUARE X SECTION 
Width T h i c k . / l e n g t h 
0.9 cm/12.9 cm 1 1 
1.0 cm/4.0 cm 1 1 
1.2 c m / 3 . 3 - 3 . 5 cm 1 1 2 
1 .3 cm/4 .4 -11 .0 cm 1 1 2 
1.5 c m / 3 . 5 - 9 . 5 cm 3 1 4 
2 .0 c m / 3 . 0 - 1 0 . 0 cm 2 2 
2 .2 cm/6.0 cm 1 1 
2 . 3 cm/8.0 cm 1 1 

TRIANGULAR X SECTION 
Width Thick. Length 
2 . 4 cm 1 . 5 cm 3 . 5 cm 1 1 

TOTAL 30 2 2 9 1 1 3 4 30 2 1 1 104 



TABLE 92. Distribution of metal «heating by «quare inch and metal «trapping by width 
from Fort Walsh, «ite TH. Counta record the number of artifact». 

CTt 

h-1 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.7N41 Op.7N42 Op.7N4 3 Op.7N44 Op.7N45 Op.7N4l Op.7N50 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1B77 1875 1877 1877 1879 1880 1880 1880 1877 Area W. 1875 1875 1877 
S t a b l e » Powder N.w. NCO S a d d l e r y Nor th Q-m»«ter Guard- Wel l O r d e r l y Com. NCO S h o e - of N. SCO South Cook-

Magazine B a s t i o n P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s house E x t . P r i v y E x t . maker» S t a b l e s P r i v y S t a b l e s house TOTAL 

METAL SHEETING 
0-4 a q . i n c h e s 1 1 3 5 
4-6 s q . i n c h e s 1 5 € 
6-8 s q . i n c h e s 1 1 2 
8-10 s q . i n c h e s 2 2 2 2 B 
10-15 s q . i n c h e s 2 2 4 
15-20 s q . i n c h e s 1 2 3 ( 
20-25 s q . i n c h e s 2 2 
25-30 s q . i n c h e s 4 4 
30-40 s q . i n c h e s 3 3 
40-50 s q . i n c h e s 1 1 
50+ s q . i n c h e s 3 1 1 1 4j 

TOTAL 5 8 29 1 1 3 47 

METAL STRAPPING 
V width 1 1 2 1 4 1 10 
5/8- width 27 1 5 1 2 1 2 39 
3/4" width 2 108 8 18 7 2 1 2 3 1 1 5 2 10 170 
7/8" width 2 70 4 5 5 4 30 1 4 1 5 1 2 7 1 142 
1" width 1 58 8 5 7 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 9 2 
1 1/8" width 9 1 3 2 4 19 
3/8" width 1 1 
IV width 2 15 1 18 
Hi" width 1 5 2 1 ' 9 
1 5/8" width 1 1 
1 7/8" width 1 1 
13/16" width 3 3 
5/16" width 1 1 
1 1/16" width 1 1 
7/16" width 6 6 
1 5/16" width 3 3 
1 1/8" width 1 1 

TOTAL 8 294 22 31 24 15 41 3 13 4 8 2 25 4 20 1 2 517 



TABLE 93. Distribution of unidentified metal objects at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N4 3 Op.7N4 4 Op.7N45 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 Area W. 1875 
Powder N.W. Saddlery North Q-master Shoe- of N. NCO 

TYPE Magazine Bastion Stables stores makers Stables Privy TOTAL 

IRON 
Brass-riveted strips 

1.8 x 11 cm 1 1 
Cylinder with projection 

length 4 cm 1 1 
Curved bar; length ca. 

15 cm; I.D. '72' 1 1 

COPPER ALLOY 
Coiled strip 1 1 
Disc; diam.12.2 cm 1 1 
Rectangular ring with eye 

4.39 x 1.65 cm 1 1 
Tube; diam. 1.1 cm; 

length 1.5 cm 1 1 
Tube; diam. 1.5 cm; 

length 6.2 cm; hollow-
threaded interior ; 
3 holes in body 1 1 

Bowl-shaped object; 
diam. 0.5-0.6 cm 5 5 

TIN/LEAD 
Coiled strip 1 1 

GREY METAL 
Threaded closure with 

cork remnants 1 1 
Metal ring around nail 1 1 

UNIDENTIFIED METAL 
Rod/bat; length 19 cm 1 1 
Pointed bent bar; 2 holes 

in end; length 21.5 cm 1 1 

Round-ended fragment; hole 
in round end; 4.05 x 0.84 
x 0.84 cm 1 1 

Bent metal object 
3 x 1 cm 1 J 
3.5x0.8 cm 1 1 

Irregular metal object 
5 . 8 x 1 . 8 x 1 cm 1 * 
9 x 6 cm 1 1 

Drilled, rounded bar 
9.5x3.5 cm 1 1 

Drilled bar attached to 
curved plate 
9 x 3.5 cm 1 1 

Bar (width 0.67 cm) 
attached to ring base; 
length 6.46 cm 1 1 



TABLE 94. Distribution of miscellaneous non-metal artifacts at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N, by type and structure. Counts 
record number of objects or clusters. 

CO 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 
1880 1880 1877 
Powder NCO Saddlery 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. TOTAL 

Egg Shells 2 2 

Seeds 1 1 2 

Feathers; bird, corroded to 

metal 1 1 

Hair; corroded to metal 2 2 

Wood strip; 0.1x15 cm 1 1 

Wood container fragment; 
contains mercury residue 1 1 

TOTAL 3 5 1 9 
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TABLE 95. Distribution of miscellaneous glass artifacts at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record the number of fragments. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 
1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 
Stables Powder NCO Saddlery North Q-master 

TYPE Magazine Pri.Pal. Stables stores 

Burnt Glass 43 79 18 11 4 3 

Ground Glass Stopper 1 1 

20th Century Glass 86 71 9 

Electric Insulator 1 
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TABLE 9 6 . D i s t r i b u t i o n of g l a s s f r a g m e n t s a t F o r t W a l s h , s i t e 7N, by s t r u c t u r e , s h a p e 
and c o l o u r . C o u n t s a r c r e c o r d e d by number o f f r a g m e n t s . 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N32 Op.7N33 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Qp.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N39 Op.7N40 Op.71141 Op.7N42 Op.7N4 3 Op.?N44 Op.7N4S Op.7N46 Op.7N47 Op.7N48 Op.7N49 Op.7N50 
1880 1880 1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1879 1880 1880 1880 1877 A r e a W. 1875 1875 T e s t 1B75 1875 1877 

FRAGHF.NT SHAPE S t a b l e s Powder 11.W. NCO S a d d l e r y N o r t h Q - m a s t e r G u a r d - Wel l O r d e r l y Con. NCO S h o e - o f N. NCO B l a c k - U n i t S o u t h I n t . C o o k -
AND COLOUR M a g a z i n e B a s t i o n P r i . P a l . S t a b l e s s t o r e s h o u s e E x t . P r i v y E x t . m a k e r s S t a b l e s P r i v y s m i t h ' s S t a b l e s P a l i s . h o u s e TOTAL 

CYLINDRICAL 
mauve 1 1 
c o l o u r l e s s 1 21 2 24 
b l u e / g r e e n 1 1 3 6 U 
d a r k b l u e 2 2 

CURVED 
b l u e / g r e e n t i n t 4 23 20 1 4 S 

b l u e / g r e e n 76 209 6 12 118 45 39 6 26 2 62 1 4 3 3 1 613 
b l u e 5 54 1 30 5 12 4 26 3 2 142 
p a l e b l u e 10 21 14 33 92 30 9 8 4 1 3 2 7 3 237 
amber 28 77 1 2 90 8 4 7 6 3 3 1 1 231 
c o l o u r l e s s 37 128 2 7 166 18 73 5 7 IB 6 11 94 1 14 1 5 5 598 
g r e e n 4 86 5 28 19 20 24 33 9 1 1 2 30 
d a r k g r e e n 10 152 2 4 2 1 5 1 2 6 1 4 190 
p a l e g r e e n 8 19 10 6 8 2 29 3 5 13 2 7 1 m 
b l a c k 9 1 1 1 1 13 
p u r p l e 3 8 3 4 2 3 2 1 26 
w h i t e 4 2 « 
y e l l o w 6 1 7 
d a r k b l u e 3 1 2 1 1 1 ) 
n a u v e 4 3 7 2 1 17 

FLAT 
b l u e / g r e e n . I 1 
c o l o u r l e s s 7 9 1 2 4 2 2 3 1 1 32 
p a l e g r e e n 2 2 
mauve 1 1 
p u r p l e 2 6 8 
b l u e 4 2 ( 

TOTAL 200 780 40 69 570 107 249 23 7*3 1 0 B 65 21 191 7 30 6 16 2 10 2568 



TABLE 97. Distribution of twentieth century machine parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N 
by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts. 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N38 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 
1880 1880 187,7 1875 1877 1880 1877 
Stables Powder Saddlery North Guard- Orderly Shoe-

TYPE Magazine Stables house Ext. makers TOTAL 

MACHINERY PARTS 

Mower 
Blade 1 1 1 1 4 
Hub clutch 1 1 

Hayer 
Spring 1 1 

Automobile 
Spark plug 1 1 
Battery parts 1 3 1 1 1 7 
Tail pipe frag. 1 1 
License plate 

holder 1 1 



TABLE 98. Distribution of miscellaneous twentieth century artifacts and fragments at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record number of artifacts. 

M 
Oh 
-J 

PROVENIENCE 
Op.7N30 Op.7N31 Op.7N34 Op.7N35 Op.7N37 Op.7N38 Op.7N40 Op.7N43 Op.7N48 
1880 1880 1877 1875 1877 1877 1880 1877 1875 
Stables Powder Saddlery North Q-master Guard- Orderly Shoe- South 

TYPE - Magazine Stables stores house Ext. makers Stables TOTAL 

MISCELLANEOUS ARTIFACTS 
Plastic 

ruler fragment 1 1 
toy wheel 1 1 
wire insulation 1 1 
fragments 35 1 1 1 5 1 44 
black (toy?) 1 1 2 

Rubber 
toy wheels 1 1 
heel 1 1 
sealing ring 1 3 4 
mat 1 1 

car mat 1 1 
car window sealer 1 1 
stripping 1 1 
tube 1 1 
fragments 2 1 1 4 

Metal 
tooth paste tube 1 1 
bottle opener 1 1 2 
spring 
bed 2 2 
upholstery 1 1 2 
clothes pin 1 1 

aspirin tin " 1 1 
pressure regulator 1 1 
junction box 
knock-out (brass) 1 1 

sheet metal 1 1 
Wood 

dowel 1 1 
Other 

brick 1 1 
red, hard material 

(paint?) 1 J-
sliding door pulley 1 •*• 
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Appendix B. Building Plan Views. 

Figure 1 Index 

2 Site Plan 

3 Master Grid Plan 

4 18 80 Powder Magazine 

5 1875 North Stable and Northwest Privy 

6 1877 Saddlery Shop 

7 187 7 Shoemaker's Shop 

8 1880 N.C.O. Extension 

9 18 80 Orderly Room Extension 

10 1877 Guardhouse 

11 1877 Quartermaster's Stores 

12 1880 Commissioner's Privy/Bath House 

13 1877 Cookhouse and Auxiliary Structure 

14 1880 Stable - north half 

15 1880 Stable - south half 

16 Palisade and Palisade Grid Plan 

17 1880 North Palisade and N.C.O. Privy 

18 1880 Northwest Bastion 

19 Composite Historic/Extant Site Plan 
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Abstract 

The 19 76 field season marked the fourth year of archaeo

logical excavation by the Research Division of National 

Historic Parks and Sites Branch at the Northwest Mounted 

Police post in Fort Walsh National Historic Park. Research 

emphases for the 1976 archaeology project were directed 

toward: the excavation and collection of primary data on 

structural location, architectural detail and construction 

techniques of the cookhouse, oat stores, enlisted men's 

latrine, east and west palisade gates, officers' privy and 

fort hospital; the collection and analysis of in situ 

artifact samples for the investigation of building function 

and the distribution of activities within each structure; 

the quantitative manipulation of artifact data to determine 

the extent of social variability reflected in the material 

culture of the four economic ranks represented at the fort, 

and the verification of interpretations and information 

from analyses of historical documents by the History Section, 

Research Division. 

The following presents a descriptive summary of the 

field investigations and artifact distribution tabulations. 
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Preface 

In 19 73 a four year programme of archaeological research 

was initiated at the Northwest Mounted Police post in Fort 

Walsh National Historic Park by the Research Division, Parks 

Canada. The major objective of the programme was to assess 

the architectural and artifact data potential of the fort 

in view of providing information for future development and 

reconstruction (Sciscenti et. al. 1976). 

A research design for archaeological excavations, 

scheduled in accordance with restoration priorities, was 

subsequently developed by James V. Sciscenti, staff 

archaeologist, Parks Canada, with emphasis placed on the 

investigation of social variability by means of archaeological 

data (see Sciscenti et. al. 1976). The research design 

provided a theoretical focus for developing an excavation and 

analytical strategy. 

The 1976 archaeology project at Fort Walsh continued in 

the direction established by Sciscenti. The project was 

conducted from mid-June to mid-October by Jeffrey Murray, 

assistant archaeologist, Parks Canada. Project personnel 

included two field assistants, Joseph H. Last and Antony 

Pacey; a field lab supervisor, Suzanne Plousos; an 

administrative assistant, Sandra Olynyk; and a labour crew 

of 10-14 students drawn locally from the Maple Creek/Swift 

Current area. Surveying, mapping and final structural 

drawings were completed by M. Douglas Olynyk, extant 

recorder, Engineering and Architecture Branch, Prairie 

Region, Parks Canada. 



IX 

Artifact material was cleaned, catalogued and sorted 

into functional categories at the site. Provenience data, 

stylistic and metric attributes on each artifact were 

recorded on 3 x 5 inch cards which were subsequently filed 

by functional categories. Interbuilding tabulations which 

compare the distribution of artifact types across the site 

were prepared by A. Pacey on each functional category and 

are presented in Appendix A. 

Artifact analyses were primarily undertaken to define 

the nature and extent of building activities and to test 

specific socio-behavioural problems which focus on 

variability within selected artifact classes and the status/ 

cost aspects of these goods (see Sciscenti et. al. 1976: 

1-24). Descriptive or technological analyses were, therefore, 

not taken past the level of artifact identification. Formal 

quantitative analyses of the distributional data are planned 

for the final site synthesis. Visual inspection of the 

tables, however, was undertaken to assist in the preliminary 

identification of building utilization and construction 

techniques. 

The following report was prepared from field notes and 

excavation summaries submitted by field supervisors. The 

excavations of the 1875 southwest privy, the west and east 

palisade gates and the officers' privy were completed by 

J. Last and the enlisted men's latrines, cookhouse, oat 

stores, hospital, harness room and auxiliary structures were 

undertaken by A. Pacey (see Figure 1). 

The completion of any archaeological project depends on 

the support of many people. In particular, I would like to 

acknowledge the assistance of Dwight Demchenko and Ben Mitchell 

in the identification of the metal artifacts, and Tim 

Sookocheff, superintendent of Fort Walsh National Historic 

Park, for his administrative support. A special note of 
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thanks is extended to James Sciscenti who helped develop a 

number of ideas and directions for research at Fort Walsh. 
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Figure 1. Master grid plan of the 1976 excavations at Fort Walsh 
(Drawing by K. Walton and A. Pacey) 



Introduction 

The 19 76 archaeological investigations at Fort Walsh 

concluded the four year programme of research as originally 

outlined in the conceptual plans prepared by Prairie 

Regional Office, Parks Canada. During this year of the 

programme, excavations within the fort palisade were 

completed with the exception of areas occupied by existing 

R.C.M.P. remount station buildings. The Fort Walsh planning 

team is now preparing directives for park management and 

interpretive programmes which should clarify developmental 

priorities and provide guidelines for the scheduling of 

future archaeological research both at the N.W.M.P. post 

and within the park. 

The following is a descriptive summary of the 19 76 

field investigations. Emphasis has been placed primarily 

on verifying interpretations of historical documents, 

summarizing architectural detail and construction methods, 

and presenting artifact distributional data. 

1 



1875 Southwest Privy 

Historical Background 

Archaeological test excavations located an undocumented privy 

in the 1875 southwest palisade corner. The building was 

constructed with the north and east walls abutting the 1875 

west and south palisades. 

A similar privy was built in the northwest corner of 

the fort in 1875 (Murray and Sciscenti 1977). Since the 

original layout of Fort Walsh was symmetrically oriented on 

an east/west axis, it is proposed that the southwest privy 

was also built around this period. The structure was 

probably dismantled in late 1879 when the south palisade 

was removed for the southern expansion of the fort enclosure 

(McCullough 1976: 158). 

Location and Stratigraphy 

In relation to the extant buildings of the remount station, 

the privy was located directly under the southwest corner of 

the R.C.M.P. stables. 

Construction of the remount station stables disturbed 

the N.W.M.P. deposits overlying the southwest privy. A i m 

wide foundation cribbing trench (layer 14) which was dug to 

0.38 m below the ground surface, truncated the upper strata 

of the privy pit. As a result of the recent building 

construction, no features were observed in the surface 

topography to suggest the nature or extent of underlying 

historic activity. In general, the ground surface was flat 

and covered with a thick growth of grass. 

2 



Located immediately below the sod level was a 0.05 -

0.1 m thick layer of clayish silt (layer 17). The stratum 

dates to the period of the N.W.M.P. fort since the deposit 

extends from the east and west sides of the palisade wall. 

Along the west side of the palisade a thin lens of white 

clay (layer 7) separated the clayish silts from the sterile 

contact surface. 

Contact with the sterile substrata was demarcated by an 

earlier sod horizon which consisted of an organic silt 

deposit (layer 9). Investigations below this level indicated 

the privy pit truncated four layers of fluvial wash. The 

deposits consisted of: a yellowish brown silt (layer 10) 

measuring from 0.2 to 0.3 m below surface; a second zone of 

organic silts, 0.1 m thick, which may also represent an 

earlier sod formation; a zone of silty clay and cobble wash 

averaging 0.15 m in thickness, and a second deposit of silty 

clay intermixed with cobbles, which measured to the maximum 

depth of the pit, 1.5 m below surface. 

As illustrated in Figure 2, a total of twelve strata 

were confined within the privy pit. In profile, all strata 

slumped considerably toward the centre of the pit with the 

upper six layers measuring within 0.2 m of the ground surface 

around the peripheral edges and to a maximum of 0.9 m in the 

centre. 

The matrix of the upper stratum in the privy pit con

sisted of a silty clay fill (layer 21). The slumpage of the 

deposit was less than the succeeding layers, dropping from 

0.2 m to 0.45 m below surface. The layer post-dates the 

abandonment of the fort and was probably deposited by the 

R.C.M.P. prior to the construction of the stable foundation 

in order to level the previous fill slumpage. 

Below this level were four successive layers (numbers 

22, 23, 24 and 25) of silty clay fills which date to the 

3 
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Figure 2. Stratigraphie profile, south face, of the 1875 southwest privy 
(refer to Profile section A-A, Appendix B, figure 11) 
(Drawing by K. Walton) 



N.W.M.P. occupation. Since the strata did not contain 

organic matter the layers were probably deposited after the 

dismantlement of the structure in 1880. The fills measured 

from 0.35 m to 0.65 m below surface in the centre of the pit. 

Below the clay fills was a level of dark reddish brown 

organic material (layer 26). Although the content of the 

organic has not been identified, the stratum is not thought 

to contain human fecal matter. The deposit surfaced near 

the 1875 contact surface along the western side of the 

privy pit, suggesting deposition of the material as a fill. 

Under the organic deposit lay a fifth level of silty 

clay (layer 27). The stratum also measured from the 1875 

contact surface around the exterior edges of the pit to a 

maximum of 1.05 m below surface in the centre. The matrix 

contained a number of leather artifacts and a large quantity 

of faunal material indicating that the pit had been used for 

garbage disposal shortly after the building had been aban

doned. 

The bottom three strata of the privy pit did not 

surface around the exterior edges. The upper deposit (layer 

28) consisted of a silty clay 0.03 - 0.15 m in thickness and 

was probably deposited at the time of the structure's 

abandonment in order to seal the lower fecal strata. 

The two basal strata of the privy pit contained human 

fecal material. The matrix of the lower deposit (layer 30) 

consisted only of a decomposed organic while the higher 

stratum (layer 29) contained the fecal material in isolated 

pockets throughout a silty clay matrix. Separating the two 

fecal strata and localized along the eastern wall of the 

pit was a lens of sterile sand and cobbles. The lens 

measured a maximum of 0.2 m in thickness and appeared to 

have slumped from the side of the privy pit during utilization 

of the building. 

5 



Excavation Procedure 

A i m wide trench, excavated between the R.C.M.P. maturity 

barn and stables, uncovered the junction of the north wall 

of the privy and the 1875 west palisade. Subsequent investi

gations exposed the complete building dimensions and located 

the privy pit directly under the southwest corner of the 

R.C.M.P. stables. 

In order to excavate the portion of the privy which lay 

beneath the stable foundations, the floorboards in the 

southwest corner of the structure were removed and the 

foundation shored with heavy timbers. A total of ten 

suboperations provided horizontal control of the excavations. 

Each suboperation was excavated stratigraphically with 

vertical control maintained by assigning separate lot numbers 

to each major stratum. 

Results of Excavation 

The southwest privy was constructed of upright logs set into 

a 0.3 m wide footing trench which had been dug 0.35 m below 

surface. The structure measured 3.7 m by 2.6 m and was built 

adjacent to the interior southwest corner of the fort palisade, 

with the palisade forming the west and south walls of the 

privy. The oval shaped interior pit, which was centrally 

located within the four walls of the structure, averaged 

1.6 5 m by 0.85 m and had been excavated to 1.5 m below ground 

surface. In the centre of the east wall a 0.75 m space in the 

footing trench and wall post line delineated the building 

entrance. Because of the proximity of the privy to the 

palisade, the building was probably constructed with a shed 

type roof which sloped down from the palisade wall (Figure 3). 

As in the case of other privies excavated at Fort Walsh, 

no in situ evidence on the methods used to construct a 

6 
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Figure 3. The 1875 southwest privy. Excavation of the privy pit, lower 
centre, has been completed to contact with the substratum. 
Planks in lower left centre of photo were used to shore the stable 
foundation (Photo by J. Last) 



seating arrangement over the pit were observed. Since the 

pit was probably not left open, the seat could have been 

cross-braced into the walls and when the structure was 

dismantled all evidence of the seat was also removed. 

There was also no archaeological evidence to suggest the 

construction of a wooden floor on the ground surface around 

the perimeter of the privy pit. It is therefore possible 

that the building floor consisted only of the ground surface. 

Use of the structure would wear this type of floor consider

ably and perhaps would also cause the periphery of the pit 

to gradually break away. This may then explain the presence 

of the slumped mass of substrata in the middle of the fecal 

layer. 

Architectural Summary 

1875 Southwest Privy (Operation 55) 

Location 

The southwest privy was located in the extreme southwest 

corner of the 18 75 fort with the north and east walls of the 

structure abutting the west and south palisades. 

In relation to extant structures of the R.C.M.P. remount 

station, the privy is located beneath the southwest corner 

of the stable. 

Date 
Constructed in 1875, dismantled in 1879-80. 

Orientation 

The north wall of the structure was oriented 52" east of 

8 



north and the west wall was 40'30' west of north. 

Shape and Dimensions 

The structure was rectangular in shape, with measurements 

as follows: north wall 2.5 m in length 

east wall 3.7 m in length 

west wall 3.8 m in length 

south wall 2.6 m in length. 

(The dimensions of the walls were measured from the centre 

of one wall to the centre of the opposite wall). 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. A foundation footing for the east and north 

structural walls consisted of a U-shaped trench measuring 

0.3 m in width and 0.35 m in depth. The trench was packed 

with clay fill. 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs averaging 0.2 m in diameter. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically in the 

footing trench which was subsequently packed with clay. 

The north and east walls of the structure were constructed 

to abut the west and south palisades. 

Finish. No archaeological evidence. 

Interior Walls 

No interior walls were observed. 

Structural Features 

Doors 

Location. A door was located in the east wall of the 

9 
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structure, 1.2 m south of the northeast corner. 

Construction. The doorway feature was indicated by a 0.75 m 

space in the east wall footing trench. 

Windows 

No archaeological evidence. 

Flooring 

Archaeological investigations uncovered no evidence of floor 

joists or floorboards. It is suggested, therefore, that the 

building floor merely consisted of the ground surface. 

Roofing 

The proximity of the privy to the palisade suggests the 

building was constructed with a shed type roof which 

probably sloped from the palisade wall. 

Privy Pit 

Location. The privy pit was located centrally within the 

privy structure. 

Construction. The pit was oval in shape, measuring 1.65 m 

(north/south) by 0.85 m (east/west), and was excavated to a 

depth of 1.5 m below surface. No construction features 

were observed to indicate that the sides of the privy pit 

were braced or lined with shoring. 

Privy Seat 

No in situ archaeological evidence. 
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1880 Officers' Privy 

Historical Background 

Historical documents on the construction of an officers' 

privy at Fort Walsh are extremely limited and often contra

dictory, especially in regard to building location. 

Cotter, in his description of Fort Walsh, recalls a 

latrine used exclusively by officers which was small in size 

and located near, but separated from, the east palisade in 

the northeast corner of the expanded 1880 enclosure. Although 

Cotter suggests the privy contained at least one window, he 

provides no data on building architecture or construction 

techniques (McCullough 1976: 291). 

Photo documents on the northeast palisade corner do 

not confirm Cotter's location of the officers' privy, but 

indicate a small structure with a•shed type roof, adjacent 

to the north palisade (Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-2446-16). 

In terms of architectural style and design, the building 

appears similar to the privy excavated in the northwest 

corner of the 1880 palisade (Murray and Sciscenti 1977). 

In an attempt to delineate the location of the structure 

documented by Cotter, test surface stripping along the 1880 

east palisade was initiated during archaeological investi

gations in 1975 (Murray and Sciscenti 19 77). The excavations 

did not locate the privy and it was confirmed that Cotter's 

description of the building location was incorrect. The 

officers' privy was probably the building identified in the 

contemporary photograph. Investigations during the 19 76 

field season were, therefore, to concentrate on locating the 

structure along the north palisade. 
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Location and Stratigraphy 

The 1880 officers' privy was.located adjacent to the 1880 

north palisade about 7.5 m west of the northeast stockade 

corner. In relation to extant structures of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, the building site is situated north of the 

foreman's residence and lies directly under the modern road 

which leads to the northern entrance of the reconstructed 

fort. 

Regular grading of the road and the recent increase in 

traffic through the area has extensively rutted and disturbed 

the surface topography of the building site. No irregular 

surface features or changes in the vegetation were evident 

which would precisely locate the privy's walls or central 

pit. 

The surface stratum (layer 1) primarily consisted of a 

sandy clay and cobble fill which averaged to a depth of 0.15 

m below surface. For the most part, the disturbed material 

was deposited directly on the sterile substratum (layer 4) 

which was demarcated by a layer of fluvial sand and pebbles. 

Excavation of the privy pit revealed that the feature 

truncated at least four zones of substrata. The sterile 

deposits consisted of a cobble wash intermixed with clay, 

measuring 0.7-0.9 m below surface; a stratum of silts and 

clays (layer 21) averaging 1.1 m in depth; a second layer 

of cobble wash extending to 1.3 m below surface, and a 

second zone of silts and clays (layer 20) which measured 

to the maximum depth of the privy pit, 1.7m below surface. 

Confined within the privy pit were seven layers of 

fill which in profile exhibited considerable slumpage 

towards the centre of the pit. The first four layers ranged 

from 0.15 m to 0.49 m below surface around the peripheral 

edges of the pit and from 0.74 m to 0.9 8 m below surface 

towards the centre (Figure 4). 



Figure 4. Stratigraphie profile, east face, of the 1880 Officers' Privy 
(Section B-B, Appendix B, figure 4). (Drawing by K. Walton) 
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The upper layer of the pit fill consisted of a thick 

organic deposit (layer 8) which has been identified as 

manure. Within the top 0.12 m of the layer, a quantity of 

clay (layer 7) was mixed into the matrix from the upper 

stratum. The manure deposit possibly dates to the ranching 

period of the early twentieth century. Since corrals were 

located in the area at this time, the manure was probably 

used to level the depression caused by earlier privy fill 

slumpage. 

Along the northern side of the privy pit, the manure 

layer overlaid a matrix of charcoal and wood fragments 

(layer 3). The latter stratum also dates after the abandon

ment of the fort since the deposit extended across the 

palisade footing trench. Below this level and measuring 

the complete horizontal dimensions of the pit was a matrix 

(layer 9) of sand and small pebbles averaging 0.12 m in 

thickness. 

Underlying the sand and pebbles were two burn zones 

(layers 10 and 11). Both measured the full horizontal 

dimensions of the pit with the upper stratum consisting of 

ash and charcoal and the lower layer consisting of oxidized 

sand. The latter suggests the burning was in situ with the 

upper sand and pebble stratum possibly used to cap the 

deposit. The deposition date of the latter three layers is 

difficult to determine since artifact recovery was minimal. 

It would appear, however, that the depression of the pit was 

used to burn debris which was probably accumulated by the 

N.W.M.P. during fort abandonment or possibly during the 

early ranching period. 

Below the burn zones was a second stratum of sand and 

cobbles (layer 13) which also contained isolated pockets of 

clay (layer 14). This stratum was the most extensive layer 

of fill in the privy pit, measuring to a maximum depth of 
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1.6 m below surface. The fill was probably deposited at the 

time of fort abandonment in order to cap the underlying fecal 

material (layer 15) which was the lowermost matrix in the 

privy pit. The matter was highly organic in content and 

contained a large number of seeds, which have not been 

identified. The deposit was very thin, measuring a maximum 

of 0.1 m in thickness. 

Excavation Procedure 

Archaeological excavations had previously located the north

east corner of the 1880 palisade and had delineated the 

east-west alignment of the north stockade wall (Sciscenti 

et. al. 1976; Murray and Sciscenti 1977). 

The initial step in the excavation of the officers' privy 

was to establish a base grid line parallel to the north 

palisade alignment. One 3 m by 1 m and two 2 m by 2 m 

sub-operations were laid out along the north palisade. 

Excavations of these units exposed the north palisade footing 

trench and the northeast and northwest corners of the 

officers' privy. In order to completely expose the building 

foundations and privy pit three additional sub-operations 

were then opened immediately to the south. 

Excavation of the sub-operations was by stratigraphie 

levels with vertical control maintained by assigning separate 

lot numbers to each major stratum. Throughout archaeological 

investigations excavation techniques remained consistent. 

Topsoil and the disturbed overburden of the roadway were 

removed by shovel and pickaxes and underlying strata were 

exposed with small hand tools. 
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Figure 5. Plan view of the 1880 officers' privy after excavations were completed. 
The 18 80 north palisade extends across the top of the photo and the 
entrance to the structure is delineated by the opening in the south 
privy wall (Photo by J. Last) 
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Results of Excavation 

The officers' privy measured 2.8 m (north/south) by 3.4 m 

(east/west) and was located adjacent to the 1880 north 

palisade. The walls were constructed of upright posts 

averaging approximately two-thirds the height of the palisade, 

and were set into a 0.3 m wide footing trench which had been 

dug 0.35 m below ground surface. The building entrance was 

centrally located in the south wall as a 0.8 m space in the 

footing trench and wall post line (Figure 5). 

The rectangular shaped privy pit was located slightly 

north of the centre of the structure. The feature 

measured 2.3 m by 1.5 m and had been excavated with sloping 

sides to a depth of 1.75 m below surface. No in situ 

evidence was uncovered to suggest the construction of a 

wooden floor on the ground surface around the pit, or to 

suggest the type of seating arragnement over the pit. There 

was also no archaeological evidence to suggest the sides of 

the pit had been shored or braced. 

Architectural Summary 

1880 Officers' Privy (Operation 54) 

Location 

The east and west walls of the officers' privy abutted the 

1880 north palisade. The east wall of the structure was 

located 7.5 m west of the northeast corner of the 1880 

palisade. 

In relation to the standing structures of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, the southwest corner of the officers' privy 

is located 11.8 m north of the administration building and 

8.1 m east of the propane tank enclosure. 
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Date 
Constructed in 1880. 

Orientation 

The south wall of the structure was oriented 45 "30" east of 

true north. The east wall of the structure was oriented 

42*00' west of true north. 

Shape and Dimension 

The structure was rectangular in shape. Wall measurements 

are: north wall 3.55 m in length 

east wall 2.80 m in length 

south wall 3.50 m in length 

west wall 2.90 m in length 

All wall dimensions are measured from the centre of one 

wall to the centre of the opposite wall. 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. The foundation for the east, south and west 

walls consisted of a U-shaped footing trench measuring 0.3 m 

in width and 0.35 m in depth. The trench was packed with 

clay and cobble fill. 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs averaging 0.2 m in diameter. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically in the 

footing trench which was packed with clay and cobble fill. 

The east and west walls abut the north palisade, with the 

palisade functioning as the north wall of the structure. 

Finish. No archaeological evidence. 
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Interior Walls 

No interior walls were observed. 

Structural Features 

Doors 

Location. A door was located in the south wall of the 

structure, 1.45 m west of the southeast corner. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. The door feature was evident by a 0.75 m 

space in the south wall footing trench. 

Windows 

No archaeological evidence. 

Flooring 

Archaeological investigations uncovered no evidence of floor 

joists or floorboards. It is suggested, therefore, that the 

building floor consisted of the ground surface. 

Roofing 

Historical documentation indicates that the privy was 

constructed with a shed type roof which probably sloped from 

the palisade wall. 

Privy Pit 

Location. The privy pit was located centrally within the 

privy structure. 

Construction. The privy pit was rectangular in shape, 

measuring 2.3m (E-W) by 1.5 m (N-S) and was excavated to a 

depth of 1.75 m below surface. The pit walls had a gradient 

of 1:1.4. 

Discussion. The dimensions of the pit in the officers' privy 

measured slightly larger at ground surface than other privy 

pits at Fort Walsh. In profile, the privy pit was also 
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irregular in shape and the sides sloped considerably. These 

features were possibly related to the nature of the deposits 

through which the hole was excavated. The privy pit was dug 

through two strata of loose gravels. Because of the 

instability of these layers, the pit was probably deliberately 

dug with sloping walls in order to minimize soil slumpage. 

There was no in situ evidence to indicate the sides of 

the pit were braced or lined with shoring. 

Privy Seat 

No in situ archaeological evidence. 
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1875 and 1880 Enlisted Men's Latrines 

Historical Background 

Historic documentation on Fort Walsh identifies the enlisted 

men's latrine as a rectangularly shaped structure located 

west of the 1875 southwest palisade corner (McCullough 1976: 

260-262, 268, 273). The building was oriented with the main 

axis aligned north/south and was constructed with a peaked 

roof (Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-52-4, NA-2446-1). 

Location and Stratigraphy 

Archaeological investigations in the area suggested by the 

documentation identified two latrine trenches and a saw pit. 

The latrines were oriented north/south and were situated on 

a sloping surface, parallel to the terrace edge above the 

Battle Creek floodplain. The saw pit was located at the 

southwest corner of the north latrine and was aligned 

perpendicular to the central axis of the trench (Appendix B, 

figure 12) . 

Prior to excavation, the south latrine appeared as an 

oval depression in the ground surface, measuring roughly 

5.0 m long by 1.0 m wide and 0.10 m deep. The north latrine 

and saw pit were delineated as an L-shaped trench approxi

mately 6.0 m long, 1.0 m wide and 0.15 m deep. 

The topsoil (layer 1) covering the building site 

consisted of a medium brown silt, 0.04 m thick. Manure fill 

(layer 2) was found in the upper 0.45 m of the latrine 

trenches and along the terrace edge. Diagnostic artifacts 

date the deposition to the period of the R.C.M.P. remount 
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station (Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9). 

The layer underlying the manure stratum in both latrines 

was a matrix of grey to medium brown silt (layer 3), measur

ing a maximum thickness of Q.45 m in the north trench and 

0.2 m in the south. These two fills and the underlying layer 

(number 4) in the north latrine also date to the 20th century. 

However, it is unknown if these layers were deposited by 

the R.C.M.P. or during the earlier ranching period. The 

stratum of modern fill (layer 4) in the north latrine trench 

consisted of a 0.1 m layer of grey brown silty clay. 

In the south latrine trench the layer below the silt 

consisted of a grey brown mottled clay (Figure 7; layer 9) 

0.8m thick, which could not be dated due to the absence 

of diagnostic artifacts. The two strata underlying the 

mottled clay date to the period of N.W.M.P. occupation. 

The upper layer (layer 4) measured 0.1 m thick and consisted 

of a yellowish grey sandy clay, intermixed with a white 

material tentatively identified as calcium carbonate. 

The second stratum (layer 10) was an organic fill, measuring 

0.1m thick, which contained partly decomposed fecal matter. 

The north latrine contained five layers of fill 

deposited by the N.W.M.P. The uppermost layer (number 5) 

was a light yellowish brown clayish sand, 0.2 m thick. The 

stratum was similar in matrix to the fill overlying the 

fecal matter in the south latrine. Although soil analyses 

have not been completed, it is suggested that both deposits 

originated from an identical source. 

The second N.W.M.P. deposit had a matrix of brown 

mottled clay (layer 6) flecked with charcoal and burnt sand 

and measured 0.45 m thick. Beneath this layer was a medium 

brown clayish silt (layer 7) with patches of black silt, 

0.2 m thick, overlying a mixed soil matrix of sandy silt and 

clay (layer 8). The latter was mixed with what was identified 



Figure 6. Stratigraphie profile of the 1875 enlisted men's latrine 
(north face of unit 7N60B) (Drawing by K. Walton) 



Figure 7. Stratigraphie profile of the 1880 enlisted men's latrine 
(north face of unit 7N60A) (Drawn by K. Walton) 
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Figure 8. View of the stratigraphy in the 1875 enlisted men's latrine. 
North face of the profile is illustrated in Figure 6. 
(Photo by A. Pacey) 
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Figure 5. The structural foundation of the 1877 saddlery, 
facing northwest. The building walls and floor joists are 
featured in the photograph (Photo by B. Fleming). 

Figure 6. The 1877 shoemaker's shop, facing northeast. The 
path of the irrigation ditch passes diagonally through the 
structural remains, in background of photograph (Photo by B. 
Fleming). 
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as calcium carbonate and measured Q.3 m thick. The layer of 

fecal matter below was a reddish brown organic fill, 0.15 m 

thick, containing a large quantity of seeds. 

The trench fills demonstrated considerable slumpage 

toward the centre of the features, with the deposits appear

ing in the profile as U-shaped layers. 

Underlying the fecal matter in the south end of the 

north latrine was a cobble and sand fill. This deposit 

was identified as slumped substrata which had collapsed 

from the baulk which separated the latrine trench from the 

saw pit. 

The saw pit feature had been cut into the side of the 

terrace bank in an east/west orientation. The pit measured 

4.0 m long, 2.4 m wide and 2.5 m deep. The recovery of a 

considerable quantity of wood detritus in the bottom layer 

of the feature suggested a saw pit function. Although the 

feature was situated close to the north latrine trench, 

the two features were separated by a 0.3 m to 0.5 m wide 

baulk of sterile soil. The soil profiles indicated that 

the saw pit had been abandoned and filled prior to the 

abandonment of the north latrine. It is suggested that the 

construction of the latrine superstructure prompted the 

collapse of the trench wall. 

The trenches had been excavated through five layers of 

substrata. The A horizon (layer 13) consisted of medium 

brown homogeneous silt, measuring 0.7 m thick. The B 

horizon consisted of alternating layers of silts and cobbles: 

a yellowish brown sandy silt, 0.15 m thick; a cobble fill 

mixed with sand, 0.6 m thick; a light brown sandy silt layer 

0.7m thick and a cobble fill which demarcated the bottom of 

the latrine trenches and measured 0.3m thick. 

Two layers of fill deposited by the N.W.M.P. on the 

1875 ground surface along the west side of the south latrine 
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trench probably represent an attempt to level the ground 

surface prior to building construction. 

/An excavation for a septic tank disturbed the deposits 

2.5 m west of the south trench. 

Excavation Procedure 

The two depressions noted in the ground surface along the 

terrace edge coincided in shape and location with the 

historically documented N.W.M.P. latrine. In order to 

determine whether the features dated to the 1875-83 period, 

two 1.0 m trenches were excavated to profile the slumped 

areas and a third trench was laid out to test the ground 

surface between the features. 

Subsequent to the verification of both trenches as 

N.W.M.P. structures, each latrine was divided into three 

suboperations for further investigations. The stratigraphie 

layers in each suboperation were assigned separate lot 

numbers and were removed as individual units. Twenty centi

meter wide baulks were maintained between the suboperations 

as a record of the stratigraphy. Soil samples were taken 

from each stratum and all the fecal material was collected 

either as soil or flotation samples for later analyses of 

dietary residue. 

The saw pit was excavated as a single 1.0 m wide trench 

which was oriented along the longitudinal axis of the 

feature. The fill was removed in natural levels to contact 

with substrata along the east side of the pit. The east end 

of the test trench was extended north and south in order to 

obtain constructional and dimensional data on the width of 

the feature. 
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Results of Excavation 

The archaeological information on the enlisted men's latrines 

at Fort Walsh is restricted to constructional data on the 

earth pit. For the most part, in situ evidence on building 

architecture was not recovered during the investigations 

and only limited, inferential statements on construction 

techniques and design of the superstructure are possible. 

The latrine trenches were rectangular in shape with the 

north trench measuring 7.0 m by 1.6 m and the south trench 

5.8 m by 1.3 m. Both features were excavated with vertical 

sides to 2.5 m into the substrata. No constructional data 

were recorded to suggest the sides of the pits were lined 

or braced to prevent slumpage (see Figures 10 and 11). 

As recorded during the excavations of other privies at 

Fort Walsh, roofing clay was not found in depositional 

contexts overlying the foundations of either enlisted men's 

latrine. Therefore, it is concluded that a clay or mud 

plaster was not used in roof construction; instead, the 

latrine roofs were probably finished with overlapping planks. 

No in situ evidence of floor joists or floorboards was 

uncovered during the archaeological investigations. Since 

excavations elsewhere at the fort have indicated that building 

floors were not removed during structural dismantlement, the 

lack of archaeological remains indicates that wooden floors 

were probably not constructed in the latrines (Sciscenti et. 

al. 1976) . 

Similarly, no evidence was recovered to locate the 

wall foundations. These features are usually delineated by 

clay whitewash and chinking which had fallen on the ground 

surface during building dismantlement. It can therefore be 

concluded that the latrine walls were neither chinked nor 

whitewashed. 

Photographic documents date utilization of the latrines 
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Figure 10. View of the 1875 enlisted men's latrine and the 
saw pit, upper left centre, facing southeast. Excavation of 
the latrine trench has been completed to contact with the 
substratum (Photo by A. Pacey). 

Figure 11. View of the 1880 enlisted men's latrine, facing 
southeast. The trench has been excavated to contact with the 
substratum (Photo by J. Murray). 
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to two separate periods. A close examination of the 1878 

photograph locates the latrine further north than the building 

illustrated in the 1880 photo (P.A.C. C-19073; Glenbow-Alberta 

Institute NA-2446-16). Therefore, it would appear that the 

north latrine trench was probably an earlier structure. 

Presumably, the building was dismantled, the pit backfilled 

and a new latrine built to the south. The construction was 

undertaken some time during the 1879-80 period when other 

facilities provided at the fort were being improved and 

expanded. Prominent among these changes was the construction 

of new privies for the non-commissioned officers, officers 

and commissioner. 

Architectural Summary 

1875 and 1880 Enlisted Men's Latrines (Operation 60) 

The following presents an architectural summary on the 1875 

and 1880 latrines. Where construction details of the latrines 

vary, the data are discussed separately. 

Location 

The centre of the 1875 latrine was located 13.1 m north of 

the projected alignment of the 1875 south palisade and 19.6 m 

west of the west palisade. 

The centre of the 1880 latrine was located 4.1 m north 

of the projected alignment of the 1875 south palisade and 

19.6 m west of the west palisade. 

In relation to standing structures of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, the centre of the 1875 latrine was located 

6.2 m west and 0.2m south of the northwest corner of the 

new barn. 

The 1880 latrine was located 6.2 m west and 1.6 m north 

of the southwest corner of the new barn. 
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Date 

The north latrine was functional from 1875 to 1880; the 

south latrine from 1880 to 1883. 

Orientation 

The longitudinal axes of the latrine trenches were aligned 

roughly north/south, parallel to the west palisade and the 

Battle Creek floodplain. Both latrines were oriented 

37*00' west of north. 

Shape and Dimensions 

Both latrine trenches were approximately rectangular in 

shape. The 18 75 latrine trench measured 7.0 m by 1.6 m and 

the 1880 latrine trench measured 5.8 m by 1.3 m. Both 

trenches were excavated to a depth of 2.5 m below surface. 

Discussion. By inference, the shape of the superstructures 

of both latrines was probably also rectangular; however, 

archaeological data do not provide wall dimensions. 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. A packed clay fill was evident on the west side 

of the latrine trench. The fill was probably deposited as a 

levelling action for the construction of the building walls. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. Archaeological data suggest that the super

structures were built from horizontally laid logs. 

Discussion. The historical data document the construction 

of a superstructure in association with the trenches; however, 

archaeological investigations provide no evidence to locate 

these features. The absence of a footing trench suggests 
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either a horizontal log or frame construction for the 

latrines. The other excavated fort structures indicated 

the utilization of frame walls only for additions to 

horizontal or vertical log structures. A horizontal log 

construction of the latrine superstructures is therefore 

the more plausible of the two styles. 

Finish. The walls of the latrine superstructure were 

probably not whitewashed. 

Discussion. Since the foundations of most horizontal log 

buildings at the fort are delineated by white clay or wall 

chinking, it can be inferred that, if the superstructures 

were of horizontal construction, then the walls were neither 

chinked nor whitewashed. 

Structural Features 

Doors 

No archaeological evidence. 

Windows 

No a r c h a e o l o g i c a l e v i d e n c e . 

Flooring 

No archaeological evidence. 

Roofing 

Archaeological evidence suggested a vertical board roof 

construction. 

Discussion. No evidence was found of clay/mud roof material 

in the latrine trench or in the associated area of the building 

site. Since the nail profile does not correlate with other 

fort structures known to have had a shingled roof, the only 

remaining possibility is a board construction. 
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1881 Hospital 

Historical Background 

Construction of the hospital began October 25, 1881 and was 

completed by December of the same year (McCullough 1976: 198). 

The data locate the structure a short distance from the 

northeast corner of the fort and describe the building as 

consisting of two wards with an attached steward's room 

and kitchen, and an associated latrine (Canada R.N.W.M.P. 

1973, Report 1882: 27; McCullough 1976: 277-279, 201). 

Although information on building construction and architecture 

is not documented, notations that describe the hospital as 

cheerful, bright and airy suggest the structure was built 

with a number of windows (Canada R.N.W.M.P. 1973, Report 

1881: 29; McCullough 1976: 201). 

Unlike the other structures at Fort Walsh, the hospital 

was not dismantled in 1883. As late as 1887, part of the 

building was used as a relay station by the Rocky Mountain 

Telegraph Company (Interpretive Guide Resource Manual, re 

History of the Remount Station). Re-use of the abandoned 

structure was initially thought to have disturbed the N.W.M.P. 

cultural deposits. At the least, later occupation probably 

disturbed the variety, quantity and spatial distribution of 

the artifact material discarded by the force during the 1883 

abandonment. Major modifications to the structural features 

also appeared feasible. 

Ranching activities during the opening decades of the 

20th century and the present use of the building site as a 

visitor parking lot prompt further speculation of disturbance 

to the archaeological remains. 
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Stratigraphy 

Prior to archaeological excavations, the west half of the 

building site was delineated in the surface topography by 

a low grass covered mound, measuring 0.1 to 0.15 m above 

the surrounding surface. The mound was oriented east/west 

and cross cut the natural surface gradient. White clay 

spill and a considerable quantity of bottle glass fragments 

were also observed scattered across the surface, downslope 

from the mound. 

The building site was obscured by a number of modern 

surficial features. Along the east half of the structure, 

the N.W.M.P. deposits were truncated by posts for a wire 

fence and a log barrier, which marked the perimeter of the 

visitor parking lot, and in the west half the vehicular 

traffic in the parking lot had extensively rutted the top-

soil. In addition, stones piled at the base of a large 

visitor information sign also defaced the topography of 

the southeast of the site. 

Excavations within the central area of the hospital 

exposed five discrete strata. A topsoil of medium brown 

silt with a sparse grass covering overlay the building site 

to a depth of 0.03 to 0.04 m. Below the sod a disturbed 

deposit, identified as a mixed matrix of clay roofing 

material, white clay and topsoil, was found over the west 

half of the main building. The absence of fill dated to the 

N.W.M.P. occupation along the east end of the hospital 

suggests the material was scraped from the area and deposited 

in the downslope western half of the building. At floor 

level, an undisturbed fill of white clay and clay roofing 

material was present, consisting of light brown grey clay 

0.06 m thick. The subfloor occupation fill was a light grey 

brown clay and silt matrix measuring 0.03 m thick. The 1881 

contact surface was marked by a medium brown homogeneous silt. 
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The stratigraphy revealed an extensive amount of distur

bance. As well as the scraping activity plough furrows, 

spaced 0.5 to 0.65 m apart and with a maximum depth of 0.17 m 

below surface, were evident running across the structure in 

an east to west direction. 

The gradient of the 1875 ground surface underlying the 

hospital sloped 2.3 percent west to east and 0.7 percent 

from north to south. There was no evidence of an attempt by 

the N.W.M.P. to offset the ground slope prior to building 

construction. 

Excavation Procedure 

Excavation of the 1881 hospital was undertaken to determine 

building location, dimensions and architectural features 

and to acquire an artifact assemblage indicative of structure 

utilization. Excavation, at this time, was also undertaken 

to salvage the archaeological remains from ongoing distur

bances to the building site. 

A trench, measuring 18.5 m north/south by 1.0 m east/west, 

was excavated through the mound to test for structural remains 

in association with the glass and white clay surface deposits. 

The excavation exposed the north and south basal wall logs 

and white clay spill delineating the east wall of the hospital 

porch. Further testing located the east and west walls and 

defined the shape and dimensions of the building. The interior 

area of the hospital was subsequently subdivided into eight 

suboperations for further investigations. With the exception 

of the topsoil which was removed as a single lot across the 

site, the suboperations were excavated stratigraphically to 

contact with the building foundations. Vertical control 

was maintained by assigning separate lot numbers to each 

layer and baulks were left between the suboperations as a 

record of the stratigraphy. 
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Separate suboperations were also excavated to expose the 

western half of the porch as well as the remains of the north 

annex and connecting vestibule. 

Results of Excavation 

Structural data recovered from the archaeological investi

gations to the 1881 hospital at Fort Walsh primarily provide 

information on the construction methods and architectural 

design of the building foundation. The in situ remains 

provided no indication of modifications or renovations to 

the basal components which could possibly be attributed to 

the utilization of the hospital after the 1883 abandonment. 

The hospital essentially consisted of two buildings 

which were laid out with the larger 13.6 m by 5.0 m structure 

oriented east/west and connected to a smaller 4.15 m by 3.8 m 

building, located to the north, by a vestibule. The smaller 

structure was probably built as a later annex to the main 

part of the hospital, since a living surface extended under 

the floor. Initially, the annex would appear to fit the 

historic notation which describes the hospital steward's 

room and kitchen as an attached building (Figure 12). 

The main part of the hospital was constructed from 

horizontally laid logs, saddle-notched at the corners. In 

situ evidence suggests that the western third of this structure 

was divided from the remainder of the building by a horizontal 

log partition which was saddle-notched into the north and 

south walls at 4.2 m from the west wall. Although archaeo

logical features along the eastern half of the hospital were 

eradicated, it is proposed that a similar wall also divided 

the east section. The resulting layout would equally 

proportion the hospital into three rooms. 

The entrance to the hospital was centrally located in 
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Figure 12. The 18 81 hospital, facing northeast, after the excavations 
were completed (Photo by A. Pacey) 
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the south wall of the larger building. The feature consisted 

of a white clay stain in the substratum measuring 2.0 m from 

the wall and 1.4 m in width. No architectural features, 

such as a doorsill or frame, were found in association with 

the stain. 

The 1881 ground surface between the annex and the main 

part of the hospital, immediately west of the vestibule, 

was covered with wood chips suggesting utilization of the 

area for the storage of firewood. To some extent, the 

debris also suggests use of the annex as the steward's room 

and kitchen. Presumably, the firewood was kept here where it 

would not only be protected from the weather but also easily 

accessible to the kitchen. 

Artifacts recovered from the archaeological excavations 

of the larger building were, for the most part, indicative 

of the utilization of the structure as a hospital. Such 

material includes glass syringe fragments, a small wooden 

pill box lid, a carious human premolar and several glass 

dispensing medicine bottles. Preliminary artifact distribution 

tabulations by functional class do not suggest other activities 

which could be associated with utilization of the structure 

after the N.W.M.P. abandonment. 

Architectural Summary 

1881 Hospital (Operation 56) 

Locat-ion 

The northwest corner of the main structure of the hospital 

was located 17.2 m north and 35.5 m east of the projected 

alignments of the 1875 north and east palisades. 
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Date 
Constructed in 1881. 

Orientation 

The length of the main structure was aligned roughly north

east by southwest, at 52*15' east of north. The width was 

oriented 37*45' west of north. 

Shape and Dimensions 

The hospital consisted of two rectangular structures. (The 

dimensions of the walls are measured from the centre of one 

wall to the centre of the opposite wall.) 

Main structure: north wall 13.6 m in length 

east wall 4.9 m in length 

south wall 13.6 m in length 

west wall 5.0 m in length. 

Annex: north wall 4.15 m in length 

east wall 3.80 m in length 

south wall 4.15 m in length 

west wall 3.80 m in length 

Exterior Watts 

Foundation. The foundation for the main structure consisted 

of basal wall logs laid directly on the ground surface. No 

foundation for the wing was observed. 

Material. The walls of the main structure are historically 

documented as consisting of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

The archaeological and historical data do not identify 

the material of construction for the hospital wing. 

Construction. The wall logs of the main structure were laid 
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horizontally and joined at the corners by saddle-notching 

the logs. 

No archaeological evidence was recorded to indicate the 

method of construction of the annex. The absence of a wall 

footing trench suggests either horizontal log or frame 

construction for the structure. 

Finish. Both the interior and exterior surfaces of the 

walls were whitewashed with white clay. 

Interior Walls 

Main Structure 

Location. An interior wall was located 4.2 m east of the 

west wall of the main structure, oriented north/south, 

across the width of the structure. 

Material. The interior wall probably consisted of unshaped, 

skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The basal log of the interior wall was laid 

horizontally and placed directly onto the ground surface, 

and was supported by the exterior north and south foundation 

wall logs. These were saddle-notched into the main 

structure's exterior north and south walls. 

Finish. Both surfaces of the wall were whitewashed with 

white clay. 

Annex 

No interior walls were observed. 

Structural Features 

Vestibule 

Location. A vestibule connected the hospital wing to the 

main structure. The west wall of the vestibule was located 

4.2 m east of the main structure's northwest corner. 
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Dimensions. The north/south wall of the vestibule measured 

1.2 m in length; the east/west wall measured 1.8 m in 

length. 

Foundation. The basal wall timber was laid directly on the 

ground surface. 

Discussion. In can be inferred, therefore, that if the north 

annex was of frame construction, the basal wall timbers for 

the walls of the vestibule were also placed directly on the 

ground surface. 

Construction. Two 1.2 m by 0.1 m foundation timbers were 

laid on the ground surface and aligned north/south between 

the annex and main structures. A 0.1 m diameter post was 

placed on the southern end of the west wall timber which 

was probably part of the frame construction for the walls. 

It can be inferred, therefore, that similar posts were 

present at the northwest, northeast and southeast corners 

of the vestibule. 

Finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay.. 

Porch 

Location. A closed porch was located along the south wall 

of the main structure. The west wall of the porch was 

located 6.7m east of the southwest corner. 

Dimension. The porch extended south 2.0 m from the south 

wall of the main structure and measured 1.4 m in width. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. Historical documentation indicates that 

closed porches at Fort Walsh were generally constructed from 

a wooden frame covered with boards or split logs. No 

cobble path was observed leading to the porch. 

Windows 

Seven pane glass fragments were found in the interior 

occupation fill of the main structure, suggesting the 
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presence of windows but no clustering of these fragments was 

recorded to indicate window locations. 

Roofing 

Material. Roofing material consisted of clay mud with 

split poles and planks. 

Construction. Roof construction probably consisted of split 

poles attached to a central ridge pole and covered with 

clay. Planks were nailed to cross pieces which were sunk 

into the clay and the planks fitted so as to overlap. The 

roof was probably of A-frame construction with the central 

ridge pole aligned parallel to the longitudinal axis of 

the building. 

Discussion. Archaeological evidence of roofing construction 

consisted of the clay. 

Flooring 

Annex 

Material. Extant remains of the annex flooring consisted 

of four joists measuring 3.6 m long, 0.15 m wide and aligned 

east/west. No floorboards were recovered. 

Construction. The joists were laid directly on the ground 

surface with an average span of 0.85 m between joists. The 

most southerly joist was located 0.4 m north of the vestibule 

wall timber. Floorboards were nailed to the joists, using 

2*s inch or 3 inch nails, at right angles to the joists. 

Vestibule 

Material. Extant remains consisted of three joists, 

measuring 1.2 m long by 0.1 m wide and floorboards averaging 

0.1m wide and 0.012 m thick. Poor preservation precluded a 

measurement of the floorboard lengths. 

Construction. The joists were placed directly on the ground 

surface, in a north/south alignment. Two joists were located 

0.1m from the east and west walls with the third joist 
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located equidistant between the other two. Floorboards 

were attached at right angles to the joists, using 2% inch 

nails. 

Extensions were noted projecting the joists 0.4 m 

further north, to the most southerly joist of the north 

annex. Floorboards attached to these extensions averaged 

0.1 m in width and 0.012 m thick. These floorboards 

extended to the projected alignment of the exterior edge 

of the vestibule walls. 

Main Structure 

No in situ evidence. 
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1875 Oat Stores 

Historical Background 

Historical documents reference the construction of a store 

room located north of the enlisted men's barracks/mess hall 

and positioned to separate the residential area of the fort 

from the stable compound. The building measured 18 feet by 

36 feet and was constructed from horizontally laid logs, 

saddle-notched at the corners (McCullough 19 76: 130; P.A.C. 

C-19073; Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-2446-1; R.C.M.P. H.Q. 

Neg. No. 266, 7480). A door was cut into the middle of the 

east wall and the roof consisted of mud plastered across 

split poles. 

Historic data on the functional utilization of the 

structure suggest that, as a store room, the building 

probably housed the quartermaster's and commissary's 

supplies (McCullough 1976: 137). However, in the summer of 

1877 a new structure for the quartermaster's stores was 

built and the roof of the old building raised and shingled, 

presumably in an attempt to save loss of goods through 

spoilage from wetness (McCullough 1976: 14) . Although the 

data are not completely clear, it is possible that changes 

in utilization accompanied the renovations and the building 

functioned as an oat storage (McCullough 1976: 157). 

Apparently during the winter of 1878-79, increased billeting 

requirements necessitated converting the oat house into 

another barracks but, by the spring, the building was again 

being used for oat storage. No further data were found to 

indicate other changes in building utilization for the 

duration of the N.W.M.P. occupation. 
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Location and Stratigraphy 

In relation to the existing buildings of the R.C.M.P. remount 

station the oat stores was located immediately south of the 

extant garage and the north entrance to the fort compound. 

The recent increase in surface traffic in this area had 

extensively disturbed the topography of the building site. 

The ground surface was completely rutted and bare of vegetation. 

The north end of the site was further obscured by gravels 

which had been laid down in front of the garage and which had 

been worked into the N.W.M.P. deposits. The stratigraphy 

along the south end of the structure, 0.3 m north of the south 

wall, had also been eradicated by the excavation of a 2 m 

wide drainage line from the R.C.M.P. septic tank. In addition, 

a 0.45 m wide trench, which was probably part of the irrigation 

trench uncovered in the shoemaker's shop (Murray and Sciscenti 19 77) 

truncated the historic deposits 0.95 m east of the building. 

Two distinct strata overlaid the building site. These 

included a topsoil layer of disturbed, medium brown, fine 

sandy loam 0.07 to 0.03 m thick, and a disturbed occupation 

layer of grey mottled clay 0.0 7 to 0.04 m thick. A yellowish 

brown sandy silt demarcated contact with the substrata. 

An early hearth, evident by a concentration of fire 

cracked rock and charcoal, was found 1.5 m east of the oat 

stores at 0.02 m below the 1875 contact surface. No 

artifacts were found associated with the feature and further 

investigations were not undertaken. 

Excavation Procedure 

Extensive disturbances to the oat stores building site 

precluded testing for architectural features; therefore, 

archaeological investigations were limited to confirming 

structure location and dimensions. 
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The building walls were located in two perpendicular 

test trenches which divided the oat stores into equal size 

quadrants. In order to investigage the structural interior, 

each quadrant was further divided into three suboperations. 

Removal of the disturbed overburden in each suboperation 

delineated the building walls and confirmed disturbance to 

the archaeological remains was extensive. Because of the 

highly disturbed nature of the deposits, the excavations 

did not proceed further. 

Results of Excavation 

Archaeological data recovered from investigations of the oat 

stores were limited because of the disturbances to the 

N.W.M.P. occupational stratum. Building dimensions of 

11.4 m (north/south) by 6.2 m (east/west) were extrapolated 

from alignments of white clay wall spill. An additional 

feature in the midsection of the east wall suggested the 

location of a closed stoop. Other features of archaeological 

significance and artifacts indicative of structure utilization 

were not recovered. 

Architectural Summary 

Oat Stores (Operation 36) 

Location 

The northwest corner of the oat stores was located 2 4.9 m 

east of the 1875 west palisade and 16.8 m south of the 1875 

north palisade. 

In relation to the standing structures of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, the structure was situated 6.6 m south of 

the garage and 18.7 m west of the carpenter's shop. 
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Date 
Constructed in 1875. 

Orientation 

The length of the structure was oriented roughly parallel to 

the west palisade, 35* west of north. The width of the 

structure was oriented 55" east of north. 

Shape and Dimension 

The structure was rectangular in shape, measuring approxi

mately 11.45 m north/south by 6.2 m east/west. 

Discussion 

Archaeological evidence of the building walls generally 

consisted of whitewash wall spill. With the exception of 

the west wall, no in situ remains of the building walls were 

recovered. 

Foundations 

No foundation preparation was evident. The basal wall logs 

were probably placed directly on the ground surface. 

Exterior Walls 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The wall logs were laid horizontally and 

joined at the corners by saddle-notching the logs. 

Finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 
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were whitewashed with white clay. 

Interior Walls 

No interior walls were observed. 

Structural Features 

Porch 

Location. A closed porch was located along the east building 

wall. The north wall of the porch was located 5.5 m south of 

the northeast corner of the structure. The porch extended 

2 m east from the east wall and measured over 1 m in width. 

No archaeological evidence was found of the south wall of the 

porch to provide a complete width for the feature. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. Historical documentation indicates closed 

porches were generally of frame construction with an exterior 

finish of boards or split logs. 

No cobbled path was observed leading to the entrance. 

Although the interior of the porch was probably constructed 

with a board floor, no archaeological evidence of the feature 

was recovered. 

Finish. The walls of the porch were whitewashed with white 

clay. 

Discussion. Archaeological evidence of the porch consisted 

of a 0.1 m wide L-shaped line of whitewashed wall spill. 

Entrance to the porch was from the south. 

Windows 

Nine window glass fragments were found in the interior 

occupation fill but no clusters were recorded to indicate 

window locations. 

Historical documentation locates two windows in the east 
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wall of the structure, each equidistant between the east 

wall door and the north and south walls. 

Roofing 

Material. Roofing material is historically documented as 

consisting of boards and shingles. 

Construction. The oat stores was constructed with an A-frame 

roof, with the central ridge pole aligned the length of the 

structure. The boards were laid parallel to the central 

ridge pole and the surface shingled. The gabels were 

enclosed with vertical boards which were fitted to overlap. 

Discussion. The historic documents indicated that the oat 

stores was originally built with a clay mud roof. In 1877 

the roof was raised and shingled in order to help keep the 

building interior dry. 

Flooring 

(Nail profiles yet to be analysed). 
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1877 North Auxiliary Structure 

Historical Background 

A photograph of Fort Walsh, taken from a westerly direction, 

illustrates a structure abutting the southeast corner of the 

1875 north stable (P.A.C. C-19073). Although the quality of 

the photograph is poor, the building appears to have a door 

and a window cut into the west wall. 

Historical documents do not identify the functional 

utilization of the structure. Secondary data compiled by 

retired members of the force locate a harness room in this 

general area (McCullough 1976: 276-279), however, archaeo

logical excavations suggest the documents actually 

refer to another building, located further south at the 

southwest corner of the oat stores (see 1880 Harness Room). 

The historical data confirm that the building was in 

use by 1878 (P.A.C. C-19073). However, an earlier sketch 

also locates a structural feature between the 1875 north 

stables and the oat stores (Canadian Illustrated News 1876) . 

Although the perspective of the sketch does not allow 

conclusive identification of the feature, the document 

suggests the auxiliary structure was possibly built as 

early as 1875 or 1876. 

Location and Stratigraphy 

In relation to the modern setting of the R.C.M.P. remount 

station, the building was located west of the garage with 

the east half of the structure underlying the roadway leading 

to the northern entrance of the reconstructed fort. 
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Prior to excavation the surface topography was badly 

rutted. The disturbed surface stratum was comprised of a 

sandy silt measuring 0.03 m in thickness. A quantity of 

mottled clay which was also mixed into the overburden was 

probably brought to the surface from the lower stratum by 

traffic on the roadway. Below the disturbed overburden was 

a layer of clayish silts, 0.04 m in thickness, dating to 

the N.W.M.P. occupation. The fill was deposited directly 

on the 1875 contact surface which was demarcated by a 

matrix of yellowish brown sandy silt. 

Excavation Procedure 

The extensive disturbances, visible on the surface area of 

the building site, were thought to have probably destroyed 

in situ evidence of structural components and artifact 

depositions. Archaeological expectations therefore were 

primarily focused on locating and defining the spatial 

limits of the building. 

The initial step in the excavation of the auxiliary 

structure was the exposure of the east wall which previous 

excavations had already uncovered (Murray and Sciscenti 1977). 

By following the wall alignment the south and west walls 

were also located and the building dimensions defined. 

The interior of the building was subsequently divided 

into seven suboperations for further excavation. Only five 

of the suboperations were actually excavated since the 

artifacts and in situ structural remains were badly disturbed 

and therefore excavation of the last two units was not 

warranted. The suboperations were excavated stratigraphically 

with separate lot numbers assigned to each stratum. Baulks, 

0.2 m wide, were left between the suboperations as a record 

of the stratigraphy. 
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Results of Excavation 

The auxiliary structure measured 7.2 m by 4.1 m and was 

aligned with the longitudinal axis oriented north/south. 

The walls were constructed of logs placed upright in a footing 

trench 0.3 m wide and 0.5 m deep. The east and west walls 

of the structure abutted the south wall of the 1875 north 

stables. Because of the proximity of the two buildings, 

the peak of the auxiliary structure roof probably measured 

to the height of the eaves of the north stable. This method 

of construction would allow water run-off from the stable 

roof to drain across the auxiliary structure. In order to 

provide allowance for the roof pitch, the height of the 

auxiliary walls probably measured less than the stable walls. 

Photographic data would appear to substantiate this 

conclusion (R.C.M.P. H.Q. Neg. No. 517). 

The location of the building entrance was evident by 

a 0.9 m space in the west wall footing trench, 1.4 m south 

of the northwest corner. No archaeological evidence was 

found indicative of window locations. Extensive disturbance 

to the structural remains precludes further statements on 

the building architecture. 

Diagnostic artifacts recovered from archaeological 

investigations were minimal and do not provide conclusive 

data on building utilization. However, the recovery of a 

hoof pick and a hay fork and the location of the structure 

in relation to the north stables suggest a stable affiliated 

utilization. The building possibly functioned as auxiliary 

storage space for stable tools, horse grooming equipment, 

riding tack or feed. 
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Architectural Summary 

North Auxiliary Structure (Operation 62) 

Location 

The structure abutted the southeast corner of the 1875 north 

stable. In relation to standing structures of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, the northeast corner of the auxiliary 

structure was located 2.25 m west and 0.65 m south of the 

garage. 

Date 

Constructed in 1877 or possibly earlier. 

Orientation 

The longitudinal axis of the auxiliary structure was aligned 

roughly parallel to the west palisade. The length of the 

structure was oriented 37*00' west of north; the width was 

oriented 50*30' east of north. 

Shape and Dimensions 

The structure is rectangular in shape, with measurements as 

follows: north wall 4.1 m in length 

east wall 7.2 m in length 

south wall 4.1 m in length 

west wall 7.2 m in length 

The building dimensions were measured from the wall centres. 
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Exterior Walls 

Foundation. The foundation for the structural walls 

consisted of a U-shaped footing trench measuring 0.3 m 

wide and 0.5 m in depth. The trench was packed with clay 

fill. 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs averaging 0.2 m in diameter. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically in the 

footing trench which was packed with clay. The east and 

west walls of the auxiliary structure abutted the south wall 

of the 1875 north stable, with the stable wall functioning 

as the north wall of the structure. 

Finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay. 

Structural Features 

Doors 

Location. Archaeological investigations located a door in 

the west wall, 2.65 m south of the northwest corner of the 

structure. 

Material. No archaeological evidence. 

Construction. Archaeological evidence of the door consisted 

of a 0.9 m space in the footing trench. 

Windows 

No in situ evidence but historical documentation indicates 

a possible window located between the door and the south 

wall. 

Flooring 

No in situ evidence of the construction of a wooden floor. 

Roofing 

A post, 0.2 m in diameter, was located in the interior of 

the structure adjacent to the north wall and equidistant 
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from the east and west walls. The post was probably a brace 

providing support for a centrally peaked roof. Nail 

distribution analyses suggest the roof surface was perhaps 

shingled. 
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1877 South Auxiliary Structure 

Historical Background 

The 1876 sketch of Fort Walsh by Delaney illustrates a 

palisade connecting the northeast corner of the south stable 

to the barracks/mess hall (Canadian Illustrated News 1876). 

However, in an attempt to delineate the feature, previous 

archaeological investigations indicated the document was in 

error and that other building activities had actually been 

undertaken in the area (Murray and Sciscenti 19 77). Further 

investigations, which were initiated during the 1976 field 

season to define the nature of these activities, uncovered 

the foundations of two separate structures. 

Stratigraphy 

With the exception of the areas tested during previous 

archaeological investigations, the ground surface between 

the south stable and the barracks/mess hall was flat and 

initially showed no surficial features which would identify 

underlying historic activity. 

Prior to excavation the surface topography was covered 

with a thin, 0.0 3 - 0.05 m layer of sod. Below the sod was 

a grey and white clay matrix, dated to the period of the 

N.W.M.P. occupation. The deposit measured 0.05 m in thick

ness, and had been deposited across the substratum, which was 

identified as a homogeneous dark brown organic silt, 

possibly representative of an earlier sod horizon. 

In isolated areas along the west half of the building 

site, the N.W.M.P. stratum was completely truncated. 
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Although the nature and source of the disturbance was not 

identified, it was recognized that with a deposit of this 

extent even minor surface activities would obliterate the 

archaeological remains. 

Excavation Procedure 

The initial step in the archaeological investigations was 

to reopen the previous test excavations. By following the 

wall foundation alignments the investigations outlined the 

complete building dimensions and defined the interior spatial 

arrangement as consisting of three separate rooms. Subsequent 

to assigning each room an operation number, sod and disturbed 

fill were removed as a single lot to expose the 1880 ground 

surface. The remaining historic stratum was excavated as 

a separate lot to contact with substrata. Two east/west 

aligned baulks were retained across the area of excavation 

as a record of the stratigraphy. As part of the final 

excavation sequence, test pits were located at the junctions 

of several wall footing trenches in an attempt to determine 

contemporaneity and the extent of modifications or 

renovations to the structure. 

Results of Excavation 

Archaeological information on the building at the northeast 

corner of the south stable is limited primarily to construct

ional data on the wall foundations. Minor variations in the 

dimensions of the features and the material used as backfill 

suggest at least two separate buildings were represented. 

As documented in the archaeological remains, the layout 

and construction of the earlier building appeared similar to 

the auxiliary structure recorded at the southeast corner of 
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the north stable (see 1877 North Auxiliary Structure). The 

6 m by 2.5 m structure was built from logs placed upright 

in a footing trench and was oriented in a north/south 

alignment with the east and west walls abutting the north

east corner of the south stable. An interior vertical log 

wall partitioned the structure east/west into two equal 

size rooms. 

Because of the similarities in layout with the north 

auxiliary structure, it can be assumed that the superstructure 

was probably also built with a peaked roof and, in order to 

allow for run-off, the wall height would have measured less 

than the south stable so that the peak would fit under the 

stable eaves. Archaeological data on entrance locations, 

floor construction and building utilization were not 

available. However, the proximity of the structure to the 

south stable suggests a stable-affiliated utilization. The 

building may have provided auxiliary space for the storage 

of riding tack, feed or stable tools. 

At some point the south stable auxiliary structure was 

dismantled and the site used for the construction of a 

second, much larger building which measured 6.8 m by 4.1 m. 

The dismantlement process included the removal and replace

ment of the north and west walls, 0.5 m further east and north, 

to cross cut the north wall line of the original building at 

the intersection of grid lines 10E and 32N (see Appendix B, 

figure 10). The remodelled building was also constructed 

with vertical log walls and the layout expanded to butt 

against the northwest and southwest corners of the cook 

house. Although it could not be determined if the east/west 

dividing wall in the auxiliary structure was retained, the 

east wall was apparently extended 0.5m north to partition 

the new building north/south. 

Because of the layout and location, the structure was 

probably built with a shed roof which sloped from the eaves 
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of the cook house. To some extent, this method of construc

tion was confirmed by the excavations which located two 

posts equidistant between the northeast and southeast 

corners of the structure and adjacent to the west wall of 

the cook house. The posts possibly supported the rafters 

that butted into the eaves. 

The date of the renovation is not historically docu

mented. However, since the building was structurally tied 

into the cook house, construction must have been initiated 

after 1877. It is possible that the remodelling dates to the 

1879 fort expansion as the dismantlement of the stable in 

that year probably also meant that the auxiliary building 

was no longer required. The N.W.M.P. possibly rebuilt the 

structure to develop the space to meet new requirements. 

Since the remodelled structure was located adjacent to the 

cook house, it is possible that the building was renovated 

to provide added facilities for activities associated with 

meal preparation, such as the storage of firewood or garbage. 

Unfortunately, artifact material recovered from the 

excavations was limited and can not be used to substantiate 

this conclusion. 

Architectural Summary 

Auxiliary Structure (Operations 52, 53, 58) 

Archaeological data indicate that the north and west walls of 

the auxiliary structure were dismantled and the building 

dimensions were expanded during rebuilding. The alterations 

are thought to coincide with the 1880 dismantlement of the 

1875 south stable and suggest that the building was probably 

functional after this period. The following structural 

summary, therefore, records the construction details of the 

more recent building. 
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Location 

The northeast corner of the auxiliary structure abuts the 

northwest corner of the 1877 cook house and the west half of 

the south wall abuts the northeast corner of the 1875 south 

stable. 

In relation to the standing structures of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, the south wall of the auxiliary structure 

was situated 0.6 m north of the granary and the west wall 

was located 10.6 m east of the stable. 

Date 

Constructed in 1877 or possibly earlier. 

Orientation 

The north wall of the structure was oriented 54*00' east of 

north, and the west wall was oriented 38*00' west of north. 

Shape and Dimensions 

The structure was rectangular in shape. Dimensions of the 

exterior walls were measured from the wall centres : 

north wall 4.25 m in length 

east wall 6.80 m in length 

south wall 4.10 m in length 

west wall 6.80 m in length 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. The foundation footing for the structural walls 

consisted of a U-shaped trench measuring 0.3 m in width and 

0.5 m in depth. 
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Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically into the 

footing trench which was backfilled with clay. The west 

wall of the 18 77 cook house and a 1.9 m portion of the north 

wall of the 1875 south stable were common walls with the 

auxiliary structure. 

Finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay. 

Interior Walls 

Location. Two interior walls partitioned the auxiliary 

structure into three rooms. One interior wall, located 2.1 m 

from the northwest building corner and aligned north/south, 

divided the structure into two equal sections. The second 

interior wall was oriented east/west and divided the west 

half of the structure into two rooms. The wall was located 

equidistant between the northwest and southwest corners. 

Foundation. The foundation footing for the interior wall 

consisted of a U-shaped trench measuring 0.3 m in width and 

0.5 m in depth. The trench was backfilled with clay. 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically into 

the footing trench which was subsequently packed with clay. 

The interior wall abutted the north and south exterior walls. 

Structural Features 
Doors 

No in situ evidence. 
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Windows 

Pane glass fragments were recovered from the excavations of 

the auxiliary structure, indicating the presence of windows. 

No clusters of pane glass were recorded, however, to suggest 

possible window locations. 

Flooring 

No in situ evidence. 

Roofing 

The building was built with a shed type roof which sloped 

from the eaves of the cook house. Archaeological evidence 

indicates clay or mud was not used in the construction of 

the roof. Therefore, the surface was covered with either 

planks or shingles. 
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1879-1883 Harness Room 

Historical Background 

Archaeological investigations west of the 1875 oat stores 

located two structures which conform to the description of 

the harness room provided in the historical documents. 

Plans of Fort Walsh, drawn from memory by retired N.W.M.P. 

personnel, locate the harness room in the northeast corner 

of the stable compound (McCullough 1976: 276-279). The 

structure appears as free standing and rectangular in shape, 

with the longitudinal axis oriented north-south. One of the 

buildings located archaeologically conforms to this 

description except for the location. However, the second 

excavated structure complies more precisely to the documented 

harness room location but is not a freestanding building. 

Ascribing either of the archaeologically discovered buildings 

with the historically documented function of harness room 

therefore can not be done. Preliminary artifact data suggest 

the structure located at the southwest corner of the oat 

stores was utilized as the harness room. Photographic 

documents date the construction of this building between 

1878 and 1881 (P.A.C. C-19073; Glenbow-Alberta Institute 

NA-52-4). 

Stratigraphy 

Prior to archaeological excavations the surface topography 

overlying the harness room foundations was flat and covered 

with sparse vegetation. The area demonstrated considerable 

disturbance from traffic emanating from the extant R.C.M.P. 
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garage, located 10 m to the northeast. The building site 

was further disturbed by the excavation of a septic drainage 

line which truncated the south building wall. 

Six discrete matrices were noted across the building 

site: a disturbed overburden of medium brown sandy soil, 

0.02 m to 0.03 m thick; a disturbed N.W.M.P. fill of grey 

brown clay, 0.04 m to 0.Q5 m thick, located within the 

building walls; whitewash clay located along the building 

walls, 0.04 m thick and 0.5m wide; black soil and charcoal 

deposits located along the east and north walls, 0.02 m 

thick and 0. lm wide, and footing trench fill of dark grey 

brown clay, 0.25 m to 0.3 m wide and 0.5 m deep, placed as 

packing material around the basal ends of the wall posts. 

The sixth layer of yellowish brown sandy silt demarcated 

contact with the substrata. Historical data do not document 

the burning of the harness room during the N.W.M.P. 

occupation. The charcoal deposits evident along the east and 

north walls may perhaps be attributed to a prairie fire which 

reportedly swept the Cypress Hills shortly after abandonment 

of the post. 

Excavation Procedure 

Archaeological evidence of the harness room was first noted 

during testing activities initiated for the excavation of the 

1875 oat stores. A i m wide test trench excavated to locate 

the east and west walls of the oat stores also exposed the 

east and west walls of the harness room. A second trench, 

0.5 m wide, was subsequently excavated at right angles to 

the first and defined the north wall of the building. Eight 

suboperations provided horizontal control for the excavation 

of the interior building fill. The suboperations were 

excavated stratigraphically; separate lot numbers were 
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assigned to each stratum. Baulks, 0.2 m wide, were left 

between the suboperations as a record of the stratigraphy. 

Results of Excavations 

The harness room was rectangular in shape, measuring 8.4 m 

north/south by 3.9 m east/west. Due to the truncation of the 

south wall, the building length was extrapolated on the 

assumption that the structure would probably not extend into 

the passage linking the stable compound to the residential 

area of the fort. The south wall alignment of the oat 

stores was therefore projected west to establish the location 

of the harness room's south wall. 

In situ posts, set into foundation footing trenches, 

indicated the harness room was constructed with vertical log 

walls. The white clay found in association with the footing 

trench suggested the building walls were whitewashed. A door 

was located in the west wall, equidistant between the north

west and southwest corners. The feature was delineated by a 

0.8 m by 0.2 m plank situated within a 0.8 m space in the 

west wall footing trench. Pane glass fragments indicated the 

presence of windows in the harness room but window locations 

could not be determined archaeologically. 

The absence of roofing clay in the stratigraphy and the 

recovery of a quantity of 1 inch and 1% inch square headed 

nails suggest a shingled roof for the harness room. Nail 

histogram comparisons with other buildings with in situ 

flooring remains suggest a structural wooden floor for this 

building. 

Two posts were noted in the interior of the building. 

They were located equidistant from the east and west walls 

and were separated by a 2.8 m distance from each other and 

the north and south walls. The posts were probably placed 
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as supports for an A-frame roof. 

The artifact inventory, although not extensive, tenuously 

suggests a stable affiliated utilization. The recovery of a 

curry comb, four harness buckles and slides suggests the 

storage of riding tack and horse grooming equipment. The 

location of the structure in the west compound of the fort 

and the proximity of the stables strengthens the argument 

for the utilization of the building as a harness room. 

Architectural Summary 

Harness Room (Operation 61) 

Location 

The northwest corner of the harhess room was located 9.2 m 

south of the 1875 north stable and 19.3 m east of the west 

palisade. 

In relation to the standing structure of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, the northwest corner of the harness room 

was situated 13.4 m east of the carpenter's shop and 9.6m 

south of the garage. 

Late 
Constructed in 1879-80. 

Orientation 

The length of the structure was aligned with the west 

palisade. The length was oriented 37 "00' west of north; 

the width was oriented 52"30' east of north. 
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Shape and Dimension 

The structure was rectangular in shape, with measurements 

as follows: north wall 3.9 m in length 

east wall 8.3 m in length 

south wall 4.0 m in length 

west wall 8.1 m in length 

The dimensions of the walls were measured from the centre 

of one wall to the centre of the opposite wall. 

Discussion 

The south wall of the harness room was truncated by the 

R.C.M.P. septic drainage line. An estimation of the building 

length was based on the assumption that the structure would 

not extend into the passage linking the stable compound and 

the residential areas of the fort. The south wall alignment 

of the 1875 oat stores was therefore projected west in order 

to establish the location of the south wall of the harness 

room. 

Exterior Walts 

Foundation. The foundation footing for the structural walls 

consisted of a U-shaped trench measuring 0.3 m in width and 

0.5 m in depth. The trench was packed with clay fill. 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs averaging 0.2 m in diameter. 

Construction. The wall logs were placed vertically in the 

footing trench which was subsequently filled with packed clay. 

Finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces of the walls 

were whitewashed with white clay. 
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Interior Walls 

No interior walls were observed. 

Structural Features 

Doors 

Location. A door was located in the west wall of the 

structure equidistant from the north and south walls. 

Material. In situ construction material consisted of a 

door sill measuring 0.8 m in length and 0.2 m in width. 

Construction. The door sill was placed horizontally on the 

ground surface within a 0.8 m space in the post wall and 

footing trench. No other construction details were observed. 

Windows 

No archaeological evidence. 

Flooring 

A frequency distribution of nail sizes indicates that, in 

comparison to structures exhibiting an in situ wooden floor, 

the harness room had a similar percentage of nail sizes which 

were commonly used in floor construction (i.e. 2% inch). The 

structure therefore was probably built with a wooden floor. 

Roofing 

A frequency distribution of nail sizes indicates that, in 

comparison to structures historically documented as having 

a shingled roof, the harness room had a similar percentage 

of nail sizes which were commonly used for shingled roof 

construction (i.e. 1% inch). The harness structure, therefore, 

was probably built with a shingled roof. 

Two posts, 0.2 m in diameter, were located along the 

longitudinal axis of the structure at 2.8 m and 5.6 m south 

of the north wall. The posts probably provided support for 

a centrally peaked roof. 
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1877 Cookhouse 

Historical Background 

In 1875 Superintendent Walsh referenced the construction of 

a kitchen/mess hall at Fort Walsh. The structure was 

described as an 18 foot by 36 foot structure, located in the 

middle of the fort compound and situated to separate the 

southwestern section of the residential area from the stables 

(McCullough 19 76: 130; Glenbow-Alberta Institute, Photo No. 

13,044). By 1877 the mud roof of the structure had been 

replaced with shingles and by 1878 a small extension was 

apparently added to the south end of the building. Although 

other documents mention the cookhouse and suggest that the 

structure was situated in this general vicinity of the fort, 

the data do not conclusively locate the structure in the 

kitchen/mess hall extension. 

On March 27, 1883 the cookhouse caught fire and in 

the ensuing attempts to extinguish the flames the structure 

was either dismantled or destroyed (McCullough 1976: 210). 

Prior to excavation of the kitchen/mess hall extension, 

archaeological expectations were formulated to anticipate 

evidence of charred structural remains. 

Location and Stratigraphy 

The structure was located in the open area of the R.C.M.P. 

remount station, immediately north of the granary and east 

of the stable. Contemporary adjacent N.W.M.P. buildings 

included the kitchen/mess hall to the north, a stable to the 

southwest and the veterinary's office to the south. 
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Although considerable disturbances to the surface topo

graphy were noted north and west of the building site and 

the construction of the R.C.M.P. granary had truncated the 

historic deposits immediately to the south, there were no 

surficial disturbances noted to the strata overlying the 

cookhouse. 

With the exception of areas which had been archaeologically 

tested, the building site was covered with a 0.06 to 0.08 m 

layer of sod. The N.W.M.P. cultural layer was located 

directly under the sod. The stratum predominantly consisted 

of a compact mixture of grey clayish loam. 

Three separate strata were found to the exterior of the 

building walls. The layers consisted of: white clay, 

0.04 m thick; sand located along the east and south walls, 

0.02 m thick, and a cobble fill found between the cookhouse 

and the veterinary office. The sand may have been deposited 

around the cookhouse to improve drainage. The resident 

surgeon in 1879 advised sand and gravel be laid around 

the stable for this reason (Canada R.N.W.M.P. 1973, Report 

1879: 31). Alternatively, the sand and cobble fill may have 

been placed as a paving for a walking surface between the 

cookhouse and veterinary office. 

A greyish brown silty clay fill which was found 

separating the building foundations in the southwest quarter 

and the substrata contact surface suggested the site had been 

levelled prior to building construction. It could not be 

determined if the fill had been removed from the upslope 

sections of the building or if it originated from an alternate 

source. 

The 1875 contact surface was demarcated by a medium to 

dark brown silt. Within the interior of the building, two 

prehistoric hearths were found on this surface. The features 

were evident as circular charcoal stains containing fire 
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cracked rock with an associated charcoal residue. One 

hearth, which averaged 0.35 m in diameter, was located near 

the centre of the west wall. The second feature was situated 

near the middle of the north wall. Diagnostic artifacts 

were not found in association with the features. 

Excavation Procedure 

Archaeological investigations appeared to offer a means of 

resolving problems in identifying the functional utilization 

of the kitchen/mess hall extension. Previous archaeological 

investigations had defined the building dimensions by 

delineating the basal wall logs (Murray and Sciscenti 1977) . 

In addition, the structural foundations had been profiled 

in a north/south test trench which bisected the building 

site from the kitchen/mess hall to the extant R.C.M.P. 

granary (Sciscenti et. al. 1976: 56). The 1976 excavations 

were, therefore, undertaken to acquire an artifact assem

blage indicative of structural utilization and to collect 

further data on building construction and architectural 

detail. 

The initial step in the investigation of the kitchen/ 

mess hall extension was to remove the backfill from the 

earlier excavations. The interior of the structure was 

subsequently divided into four suboperations. Topsoil was 

removed as one lot over the entire building site and the 

N.W.M.P. occupational stratum was excavated as two arbitrary 

lots within each suboperation. Baulks were maintained between 

each suboperation as a record of the stratigraphy. The 

exterior areas of the site to 1.0 m from the building 

foundations were assigned separate suboperation numbers and 

excavated stratigraphically to contact with the 1880 ground 

surface. 
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Results of Excavation 

In confirmation of the historical photographs, the southern 

extension of the barracks/mess hall was constructed abutting 

the south wall of the 1875 structure so that both sections 

shared a common wall. The cookhouse measured 4.2 m (north/ 

south) by 6.0 m (east/west) and had been built from logs 

laid horizontally on the levelled ground surface and saddle-

notched at the corners. 

However, no in situ archaeological data were recovered 

to verify destruction of the building by fire. For example, 

no charred components from the superstructure or ash deposits 

were recorded and the artifact material showed no indication 

of an intense heat associated with a burning building. The 

basal log remains were extensively charred but several other 

structures at Fort Walsh feature the same characteristic and 

in each of these cases the burning can usually be attributed 

to grass fires which swept the hills after the N.W.M.P. 

abandonment. However, the minimal number of artifacts 

recovered from the historic deposits within the building 

interior and the lack of in situ evidence of a wooden floor 

indicate the site was probably cleaned during the 1883 aban

donment. It is possible that most evidence of the fire was, 

therefore, removed by the police. 

Artifact material excavated from the building generally 

confirms use of the structure as a cookhouse; artifacts are 

related to cooking and food preparation activities. Such 

material includes glass sauce bottles and cutlery. The 

recovery of butchered animal bones in the vicinity of the 

site further substantiates use of the structure for food 

preparation. 
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Architectural Summary 

Cookhouse (Operation 50) 

Location 

The cookhouse abutted the south wall of the 1875 enlisted 

men's barracks/mess hall (previously excavated as operation 

26) . 

Date 

Constructed in 1877. 

Orientation 

The south wall of the structure was oriented 53*00' east of 

north and the east wall 39*00' west of north. 

Shape and Dimensions 

The structure was rectangular in shape. The dimensions of 

the walls were measured from the wall centres. Measurements 

were: north wall 6.20 m in length 

east wall 4.15 m in length 

south wall 6.00 m in length 

west wall 4.00 m in length 

Exterior Walls 

Foundation. In order to level the natural surface slope, a 

clayish fill was deposited in the southwest corner of the 

building site, measuring a maximum thickness of 0.08 m. The 

activity was completed prior to building construction. The 
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basal wall logs were then placed directly on the levelled 

ground surface with the south basal wall log supporting the 

southern ends of the east and west basal logs. 

Material. The walls are historically documented as consisting 

of unshaped, skinned spruce logs. 

Construction. The exterior wall logs of the cookhouse were 

horizontally laid. The southeast and southwest corners of 

the structure were saddle-notched and the northwest corner 

was butted against the south wall of the enlisted men's 

barracks/mess hall. The north wall of the cookhouse was 

therefore a common wall shared with the enlisted men's 

barracks. 

Finish. Both interior and exterior surfaces were whitewashed 

with white clay. 

Structural Features 

Boors 

Location. Two doors were found archaeologically. One was 

located in the north wall 2.35 m west of the east wall, 

measuring 1.42 m in width. The second door was located at 

the northeast corner of the east wall and measured 1.05 m 

wide. 

Material. The north door was constructed from a 0.9 m long 

by 0.2 m wide doorsill and two framing posts measuring 0.15 m 

and 0.2 5 m in diameter. 

No construction material was recovered for the east 

wall door. 

Construction. The north door was constructed by cutting a 

1.4 m space in the south foundation of the enlisted men's 

barracks/mess hall. The two posts and sill were then placed 

directly on the ground surface. The posts framed the east 

and west sides of the opening with the sill set in the 
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space between the posts. 

The east wall door was indicated by a 1.05 m space 

between the southeast corner of the enlisted men's barracks/ 

mess hall and the north end of the cookhouse east wall log. 

No archaeological evidence was found to indicate techniques 

used in the construction of the east wall door. 

Windows 

Location. Historical documentation locates one window in the 

north wall between the door and the east wall. Archaeological 

excavations uncovered a window glass cluster in the northeast 

corner of the cookhouse, thus confirming the location. 

A concentration of window glass was found in the 

southwest quarter of the cookhouse and indicates a possible 

window location in either the south or west wall. The 

presence of a contemporary structure along the west wall of 

the cookhouse, however, suggests a south wall location for 

the second window. 

Roofing 

Historical documentation indicates the cookhouse roof was 

peaked and shingled. 

Flooring 

No in situ evidence of the structure flooring was found. 

It can probably be assumed, however, that a wooden floor 

was built but was removed during cleanup operations after 

the superstructure burned. 
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1875 East and West Palisade Gates 

Historical Background 

Historical documents indicate that with the completion of the 

initial construction of Fort Walsh in 1875, two major entrances 

provided admittance to the palisade enclosure. The main 

entrance, which faced the trail to Fort Benton, was located 

in the east palisade between the superintendent's quarters 

and the officers' quarters. The second entrance was in the 

west palisade, opposite the east gate, and provided access to 

the enlisted men's latrine, the fort garden and Battle Creek 

(Turner 1950: 213-214) . 

The documents suggest both gates measured about twenty 

feet in width and were fitted with double doors built from 

heavy planking. The gate doors measured the same height as 

the stockade and were supported with heavy iron hinges which 

were fitted to swing inward. The north door of the east gate 

was constructed with a small door large enough to allow the 

passage of one person at a time (McCullough 1976: 290). 

Each gate post was braced on the interior side by a 

heavy strut which was attached to the top of the post by a 

gusset plate and secured at ground level about six feet from 

the base. An arch was constructed over the entrance and was 

probably also attached to the gate posts by the gusset plate 

(P.A.C. C-17619; Glenbow-Alberta Institute NA-52-4, NA 2446-

16; R.C.M.P. H.Q. neg. no. 914). 

Stratigraphy 

The two main roads into the R.C.M.P. remount station lie 
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directly over the original gate entrances. Since the recent 

increase in traffic through these areas has disturbed and 

rutted the surface topography, there were no irregular surface 

features or vegetational changes to precisely locate the 

gate openings. 

In general, the surface gradient in the areas of the east 

and west palisade gates sloped slightly to the west, toward 

the Battle Creek flood plain. With the exception of two 

narrow strips which extended 0.3-0.5 m from the foundations 

of the extant R.C.M.P. buildings near the west palisade 

gate, sod and turf (layer 1) have been worn from both road

ways. The surface stratum (layer 14) therefore primarily 

consisted of a highly disturbed clay and cobble fill, 

averaging 0.1 m in depth. Removal of the disturbed stratum 

exposed the 1875-83 historic occupation levels, two deposits 

of silty clays with a maximum depth of 0.25 m below surface 

(layers 5 and 20). The occupational fills overlaid the 

palisade and gate support footing trenches (layer 8). Along 

the northern and southern fringes of the west gate the strata 

included lenses of white clay (layer 4) derived from building 

whitewash and suggested historic structures were possibly 

located under the extant building foundations (Figure 13). 

Contact with the sterile substrata was demarcated, 

outside of the historic gateways, by an earlier sod horizon 

(layer 6) which consisted of an organic silt deposit. In the 

section between the gate posts, the earlier sod horizon 

was worn from the roadway by N.W.M.P. traffic. In this area, 

the 1875-83 occupational stratum was deposited on the second 

sterile horizon (layer 6), a matrix of silty sands and 

cobble wash measuring a maximum thickness of 0.25 m. The 

origin of this deposit is not clear, but investigations 

indicate that, with the exception of the northwest corner of 

the fort, the cobble stratum appears at varying depths and 

thicknesses under most of the area enclosed by the palisade. 
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Figure 13. Stratigraphie profile of the 1875 west palisade gate 
(Profile Section C-C, Appendix B, figure 9) 
(Drawn by K. Walton) 
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Excavations at the east palisade gate did not proceed 

beyond this level; however, profile tests at the west gate 

indicate the lower levels of the substrata include a 0.0 3-

0.1 m thick zone of fluvial sands (layer 18) followed by a 

second stratum (layer 19) of organic silts (Figure 5). The 

lower deposit measured to the maximum depth of the profile, 

1.0 m below surface, and may possibly represent an early 

stabilized horizon with turf formation. The lower two strata 

are essentially level in gradient but the lateral extent of 

the deposits is not known. 

The stratigraphy of the east and west palisade gates 

was truncated by the construction of subterranean lines 

to service the reconstructed fort. Three separate trenches 

for water, electricity and telephone were excavated through 

the east palisade gate, resulting in considerable disturbance 

to the archaeological features. In addition, the recon

struction of the east palisade eradicated the original 

palisade footing trench and the north gate post. 

The profile of the southern section of the west palisade 

entrance was truncated by the excavation of a septic tank 

drainage line (Figure 5; layers 15, 16 and 17). The recent 

construction of a gate between the extant blacksmith's shop 

and stables also disturbed the historic gate post features. 

Excavation Procedure 

Prior to the investigation of the east and west gates it was 

assumed that archaeological evidence of the gate features 

would be similar since both entrances were constructed in 

the same year. It was felt that archaeological evidence 

of the gate openings would probably be delineated by a twenty 

foot wide space in the palisade footing trench and the 

opening framed on either side by one or more large 
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posts. Owing to the size and weight of the gate doors, it 

initially seemed that other methods of bracing the gate 

posts could also be expected, in addition to the techniques 

summarized from the documents. 

Since the high clay content and poor drainage of the 

soils at Fort Walsh cause problems for surface transportation 

when saturated, it was tentatively expected that the roadway 

through the gate would be built up with a pervious material 

such as sand and gravel and the surface paved with large 

cobbles. 

The location of the west gate was estimated by project

ing the alignment of the west palisade, from the previously 

excavated northwest and southwest corners, through the 

roadway located between the extant R.C.M.P. blacksmith's 

shop and stables. Two two-meter square suboperations were 

oriented along the projected alignment of the palisade and 

were laid out on each side of the modern roadway. Excavation 

of the suboperations exposed the east side of the gate 

support footing trenches and located the gate posts approxi

mately 0.5 m to the west. Two additional suboperations were 

subsequently laid out and connected by a 1 m wide test 

trench which provided a complete profile of the entrance 

and roadway. In order to maintain vertical control 

separate lot numbers were assigned to major stratigraphie 

levels and archaeological features. 

Excavation of the southeast and southwest palisade 

corners in 1974 confirmed the location and alignment of the 

original east palisade and it was inferred that the historic 

gate was situated directly under the gate in the reconstructed 

palisade (Sciscenti et. al. 1976). 

Because of the location of the extant building found

ations and the disturbances caused by the palisade reconstruct

ion, delineation of the north gate post could only be 

confirmed by uncovering the east side of the gate support 
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footing trench. Excavation of the west palisade gate 

suggested the support trench should measure about 1 m out 

from the base of the reconstructed palisade. A 2.5 m 

(N/S) by 1 m (E/W) suboperation was opened at the east side 

of the extant north gate post. The removal of turf and 

disturbed fill exposed the sterile contact surface and 

located the gate support footing trench. 

A second 2 m (N/A) by 2.8 m (E/W) suboperation was 

laid out 5.75 m south of the north gate post and the support 

trench for the south gate post exposed. Both suboperations 

uncovered a portion of the interior section of the gate 

entrance. Further excavations of the entrance were not 

undertaken because of the extensive disturbances to the 

area. 

Architectural Summary 

West and East Palisade Gates (Operations 51, 59) 

The following presents an architectural summary of both the 

east and west palisade gates. In instances where the 

construction of the gates varies, the data are discussed 

separately. 

Location 

The east gate is located in the east palisade wall with the 

northern gate post located 29.0 m south of the 1875 north

east palisade corner. In relation to standing structures 

of the R.C.M.P. remount station, the north gate post is 

situated 0.6 m north of the south wall of the superintendent's 

quarters. 

The west gate is located in the west palisade wall with 

the north gate post located 2 7.0 m south of the northwest 

palisade corner and 1.4 m south of the extant R.C.M.P. 

carpenter's shop. 
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Date 
Constructed in 1875. 

Orientation 

The east gate is oriented 37*00' west of north; the west 

gate is oriented 37*00' west of north. 

Dimensions 

The east gate measured 4.3 m wide. The west gate measures 

4.0 m wide. 

Method of Construction 

Foundation. Foundation support for the gate posts consisted 

of a cross brace set into a U-shaped footing trench. The 

cross brace foundation trench averaged 2.35 m long, 0.45 m 

wide, 0.9m deep and was excavated perpendicular to the 

palisade footing trench. 

Material. The gate posts consisted of unshaped, skinned 

logs. Each cross brace was constructed in two parts: a 

T-bar measuring 2.0 x 0.3 x 0.12 m and two 0.75 m long by 

0.05 m wide support struts. 

Construction. The T-bar was placed horizontally across the 

bottom of the support footing trench. The gate post was 

placed in the middle of the T-bar and in alignment with the 

palisade. The two support struts were nailed to each side 

of the gate post, approximately 0.2 to 0.3 m above ground 

surface, and to the ends of the T-bar. The footing trench 

was then filled with a clay-like silty soil (Figures 14, 15). 

Historical data indicate the upper portion of the gate 

posts were secured against the weight of the doors. The 
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Figure 14. Plan view of the west palisade gate, facing northeast. The 
gate posts and support footing trenches are delineated at 
centre far right and far left. The R.C.M.P. septic drainage 
line passes through the centre of the photo (Photo by J. Last) 
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Figure 15. Profile of the south support footing trench in the west palisade 
gate. Note the T-brace, at the base of the trench, and the 
support strut, centre left. (Photo by J. Last) 
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posts were braced on the interior side with a heavy strut 

which was attached to the top of each post by a gusset 

plate and was anchored to the ground about six feet from the 

base of the post. An arch was also constructed over the 

entrance and attached to the top of the gate posts by the 

gusset plate. 

A central low cut post, measuring 0.2 m in diameter, 

was situated in the west gate entrance, equidistant from the 

south and north gate posts. This feature probably helped to 

support the weight of the gate doors when closed. The 

central post was evident only in the west gate entrance. 

The gate doors measured the same height as the palisade 

wall and were hinged to swing inward. The north door of the 

east gate was also constructed with a small door which 

would admit one person at a time. 

Discussion. Excavation of the east gate proved difficult 

since recent disturbances to the archaeological data were 

considerable. In addition, the reconstructed palisade is 

situated directly over the original footing trench. Two 

gate support footing trenches, similar to those excavated 

at the west gate, were located. It is therefore probable 

that the east gate was constructed using similar techniques 

to the west gate. 

There is no archaeological evidence to suggest the 

construction of a roadbed through either entrance. 
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Test Excavations 

1875 Northwest Palisade Corner 

As summarized by Sciscenti et. al. (1976: 25-26), historical 

documents on the palisade enclosing Fort Walsh are conflict

ing, especially in terms of its construction and changes in 

layout. Ex-staff sergeant Cotter stated that a bastion was 

constructed in 1875 at the northwest corner of the fort as 

a square, unroofed structure of horizontally laid logs. 

Although it was concluded that Cotter was probably confused 

with the southeast bastion (Murray and Sciscenti 1977) , the 

evidence was not conclusive and there still appeared the 

possibility that a bastion had been located in the area. 

Archaeological investigations were therefore undertaken to 

substantiate the historical record. 

With data obtained from previous excavations, two 

2 meter square suboperations were aligned along the 1875 

north palisade at the northwest corner and a third was 

situated further south along the west palisade (Appendix B, 

figure 6). The suboperations were excavated as individual 

units with separate lot numbers assigned to major strati-

graphic layers. 

The excavations indicated that the 1875 ground surface 

dropped considerably toward the north. Although investi

gations were not undertaken to delineate the nature or 

lateral extent of the drop, it could be determined that the 

feature measured at least 5.0 m in diameter and sloped 0.4m 

over a distance of 2.0 m. Apparently, after construction 

of the palisade, the N.W.M.P. deposited a silt and cobble 

fill within the interior side of the palisade corner in an 

attempt to compensate for the gradient. Throughout the 
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1875-83 occupation two other layers of fill were added but 

the depositions totalled no more than 0.1 m in thickness. 

Subsequent to the 1883 abandonment of the post a layer 

of silt and sand was also spread across the area. Since 

the matrix was intermixed with chinking and white building 

clay, the stratum was probably derived from disturbed historic 

deposits elsewhere at the fort. Intruding through the post-

1883 fill layer and earlier in situ deposits a 0.6 m wide 

trench had been dug along the north palisade, to 3.0 m 

from the stockade corner. The feature may possibly be the 

result of potting by Fleming in the 1940s to locate the 

palisade wall (McCullough 1976: 233). 

Although most of the north palisade footing trench and 

basal portion of the wall posts had been either recently 

truncated or disturbed by the 1879 dismantlement, the west 

palisade provided no evidence suggestive of the bastion 

described by Cotter. The palisade posts in this area were 

slightly larger than average, measuring 0.25 m in diameter, 

and had been set in a 0.45 m wide footing trench, excavated 

to 0.6 m below the 1880 contact surface. 

Area to the Exterior of West Palisade 

During the 1976 field season test excavations were also 

initiated in the open area to the exterior of the west 

palisade gate (Figure 1). The excavations were undertaken 

to assess the nature of the 1875 ground surface and to 

provide comparative data on the differential distribution 

of refuse material, within and without the palisade enclosure. 

The test site was located at the confluence of several 

access routes connecting the fort with the water hole and 

N.W.M.P. garden on Battle Creek, as well as the enlisted 

men's latrine and ice house. The investigations consisted 
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of two intersecting 1 m wide trenches which were excavated, 

in natural levels, to contact with substrata. Unlike 

similar excavations in the open area of the fort compound 

(see Murray and Sciscenti 19 77), the test site uncovered 

a considerable quantity of artifact material in the stratum 

dating to the N.W.M.P. occupation. The artifacts were badly 

fragmented and randomly scattered throughout the area, 

suggesting a secondary deposition of refuse. The data 

indicate that, while the interior areas of the fort were 

regularly cleaned and free from waste, less attention seems 

to have been paid to the outlying regions. 
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Appendix A. Artifact Distributions from Fort Walsh 

List of Tables 

Household Goods 

Tableware 

1. Distribution of cutlery 
2. Distribution of whole/restorable glass and ceramic 

tableware 
3. Distribution of ceramic tableware fragments 

Receptacles 

Liquor 

4. Distribution of whole/restorable alcoholic beverage 
bottles and identifiable bottle fragments 

Medicine 

5. Distribution of whole/restorable medicine bottles 
6. Distribution of whole/restorable dispensing medicine 

and pharmaceutical supply bottles 
7. Distribution of medicine and unidentified lip fragments 

Food Storage 

8. Distribution of whole/restorable food storage bottles 
and bottle fra gments 

9. Distribution of whole/restorable ceramic food containers 
10. Distribution of unidentified food storage jar fragments 

Miscellaneous Containers 3 Lids and Parts 

11. Distribution of partially restorable miscellaneous 
glass containers 

12. Distribution of miscellaneous bottle stoppers and seals 
13. Distribution of whole/restorable cans 
14. Distribution of metal slip-on lids and miscellaneous 

can lids 
15. Distribution of can bases 
16. Distribution of miscellaneous metal receptacle parts 
17. Distribution of can fragments 
18. Distribution of buckets and bucket parts 

General Household 

19. Distribution of artifacts of household use and kitchen 
ware 
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20. Distribution of stove parts 
21. Distribution of lighting devices and parts 

Personal Goods 

Clothing and Accessories 

22. Distribution of leather footware 
23. Distribution of brass and iron buttons 
24. Distribution of buttons 
25. Distribution of miscellaneous clothing parts and 

accessories 
26. Distribution of glass beads 

Toiletries 

27. Distribution of toiletries and artifacts of medical use 

Miscellaneous Artifacts of Personal Use 

28. Distribution of tobacco seals 
29. Distribution of smoking pipes and pipe fragments 
30. Distribution of coins 
31. Distribution of clasp knives 
32. Distribution of recreational and stationery supplies 

Weaponry 

33. Distribution of miscellaneous armament parts 
34. Distribution of cartridges 

Horse Equipment 

35. Distribution of horseshoes 
36. Distribution of horseshoe nails 
37. Distribution of miscellaneous harness hardware 
38. Distribution of miscellaneous horse grooming equipment 

and hardware 

Leather Working 

39. Distribution of leather/strapping/belting 
40. Distribution of scrap leather fragments 
41. Distribution of rivets, burrs and grommets 
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Wagon Parts 

42. Distribution of miscellaneous wagon parts 

Tools 

43. Distribution of general maintenance tools 

Architectural Hardware 

44. Distribution of keys, locks and door hardware 
45. Distribution of window glass 
46. Distribution of square head cut nails 
47. Distribution of rectangular head cut nails 
48. Distribution of finishing head cut nails 
49. Distribution of brad and trunk nails 
50. Distribution of miscellaneous nails and fragments 

Miscellaneous Hardware 

51. Distribution of chains and chain links 
52. Distribution of bolt and bolt fragments 
53. Distribution of bolt fragments and nuts 
54. Distribution of iron washers 
55. Distribution of screws 
56. Distribution of miscellaneous metal bars 
57. Distribution of iron rods 
58. Distribution of iron strapping and bracing 
59. Distribution of miscellaneous pins, eyes, bars, rods 

and rings 
60. Distribution of spikes and fencing staples 
61. Distribution of wire fragments 
62. Distribution of miscellaneous hardware 

Miscellaneous Metal Artifacts and Metal Scrap 

63. Distribution of metal sheeting 
64. Distribution of lead foil 
65. Distribution of metal fragments 

Unidentified Metal Artifacts 

66. Distribution of unidentified metal objects 
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Miscellaneous Non-Metal Artifacts 

67. Distribution of miscellaneous non-metal artifacts 
68. Distribution of textile fragments 
69. Distribution of glass fragments 

Twentieth Century Artifacts 

70. Distribution of wire nails 
71. Distribution of miscellaneous twentieth century 

artifacts 



Table 1. Distribution of cutlery at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by 
structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

vo 

Provenience 

Op. 7N53 
Op. 7N50 1877 Op. 7N60 
1877 Aux. to Test W. 

Type Cookhouse S. Stable of Fort Total 

Table Knife 
Flat tang, parallel wooden 
scales, flat back, iron 1 1 

Table Fork, Shank Only 
Oval baluster shaped shank 
iron 1 1 

Spoon, Handle Only 
Flat, fiddle end, iron 1 1 

Unidentified Utensil, 
Handle Only 
Bone handle, rat tail tang 
with metal swivel loop 
at end 1 1 

Total 2 1 1 4 



Table 2. Distribution of whole/restorable glass and ceramic tableware at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, material, and shape. Counts 
record the number of sherds per vessel 

U3 

Provenience 

Op. 7N54 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 
1880 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 

Officers' 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's 
Type Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Total 

Ceramic 

Plates 
R.W.E. hand painted, floral 
polychrome 17/2 2 

R.W.E. underglaze, transfer 
print, onyx pattern 1 1 

Glass 

Stemware 
three piece mould, 
colourless 1 1 

Butter dish 
milk glass, panelled wheat 
pattern 1 1 

Tumbler 
colourless, concave base 1 1 

Total 2 1 1 2 6 



Table 3. Distribution of ceramic tableware fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and material. Counts record the number of sherds 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL 
R.W.E. 
plain 2 6 1 1 8 23 41 
moulded wheat pattern 
stamp decoration 
blue tint 
painted floral polychrome 
moulded 1 1 
turquoise 1 1 
heraldic crest 
transfer print 
Cochrane 
V.W.E. 
plain 7 9 1 14 2 33 
transfer print, blue floral 2 2 
Porcelain 
plain 1 1 
Bone china 
plain 

TOTAL 1 9 17 2 1 24 25 79 

GRAND TOTAL 1 17 32 3 1 30 3 25 112 

CD 
Ob 



Table 3. Distribution of ceramic tableware fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and material. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total Total 

UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL 
R.W.E. 
plain 1 19 309 1 1 331 372 
moulded wheat pattern 3 3 3 
stamp decoration 8 8 8 
blue tint 1 1 1 
painted f l o r a l polychrome 2 2 2 
moulded 1 
turquoise 1 
he ra ld ic c r e s t 4 4 4 
t ransfe r p r i n t 1 1 1 
Cochrane 2 2 2 
V.W.E. 
p la in 2 1 2 3 4 12 45 
t r ans fe r p r i n t , blue f l o r a l 2 
t r ans fe r p r i n t , green 1 1 1 
Porcelain 
p la in 1 
Bone china 
p la in 10 10 10 

TOTAL 2 3 1 20 340 1 3 5 375 454 

GRAND TOTAL 7 3 1 32 403 1 3 5 487 

CD 
- J 



Table 3. Distribution of ceramic tableware fragments at Fort Walsh, Site 7N, by structure, shape, and material. Counts record the number of sherds 
Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 
Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1880 1875 1875 1875 Op. 7N60 
1877 W. Pal. Aux. Officers' S.W. N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. 

Type Cookhouse Gate Structure Privy Privy Corner Latrine of Fort Total 

PLATE 
R.W.E. 
plain 1 3 11 15 
transfer print blue 2 2 
aqua painted band with gilt 21 21 
painted floral polychrome 3 18 21 
black painted design, 

N. Broth 2 2 
moulded unidentified 1 1 
V.W.E. 
plain 2 3 4 9 
moulded wheat pattern 1 2 3 

CUP 
R.W.E. 
plain 1 1 
stamp decoration 2 2 
V.W.E. 
plain 1 7 8 
moulded unidentified 1 1 

MUG 
Red stoneware lustreware 1 1 

SAUCER 
R.W.E. 
plain 2 2 
impressed design 1 2 3 
painted floral polychrome 11 11 
transfer print, blue willow 1 1 
blue stamp decoration 1 1 
V.W.E. 
plain 1 1 
moulded wheat pattern 5 5 

J.G. Meakin 

BOWL 
V.W.E. 
transfer print blue 2 2 

TOTAL 8 15 1 6 3 5 12 63 113 

CD 
00 



Table 4. Distribution of whole/restorable alcoholic beverage bottles and identifiable liquor bottle fragments 
at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, beverage, and type. Counts record the number of sherds per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 
Op. 7N50 1875 1880 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 
1877 W. Pal. Officers' 1881 E. Pal. Men's 

Type Cookhouse Gate Privy Hospital Gate Latrine Total 

WHOLE/RESTORABLE 
Wine 
3 piece mould, dark green, 
"6 to the gallon" mould relief 
on base, 26 oz. 1 1 
2 piece mould, dark green 
26 oz. 1 1 

IDENTIFIABLE FRAGMENTS 
Wine 
dark green, champagne lip, 3/2 1 3 
body fragments 35/1 913/10 11 
Beer 
amber 2 /1 57/2 3 

VESSEL TOTAL 1 1 3 1 12 1 19 

UP 
up 
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Table 5. Distribution of whole/restorable medicine bottles at Fort Walsh site 7N, 
by structure, shape, and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N54 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 
1880 1875 1880 Op. 7N60 

Officers' N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. 
Type Privy Corner Latrine of Fort Total 

RECTANGULAR 
Perry Davis Vegetable 
Pain Killer 2 2 4 

OVAL 
Brown's Jamaica Ginger 1 1 
Dr. Mitchell Druggist, 

London, Ont. 1 1 

FRAGMENTS 
Perry Davis or Stanton 1 1 
Perry Davis Vegetable 

Pain Killer 5/2 2 

TOTAL 1 2 4 2 9 



Table 6. Distribution of whole/restorable dispensing medicine and pharmaceutical supply bottles at Fort 
Walsh, site 7N, by structure, shape, and colour. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N54 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
Op. 7N50 1880 Op. 7N56 1880 1875 
1877 Officers' 1881 Men's Men's 

Type Cookhouse Privy Hospital Latrine Latrine Total 

PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY 
Cylindrical 
3 piece mould 
narrow mouth packer lip 
80 oz. 
blue 3 3 
pale blue 1 1 
blue/green 1 1 
grey/blue 1 1 

DISPENSING MEDICINE 
Cylindrical, round shouldered 
3 piece mould 
prescription lip 
blue/green, 5 oz. 2 2 

2/3 oz. 1 1 2 
patent lip 
blue/green, 5 oz. 1 1 
4 piece mould 
prescription lip 
blue/green, 2/3 oz. 1 1 
Rectangular 
2 piece mould, 4 panel 
patent lip 
blue/green, 1 1/2 oz. 1 1 
Oval 
2 piece mould, 1 panel 
prescription lip 
blue/green, 4 oz. 1 . 2 3 

Total 1 1 11 1 2 16 

H 
o 
H 
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Table 7. Distribution of medicine and unidentified bottle lip fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, lip type, and colour. Counts record 
the number of sherds per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 
Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 1880 Op. 7N60 

1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Test W. 
Type Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Corner Gate Latrine of Fort Total 

IDENTIFIED MEDICINE 
Pharmaceutical Supply 
narrow mouth packerlip 
blue/green 4/3 1 5 
blue 5/4 4 
pale blue 3/2 2 

UNIDENTIFIED MEDICINE 
Rectangular 
prescription lip 1 1 
Unidentified shape 
prescription lip — 
blue/green 1 1 2 / 1 1 1 3/2 3/3 3/3 13 
pale blue 2/1 1 
colourless 1 3/1 2 
patent lip — 
pale green 1 1 2 
blue/green 1 1 4/2 4 
colourless 1 1 2 
wide mouth patent lip-
pale blue 1 1 
oil lip — 
green 1 1 
blue/green 2/1 1 
band lip — 
blue/green 1 1 

UNIDENTIFIED BOTTLES 
style 32 
blue/green 1 1 
style 30 
amber 1 1 
screw type 
blue 1 1 

TOTAL 3 1 1 2 5 3. 15 2 1 4 5 42 



Table 8. Distribution of whole/restorable food storage bottles and bottle fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, and type. 
Counts record the number of artifacts or fragments per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N54 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
Op. 7N50 1880 Op. 7N56 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 

1877 Officers' 1881 Men's Men's Test W. Harness 
Type Cookhouse Privy Hospital Latrine Latrine of Fort Room Total 

WHOLE/RESTORABLE 
Worchestershire Sauce 
Lea & Perrins 
unidentified ascription 1 1 
stopper only 2 1 3 
Relish 
Goodall Backhouse & Co. 
5 oz. 1 1 2 
Flavouring Extract 
E.R. Durkee & Co. 
1.5 oz. 1 1 
Preserves/Pickles 
wide mouth, cylindrical 
blue/green, G & D 
12.5 oz. 1 1 
fruit jar lid 1 i 
Unidentified Use 
E.R. Durkee & Co. 
1.5 oz., mauve 1 1 

FRAGMENTS 
Worchestershire Sauce 
Lea & Perrins 
AGB Co. 15/1 1 
Unidentified 
fruit jar lid 1 1 
pebbly texture, colourless 2/1 1 
"wide mouth, colourless 
ground lip 3/1 1 
folded lip 1 1 
patent lip, pale green 2/1 1 

TOTAL 4 2 2 3 3 1 1 16 

h-1 

O 



Table 9. Distribution of whole/restorable ceramic food containers at Fort Walsb, site 7N, by structure 
and type. Counts record the number of fragments per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N61 
1875 1877 1877 Op. 7N56 Op. 7N60 1880 

W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to 1881 Test W. Harness 
Type Gate Structure S. Stable Hospital of Fort Room Total 

MARMALADE JAR 
R.W.E. 
Dundee 5/1 8/1 8/3 5 
Moir & Son 1/1 1 
unidentified 1/- 1/- 1/- 3/0 2/-

FOOD STORAGE JAR 
Stoneware, buff feldspatic 
(improved) glazed; George 
Skey Tomworth 
lid only 1/1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 4 1 7 

H 
o 



Table 10. Distribution of Unidentified food storage jar fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and 
type. Counts record the number of fragments per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 Op. 7N56 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 
Oat S.W. 1881 Test W. Harness Aux. to 

Type Stores Privy Hospital of Fort Room N. Stable Total 

STONEWARE 
Feldspatic (improved) glaze 
red ware, cream inside 2/1 1 
red inside, translucent 

outside 1 1 
red inside and outside 1 1 
Albany slip 
red inside, translucent 

outside 2/1 1 
Salt glazed 
red/brown 3/2 1/- 3/2 1/- 2/- 4 
brown 1 1 
Burnt fragments 5/-

TOTAL 2 1 4 2 : 9 

h-1 o 



Table 11. Distribution of partially restorable miscellaneous glass 
containers at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, and type. 
Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N50 Op. 7N56 
1877 1881 

Type Cookhouse Hospital Total 

CYLINDRICAL 
3 piece mould, blue/green 1 1 
3 piece mould, down tooled lip, 

pale blue 1 1 
wide mouth phlanged finish, 

colourless, stamped YG 1 1 
4 panel, 2 piece mould, 

stamped WM 1 1 

TOTAL 1 3 4 

o 
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Table 12. Distribution of miscellaneous bottle stoppers and seals at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, material and type. Counts 
record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 1880 1875 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. 1881 N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Hospital Corner Gate Latrine Latrine Total 

GLASS 
Unidentified 
whole 
decanter type, green, 
ground shank 
dia. 5/8" 1 1 

7/8" 1 1 
15/16 1 1 

fragments 
unground shank only 1 ^ 

METAL 
Iron 
screw cap 
one piece 
dia. 2 1/16" 1 1 
two piece 
dia. 1 1/8" 1 1 
Grey Metal 
screw cap 
dia. 13/16" 1 1 

7/8 1 1 
1 9/16 1 1 

Lead Foil Seal 1 1 
Tin Lid 1 1 

CORK 
Complete 
dia. 7/16" 1 1 2 

17/32 j ! 
1/2 , 1 
11/16 1 1 
3/4 J 1 
7/8 I 1 
15/16 , ! 
11/2 J 1 

Fragments 3/1 1 
TOTAL 1 1 1 12 l 1 . 1 3 21 



Table 13. Distribution of whole/restorable cans at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, and size. 
Counts record the number of fragments per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
1875 1875 1880 1875 
S.W. N.W. Pal. Men's Men's 

Type Privy Corner Latrine Latrine Total 

HOLE-IN-TOP 
Cylindrical 
diameter 2 7/8" length 3 5/8" 2/1 1 

3 3/16 3 1/2 2/1 1 
3 1/4 3 3/4 1 1 
3 3/8 5 1/4 1 1 
3 1/2 4 1/2 1 1 
3 5/8 4 1/2 1 1 
4 4 5/8 1 1 
4 5 1 1 

Rectangular 
height 9 1/4" width 4 1/4" breadth 3" 58/1 1 

14 1/2 9 9 3 / 1 1 

SEALED TOP LID 
Rectangular 
height 2 1/2" width 5 1/4" breadth 2 1/2" 1 1 

SLIP-ON LIDS 
Cylindrical 
diameter 5" height 4 3/4" lip 1/2" 1 1 

5 1/8 4 7/8 1/2 1 1 

UNIDENTIFIED 
Rectangular 
he igh t 13 1/2" width 9 3 /8" breadth 8 7/8" 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 3 9 14 

H 
o 
oo 



Table 14. Distribution of metal slip-on lids and miscellaneous can lids at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure type, and size. 
Counts record the number of fragments per artifact. 

Provenience 

Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
Op. 7N50 1877 1877 Op. 7N56 1880 1875 1880 

1877 Aux. Aux. to 1881 Men's Men's Harness 
Type Cookhouse Structure S. Stable Hospital Latrine Latrine Room Total 

CIRCULAR, SLIP-ON 
1 5/8" diameter 1/8" lip 1 1 
1 7/8 1/8 1 1 
2 3/8 2/1 1 
2 1/4 5/16 1 1 

3/8 1 1 
2 3/8 5/8 2/1 1 
3 3/8 1 4/1 2 
3 1/4 9/16 7/1 1 
3 1/2 11/16 1 1 

3/8 2/1 1 
4 3/4 1/8 1 1 

RECTANGULAR 
3 1/4" x 2 1/4" lip 1/4" 4/2 2 
size unknown 3/1 1 

CIRCULAR, WITH HANDLE 
6 3/8" diameter 1 1 

CANNISTER 
5 7/8" diameter 3/1 1 

TOTAL 4 2 1 7 1 1 1 17 

O 
to 



T a b l e 1 5 . D i s t r i b u t i o n of c a n b a s e s a t F o r t W a l s h , s i t e 7N, by s t r u c t u r e , t y p e , and s i z e . C o u n t s r e c o r d t h e number of f r a g m e n t s p e r a r t i f a c t s 

P r o v e n i e n c e 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
Op. 7N50 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 

1877 W. P a l . O f f i c e r s ' S.W. 1881 N.W. P a l . M e n ' s M e n ' s T e s t W . 
t y p e C o o k h o u s e G a t e P r i v y P r i v y H o s p i t a l C o r n e r L a t r i n e L a t r i n e of F o r t T o t a l 

CYLINDRICAL 
D i a m e t e r 1 7 / 1 6 " 1 1 

1 5 / 8 1 1 
1 3 / 4 1 1 
2 1/4 1 1 
2 3 / 8 2 / 2 2 
2 1/2 2 / 2 5 / 1 1 4 
2 5 /8 1 1 
2 3 /4 1 1 
2 1 5 / 1 6 1 1 
3 1 1 
3 1 /8 1 1 2 
3 3 /16 4 / 1 1 
3 1/4 1 1 2 
3 1/2 1 1 2 
3 3/4 2 / 1 1 

3 1 5 / 1 6 1 1 
4 1/4 3 / 1 1 
6 3 / 1 1 

D i a m e t e r n o t m e a s u r a b l e 4 / 3 3 

RECTANGULAR 
L e n g t h 4 " w i d t h 3 " 1 1 

4 5 / 8 2 7 / 8 1 1 

T o t a l 2 2 3 1 1 3 13 4 1 3 0 



Table 16. Distribution of miscellaneous metal receptacle parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 

W. Pal. Officers' S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. Harness 
Type Gate Privy Privy Hospital Corner Latrine of Fort Room Total 

CAN HANDLES 
Length 2 7/8" width 1 1/8" 1 1 

2 7/8 1 7 / 8 1 1 
3 1 1 / 8 1 1 
3 1 1 / 2 1 1 

THREADED CAN CAP 1 1 

CAN ATTACHMENT FOR POURING SPOUT 1 1 

POURING SPOUTS 

Diameter 5/16" 1 1 2 
3/8 1 1 2 

1 1 1 

CAN KEY 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 
r-1 
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Table 17. Distribution of can fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, b> structure, type and size. Counts record tbe number of fragments per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Cp. 7N60 
1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 

W. Pal. Officers' S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 
Type Gate Privy Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Latrine of Fort Total 

HOLE-IN-TOP 
Cylindrical 
diameter 2 1/2" length ?" 1 1 

3 5/8 ? 1 1 
4 ? 1 1 
6 ? 1 1 
? 4 1/8 3/1 1 
? 4 1/2 1 1 
? 4 5/8 1 1 
? 5 1 1 
? 5 7/8 1 1 

Rectangular 
height ?" width 4" breadth 2 5/16" 1 1 

UNIDENTIFIED 
Cylindrical 
diameter 2 1/2" height ?" 1 1 

3 1/2 7 1 1 
no measurement possible 3/1 1 2 
Rectangular 
height ?" width 3 13/16" breadth 2 3/4" 1 1 

? ' ? 2 1/2 2/1 1 
no measurement possible 4/1 1 1 2/1 4 

TOTAL 1 1 1 1 2 9 4 1 20 
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Table 18. Distribution of buckets and bucket parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N% by structure, part and 
shape. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N52 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
Op. 7N50 1877 Op. 7N56 1880 1875 
1877 Aux. 1881 Men's Men's 

Type Cookhouse Structure Hospital Latrine Latrine Total 

BUCKETS 
Iron, plated with tin 
oval shaped bolsters 1 1 
pear shaped bolsters with 

wire handles 3/16" dia. 1 1 

BOLSTERS only 
oval shaped 1 1 
pear shaped 1 1 

HANDLES only 
length 8 1/2" diameter 1/8" 1 1 

10 1/8 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 1 1 2 6 



Table 19. Distribution of artifacts of household use and kitchenware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure 
and type. Counts record the number of artifacts. 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
1875 1880 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 1880 
Oat Officers' 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Harness 

Type Stores Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Room Total 

Cast iron cooking utensil 
fragments 1 3/1 2 

Cast iron handles 
flat, plain 1 1 
decorative 4/1 1 

Cast iron bottle lip 
fragment 1 1 

Thimble brass 1 1 
Scissor handle, iron 1 1 
Scrub brush, wooden back 1 1 
Weigh scale, iron 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 3 1 2 1 9 

4^ 



Table 20. Distribution of stove parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and part. Counts record the number of artifacts. 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 

1875 1875' 1880 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 
Oat W. Pal. Officers' 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. Harness Aux. to 

Type Store Gate Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Latrine of Fort Room N. Stable Total 

Leg 1 1 

Grill/Grates 1 2 3 

Misc. Box/ 

Body Fragments 1 9 2 5 3 1 6 1 1 29 

TOTAL 1 9 2 5 3 1 1 7 1 3 33 

H 
H 
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Tabic 21. Distribution of lighting devices and parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N50 1875 1880 1880 1875 Op. 7N6C 1880 1877 
1875 1877 W. Pal. Officers' Men's Men's Test V. Harness Aux. to 

Type Oatstore Cookhouse Gate Privy Latrine Latrine of Fort Room N. Stable Total 

LAMP BURNER PARTS: BRASS 
Kerosene Oil, Flat Wick 
L'nident i f ied 
thumb wheel, shaft & 
wick wheel 1 1 

brass flarge & wick tube 1 1 
deflector, flange, thumb 
wheel & wick tube 1 1 2 

flange 1 1 
Col 1 in's Burner: Pat. 
Feb. 4, L866 - flange, 
wick tube & thumb wheel 1 1 

TOTAL 1 2 3 6 

LAMP CHIMNEY 
Class Fragments 
colourless 7 27 7 9 2 75 40 167 

LAMP FONT & BASE 
Class Fragments 
colourless 5 4 9 

TOTAL 7 27 7 9 2 80 44 176 



Table 22. Distribution of leather footware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Slashed figures record the 
number of fragments per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 
1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. 1875 

Type Privy Hospital Corner Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Total 

COMPLETE 
Boot, slip-on, leather heel 
sole length 10" 1 1 

10 1/4 1 1 
10 1/2 1 1 
10 3/4 2 2 
11 3 3 
11 1/4 3 3 
11 1/2 1 1 
11 3/4 2 2 
12 1 1 

INCOMPLETE 
Shoe, slip-on, with buckle -
rectangular, sheet metal 
frame; centre bar eight 
tang; gilted 1 1 

sole length 10" 1 1 
SHOE/BOOT PARTS 
Heels only, leather 1 1 
Soles only 
sole length 11" 2 2 
fragments 1 1 8 / 3 1 10/1 7 
Sole and heel only, leather 
sole length 10 1/2" 1 1 

11 2 2 
11 1/4 1 1 

fragments 1 1 
Body fragments 70/? 1 1 

TOTAL 24 1 1 5 1 1 33 
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Table 23. Dis t r ibu t ion of brass and-iron buttons a t Fort Walsh, s i t e 7N, by s t ruc tu r e and type. Counts record the number of a r t i f a c t s 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 
Oat 1877 W. Pal . Aux. to Off icers ' S.W. 1881 Men's Men's Test W. 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Lat r ine Lat r ine of Fort Total 

IRON 
1 piece trouser 
2 hole 1 1 2 
4 hole 1 1 1 2 5 
4 hole, "ne plus ultra" 1 1 
4 hole rinmed 1 1 
2 piece trouser 
shank 1 1 
plain 9 1 10 
riveted 2 3 1 6 
2 piece plain 
2 hole 2 1 3 
2 piece cloth covered 
shank 1 1 
BRASS 
4 hole, "best ring edge" 1 1 
1 piece, shank, plain 1 1 
2 piece, 4 hole 1 1 

TOTAL 1 6 1 1 1 14 3 1 2 3 33 
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Table 24. Distribution of buttons at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7H57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Officers' S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Privy Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Latrine of Fort Total 

OPAQUE GLASS/PORCELAIN 
Plain 
2 hole, black 1 1 
4 hole, white 1 1 3 1 1 4 11 

white with cross 1 1 
white/black 1 1 

Rimmed 4 hole 
blue/white 1 1 
red/white 1 1 
brown/white 1 1 
black/white 1 1 
Mould impressed, 4 hole 
plain white 1 3 4 
red/white 1 1 
Convex, 2 hole, grey 1 1 
Anchor, shank, black 1 1 
SHELL 
Plain 
2 hole, white 1 1 2 
4 hole, white 1 1 2 
BONE 
Plain, 4 hole, tan 2 2 
RUBBER 
2 hole, black 
p l a i n 2 2 
Nove l ty Co. 1 1 
f l o r a l , Nove l ty Co. 1 1 
CERAMIC 
2 h o l e , brown g l a z e d 1 1 

TOTAL 3 2 1 4 2 6 1 4 8 5 36 
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Table 25. Distribution of miscellaneous clothing parts and accessories at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by-
structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 

Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 Men's Harness 
S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Latrine Room Total 

BUCKLES 
Webbing Belt 
2 prong, iron 1 2 1 4 
3 prong, iron 1 1 
Serpent Type, M.P. 1 1 
END CLASP 
Suspender, brass 1 1 
UNIFORM DECORATION 
Gold Braiding 1 1 
Gold Cording 1 1 
COLLAR STAYS 2 2 
COAT TOGGLE STRAPS 2 2 

TOTAL 1 1 2 2 4 3 13 



Table 26. Distribution of glass beads at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure 
and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 
1875 Op. 7n 50 Op. 56 
Oat 1877 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Hospital Total 

DRAWN 
Non-tubular, Monochrome (lia) 
lia*, r., v.s., opaque, light 
cherry rose 1 1 

lia*; r., v.s., opaque, 
pale blue 1 1 

WOUND 
Round wound, monochrome body 
Wlb*; r., 1., horizon blue 1 1 
WIc*; o., 1., cerulean blue 1 1 

TOTAL 2 1 1 4 



Table 27. Distribution of toiletries and artifacts of medical use at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Slashed figures record the number of fragments per 
artifact 

Op. 7N52 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
1877 Op. 7N56 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 
Aux. 1881 Men's Test W. Harness 

Type Structure Hospital Latrine of Fort Room Total 

TOILETRIES 
Shaving brush handle 
2 piece polished bone 1 1 
Pomade .jar lid 
pressed glass colourless 4/1 1 
Mirror 
fragments only 13/1 1 
Combs, vulcanite 
complete 1 1 
fragments only 1 1 2 

MEDICAL USE 
Syringe tube fragments 6/1 1 
Syringe plunger fragments 1/-
Pill box fragments, wood 1 1 

TOTAL 1 4 1 1 1 8 
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Table 28. Distribution of tobacco seals at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, and size. Counts 
record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N60 
1875 1877 1877 Op. 7N56 1880 Op. 7N60 

W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to 1881 Men's Test W. 
Type Gate Structure S. Stable Hospital Latrine of Fort Total 

Hole in Middle 
diameter 9/16 - 5/8" 1 1 
Solid 
d i a m e t e r 9 /16 - 5 / 8 " 1 1 2 1 1 2 8 

TOTAL 1 2 2 1 1 2 9 

H1 
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Table 29. Distribution of smoking pipes and pipe fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Slashed numbers record the number of 
fragments per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1880 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 

1877 W. Pal. Aux. Officers' 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 
Type Cookhouse Gate Structure Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Latrine of Fort Total 

WHITE CLAY 
Bowls 
T.D., stamped 1 1 2 
unidentified plain 1 1/- 3/- 1 
Stems 
L. Fiole 1 1 
Dixon/Montreal 2 / 1 2/2 1 4 
Burton 1 / -
u n i d e n t i f i e d p l a i n 1 1 4 / - 1 / - 1 / - 2 
Stems and bowls 
T.D. stamped and Dixon 1 1 
D i x o n ' s / M o n t r e a l 1 1 
u n i d e n t i f i e d p l a i n 1 1 2 
RED CLAY 
Bowl 
u n i d e n t i f i e d p l a i n 1 1 
BRIAR 
Bowls 
circular 9/1 3/1 2 
Stems 
wooden 1/-
amber 1 1 
vulcanite tip, metal stem 1 1 
Complete 
circular bowl, vulcanite tip 1 1 
UNIDEfJTlFIEE 
Stem 
bone mouthpiece 1 1 

TOTAL 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 8 2 21 



Table 30. Distribution of coins at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure 
and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N54 Op. 7N60 
1880 Op. 7N56 1875 

Officers* 1881 Men's 
Type Privy Hospital Latrine Total 

10c PIECE 
Silver 
U.S. 1875 1 1 
U.S. 1877 1 1 

5C PIECE 
Silver 
Canadian 1881 1 1 
Copper 
U.S. 1873 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 2 4 
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Tabic 31. Distribution of clasp knives at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and 
type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
1880 1875 1880 1875 

Officers' S.W. Men's Men's 
Type Privy Privy Latrine Latrine Total 

SWELL END JACK 
1 blade 1 bolster 
shell scales 1 1 
wood scales 1 1 2 
1 blade 1 bolster 
corkscrew attachment 

bone scales 1 1 
1 blade 2 bolsters 
bone scales 1 1 
1 blade no bolsters 
bone scales 1 1 2 
2 blades 1 bolster 
bone scales 1 1 
? blades no bolsters 
bone scales 1 1 

SWELL END JACK WITH 
DOWNTURNED END 
1 blade 1 bolster 
wood scales 1 1 

EQUAL END JACK 
1 blade 2 bolsters 
horn scales 1 1 
vulcanite scales 1 1 
2 blades no bolster 
bone scales 1 1 

EQUAL END JACK WITH 
CURVED EACK 
2 blades 2 bolsters 
shell scales 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 3 9 14 
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Table 32. Distribution of artifacts of recreation and stationery supplies at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, and type. Counts record the 
number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. «N62 
Op. 7N50 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 
1877 Officers' S.W. 1881 Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to 

Type Cookhouse Privy Privy Hospital Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total 

STATIONERY SUPPLIES 
Ink Well 
stoneware, buff, saltglazed 
pyramid, 1 oz. complete 1 1 

fragments 1 1 
hard paste porcelain, conical 
1.25 oz., complete 1 1 

glass, colourless, domed 
shape, iron lid, 
2.75 oz., complete 1 1 

glass, colourless, 
octagonal, conical, 
fragments 1 1 

Ink Bottle 
stoneware, brown, saltglazed 
20 oz. Bourne/Denby 1 1 

Pencil Lead 
hexagonal shape 1 1 1 3 
rectangular shape 1 1 
slate pencil fragment 1 1 
Mechanical Pencil 1 1 
Desk Calendar, 1878, nickle 

plated cylinder 1 1 
Paper Seal 
brass 1 1 
Paper fragments 1 1 

RECREATIONAL 
Newspaper fragments 1 1 2 
MusicaJ Instrument pieces, 
brass 1 1 1 3 

TOTAL 1 4 1 2 2 5 2 1 1 1 20 
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Table 33. Distribution of miscellaneous armament parts at 
Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
1875 1880 1875 
Oat Officers' S.W. 

Type Stores Privy Privy Total 

Firing pin 1 1 

Safety catch/ 
(Snyder Enfield) 1 1 

Cannon friction/ 
ignition tube 1 1 

Iron trade point 
(length 3 1/8") 1 1 

TOTAL 1 2 1 4 
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Table 34. Distribution of cartridges at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 

1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' 1881 E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. Harness 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Hospital Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Room Total 

RIFLE 
Centre fire 
25-20 Winchester H.S. 

D.C. Co. 2 2 
44 Henry 1 1 
44-40 Winchester 1 2 1 1 7 12 
4 5-60 Winchester 2 2 
45-75 Winchester 3 2 7 3 1 6 1 6 5 3 37 
45-100 Sharps 1 1 
25-3000 Savage 1 1 
303 B r i t i s h 1 1 
577 Snider Mark IX 2 1 3 

RIFLE/REVOLVER 
Rim f i r e 
22 s h o r t H.S. Dominion 1 1 2 
22 long H.S. Dominion 2 1 3 1 7 

H.S. Super X I 1 1 3 
32 s h o r t 1 1 2 
32 long 1 1 2 
38 s h o r t 1 1 
44 Henry F l a t 1 1 2 4 

TOTAL 8 6 10 7 3 7 16 2 7 7 6 2 81 



Table 34. Distribution of cartridges at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 

1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. Harness 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Room Total 

REVOLVER 
Centre fire 
38 Special H.S. Dominion 1 1 
38 Smith and Wesson 1 1 
44 Colt 1 1 
45 Colt 1 2 3 
450 revolver, iron head 2 1 1 1 1 3 9 
Rim Fire 
46 short 1 1 
6 mm German, blanks 2 2 

SHOTGUN 
Centre fire 
12 gauge 1 1 
U.S. Grand Prix 1 1 
Kynoch 6 Co. 1 1 
U.M.C. 1 1 2 4 
16 gauge 
H.S. Winchester 1 1 

SLUGS 
unidentified 4 2 6 

BALL 

unidentified 1 1 

FRAGMENTS 1 2 1 1 5 

TOTAL 7 2 1 3 2 2 7 2 4 6 2 38 

GRAND TOTAL 8 1 3 12 8 6 9 2 23 2 9 1 1 12 4 119 

t - 1 
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Table 35. Distribution of horseshoes at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record the number of shoes 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 
1875 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 

E. Pal. S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's 
Type Gate Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Total 

HORSESHOES 
No calks 1 1 5 7 
Heel calks only 1 7 8 
Toe calks only 1 1 2 
Heel and toe calks 1 1 5 7 
Toe clip, no calks 1 2 3 
Toe clip, heel and toe calks 1 1 
Toe clip, heel calks 1 1 
Fragments 1 1 

TOTAL 4 1 1 23 1 30 
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Table 36. Distribution of horseshoe nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 

1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 1880 1875 1880 1877 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' N.W. Pal. Men's Men's Harness Aux. to 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Corner Latrine Latrine Room N. Stable Total 

COMPLETE 
l e n g t h 1 1/2" 1 1 

1 5 / 8 1 1 2 
1 3 / 4 2 2 
2 1 2 1 4 
2 1/8 2 1 3 
2 1/4 21 3 1 1 4 2 1 33 
2 3/8 1 1 1 3 
2 1/2 1 1 
2 5/8 1 1 
2 3/4 2 1 3 
2 7/8 2 2 4 

FRAGMENTS 5 12 3 6 2 28 

TOTAL 5 3 28 4 2 5 18 8 1 9 2 85 



Table 37. Distribution of miscellaneous harness hardware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 

1875 Op. 7N50 1877 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 
Oat 1877 Aux. to 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. Harness Aux. to 

Type Stores Cookhouse S. Stable Hospital Corner Latrine of Fort Room N. Stable Total 

HARNESS BUCKLES 
Iron 
rectangular frame 
frame/roller/tang 

2-3 cm 1 1 2 
frame/roller/centre bar/ 
tang 

4-5 cm 1 1 
f r a m e / r o l l e r / c e n t r e bar 

4-5 cm 1 1 
ova l frame 

f rame/ tang 
1-2 cm 1 1 
Brass 
r e c t a n g u l a r frame 

frame only 
3-4 cm 1 1 

HARNESS SPOT 1 2 3 

HARNESS SNAP 
Snap s p r i n g , i r o n 
2 13/16" l eng th 2 2 
F l a t s p r i n g , i r o n 
4 5 /8" l e n g t h 1 1 

HAME FRAME 1 1 

HALTER TRACE 1 1 

BIT 
Fragment x 1 

TOTAL 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 4 1 15 
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Table 38. Distribution of miscellaneous horse grooming equipment and hardware at Fort 
Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
Op. 7N56 1875 1875 1880 1877 
1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Harness Aux. to 

Type Hospital Corner Latrine Room N. Stable Total 

CURRY COMBS 
Square, open frame 
complete 1 1 
handle only 1 1 
Knocker fragment 1 1 

HOOF PICK 
Folding type 1 1 

HORSE HOBBLES 
Complete 1 1 
Incomplete 
with keylock 3 3 
without keylock 2 2 

HOBBLE KEYS 2 2 

TOTAL 1 8 1 1 1 12 
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Table 39. Distribution of leather/strapping/belting at Fort Walsh, site 7Nj by 
structure, type, and size. Slashed figures record the number of 
fragments per artifact 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 1880 

W. Pal. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Harness 
Type Gate Hospital Corner Latrine Room Total 

PLAIN 
Width 3/16" 1 1 

3/8 2/1 1 
9/16 1 1 
5/8 1 5/1 2 
11/16 1 1 
7/8 1 1 

1 1 1 
1 1 / 8 1 1 2 
1 5/16 1 1 

TOTAL 1 3 1 5 1 11 



Table 40. Distribution of scrap leather fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and weight. Counts record 
the number of pieces and weight 

Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 

Officers' S.W. 1881 Men's Men's Test W. Harness 
Type Privy Privy Hospital Latrine Latrine of Fort Room Total 

Number of pieces 5 3 6 2 16 11 1 44 

Weight in grams 12 .28 13.4 376.5 83.86 20.5 2.5 594.18 
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Table 41. Distribution of rivets, burrs and grommets at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, material, 
and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
Op. 7N50 Op. 7N56 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 
1877 1881 Men's Test W. Harness Aux. to 

Type Cookhouse Hospital Latrine of Fort Room N. Stable Total 

IRON RIVET 
Diameter of head 
0.9 to 1.0 cm. 2 2 
unidentified 1 1 
headless 1 1 

BRASS RIVET 
Diameter of head 
1.2 to 1.4 cm 1 1 2 1 5 

TOTAL 1 1 2 2 3 9 

BRASS BURR 
Hole diameter 
3/16" 1 1 1 2 2 7 

BRASS GROMMET 
2 piece 1 1 2 4 

GRAND TOTAL 1 2 2 4 6 5 20 
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Table 42. Distribution of miscellaneous wagon parts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. 
Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N53 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
1877 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 

Aux. to 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Men's 
Type S. Stable Hospital Corner Latrine Latrine Total 

Box Stake Iron 3 3 
Seat Brace 1 1 
Standard Brace 1 1 
Standard Complete 1 1 
Double Tree Clip 1 1 
Single Tree Clip 1 1 
Iron Axle Clip 1 1 
Wagon Hook 1 1 
U. Brace with Pin 1 1 
Spring Attachment 1 1 
U. Bolt: 
shaft diameter 1/4" 1 1 
Unidentified Wagon Parts 4 4 

TOTAL 1 3 10 1 2 17 
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Table 43. Distribution of general maintenance tools at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the 
number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1877 1880 1875 1875 1880 1877 

W. Pal. Aux. to Officers' N.W. Pal. Men's Harness Aux. to 
Type Gate S. Stable Privy Corner Latrine Room N. Stable Total 

AXE HEAD 
Complete 1 1 
PICK HEAD 
Fragment 1 1 
SHOVEL 
Complete, square head 1 1 
Bolster fragment 1 1 
Blade reinforcement 1 1 
FILE, SINGLECUT, FLAT 
Complete 1 1 
Fragment 1 1 
FORK HEAD 
Complete 
4 prong, garden typ 1 1 
3 prong, pitch fork 1 1 
SCYTHE BLADE 
Complete 1 1 
Fragment 1 1 
REINFORCING RIVETS 
For wooden tools 1 2 3 

TOTAL 1 1 1 7 1 2 1 14 
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Table 44 . Distribution of keys, locks and door hardware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type and material. Counts record the 
number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
Op. 7N36 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 
1875 1877 W. Pal. Aux. to 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. Harness 

Type Oatstore Cookhouse Gate S. Stable Hospital Corner Latrine of Fort Room Total 

KEYS 
Iron Ward Lock 
solid pin 
diameter 3" 1 1 

hollow pin 
fragment 1 1 

LOCK FARTS 
Latch Bolt 1 1 
Tumbler 1 1 
Key Hole Plate 

iron 1 1 2 
brass 1 1 

Unidentified Part 1 1 

PADLOCK 
Shackle 1 1 

HANDLE PARTS 
Spindles 
brass 1 1 
iron 1 1 

CATCH PLATE 
brass 1 1 

HINGLES 
Butt 2/1 3 / 1 1 1 4 
Strap 1 2 3 

TOTAL 1 1 2 2 4 1 4 2 2 19 



Table 45. Distribution of window glass at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by colour and 
structure. Counts record the number of fragments 

Colour 
Blue/Green Green Blue 

Provenience Tint Tint Tint Colourless Total 

Op. 7N36 
1875 Oat Stores 5 2 2 9 
Op. 7N50 
1877 Cookhouse 98 170 45 313 
Op. 7N51 
1875 W. Pal. Gate 8 19 1 7 35 
Op. 7N52, 53, 58 
1877 Aux. to S. Stables 40 97 35 172 
Op. 7N55 
1875 S.W. Privy 2 11 71 84 
Op. 7N56 
1881 Hospital 7 7 
Op. 7N57 
1875 N.W. Pal. Corner 2 5 1 8 
Op. 7N59 
1875 E. Pal. Gate 6 1 7 14 
Op. 7N60 
1880 Men's Latrine 15 17 3 35 
Op. 7N60 
1875 Men's Latrine 23 66 4 93 
Op. 7N60 
Test W. of Fort 33 42 33 108 

TOTAL 247 442 2 228 919 
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Table 46. Distribution of square head cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record the number 
of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
1875 Op. 7N5C 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. Pal. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

COMPLETE 
Length 3 1/2" 6 2 5 3 5 17 26 64 

3 5/8 3 8 3 14 
3 3/4 1 1 
3 7/8 2 2 1 5 
4 2 3 23 3 3 33 10 24 101 
4 1/8 1 3 2 1 7 
4 1/4 1 1 4 1 7 
4 3/8 2 2 
4 1/2 4 2 10 48 64 
4 3/4 1 3 4 . 8 
4 7/8 
5 4 3 2 1 3 18 29 60 
5 1/4 6 2 3 11 
6 5 3 8 
7 1 1 

FRAGMENTS 92 103 119 86 48 66 68 514 1096 

TOTAL 108 118 157 92 59 121 141 653 1449 

GRAND TOTAL 393 498 359 394 228 242 231 1437 3682 
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Table 46. Distribution of square head cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 

1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

COMPLETE 
Length 3 /4" 1 1 

7/8 
1 3 3 
1 1 / 8 1 1 
1 1 / 4 2 1 2 5 
1 3 / 8 3 1 4 
1 1/2 175 77 25 201 113 26 4 100 721 
1 5 / 8 21 2 1 3 10 37 
1 3/4 1 12 1 1 2 12 29 
1 7 / 8 5 1 6 
2 23 36 16 8 2 4 4 85 178 
2 1/8 1 1 
2 1/4 2 2 2 1 3 8 18 
2 3/8 2 4 1 1 1 4 13 
2 1/2 32 61 29 38 22 3 26 114 325 
2 5/8 1 6 4 17 2 3 1 16 50 
2 3/4 6 6 11 2 4 1 30 
2 7/8 1 2 2 2 7 
3 46 35 112 15 17 62 37 387 711 
3 1/8 4 5 19 28 
3 1/4 3 14 1 3 7 6 5 22 61 
3 3/8 2 1 1 . 4 

TOTAL 285 280 202 302 169 121 90 784 2233 
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Table 46. Distribution of square head cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total Total 

COMPLETE 
Length 3/4" 1 

7/8 2 2 2 
1 2 2 5 
1 1 / 8 9 2 11 12 
1 1/4 29 4 2 35 40 
1 3/8 4 
1 1 / 2 8 4 1 2 20 142 22 199 920 
1 5/8 15 1 1 17 54 
1 3 / 4 1 1 1 3 32 
1 7 / 8 3 3 9 
2 7 2 1 2 35 3 3 53 231 
2 1/8 1 1 2 
2 1/4 9 9 27 
2 3/8 2 1 1 1 5 18 
2 1/2 29 3 6 2 24 22 11 97 422 
2 5/8 2 1 7 11 4 25 75 
2 3/4 "l 2 3 33 
2 7/8 4 1 3 2 10 17 
3 13 5 4 5 36 31 7 101 812 
3 1/8 1 2 3 31 
3 1/4 5 1 8 4 1 19 80 
3 3/8 3 16 1 20 24 

TOTAL 63 16 24 16 221 223 55 618 2851 
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Table 46. Distribution of square head cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total Total 

COMPLETE 
L e n g t h 3 1 / 2 " 4 2 5 5 9 2 1 28 92 

3 5 /8 3 2 6 6 3 1 21 35 
3 3 /4 1 1 3 5 6 
3 7/8 5 
4 2 1 8 6 17 118 
4 1/8 1 2 1 4 11 
4 1/4 1 2 3 10 
4 3/8 1 6 7 9 
4 1/2 3 1 2 6 70 
4 3/4 5 2 5 3 15 23 
4 7/8 2 2 2 
5 7 10 3 6 26 86 
5 1/4 2 6 8 19 
6 1 1 2 10 
7 1 

FRAGMENTS 16 11 16 11 181 90 20 345 1441 

TOTAL 33 16 46 32 214 9 112 27 489 1938 

GRAND TOTAL 96 32 70 48 435 9 335 82 1107 4789 
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Table 47. Distribution of rectangular head cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record the 
number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

COMPLETE 
Length 1 " 1 1 

1 1 / 2 1 1 
1 3 / 4 2 2 
1 7/8 
2 3 2 2 1 1 9 
2 1/8 
2 1/4 1 1 1 3 
2 3/8 1 1 2 
2 1/2 2 12 6 2 1 10 101 ' 134 
2 5/8 3 8 12 1 1 6 15 100 146 
2 3/4 1 5 3 7 1 17 
2 7/8 3 1 4 
3 6 4 2 2 3 3 22 42 
3 1/8 4 1 1 2 12 1 14 35 
3 1/4 2 2 1 5 
3 3/8 1 1 
3 1/2 
3 5/8 1 1 
4 ys 

4 3/4 

FRAGMENTS 1 3 1 5 

TOTAL 20 30 33 8 6 30 39 242 408 
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Table 47. Distribution of rectangular head cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record the 
number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Room N. Stable Total Total 

COMPLETE 
Length 1" 1 

1 1/2 1 
1 3 / 4 2 
1 7 / 8 1 1 1 
2 3 3 12 
2 1/8 2 3 5 5 
2 1/4 1 1 4 
2 3/8 2 1 3 5 
2 1/2 2 2 5 7 16 150 
2 5/8 3 36 7 1 47 193 
2 3/4 17 
2 7/8 2 2 6 
3 2 2 3 23 1 31 73 
3 1/8 2 5 41 1 49 84 
3 1/4 5 
3 3/8 3 3 4 
3 1/2 1 1 2 2 
3 5/8 1 
4 3/8 1 1 1 
4 3/4 1 1 1 

FRAGMENTS 5 

TOTAL 2 4 6 12 60 78 3 165 573 
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Table 48. Distribution of finishing head cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. 
Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Total 

COMPLETE 
Length 1" 1 1 

11/4 1 1 2 
1 3/8 
11/2 1 1 
1 3/4 
17/8 1 1 1 3 
2 1 9 1 1 12 
2 1 / 8 1 1 1 3 
2 1/4 1 1 
2 3 / 8 1 2 1 3 7 
2 1/2 2 5 2 1 1 11 
2 5/8 7 4 2 13 
2 3/4 2 2 
3 1 1 1 4 1 8 
3 1/8 2 2 
3 1/4 
3 3/8 
3 7/8 1 1 

FRAGMENTS 1 1 2 

TOTAL 2 16 27 8 8 5 3 69 



Table 48. Distribution of finishing head cut nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record 
the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
Op. 7N56 1875 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 
1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. Harness Aux. to Grand 

Type Hospital Corner Latrine of Fort Room N. Stable Total Total 

COMPLETE 
Length 1" 1 

1 1/4 2 
1 3 / 8 1 1 1 
1 1 / 2 2 2 3 
1 3 / 4 1 1 1 
1 7 / 8 2 2 5 
2 16 1 17 29 
2 1/8 1 1 2 5 
2 1/4 3 3 ' 4 
2 3/8 12 1 13 20 
2 1/2 9 3 3 15 26 
2 5/8 9 2 11 24 
2 3/4 4 4 6 
3 19 1 2 2 24 32 
3 1/8 5 1 1 7 9 
3 1/4 1 1 1 
3 3/8 1 1 1 
3 7/8 1 

FRAGMENTS 2 2 4 6 

TOTAL 81 1 4 13 7 2 108 177 
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Tab le 49 . D i s t r i b u t i o n of b r a d and t r u n k n a i l s a t F o r t Walsh, s i t e 7N, by s t r u c t u r e and s i z e . Counts r e c o r d t h e number of a r t i f a c t s 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N61 
Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1881 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 

1877 W. P a l . Aux. Aux. to O f f i c e r s ' S,W. 1881 E. P a l . Test W. Harness 
Type Cookhouse Gate S t r u c t u r e S. S t a b l e P r i v y P r i v y H o s p i t a l Gate of F o r t Room Total 

BRAD NAILS 
Complete 
l e n g t h 1 3 / 8 " 1 1 

1 1/2 X 1 
2 2 2 
2 1/8 i ! 2 

Fragments 3 3 

TOTAL 5 3 3 9 

TRUNK NAILS 
Complete 
l e n g t h 5 / 8 " 1 2 3 1 9 7 23 

3/4 1 1 1 4 5 1 13 
7/8 1 2 1 2 6 

1 1 1 2 2 1 5 1 13 
1 1 / 8 1 1 2 
1 1 / 4 1 1 
1 1 / 2 1 1 2 
1 3 / 4 1 1 
1 7 / 8 1 1 

TOTAL 2 2 5 8 2 1 19 1 20 2 62 



Table 50. Distribution of miscellaneous nails and fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, and 
size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
1875 1875 1877 Op. 7N56 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 
Oat W. Pal. Aux. to 1881 Men's Test W. Harness 

Type Stores Gate S. Stable Hospital Latrine of Fort Room Total 

WROUGHT NAILS 
Rosehead 
d i a . 1 3 / 8 " 1 1 

1 1 / 2 1 1 
1 5 / 8 3 3 
1 3 / 4 1 1 
2 1 1 2 
2 1/8 7 7 
2 1/2 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 1 1 13 1 17 

HUNGARIAN NAILS 
dia. 5/8" 1 1 
fragments 1 1 

UNIDENTIFIED FRAG. 1 1 
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Table 51. Distribution of chains and chain links at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, material, and size. Counts record 
the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1877 1875 1875 1880 1880 1877 
Oat W. Pal. Aux. to S.W. N.W. Pal. Men's Harness Aux. to 

Type Stores Gate S. Stable Privy Corner Latrine Room N. Stable Total 

IRON 
Wire diameter 
1/8" 1 l i n k 1 1 1 3 
1/4 1 l i nk 1 1 

6 l i n k s 1 1 
5/16 7 l i n k s 1 1 
3/8 2 l i n k s 1 1 
1/2 1 l i n k 1 1 
7/8 1 l i n k 1 1 

BRASS 
Wire diameter 
1/32" 1 link 1 1 
1/16 6 links 1 1 

TOTAL 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
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Table 52. Distribution of bolt and bolt fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure head type, and size. Counts record the 
number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1877 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

W. Pal. Aux. to S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. Harness Aux. to 
Type Gate S. Stable Privy Hospital Corner Latrine of Fort Room N. Stable Total 

SQUARE HEAD 
Unthreaded, round shank 
3/4" dia. 7 1/2" long 1 1 
fragment 
1/4" dia. 1 1 
11/16 1 1 

HEXAGONAL HEAD 
Threaded, round shank 

1/2" dia. 2 3/8" long 1 1 
ROUND HEAD, FLAT 
U n t h r e a d e d , round shank 
f ragment 

1 /4" d i a . 2 2 
3/8 1 1 

Threaded, round shank 
fragment 

5/16" dia. 1 1 
ROUND HEAD, CONVEX 
Unthreaded, round shank 
f r agmen t 

1/4" d i a . 1 1 
5/16 1 1 
3 /8 1 1 2 

' l 1 1 
T h r e a d e d , round shank 

l / 4 " d i a . 2 1 1 / 1 6 " l o n g 1 1 
9 /32 1 3 / 8 1 1 
5 /16 2 7 /8 1 1 
3 /8 3 1/4 1 1 

f r agmen t s 
3 / 8 " d i a . 1 1 
5 /8 1 1 

TOTAL 4 1 4 3 1 1 1 1 3 19 
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Table 53. Distribution of bolt fragments and nuts at Fort Walsh» site 7N, by structure, type, and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 

1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 
W. Pal. Op. 7N52 1881 N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Test W. Harness Aux. to 

Type Gate 1877 Hospital Corner Gate Latrine of Fort Room N. Stables Total 

NUT only 

Square head 
head diameter 1/2" 1 1 

9/16 1 1 
3/4 1 1 

13/16 1 1 
7/8 1 1 1 3 

Hexagonal head 

head diameter 1" 1 1 

BOLT fragments 

Threaded 

shaft diameter 1/4" 1 1 
3/8 1 1 2 
7/16 1 1 2 
1/2 1 1 2 
9/16 1 1 2 
5/8 1 1 2 

TOTAL 1 1 5 1 2 2 1 4 2 19 
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Table 54. Distribution of iron washers at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, 
and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 Op. 7N56 Op. 7N60 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. 1881 Test W. 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Hospital of Fort Total 

CIRCULAR 
hole diameter 1/8" 1 1 2 

3/8 1 1 
5/8 1 1 
11/16 1 1 

fragment 1 1 

LOCK WASHER 
diameter 5/16" 3 3 

TOTAL 4 1 2 1 1 9 
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Table 55. Distribution of screws at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 Op. 7N60 1881 1875 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 E. Pal. Test W. Harness Aux. to 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Gate of Fort Room N. Stable Total 

VOOD SCREWS 

Iron 
length 5/8" 2 2 

3/4 1 1 
7/8 1 2 1 4 

1 1 1 
1 1 / 8 1 2 1 2 1 5 1 1 14 
1 3/16 1 1 
13/8 1 6 7 
1 7/16 1 1 
11/2 1 1 
15/8 1 1 2 4 
17/8 1 1 2 
2 1 1 
2 3/8 1 1 

fragments 4/4 1 5 
Brass 
length 1 3/8" 1 1 
fragments 1 1 

TOTAL 2 4 11 3 4 2 1 8 1 7 3 1 4 7 



Table 56. Distribution of miscellaneous metal bars at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, shape, and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 

1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1880 
W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Harness 

Type Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Room Total 

SQUARE CROSS SECTION 
Wdth.-thk. / lgth. 

.32 cm 7.94 cm 1 1 

.64 12.38 1 1 
27.94 1 1 

.79 9.84 1 1 

.95 10.80 1 1 
1.43 2.86 1 1 

RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION 
Wdth. / thk. 

.32 cm .48 cm 1 1 
1.43 1 1 2 

.40 1.59 2 2 
2.54 1 1 

.64 .95 1 1 2 
1.27 1 1 
3.81 1 1 2 

.79 2.84 1 1 

.95 1.90 1 1 
2.22 1 1 
2.54 1 1 
3.18 1 1 

1.1Ï 1.75 1 1 
1.27 1.43 1 1 

1.59 1 1 
1.90 1 1 
2.22 1 1 

TOTAL 8 1 3 1 1 3 8 1 1 27 



Table 57. Distribution of iron rods at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, diameter, and length. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N62 
Op. 7N36 1875 1877 1880 1875 1875 1880 Op. 7N60 1877 

1875 W. Pal. Aux. Officers' S.W. N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. Aux. to 
Type Oatstores Gate Structure Privy Privy Corner Latrine of Fort N. Stable Total 

Diameter 7/32" - 7/16" 

length 1" - 5" 1 1 2 4 

5 10 1 2 2 1 6 

Diameter 1/2" - 11/16" 

length 5/16" - 5" 1 4 5 

5 10 1 1 2 

10 15 1 1 

Diameter 1 1/2" 

length 4 3/4" 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 2 2 1 8 1 1 2 19 
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Table 58. Distribution of iron strapping and bracing at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and width. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

BRACING 
By width 11/16" 

3/4 1 1 2 
15/16 

1 1 1 2 
1 1 / 4 1 1 
1 3 / 8 1 1 
1 1 / 2 3 3 
1 9/16 1 1 
2 3/8 
2 1/2 
2 3/4 

STRAPPING 
By width 3/8" 1 1 

1/2 1 1 1 3 
9/16 2 2 
5/8 4 4 
3/4 5 8 1 3 1 1 5 24 
13/16 

7/8 1 4 2 3 10 
15/16 2 1 3 

1 3 1 1 1 5 11 
1 1 / 8 3 1 4 
1 1 / 4 1 2 3 
1 1/2 

TOTAL 9 5 22 1 7 5 5 21 75 



Table 58. Distribution of iron strapping and bracing at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and width. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total Total 

BRACING 
By width 11/16" 1 1 1 

3/4 1 1 2 4 
15/16 1 1 1 

1 2 2 4 
1 1/4 1 
1 3 / 8 1 1 2 
1 1 / 2 1 1 2 5 
1 9/16 1 
2 3/8 1 1 1 
2 1/2 1 1 1 
2 3/4 1 1 1 

STRAPPING 
By width 3/8" 2 2 3 

1/2 3 
9/16 2 
5/8 5 6 2 3 16 20 
3 / 4 1 1 3 3 3 1 4 16 40 
13/16 1 1 1 
7/8 17 3 8 7 2 37 47 
15/16 1 1 4 

1 2 1 5 1 9 20 
11/8 2 2 6 
1 1/4 3 
1 1/2 10 10 10 

TOTAL 45 2 18 17 13 2 4 5 106 181 
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Table 59. Distribution of miscellaneous pins, eyes, bars, rods, and rings at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, and size. Counts 
record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
1875 1877 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 

W. Pal. Aux. to S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. Harness 
Type Gate S. Stable Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Latrine of Fort Room Total 

IRON PIN 
Square Shaft 
diameter 3/16" 1 1 2 

1/4 1 1 1 3 
Rod Shaft 
diameter 5/8" 1 1 
IRON EYES 
Rod i ron 
diameter 5/16" 1 1 

3/8 1 1 
5/8 1 1 

Bar iron 
diameter 5/16" 1 1 
BAR METAL 
diameter 3/16" x 9/16" 1 1 

3/8 x 7/8 1 1 
3/8 x 1 1/2 1 1 
1 / 2 x 2 1 1 
5/8 x 3/4 1 1 

1 x 1 3 / 4 1 1 
IRON RING 
Wire diameter 1/4" 1 1 

3/8 1 1 
3/4 1 1 
7/8 1 1 

1 1 1 
ROD 
diameter 5/16" 1 1 

TOTAL 2 1 1 3 9 3 1 1 1 22 



Table 60. Distribution of spikes and fencing staples at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and size. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 
1875 1877 W. Pal. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Test W. Harness Aux. to 

Type Oatstore Cookhouse Gate S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Corner Gate of Fort Room N. Stable Total 

SPIKES 
Complete 
l e n g t h 4 1/2" 1 1 

6 1/2 1 1 
6 3/4 1 1 

Fragments 2 1 3 

TOTAL 2 2 2 6 

FENCING STAPLES 
l e n g t h 1" 1 1 

1 1 / 4 1 1 
1 3 / 8 1 1 
1 7/16 1 1 
1 1 / 2 2 1 1 4 
1 5 / 8 2 1 1 1 1 6 
1 3 / 4 1 1 1 3 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 19 
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Table 61. Distribution of wire fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, strands, and diameter. Counts record the 
number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
Op. 7N36 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
1875 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Oatstore Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

IRON 
1 strand 
diameter 1/32" 1 1 

1/16 8 4 5 6 1 7 31 
3/32 16 3 9 4 3 13 48 
1/8 5 1 3 1 1 1 2 10 24 
5/32 1 1 2 

2 strand 
diameter 1/32 

1/16 
3/32 

BARBED 
2 strand 
diameter 1/16 

3/32 1 1 
4 strand 
diameter 1/16 
COPPER 
1 strand 
diameter 1/64 1 1 
GALVANIZED 
1 strand 
diameter 1/16 5 5 

3/32 3 2 5 
1/8 1 1 
5/32 
3/16 1 1 
7/32 

TOTAL 30 7 16 1 11. 12 8 35 120 



Table 61. Distribution of wire fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, strands and diameter. Counts record the number 
of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total Total 

IRON 
1 strand 
d i a m e t e r 1 /32" 7 1 1 9 10 

1/16 1 2 3 1 3 10 41 
3 /32 1 5 10 7 3 2 4 5 37 85 
1 / 8 1 2 2 1 3 1 1 11 35 
5 /32 3 2 2 1 8 10 

2 strand 
diameter 1/32 1 1 1 

1/16 1 1 1 
3/32 1 1 2 2 

BARBED 
2 strand 
diameter 1/16 6 6 6 

3/32 1 1 2 
4 strand 
diameter 1/16 4 4 4 
COPPER 
1 strand 
diameter 1/64 1 
GALVANIZED 
1 strand 
d i a m e t e r 1/16 5 

3 /32 5 
1/8 1 
5 /32 1 1 1 
3 /16 1 
7 /32 1 1 1 

TOTAL 2 17 29 16 8 4 9 7 92 212 
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Table 62. Distribution of miscellaneous hardware at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, type, and material. Counts record 
the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
Op. 7N50 1875 1880 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 1880 

1877 W. Pal. Officers' 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Harness 
Type Cookhouse Gate Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Room Total 

IRON PIPE FRAGMENTS 
Interior diameter 
1/2" 1 1 

1 1 1 2 
2 1/2 1 1 
2 7/8 1 1 
3 3/4 2 2 
TUBING FRAGMENTS 
Brass, nickle plated 
diameter 3/32" 4/1 1 
Brass 
diameter 3/16" 1 1 

5/8 1 1 
DECORATIVE BRASS HANDLES 
Ring with oval 1 1 
Hook 1 1 
Handle 1 1 

TOTAL 1 2 1 3 4 1 1 13 



Table 63. Distribution of metal sheeting at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and 
square inch. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 
Op. 7N36 Op. 7N50 1875 1880 Op. 7N56 
1875 1877 W. Pal. Officers' 1881 

Type Oatstore Cookhouse Gate Privy Hospital Total 

Square inch 
0 - 4 1 2 1 4 
4 - 8 2 2 
20-24 6 6 
28-32 5 5 
40-44 1 1 
76-80 3 3 

TOTAL 1 3 2 2 13 21 
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Table 64. Distribution of lead foil at Fort Walsh, site 7N, 
by structure and type. Counts record the number 
of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N51 
Op. 7N50 1875 
1877 W. Pal. 

Type Cookhouse Gate Total 

Plain 1 1 2 
... Co. 1 1 
Heals 1 1 
Red Circular Mark 1 1 

TOTAL 3 2 5 
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Table 65. Distribution of metal fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and weight. Counts record the number of clusters 
per weight category 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Qp. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

WEIGHT IN GRAMS 

0 - 9 6 5 4 3 7 5 7 10 47 
1 0 - 1 9 3 1 1 1 3 2 11 
2 0 - 2 9 1 2 2 4 9 
3 0 - 3 9 1 1 1 1 1 5 
4 0 - 4 9 5 5 
50 - 59 1 1 
60 - 69 
70 - 79 1 1 2 
80 - 89 
9 0 - 9 9 1 1 2 
100 - 109 
110 - 119 
120 - 129 1 1 
130 - 139 1 1 2 
140 - 149 1 1 
150 - 159 
160 - 169 1 1 
170 - 179 1 1 
180 - 189 1 1 
190 - 199 
200 - 219 1 1 
220 - 229 
230 - 239 
260 - 269 1 1 
270 - 279 1 1 
300 - 309 
330 - 339 1 1 

TOTAL 8 11 11 4 9 12 13 25 93 
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Table 65. Distribution of metal fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and weight. Counts record the number of clusters per 
weight category 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total Total 

WEIGHT IN GRAMS 

0 - 9 3 4 4 11 1 5 5 33 80 
1 0 - 1 9 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 12 22 
20 - 29 2 1 2 5 14 
3 0 - 3 9 1 1 6 
4 0 - 4 9 1 1 1 1 4 9 
5 0 - 5 9 2 2 4 5 
60 - 69 1 1 1 3 3 
7 0 - 7 9 1 1 2 4 
8 0 - 8 9 1 . 1 2 2 
9 0 - 9 9 1 1 3 

100 - 109 
110 - 119 1 1 1 
120 - 129 1 
130 - 139 1 1 3 
140 - 149 1 
150 - 159 1 1 1 
160 - 169 1 
170 - 179 1 1 2 
180 - 189 1 1 2 
190 - 199 1 1 1 
200 - 209 1 
210 - 219 1 1 1 
220 - 229 1 1 1 
230 - 239 1 1 1 
260 - 269 1 
270 - 279 1 
300 - 309 1 1 1 
330 - 339 1 

TOTAL 10 4 15 28 5 1 7 6 76 169 
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Table 66. Distribution of unidentified metal objects at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and material. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 
Op. 7N50 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 
1877 Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Test W. Harness 

Type Cookhouse Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Corner Latrine of Fort Room Total 

IRON 
Sheet metal with nails 1 1 
Iron rod with attached 
tin strip 1 1 

Bent metal with slot 
and ridges 1 1 

Rod in "U" shape 1 1 
Bar in "U" shape 1 1 
Flanged curved bar 1 1 
Rod in elliptical shape 2 2 
Curved fragment with lip 1 1 
Rod shaft with bar 
cross piece 1 1 

Strap with eye 1 1 
Cast iron pieces 2/1 1 

BRASS 
Threaded fixture 1 1 
Curved band, stamped 
PAT. MAR. 2 1875 1 1 

Disc 1 1/8" dia. 1 1 2 
Curved strip 1 1 

TIN 
Rosette shape 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 4 1 18 



Table 67. Distribution of miscellaneous non-metal artifacts at Fort Walsh, site 
7N, by structure and material. Counts record the number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N55 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 
S.W. Men's Men's 1875 

Type Privy Latrine Latrine Saw Pit Total 

Wood dowling with 

central hole 1 1 

String, 4 strands 1 1 

Rope, 2 strands 7/1 1 

Egg shell fragments 1 1 

TOTAL 1 1 1 1 4 
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Table 68. Distribution of textile fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and type. Counts record the 
number of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 Op. 7N57 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 
1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 
Oat Officers' S.W. 1881 N.W. Pal. Men's Men's 

Type Stores Privy Privy Hospital Corner Latrine Latrine Total 

Woolen Fabric 13 12 25 

Felt 3 14 11 3 1 32. 

Unidentified 2 12 6 20 

TOTAL 2 3 27 35 3 1 6 77 
H 
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Table 69. Distribution of glass fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, shape, and colour. Counts record the number of sherds 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 

1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

CURVED 
dark blue/green 1 1 
blue/green 3 8 7 17 5 91 19 664 814 
blue/green tint 717 717 
dark blue 5 5 
blue 3 3 1 3 5 1 566 582 
pale blue 2 1 1 3 1 17 5 518 548 
amber 2 12 5 2 47 2 39 109 
colourless 13 10 14 11 7 46 1 217 319 
dark green 5 5 10 7 127 40 194 
green 1 18 19 5 1 21 23 88 
pale green 8 10 28 12 2 33 . 1 10 104 
lime green 1 1 
yellow green 1 1 2 
yellow 1 1 2 
yellow tint 1 1 
black 1 1 4 1 7 
purple 1 1 
mauve 2 2 9 13 
red 2 1 3 
white 1 2 3 
grey/blue 4 4 

TOTAL 37 67 89 61 24 401 31 2808 3518 
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Table 69. Distribution of glass fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, shape, and colour. Counts record the number of sherds 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 
1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

CYLINDRICAL 
blue/green 2 2 
blue/green tint 
pale blue 1 3 4 
amber 1 1 
colourless 2 1 3 
dark green 2 7 9 
green 1 1 2 
black 1 1 

FLAT 
blue/green 3 3 3 5 4 1 19 
blue 1 1 
pale blue 1 1 1 3 
colourless 8 3 1 4 3 5 24 
green 2 1 3 
pale green 16 2 2 21 
mauve 1 1 
white 1 1 

BURNT GLASS 6 7 2 2 7 7 1 32 

TOTAL 34 22 11 9 10 30 9 1 127 

GRAND TOTAL 71 89- 100 70 34 431 40 2809 3645 
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Table 69. Distribution of glass fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, shape, and colour. Counts record the number of sherds 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total Total 

CURVED 
dark blue/green 3 1 1 5 6 
blue/green 15 5 30 37 38 2 1 128 942 
blue/green tint 11 4 11 26 743 
dark blue 1 1 6 
blue 1 1 583 
pale blue 5 1 1 3 2 1 13 561 
amber 13 4 1 8 7 1 1 35 144 
colourless 3 10 18 22 84 13 6 156 475 
dark green 1 4 8 2 5 2 2 24 218 
green 9 14 3 26 114 
pale green 1 36 8 113 3 3 164 268 
lime green 1 
yellow green 2 
yellow 1 1 3 
yellow tint 1 
black 1 1 8 
purple 1 1 2 3 
mauve 5 32 1 2 40 53 
red 3 
white 1 2 3 6 
grey/blue 4 

TOTAL 39 25 119 106 296 3 25 13 626 4144 



Table 69. Distribution of glass fragments at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure, shape, and colour. Counts record the number of sherds. 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. 1875 Harness Aux. to Grand 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Fort Saw Pit Room N. Stable Total Total 

CYLINDRICAL 
blue/green 2 
blue/green tint 2 2 2 
pale blue 1 1 5 
amber 1 1 2 
colourless 3 
dark green 1 3 4 13 
green 3 3 5 
black 1 

FLAT 
blue/green 19 
blue 1 
pale blue 3 
colourless 2 2 26 
green 3 
pale green 1 21 
mauve 1 
white 1 1 2 

BURNT 3 70 84 1 9 1 168 200 

TOTAL 1 3 4 76 87 1 9 2 182 309 

GRAND TOTAL 40 28 123 182 383 4 34 15 808 4453 
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Table 70. Distribution of wire nails at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure. Counts record the number of artifacts 

i'roveni once 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N52 Op. 7N53 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N55 

1875 Op. 7N50 1875 1877 1877 1880 1875 Op. 7N56 
Oat 1877 W. Pal. Aux. Aux. to Officers' S.W. 1881 

Type Stores Cookhouse Gate Structure S. Stable Privy Privy Hospital Total 

COMPLETE 1A b 29 10 6 10 17 54 146 

FRAGMENTS 1 2 1 1 1 7 13 

TOTAL 14 7 31 10 7 11 18 61 159 

Provenience 

Op. 7N57 0p. 7N59 0p. 7N60 0p. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 1875 Op. 7N60 1880 1877 

N.W. Pal. E. Pal. Men's Men's Test W. Harness Aux. to 
Type Corner Gate Latrine Latrine of Tort Room N. Stable Total 

COMPLETE 4 18 2 5 7 4 3 43 

FRAGMENTS 1 1 2 

TOTAL 5 18 2 5 7 5 3 45 

TOTAL COMP. 189 

TOTAL FRAG. 15 

GRAND TOTAL 204 



Table 71. Distribution of miscellaneous 20th Century artifacts at Fort Walsh, site 7N, by structure and material. Counts record the number 
of artifacts 

Provenience 

Op. 7N36 Op. 7N51 Op. 7N54 Op. 7N59 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N60 Op. 7N61 Op. 7N62 
1875 1875 1880 Op. 7N56 1875 1880 1875 1880 1877 
Oat W. Pal. Officers' 1881 E. Pal. Men's Men's Harness Aux. to 

Type Stores Gate Privy Hospital Gate Latrine Latrine Room N. Stables Total 

PLASTIC FRAGMENTS 
white cigar tip 1 1 
doll house roof fragments 1 1 
unidentified black fragment 1 1 

black threaded 1 1 
orange fragment 2 1 3 
white fragment 1 1 
red fragment 2 2 

RUBBER 
tubing fragment 1 1 
strip 1 1 2 
boot fragments 21/3 3 
ring washer 1 1 
linoleum fragment 1 1 
vinyl fragment 1 1 
METAL 
bottle caps 1 1 1 1 4 
chromed iron thermos top 1 1 
battery fragments 4/1 1 
1942 copper penny 1 1 
pull tab for pop can 2 2 
bolt l/"2" diameter 1 1 
pointed hinge fragment 1 1 
ornamental iron handle 1 1 
silver foil 1 1 
tin can key 2 2 
chromed iron pouring spout 1 1 
unidentified fragment 1 1 
MISCELLANEOUS 
broom straw 1 1 
insulator fragment 1 1 

TOTAL 5 2 3 5 5 8 6 1 3 38 
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Appendix B. Building Plan Views. 

Figure 1 Index 

Figure 2 Site Plan 

Figure 3 Master Grid Plan 

Figure 4 1880 Officers' Privy 

Figure 5 1881 Hospital 

Figure 6 Northwest corner of 1875 Palisade 

Figure 7 1878 North Auxiliary Structure 

Figure 8 1879 Harness Room 

Figure 9 1875 east and west Palisade Gates 

Figure 10 1877 Cookhouse and South Auxiliary structure 

Figure 11 1875 Southwest Privy 

Figure 12 Composite Historic/Extant Site Plan 
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